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The Influence of Advertising Approach in a Trial Purchase Context 
Sarah Ann Claydon 
ABSTRACT 
Research investigating the development of trial purchase has recognised that the chosen advertising 
approach is a key influence in the trial process. This thesis describes a critique of the central and 
related literature surrounding the influence of advertising approach in a trial purchase context, with 
particular emphasis on the concept of disruptive advertising. This concept can be described as an 
overturning of convention for commercial benefit, and has been introduced to deal with change. 
Whilst it is clear that many brands achieve success via a consistent approach to advertising, it is also 
true that successful advertising is often rooted in 'doing something different'. 
The literature reveals that there is a lack of empirical work to date on brand/market situations in which 
a disruptive approach to advertising will be more appropriate and successful than a conventional 
approach at stimulating purchase or perhaps increasing awareness of a brand. In which situations 
should a disruptive advertising approach be applied? Phase I of the research investigates the possible 
link between a brand situation, the advertising strategy adopted and the brand success using existing 
advertising case materials. Focus group interviews are then utilised in phase 2 to gain some 
understanding of consumer attitudes towards different advertising approaches in different product 
markets and also to explore brand usage and brand choices in these markets. Content analysis is 
applied to the results of phases I and 2. Finally. phase 3 of the research more specifically investigates 
the influence of advertising approach on purchase intention within different product markets compared 
with other primary influencing factors. A questionnaire survey was administered to undergraduate 
students at the University of Plymouth for phase 3 and the results were analysed using individual item 
analysis and multiple regression. 
A generic model of 'The Influence of Advertising Approach in a Trial Purchase Context' is 
constructed from the literature and a modified version is used to discuss the results of the study. The 
results indicate that the choice of a disruptive or conventional advertising approach does affect 
intention to purchase a brand and that the nature of product involvement does influence intention to 
purchase a brand. However, the research has not been able to provide conclusive evidence as to the 
situations in which a disruptive advertising approach should be applied and consequently little can be 
recommended to managers regarding disruption on an operational basis. In addition, the study has 
provided little evidence to support the concept of disruption other than as an elaborate repackaging of 
positioning theory. Additional research using non-student populations and a greater selection of low 
involvement and high involvement markets is recommended, however, in order to validate the 
relationships found. 
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A great deal of research has been carried out relating to the process of trial purchase, 
possibly leading to brand loyalty. This has recognised that the type and nature of the 
advertising approach adopted is a key influence in the trial purchase process of which 
the IPA (Institute of Practitioners in Advertising) case histories are primary 
examples. These case histories have demonstrated how brand success can be 
associated with advertising which is consistent and/or disruptive. 
Many brands achieve success via a consistent approach to advertising, with periodic 
refreshment. For established brands, a major function of continuous advertising is to 
keep re-inforcing the long-term memory (Baker, 1992). Every advertisement should 
be thought of as a contribution to brand image and advertising should consistently 
project the same image year after year (Ogilvy, 1983). Over time, a consistent theme 
becomes a convention, which is the received wisdom, the current rules of the game 
that determine the behaviour of the advertisers, agencies and consumers (Baker, 
1994a). 'New news' may lie within the territory of convention, but it is more likely 
to originate from new thinking - a disruption. The advertising agency BST-BDDP 
describe disruption as a marketing or advertising idea which challenges and overturns 
a convention. A disruption can vary in scope and magnitude, from a change in an 
element of communication (a minor disruption) to a change in the product, resulting 
usage and benefits and communications conventions (a major disruption). A major 
disruption is described by Baker (1994a) as a journey into the unknown to claim new 
territory and change consumers' lives. In comparison, minor disruptions describe a 
brand which claims ownership of a territory previously defined by existing market 
characteristics. 
Advertising and business success is often achieved by 'doing something different' 
(Baker, 1992). Consistency has its failings. The appeal can become less relevant or 
can simply wear out. In advertising, the beginning of greatness is to be different and 
the beginning of failure is to be the same (Ogilvy, 1983). Values can decay ...... they 
need adjustment and updating. Baker (1994) referred to the winners in the longer 
and broader category of the 1994 Advertising Effectiveness Awards. Their success 
was initially due to a disruption, but maintained by turning the approach into a 
consistent theme. Both a conventional advertising approach and a disruptive 
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advertising approach can work, but tend to apply in different situations and at 
different times within the marketing cycle (Baker, 1992). In essence, this cycle 
begins with the brand making an initial disruption to claim a tenitory. Over time, 
this position is then strengthened and protected via consistent implementation and 
refreshment until the market environment prompts a repositioning, calling for a new 
disruption (Baker, 1994a). 
This thesis describes a critique of the central and related literature surrounding the 
influence of advertising approach in a trial purchase context, with particular 
emphasis on the concept of disruptive advertising. For the purposes of this research 
disruption is defined as an advertising approach which disturbs conventions in a 
market. These conventions encompass people's own perceptions of what are the 
norms. Disruption is therefore dependent upon whether or not individual perceptions 
which determine market participant behaviour can be challenged. Although 
disruption can occur at many levels, from product disruption through to disruption of 
the advertising focus, this research concentrates on disruption at an advertising level. 
The chosen advertisements in phases 2 and 3 of the research all provide examples 
where advertising/communication conventions in the market have been overturned. 
Chapter 2 discusses different theories of how advertising works, ranging from early 
'hierarchy of effects' models to later, more active advertising works models which 
recognise that consumers do not necessarily think in an orderly way but select 
advertising for personal attention. It is argued that advertising and usage experience 
are strongly related and many researchers maintain that rather than persuading people 
to radically change their thoughts, advertising works as a weak force, by re-inforcing 
long-term associations for the brand and ensuring the brand is remembered. The 
concept of effective frequency is introduced. This concept is based on the premise 
that advertising effectiveness depends on how frequently the advertising is shown, 
and two schools of thought are put forward. However, it is recognised that the 
circumstances of the brand are the primary influence on consumer response to 
repeated advertising exposure. 
Chapter 3 describes the concepts and trends relating to in-person advertising, in 
particular the increasing importance of emotion, likeability and involvement. Many 
writers have emphasised the importance of the construct of involvement in attitude 
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fonnation, brand loyalty, consumer satisfaction, perceived risk and repetition in 
advertising (Kassarjian and Robertson, 1981). It is also suggested that different 
intensities of emotion can be aroused in consumers when watching an advertisement 
(Stout and Leckenby, 1986). The way in which individuals process advertising is 
then considered with regard to visual/verbal stimuli, emotional/rational stimuli and 
whether processing is left brain/right brain dominated. Discussion surrounding 
advertising memory measures suggests that both advertising recall and advertising 
recognition can indicate different things about memory and the degree of advertising 
processing which has taken place. Theories relating to the conservative consumer are 
then presented and linked in with personality trait research. Motivation and needs 
theory are also discussed and it is proposed that an understanding of the unarticulated 
consumer needs and wants in different product categories can influence the success 
of a discontinuous or disruptive advertising approach. 
Chapter 4 goes on to identify the external, macro influences on brand positioning, 
chosen advertising objectives and advertising strategy. In particular, there is 
comparison between the strategies adopted by new or newly advertised brands and 
strategies adopted by established brands. The results of longitudinal IRI (lnfonnation 
Resources Incorporated) research are presented and discussed, with implications for 
advertising weight, long-tenn advertising effects, media expenditure, media plans, 
competitors' expenditure and market share. The results are also compared with other 
shorter tenn analyses. Writers emphasise that brand survival is reliant on attracting 
new users as well as increasing the buying frequency of existing users (Kent and 
Tannenholz, 1994), although, in the longer tenn, it is the rate of penetration rather 
than buying frequency which detennines brand growth (Franzen, 1994). It is 
suggested that both the relationship between the user and the product and the position 
of the brand are vital considerations when planning any advertising campaign. 
Finally, a new branding era is proposed, with emphasis on manufacturer brands to 
exploit environmental changes and fulfil unarticulated consumer needs in order to 
survive and remain relevant in today's society (De Chematony, 1996). 
The concept of brand loyalty is introduced in chapter 5, although the literature 
demonstrates that this concept is widely used but widely misunderstood. Loyalty is a 
process which develops over time, beginning with a willingness to trial a brand, after 
which continued repeat purchase may eventually lead to consumer bonding with the 
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brand, and a loyalty to the brand over any other. It is argued existing brand 
experience influences consumer's perceptions of a brand, and these perceptions can 
be influenced by advertising but rarely changed by advertising alone (Kent and 
Tannenholz, 1994). A number of buyer behaviour typologies are proposed, although 
it is ultimately focal brand behaviour or lOO% loyal brand behaviour which 
determines brand success in most markets. The necessary steps to becoming loyal 
are described using the 'Awareness-Trial-Reinforcement Model' (ATR), the 
'Consumer Value Model' and the 'Brand Dynamics Model'. It is proposed that 
different types of disruption will be appropriate at different stages of loyalty. In 
addition, the longitudinal 'erosion' of repeat-purchase buying is examined, with 
implications for a disruptive advertising approach. Finally, the influence of need 
states, store loyalty and own-label brands are described, before the chapter examines 
the implications of brand loyalty for management strategies. 
Chapter 6 introduces the concept and process of disruption as adopted by the 
advertising agency BST.BDDP (now BDDP GOT as a result of a merger with GOT 
in October 1997). The concept can be described as the overturning of convention for 
commercial benefit and has been introduced to deal with change. It relies on 
challenging conventional wisdom via identifying, questioning and overturning 
conventions in an increasingly competitive marketplace. Disruption can occur 
anywhere in the marketing mix. However, this thesis focuses on disruption in an 
advertising context, where no empirical work to date has been carried out. The 
research focuses on disruptive advertising either solely at the level of advertising, or 
in cases where advertising plays an important role in exploiting a tangible 
product/marketing disruption. The process of disruption is based on the 
challengeable nature of individual perceptions which determine market participant 
behaviour, and chapter 6 outlines 4 major categories of conventions. The literature 
explains that the majority of disruptive campaigns are the result of a new marketing 
idea, a new consumer insight or a new advertising focus, although the best approach 
is to be first-at-bat in the market with a new idea, taking ownership of a new territory. 
Disruption is then discussed in the context of a company's vision, before the 
application of disruption and importance of a disruptive approach is examined. The 
agency philosophy is periodically questioned as the chapter progresses and is notably 
vague in a number of areas. In particular, it appears that a disruptive approach is 
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comparable with straightfmward positioning theory and it is clear that the disruption 
literature only provides a starting point for further empirical work in this area. 
The empirically based section of the thesis comprises 3 phases of research. The 
literature reveals that there is a lack of empirical work to date on the brand/market 
situations when a disruptive approach will be appropriate and similarly when it will 
be inappropriate compared with a more conventional approach. The main aim of 
phase 1, therefore, is to investigate the possible link between brand situation, 
advertising strategy and brand success in an attempt to provide recommendations for 
the application of different approaches. Existing advertising case materials have 
been used and which represent 6 product markets: financial, tea, coffee, petfood, 
washing powder and retail. The case materials have been obtained from both the 
published 'Advertising Works' series and also from the advertising agency 
BST.BDDP. Content analysis has been utilised to help analyse the case studies, with 
the aid of the computer package NUD*IST. Explanation surrounding the research 
methodology for phase 1 can be found in chapter 7, whilst the process and results of 
this phase are discussed in detail in chapter 8. 
Phase 2 of the research utilises eight focus group interviews to gain some 
understanding of consumer attitudes towards different advertising approaches in 
different product markets, and also to explore brand usage and brand choices in these 
markets. A further aim of the interviews is to facilitate the design and wording of a 
more in-depth survey in phase 3. Eight television advertisements, chosen by the 
researcher from a library of videos based at Millward Brown Research International, 
are used for the groups. The advertisements represent four product markets already 
used in phase 1 of the research. Four of the advertisements represent a conventional 
advertising approach and the other four a disruptive advertising approach. The 
results and analysis of this qualitative data are described in depth in chapter 9. 
The broad aim of phase 3 is to investigate the influence of advertising approach on 
trial purchase within different product markets compared with other, primary 
influencing internal factors. Intention to purchase is used as the primary indicator of 
trial purchase in each market due to an inability to observe a purchase. The 
development of the questionnaire survey is described in chapter 7, including the 
advantages and disadvantages of this type of data collection compared with other 
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methods. Analysis of questionnaire data has been carried out using the Statistical 
Package for Social Scientists (SPSS). Chapter 10 explains the results of the survey 
using individual item analysis, analysis of means and data reduction techniques. 
Chapter 11 then goes on to describe how multiple regression can be used to 
determine more specifically the primary contributory factors of trial purchase in each 
of the four markets, and the influence of advertising approach in this process. Some 
conclusions are made based on the statistical results and there is also some 
comparisons with the results of the focus group data, providing methodological 
triangulation. 
A model of 'the influence of advertising approach in a trial purchase context' is 
constructed from the literature (see chapter 7) and is later modified when discussing 
the results (see chapter 12). It is hoped that the results of the research will contribute 
to providing some understanding of how the advertising approach influences a trial 
purchase within the context of this model. In addition, it is hoped that the research 
will provide some guidelines for the application of disruption and act as a platform 
for further research in this area. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
HOW ADVERTISING WORKS 
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2. HOW ADVERTISING WORKS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter discusses some of the general, primarily macro 'how advertising works' 
theories. In particular the chapter examines the background and importance of the 
'hierarchy of effects' theories, and points to the inadequacy and inaccuracy of the 
order sequence. More recent 'active consumer' advertising theories are also 
considered, and their relevance to discontinuity is emphasised. McDonald and 
Ehrenberg's contributions in particular, have been consistently notable over the past 
25 years. 
2.2 BACKGROUND 
Advertising can be successful for a range of circumstances that lie on a continuum. 
Sometimes the advertising focuses on telling people about new products or product 
improvements, whereas at other times it can work via the repetition of messages 
creatively presented (Brown, 1994). Rather than attempting to identify a short or a 
long term effect of advertising, Jones (1995) argued that a short-term effect is a 
precondition of a long-term effect. Similarly, McDonald (1992) maintained that the 
advertising effects on this continuum, whether short or long term effects, are really 
different aspects of the same process. He pointed out that advertising which is 
effective and continuous can enhance brand value, which in turn enhances brand 
survival in an increasingly competitive marketplace. 
Over the years, there have been many theories relating to 'how advertising works', 
both at the macro, aggregate level and at the micro, in-person level. The central 
assumption at the macro level is that advertising aims to position brands within 
markets and satisfy consumer demand (McDonald, 1992), whilst at the micro level, 
advertising can work by positioning the brand in the long-term memory of the 
consumer via associations, linkages and triggers (Brown, 1991b,c,d). 
There has been a general recognition by advertising practitioners that the consumer is 
no longer 'passive', with sequential movement from a situation of unawareness-
awareness-conviction-behaviour, but is in fact 'active' and able to screen out what is 
not wanted from the mass of advertising clutter (McDonald, 1992). 
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Advertising which is discontinuous can be viewed as a necessary and relevant 
discipline for advertising agencies today to 'interest' the active consumer. At a micro 
level, discontinuity can work by questioning existing advertising conventions in 
order to intrude on a consumer's thoughts, feelings and behaviour. At a macro level, 
discontinuity can lead to new angles in the advertising proposition to re-position the 
brand in the marketplace (Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995). A 
discontinuous approach must also be considered in relation to the form of 
advertising, the time span involved and the target consumer (McDonald, 1992). 
2.3 THE IDERARCHY OF EFFECTS DEBATE 
Few advertising practitioners now believe that there is any general advertising theory 
explaining purchase behaviour. However, many models have been proposed. The 
effects of advertising on purchase behaviour originate from the 'hierarchy of effects' 
literature dating back to E. St Elmo Lewis in the early 1900s. Lewis developed the 
AIDA model (attention-interest-desire-action) to illustrate the importance of the 
orderly cognition (think)-affect (feeling)-conation (doing) sequence of buying 
behaviour. For the next 60 years the AIDA model was replicated by many 
advertising writers (Sheldon, 1911; Hall, 1915; Ramsay, 1921; K.itson, 1921; Osbom, 
1922; Bedell, 1940; DeVoe, 1956) and the crux of the marketing communications 
planning relied upon this set order of cognition-affect-conation (Barry and Howard, 
1990: 122). Table 2.1 illustrates these models. 
Whilst still advocating this traditional hierarchy, the introduction of the Lavidge 
Steiner model in 1961 recognised both the concept of unequal distances between 
stages in the model and the concept of respondent involvement. This model added 
the stages of knowledge-liking-preference at the affective stage which were not 
presented in predecessor models, and recognised that the more involved consumer 
would take longer to reach each stage of the process. Table 2.2 illustrates the 
Lavidge Steiner model. Comparable models of the time following this order 
sequence include Colley ( 1961 ), Rogers (1962) and McGuire (1969). 
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Year Model Developer Comment 
1898 AID Attention, interest, E. St Elmo Developed as a sales guide for 
Desire Lewis salesmen to be successful in 
moving a prospect to buy. 
1900 AIDA Attention, interest, E. St Elmo Added the action stage as 
Desire, Action* Lewis necessary to convince salesmen to 
move buyer prospects through the 
complete selling_process. 
1910 AICA Attention, interest, Printer's Ink The first mention of the hierarchy 
Conviction, Action Editorial model for advertising use; a 
complete advertisement must 
follow this model of persuasion. 
1911 AIDAS Attention, Interest, Arthur, F. Added 'permanent satisfaction' as 
Desire, Action, Sheldon a necessary part of the persuasive 
Satisfaction and long-run selling process; this 
final stage not carried through to 
contemporary literature. 
1915 AICCA Attention, Interest, Samuel R. Hall The necessary steps in writing a 
Confidence, good, persuasive advertisement. 
Conviction, Action 
1921 AIDCA Attention, interest, Robert E. Mentioned this model at the 
Desire, Caution, Rams ay beginning of his book on how to 
Action write effective direct advertising, 
although the model is not 
developed in the book. 
1921 AIDCA Attention, interest, Harry D. Kitson Used this model in writing about 
Desire, Conviction, how the mind of the buyer works. 
Action 
1922 AliA Attention, interest, Alexander Writing explained about the 
Judgement, Action Os born creative/persuasive process in 
advertising. 
1940 AIDCA Attention; interest, Clyde Bedell For advertising to sell, it must 
Desire, Conviction, follow these 'proved selling 
Action strategems' as formulated by 
Kitson in 1921. 
1956 AIDMA Attention, interest, Merrill De V oe Referred to the importance of 
Desire, Memory, different psychological sequences 
Action in constructing advertisements 
(AIDCA and AID MA) but does not 
develop these in his book. 
* italics indicate change m stage/nomenclature from prev1ous model(s) 
Table 2.1: A Summary of Popular Hierarchy Models Preceding the Lavidge Steiner 
Model (source: Barry and Howard. 1990: 124) 
The early 1960s introduced 'the hard facts school of advertising', of which Rosser 
Reeves was a key instigator. In 1961 Reeves developed the 'unique selling 
proposition' (USP). He argued that advertising works by making a unique claim 
related to consumers' needs, and which the competition does not offer. In other 
words conversion to a new brand is best achieved by the single minded focus on a 
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USP. Reeves justified the theory by maintaining that effective advertising depends 
on claims, not feelings (Broadbent, 1992). This theory implies that overturning 
convention may be more effective when rooted in a new tangible idea, perhaps a new 
USP related to consumers' needs that has not been investigated before. 












* italics indicate a stage nottresented in predecessor model . 
Table 2.2: The Lavidge Steiner Model (source: Barry and Howard, 1990: 122) 
Russell Colley was another member of the 'hard facts school of advertising'. His 
theory (1961) 'DAGMAR' (Defining Advertising Goals for Measured Advertising 
Results) proposed that the purpose of advertising is to get buying action, via the 
stepwise progression from awareness-comprehension-conviction-action. Colley 
maintained that measuring results is impossible unless you have an objective, and 
advertising effectiveness can ultimately be judged by comparing results at each stage 
of the process. The DAGMAR thesis is therefore based upon the fact that 
communication, not sales is the task of advertising (Colley, 1961). This theory 
implies that the message and execution of discontinuous advertising must effectively 
succeed in communicating the 'new and different' emphasis of the advertising. 
This implies that "a hierarchy of advertising objectives should be used by managers 
to measure advertising effects rather than focusing on sales alone". (Barry and 
Howard, 1990: 125) 
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It was not until David Ogilvy, later in the 1960s, that the concept of 'brand image' 
was presented. Ogilvy presented more of a pragmatic view of how advertising 
works, rather than the previous conversionist views of Colley and Reeves. He 
suggested that there is more to advertising than just rational argument. The root of 
how advertising works is based upon enhancing brand image. This theory suggests 
that brands, and advertising for those brands, should be rooted in the changing needs 
of consumers. Ogilvy maintained that consumers have emotional needs, and we 
express 'who we are' in our brand choices. Non-verbal communication such as the 
'evocation of moods' is more likely to achieve this and consequently bestow the 
brand with prestige. More qualitative research methods such as group discussions 
are appropriate under this theory, rather than the pre-testing and post-testing 
techniques applied by Colley and Reeves (Ogilvy, 1983). 
In 1975 Stephen King put forward a theory of 'how advertising works' based on both 
pragmatism and conversion (McDonald, 1992). He argued that the purpose of 
advertising is not only to convert a non-user to a user, but rather to intensify the 
buying frequency of existing users through intensifying attitudes and brand image 
over the long term (King, 1984). King devised a scale of advertising effects ranging 
from direct action (akin to rational conversion theory) to the indirect effect of re-
inforcing attitudes (more akin to the pragmatist view presented by Ogilvy). This 
scale, highlighting the primary advertising focus for different situations, is described 
below: 
• DIRECT: Take action- typically for infrequent, low involvement products and 
markets where branding is weak. 
• Seek information - typically for infrequently purchased goods, especially those 
which are complex or expensive, so that the decision requires thought and the 
comparison of alternatives. The advertising helps to get the brand into the buyer's 
'brand repertoire', and works primarily by overcoming indifference (or inertia). 
It is appropriate to overcome the consumer's indifference or boredom of the usual 
brand purchased, and the need for 'change'. 
• Relate to needs, wants, desires - particularly aimed at the trial of a new brand, 
or something only occasionally used. Examples include cosmetics or toiletries. 
This advertising 'presents news', and although an immediate effect is aimed at, 
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there is no immediate action. Buying takes place on the next 'suitable' occasion, 
when long-term memory of the advertising may be activated by seeing the brand 
or a related promotional display in the store. Advertising is working by 
spreading news. Advertising which presents a new message and can overcome 
consumers' existing usage, attitudes and values will work more effectively in this 
situation. The key is understanding changing needs, wants and desires. 
• Bring to top of mind, recall previous satisfactions - primarily for repeat 
purchase, habit dominated products for which people have a repertoire of brands 
which they find acceptable. The consistency of advertising helps to keep the 
brand as the preferred choice within the repertoire, and works by familiarising 
and reminding - it is stopping the brand from being forgotten. 
• Modify Attitudes - this advertising seeks to change perceptions and attitudes 
towards a brand, which may take months or years. It is 'indirect' because it is 
affecting not purchases directly, but instead the 'new' attitudes and feelings 
surrounding purchase choice. Advertising is primarily working by adding 
intangible value. This may be achieved if the advertising puts a new perspective 
on the product or creates a new use for the product. 
• INDIRECT: Reinforce attitudes - this advertising seeks to maintain the status-
quo. Continuous advertising for packaged goods and a lot of corporate 
advertising falls into this category. It is confirming the added values which have 
been invested in the brand in the eyes of its buyers. Advertising is working by 
familiarising and adding values. 
The above scale (adapted from McDonald, 1992) combines the work of King and the 
comparable work of James Webb Young in 1963. Young (1963) argued that 
advertising works by either familiarising, reminding, spreading news, overcoming 
inertias or by adding value not in a product. In all advertising, one of these five 
advertising 'drivers' is the primary focus, but most advertising involves a 
combination of two or three of them, as the above scale indicates. Familiarising and 
reminding are advertising aims more akin to continuous theme advertising. 
Discontinuous advertising is more likely to work through spreading 'new news' , by 
overcoming inertias or cultural conventions, and by adding value not in the product. 
The latter driver is the most challenging field for creativeness in advertising (Young, 
1963). The value-added could be tangible, such as a new use for the product which 
has not been previously exploited (a new tangible idea), or intangible via increased 
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status from using the brand for example (via a way of looking at the brand that has 
not been exploited before- a new consumer insight). 
Year Model Developer Comment 
1961 Awareness, R.H. Colley Proposed this model as important to the 
ACCA Comprehension*, development of specified advertising 
Conviction, Action goals and measuring advertising 
effectiveness. 
1961 Exposure, Advertising The model supported by the foundation 
EPCCA Perception, Research of advertising practitioners and 
Communication Foundation researchers to be used for developing 
(Knowledge), (ARF) more effective advertising campaigns. 
Communication 
(Attitude), Action 
1962 Awareness, H.D. Wolfe, lllustrated how business used the 
AAPIS Acceptance, J.K. Brown, hierarchy concept as a guideline to 
Preference, C.Thompson develop advertising strategy. 
lntelltion, Sale 
Provocation 
1962 Awareness, E.M. Rogers Proposed the first application of a 
AIETA Interest, hierarchy type-model to the process of 
Evaluation, Trial, new product adoption. 
Adoption 
1969 Presentation, w. J. The first to suggest that probabilities 
PACYRB Attention, McGuire could be associated with the stages of 
Comprehension, hierarchy models to show ultimate 
Yielding, Retention, behavioural impact of advertising. 
Behaviour. 
1971 Awareness, T.S. Expanded on the adoption hierarchy of 
ACALTA Comprehension, Robertson. Rogers, this model more based on 
Attitude, Howard and Sheth buyer behaviour 
Legitimation, Trial, model (attention, comprehension, 
Adoption. attitude, intention, Q_urchase). 
1982 The Association I.L. Preston, Proposed more comprehensive hierarchy 
1983 Model and the E. Thorson model that preserved the traditional 
1984 Expanded order: distribution, vehicle exposure, 
Association Model advertising exposure, advertising 
awareness, advertising elements 
awareness, association evaluation, 
product perception, integrated 
perception, products evaluation, prior 
evaluation, integrated evaluation, 
product stimulation, prior stimulation, 
integrated stimulation, search, search 
perception, search evaluation, search 
stimulation, trial, trial perception, trial 
stimulation, adoption, adoption 
perception, adoption evaluation, 
adoption stimulation. 
* italics indicate change in stage/nomenclature from previOus model(s). 
Table 2.3: A Summarv of Recent Hierarchy Models supporting the Traditional 
Cognitive-Affective-Conative Ordering (source: Bany and Howard, 1990: 125) 
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Preston and Thorson (1983,1984) are the most recent writers to develop a traditional 
order sequence model. The latter of their two 'Expanded Association Models', 
devised in 1984, is particularly comprehensive and not only considers different types 
of advertising research, but also different behavioural concepts. Table 2.3 
summarises some of the more recent traditional order sequence models. 
Although the writers mentioned show no conformity of opinion regarding the model 
elements, the area of most criticism is that of order sequence and the rejection of 
stage progression (Barry and Howard, 1993: 126). Later researchers, including 
Krugman (1965, 1966), Zajonc (1980, 1984, 1986), Zajonc and Markus (1982), 
Kelley (1973) and Vaughn (1980, 1986) provided alternative models to the 
traditional hierarchy sequence, all with the potential for explaining purchase 
behaviour resulting from advertising. The six combinations are i) cognition-affect-
conation; ii) cognition-conation-affect; iii) affect-conation-cognition; iv) conation-
affect-cognition; v) conation-cognition-affect; vi) affect-cognition-conation. Barry 
and Howard (1990) pointed to the questionable nature of versions four and five, on 
the basis that purchase responses can occur without any prior thinking (cognition) or 
feeling (affect). The primary focus surrounding the remaining four versions is the 
ordering of cognition and affect, although from a managerial perspective, response 
level as opposed to response order is the principal issue. For managers therefore, the 
concern is one of integrating the two stages to stimulate purchase behaviour (Barry 
and Howard, 1990). 
The introduction of the 'expectancy value framework' by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) 
recognised the need to understand purchase preference via simultaneous 
consideration of both cognitive and affective processing. Although based on the 
concept that cognition determines affect, the sequential order of the two is considered 
a secondary issue. 
In 1980 Richard Vaughn introduced the 'Foote, Cone and Belding' grid. This matrix 
related the two dimensions of 'high-or-low involvement' (for the purchase decision) 
and rational/emotional or 'thinking' versus 'feeling' (for the response expected). 
This combination provided a strategic tool that included elements of traditional 
advertising theories and of consumer behaviour models (Vaughn, 1980). It suggested 
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that there are different communication responses and hence different planning 
strategies which should be adopted according to position on the grid (Vaughn, 1986). 
Table 2.4 illustrates the four quadrants of the matrix. 
The top left quadrant represents an informative strategy for essentially highly 
involved, rational purchases. Examples include many consumer durables and 
appliances. In contrast to an informative 'learn-feel-do' hierarchy of effects, a highly 
involved, emotional purchase (top right quadrant) will follow a 'feel-learn-do' order. 
Jewellery, cosmetics and fashion accessories are typical examples of such ego-related 
purchases (Vaughn, 1980, 1986). 
The bottom left quadrant represents low involvement, routine purchases such as food 
and household products. The consumer is a creature of habit in these situations and 
will tend to be loyal to a few brands within a repertoire. A deep knowledge of the 
product is unnecessary, and a hierarchy sequence 'do-learn-feel' will tend to 
predominate. Conversely, low involvement emotional purchases (bottom right 
quadrant) represent items of personal taste. Examples include beer, chocolate and 
greeting cards. Although feeling is more important in these latter low involvement 
situations, product experience remains the vital element of the communication 
process and a 'do-feel-learn' sequence predominates (Vaughn, 1980, 1986). 
The FCB grid was devised to help guide and organise the advertising objectives for a 
product (Vaughn, 1980). When the primary advertising influence for a product is 
identified - whether rational, emotional or to stimulate immediate action - an 
appropriate advertising model can be constructed and executed. Each model will 
differ according to the relevant management, creative, media and research 
implications as Table 2.4 illustrates. 
"Product research should be used to determine the brand's leverage and then build a 
strategy that incorporates creative, media and copy-testing projects. If done 
properly the parts should all fit together" (Vaughn, 1980: 33). 
The grid provides a useful planning tool for a discontinuous advertising campaign 
which challenges established habits. Will such an approach be more appropriate in 
low involvement rather than high involvement purchase situations? Questions can 
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also be raised regarding the appropriateness of discontinuity for emotionally based 
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Table 2.4: How Advertising Works: A Planning Model (source: Vaughn, 1980: 31) 
Despite the empirical frustrations of defining each stage, the chosen research 
methods and the relevance of the results at a managerial level, the hierarchy of effects 
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theory can be useful in a practical sense (Barry and Howard, 1990). In particular, it 
has proved a well used tool by companies in their planning and training departments. 
It indicates that advertising success is not only determined by eventual 
trial/action/purchase, but also by the extent to which the campaign stimulates 
awareness and gains consumer attention. However, Franzen (1994) maintained that 
rather than a hierarchy of effects, it is an interconnected 'system' of effects that is 
important and which requires attention. 
"Existing consumer attitudes, buying behaviour and usage experience have just as 
much influence on advertising as the reverse" (Franzen, 1994: 4). 
In summary, there is no broad consensus to support a successful advertising hierarchy 
framework. The models do not explain the high proportion of brands which fail in 
the marketplace, in particular brands which are launched by established companies 
and which have the resources to uphold heavy advertising and promotional 
campaigns (Murray, 1988). The survival of small firms with limited advertising 
budgets and relative market share stability are similarly unexplained by these 
hierarchy models (Murray, 1988). 
2.4 THE SHIFT TOWARD THE ACTIVE CONSUMER 
There has been a recognition that consumers are no longer 'passive' individuals who 
think in an 'orderly' sequence, but are 'active' individuals, who screen out what is 
not wanted and select advertising for personal attention (McDonald, 1992). This 
implies consumer processing of advertising at a rather shallower level and a growing 
difficulty for advertisers in reaching consumers and gaining/retaining their undivided 
attention. McDonald (1992) and Fletcher (1994b) both argued the importance of 
advertising which is intrusive in order to attract consumer attention. They 
maintained that memorable or intrusive advertising can occur if one or more of the 
following pertain: 
1. the product is different or unusual; 
2. the striking nature of the advertisement makes an impression on the consumer; 
3. the advertisement has a personal relevance to the consumer; 
4. the frequency of the advertisement is registering as increased awareness of the 
advertising. 
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Deighton, Henderson and Neslin (1994) maintained that advertising can affect a 
household's brand choice in 3 possible ways: 
1. by increasing the likelihood that a household will change brands; 
2. by enhancing repeat purchase as a result of learned product experience; 
3. by having little or no effect. In these cases brand usage experience outweighs the 
influence of advertising communication - usage dominance. 
Ehrenberg (1974) first presented the notion that advertising and usage experience 
may be positively related. He argued that advertising works firstly to provide and 
increase awareness, then to induce trial and finally to reinforce repeat purchase. He 
regarded repeat purchase as the most important of these effects, to re-inforce feelings 
of satisfaction for brands already being used. More recent research has confirmed the 
view that advertising is more likely to re-inforce existing propensities to buy than to 
build or add values to the brand (Ehrenberg and Scriven, l997c). 
Smith and Swinyard (1983) differentiated between lower order beliefs (prior to using 
a brand) and higher order beliefs (after considerable brand usage). They maintained 
that advertising can help establish both source credibility and a predisp'osition to 
favourable usage, which then determines further purchases. Similarly, Deighton et al 
(1994) differentiated between predictive framing (which precedes usage experience) 
and diagnostic framing (which follows usage experience). They argued that 
advertising framing effects are more likely for new brands, which are unfamiliar and 
where there is greater potential to enhance the usage experience. Indeed, advertising 
which is intrinsically different is more likely to make an impression on the consumer 
and will more effectively increase awareness of the advertising, and perhaps the 
brand. 
Ehrenberg et al (1997d) presented evidence to support the theory that advertising 
rarely acts as a 'strong force', in persuading people to change their thoughts, feelings 
and actions in a radical manner. Instead, they argued that advertising more often 
works as a 'weak force', reinforcing long-term associations for a brand and ensuring 
that the brand remains in the consumer's mind or consideration set. For an 
established brand, advertising's role is mainly defensive in order to protect against 
loss of sales to competitor brands. For a new brand, advertising encourages 
consumers to try the product by announcing 'new news', increasing brand awareness 
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and re-assurance. It can help to enhance feelings of satisfaction - but it is still a weak 
force. Jones (1990, 1991), McDonald (1992b) and Prue (1998) all presented support 
in favour of advertising as a weak force (the salience theory) rather than a strong 
force (the persuasive theory) in many situations. Table 2.5 illustrates the differences 
between these two theories: 
The PERSUASIVE Theor1: The SALIENCE Theor1: 
("Strong Force") ("Weak Force") 
Main Aim: Brand Building Brand Maintenance 
(Extra sales; Added (Awareness; Assurance; 
Values; Constant Salience) 
Growth) 
Consumers: Loyals or Switchers Habitual; Split-Loyalties 
(i.e. Monogamous or (Polygamous, with steady 
Promiscuous) on-g_oing relationshi!Js) 
Brands: Differentiated Distinctive but largely substitutable 
(e.g. Added values for (Distinguished mainly by 
functionallookalikes) name and pack) 
Ad Content: Aims to persuade: Reasons or Publicity for the brand 
feelings ("Here I Am"; "Talking 
('Buy', 'Different', points not selling points"; 
'Better', 'Best') Consistent) 
Timing: Short-term Mostly medium or Long-term 
("See Ad > Buy Now") (Memory traces/associations 
for the brand) 
Process: Conversion Awareness> Trial> Reinforcement 
(e.g. 4+ exposures) & Nudging 
(A wareness>Interest>Desire> (A & T for a brand that is new to 
Action) that consumer) 
Table 2.5: The Views of Advertising: for established brands in mature markets and 
for new brands (source: Ehrenberg. A; Barnard, N. and Scriven, J., 1997d: 26) 
Hall and Maclay (1992) argued that the functional and hierarchical models previously 
discussed guide and inspire the creation of advertising, but they cannot be generally 
applicable. The view of the consumer as an essentially rational individual has been 
superseded by the recognition that consumer emotions and advertising tone of voice 
are primary influences in the success of advertising, and the use of qualitative 
research is therefore crucial in the assessment of these factors. The 'passive' 
consumer orientation relied on answering the question 'what does advertising do to 
people?'. The shift toward the 'active' consumer has led to attempts to find out what 
people do with advertising information and what they use it for (Hall and Maclay, 
1992). 
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2.5 ACTIVE ADVERTISING WORKS MODELS 
Against this background of change, Hall and Maclay (1992) used qualitative research 
to deduce coherent models of how advertising works. The research process 
evaluated both the interests of major UK advertising agencies and major UK 
advertisers. Factor and cluster analysis identified four distinct models. Each model 
assumes that advertising works only when response to the advertising translates into 
response to the brand (Hall and Partners, 1991). 
"Every advertisement is created to an implicit model of how advertising might best 
work for a particular brand at a particular time". (Hall and Partners, 1991: 1) 
2.5.1 The Sales Response Model 
The model (Appendix 1) assumes that sales are the only relevant criteria, with brand 
image and advertising recall secondary considerations. Hall and Maclay (1992) 
found the model to favour companies with a strong corporate philosophy with regard 
to the advertising process. 
"Advertising is seen to work directly by stimulating brand interest which produces a 
behavioural rather than attitudinal response. People use it for information and re-
inforcing self-identification with the brand at a direct level". (Hall and Maclay, 
1991: 13) 
2.5.2 The Persuasion Model 
The model (Appendix 2) is based upon the 'hierarchy of effects' theory, whereby 
advertising pushes the consumer through a sequential step-by-step stage, eventually 
leading to purchase. A rational view of the brand is presented by the advertiser in an 
attempt to influence beliefs about the brand, provide reason to try it and thereafter to 
further influence attitudes about the brand (Prue, 1998). This model has a 'brand 
image' focus, centred around a personally interesting and relevant message. Liking 
or remembering the advertising are secondary considerations. Brand and advertising 
awareness are the most appropriate measures of persuasion advertising, since the 
primary role of the advertisement is to create product impact, image and benefit. 
2.5.3 The Involvement Model 
The involvement model (Appendix 3) assumes the relationship between the brand 
and target consumers will be strengthened through greater involvement and 
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emotional links with the advertising. In other words, advertising values themselves 
become brand values, and an emotional response to the advertising will transfer to 
the brand. Advertising for Orange, Andrex, Nescafe Gold Blend and Barclaycard are 
all good examples of involving campaigns (Prue, 1998). This model has increased in 
importance in line with the increasing difficulty for brands to maintain a unique 
selling proposition (USP) (Hall and Maclay, 1992). 
"The ultimate effect of the involvement model is that people respond by making 
personal connections, imagining further possibilities and taking stances on what the 
advertising 'says', so that their attitudinal commitment to the brand is enhanced". 
(Hall and Maclay, 1992: 2) 
The complex nature of the involvement model is distinguishable from the persuasion 
model by essentially two things. Firstly there is a much lower orientation toward 
sales and secondly the model is less mechanistic. Hall and Maclay (1992) found that 
subscribers to this model are more likely to reject conventional wisdom and use 
advertising campaigns to change or maintain attitudes and imagery. This model 
would seem to suggest that consumers are open to change, and question conventional 
wisdom. Measures of consumer attitudes and emotional connections toward the 
advertising are the most appropriate evaluative measures for advertising that is 
judged to be involving (Hall and Maclay, 1992). 
2.5.4 The Salience Model 
This model (Appendix 4) is based upon the use of advertising which is memorably 
different in order to attain impact, thereby substantiating the brand as memorably 
different. Ignorance of attitude change is the main difference between this model and 
the persuasion or involvement models. The salience model is radical and assumes a 
direct affect will be felt immediately (Hall and Maclay, 1992). It does not require 
attitude change or a new proposition. 
"Difference is the most important: advertising works by not fitting the product field, 
so people change values without necessarily changing attitudes. Intermediate stages 
are ignored, and the model goes straight for the end result of making the brand more 
significant". (Hall and Maclay, 1992: 2) 
Brand and advertising awareness measures are likely to be of most use m this 
situation, in addition to some measure which registers 'brand significance' rather 
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than 'brand imagery'. Identification of 'brand personality', understanding of 
underlying market motivations and a motivating creative idea are crucial to campaign 
planning. 
Hall (1992) suggested that testing the memorability of the advertising does not 
consider the longer-term effect of the advertising on the consumer, but emphasises 
the shorter term feelings close to exposure. He proposed the development of more 
valid research measures and scales, including scales which focus on the unusual 
appearance of the advertising to indicate a reference point for salience, and a scale 
which focuses on consumer reactions to indicate when they notice an advertisement 
(to measure involvement). 
2.5.5 The Alphabetical Model 
Prue (1998) presented the new, all-inclusive 'Alphabetical Model' in an attempt to 
demonstrate that effective advertising requires just four elements: 
1. Appreciation: the advertising must intrigue the viewer enough to penetrate the 
deeper consciousness, rather than be ignored. Advertising which is new and/or 
interesting and/or relevant and/or amusing has an ability to enhance appreciation; 
2. Branding: sufficient advertising appreciation should lead to brand association 
(via creative devices or message relevance), thereby increasing overall advertising 
awareness; 
3. Communication: the advertising should communicate the brand's relevance using 
a persuasion, involvement or salience approach (as described earlier). 
4. Desired Effect on the Brand: appreciation, branding and communication are 
irrelevant if there is no overall effect on how the target group regards the brand. The 
desired effect will vary according to the communication model used (described 
earlier). 
Prue (1998) added that the desired effect is further dependent on the chosen 
advertising strategy, the purchase process and the product or service in question. 
Prue (1994) in commenting on the 1994 IPA Advertising Effectiveness Awards, 
pointed to a number of entrants successfully operating across a combination of the 
models discussed. The 'involving' nature and resultant high awareness of the BMW 
campaign was achieved from a mixture of consistency and creativity linked with 
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ingenious use of media. The 'salient' nature of the Peperami campaign was enough 
to make the advertising memorable for its target consumers. The Boddingtons 
campaign is an example of advertising which is 'involving' and 'salient' as well as 
'discontinuous'. This advertising used unconventional media (selected publications 
such as 'New Scientist' and 'Punch', as opposed to television or mainstream press) 
and an unconventional creative strategy which focused on the smooth, creamy texture 
of the pint (rather than the user image), positioning itself as an aspirational, premium 
product (rather than one reflecting mainstream values). 
British Airways achieved campaign success from a combination of advertising 
approaches which proved 'persuasive', 'salient' and 'involving'. It emphasised 
British Airway's confidence and dedication to an integrated service approach. In 
particular, the advertising focused on service delivery, brand communication and 
achieving the message to both employees and target consumers. 
2.5.6 Immediate Challenge, Interest Status and Enhancement 
Brown (1991b) claimed that a large short term sales effect from advertising can occur 
when the advertising has something new to say (Brown, 1991b). People rapidly 
check out the product because the message is new (and presumably attractive). 
Advertising plays a vital part during this initial period of product trial. Perceptions of 
the brand will be influenced by advertising claims, and sales will only increase 
thereafter if there is bonding between the brand and the consumer. Brown ( 1991 b) 
defined this situation as immediate challenge - as one in which consumers are told 
something new which is of value, and which is credible. Discontinuous advertising 
can work via the process of 'immediate challenge' if it presents a 'new tangible idea' 
or a 'new perspective' on the product that has not yet been exploited. There will only 
be long-term success if the advertising is deemed credible and relevant by consumers 
after usage has occurred. 
Brown (1991b) similarly recognised that the immediate challenge mechanism is 
insufficient to explain the brands which grew big and stayed big in the face of 
increased competition. Immediate challenge can trigger experimentation and 
adoption, but once the advertising ceases to become new, the persuasion effect to try 
the brand wears out rapidly. 
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'Interest status' and 'enhancement' have been identified as two other mechanisms 
involved in the explanation of how advertising works (Brown, 1991 b). Interest status 
refers to the power of advertising memories. Rather than immediate effects, vivid 
advertising memories enhance perceptions of the brand. Interest status is maintained 
thereafter by advertising which is consistent and repetitive, and which builds brand 
awareness. 
"Interest status generates the interest and curiosity that channels trial and retrial. 
Repetition builds long-term awareness" (Brown, 1991d: 18). 
Brown (1991) argued that memorable advertising, which is also admired, will 'imbue 
these brands withfashionability' which in turn gives them 'status' and 'image'. This 
is particularly important for undifferentiated product fields such as tea, furniture 
polish and air freshener, where all brands offer the same benefit. If the brands are 
unsupported for too long they will be vulnerable to substitution by competitive 
brands in the consumer's repertoire. Brand enhancement is located in brand 
experience (Brown, 1991b). In very publicly consumed product categories, such as 
jeans, Brown (1991 b) also points to the importance of approval seeking. 
"Opinions of brands are ultimately formed from advertising claims and images, 
which are converted during experience of the product, into beliefs about the 
brand .... Advertising images and associations enhance the product experience either 
by directly attracting approval or by giving the belief that approval is being 
attracted". (Brown, 1991b: 36/37, 39) 
Levis 501s are a prime example of leadership status in the jeans industry resulting 
from a leading edge campaign. The campaign, primarily TV and cinema orientated, 
has successfully managed to challenge, innovate and break new ground in youth 
advertising, which in turn has challenged conventional wisdom to change the rules! 
(Fuller, 1995). 
Brown ( 1991 b) maintained that advertising will sometimes work to re-inforce the 
brand within the brand repertoire' via consistent contributions to the brand image 
year after year, and sometimes it will work by breaking the 'habit mechanism'. 
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"The habit mechanism is a vital way of freeing the brain by taking repeated 
decisions in the same way .... and in any one product field consumers have a 
repertoire of brands they move between. ..... Experimentation of a brand outside of the 
usual repertoire requires fresh mental connections stimulated by powerful new news 
and a break with established habits" (Brown, 1991b: 23,30) 
The intrinsically different nature of discontinuous advertising means that it can 
challenge consumers to break with established habits, and experiment outside the 
usual repertoire. However, it is necessary to recognise that discontinuous advertising 
and consistent theme advertising are appropriate in different situations. Consistent 
theme advertising is successful in building strong brand values (Baker, 1992), 
whereas discontinuous advertising is more appropriate when initially carving out a 
brand territory: 
"Having successfully staked out a strong and unique territory for the brand via a 
new, unique and totally ownable creative theme, this theme is consistently developed 
to further strengthen and protect the brand territory". (Baker, 1992: x vi). 
2.6 ADVERTISING FREQUENCY 
Colin McDonald first introduced the concept of Effective Frequency back in 1970. 
This concept is based on the premise that the effectiveness of advertising depends 
upon how frequently it is shown. He found that 'two advertising exposures' in a 
purchase interval - the time period between one purchase and the next - was an 
optimum number for stimulating change (McDonald, 1970). Since then there have 
been many empirical studies of effective frequency, including a considerable amount 
of work by Jones (1990,1991,1995) who argued that most of the effect of advertising 
is accounted for by just one advertising exposure. 
Essentially there are two schools of thought about frequency. Firstly there are 
researchers such as Krugman (1972, 1975), Naples (1979), Rao and Miller (1975) 
and Stankey (1989), from the 'high-frequency, three hit school', who support the S-
shaped response theory as demonstrated in McDonald's milestone study. In other 
words, the belief that the first opportunities to see (OTS) have little effect, and that 
the steepest rise in the curve occurs at approximately two exposures after which the 
curve will level off. Conversely, the 'reach and continuity school', which includes 
researchers such as Jones (1995), Stewart (1989), Zielske (1986), and Simon and 
Amdt (1980), suggest that the response curve is convex, with the first advertising 
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exposure having the greatest effect. This implies the need for 'effective reach' on a 
continuous basis, rather than 'effective frequency' on a flighting basis. 
In later research, McDonald ( 1995) emphasised the need to define whether exposures 
are 'real' exposures or 'potential' exposures (opportunities to see: OTS). He also 
pointed out the importance of 'share of voice' with competing brands, and how OTS 
vary according to media type. He emphasised the need to define frequency in terms 
of timing - length of time period, how close should OTS be to purchase? Should 
OTS be on a drip or a burst basis? Understanding the limitations of the measure 
used, and 'what really counts as an effect?' is also vital. 
McDonald (1998) argued that short-term advertising strength (STAS - made famous 
by Jones) is dependent on each brand's situation. Similarly, Galluci (1997) 
maintained that the effective frequency level is debatable and will vary according to 
the dynamics of the market, product category, competitive activity, purchase cycle, 
market share, programme environment, creative strength and so on. He also argued 
that effective frequency now has increasing advertising 'clutter' to contend with 
compared with Krugman's era in the 1960s. Therefore, a simplistic hypothesis 
similar to Krugman's one, two, three theory, is inappropriate in the present day. This 
hypothesis is based on the idea that three exposures are necessary to induce consumer 
action - the first stimulating understanding, the second recognition and the third 
action. Galluci (1997) maintained that instead, effective frequency should stand for a 
frequency discipline, because the effective level will vary according to category, 
brand and campaign. 
Roberts (1996) suggested that the circumstances of the brand are the primary 
influence on consumer response to repeated advertising exposure. 
"If the brand has something new to say, then repeating the message over a short 
space of time has a beneficial effect. If the brand is well established, then the 
advertising will work principally as a reminder, and repeated exposure at a 
frequency of more than about one per week appears to be of limited benefit" 
(Roberts, 1996: 45). 
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2.7 SUMMARY 
This chapter has illustrated that advertising is effective in different ways according to 
the brand and marketplace situation. There is no one general theory to explain how 
advertising works in reality, although many theories have been proposed. 
The influence of advertising on purchase behaviour originates with the 'hierarchy of 
effects' literature, dating back to the 1900s. Of the earlier models, the 'Lavidge 
Steiner' model is particularly notable because it recognised both the concept of 
unequal distances between the stages of the model and the concept of respondent 
involvement. Later research proposed a variety of alternative models, although there 
are differing opinions regarding the order of cognition-affect-conation. The 'Foote, 
Cone and Belding' grid is a particularly famous model which was introduced by 
Richard Vaughn in 1980, and provides a strategic tool that includes elements of 
traditional advertising theories and of consumer behaviour models. The grid relates 
the dimensions of high or low purchase involvement and thinking or feeling for the 
response expected, and was devised to help guide and organise the advertising 
objectives for a product. There is currently no evidence to support the 
appropriateness of discontinuous advertising in low involvement vs high 
involvement purchase situations. 
More recent research that has investigated how advertising works has recognised a 
shift toward the 'active' consumer, and the realisation that consumers do not 
necessarily think in an orderly way, but are active individuals who screen out what is 
not wanted and select advertising for personal attention. In consequence, writers 
have argued that advertising must be intrusive to attract a consumer's attention. The 
shift of emphasis toward the active consumer now attempts to find out what people 
do with advertising information and how they use it. 
It is suggested that advertising and usage experience are strongly related, with a 
tendency for advertising to re-inforce existing propensities to buy rather than build or 
add values to the brand. A number of writers have maintained that rather than 
persuading people to radically change their thoughts, advertising works as a weak 
force, by re-inforcing long-term associations for the brand and ensuring that the 
brand remains in the consumer's mind or the consumer's consideration set. 
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There have been a number of 'active' advertising works models proposed, including 
the sales response model, the persuasion model, the involvement model and the 
salience model. Each of these models assumes that advertising works only when 
response to the advertising translates into response to the brand (Hall and Partners, 
1991). In addition, Prue (1998) proposed the alphabetical model, whereas Millward 
Brown (1991b) maintained that the key is immediate challenge, interest status and 
enhancement. 
The concept of effective frequency has been introduced in this chapter. This concept, 
based on the premise that advertising effectiveness depends on how frequently the 
advertising is shown, has attracted a great deal of interest amongst advertising 
researchers. Essentially two schools of thought can be distinguished. The first 
believes that two advertising exposures in a purchase interval is the optimal number 
for stimulating change whilst other researchers have argued that the first advertising 
exposure has the greatest effect. Despite these two schools of thought, it is generally 
recognised that the circumstances of the brand are the primary influence on consumer 
response to repeated advertising exposure, and that the effective frequency level will 
vary according to category, brand and campaign. 
The appropriateness of a discontinuous strategy is dependent upon the primary 
objective of the advertising. Discontinuous advertising can encourage the consumer 
to 'take action' in low involvement, weakly branded purchase situations by 
immediately challenging the consumer to try something different. However, if the 
objective of the advertising is to encourage consumers to seek information, then a 
discontinuous strategy can help overcome consumer's indifference and boredom with 
their usual brand and meet a need for change. Providing 'news' enhances this 
process. If the advertising seeks to modify attitudes, then discontinuity can succeed 
in putting a new perspective on the product, or by emphasising a new use for the 
product. In contrast, if advertising seeks to re-inforce attitudes, then consistent, 
conventional advertising is more appropriate. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
ADVERTISING AND THE 
INDIVIDUAL 
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3. ADVERTISING AND THE INDIVIDUAL 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter discusses the importance of an individual's response to advertising and 
seeks to identify the current concepts and trends relating to this. In particular, the 
increasing importance of involvement, emotion and likeability are considered and 
their critical influence in the processing of discontinuous advertising are assessed. 
Methodological innovations are discussed, in addition to how processing differs 
according to whether it is visual/verbal, emotional/rational, or left brain/right brain 
dominated. Theories surrounding the conservative consumer are considered and 
linked in with personality trait research. As a consequence, a consumer type who is 
attracted by a discontinuous approach and the need for change is proposed. 
Motivation and needs theory are also discussed, and the influence of both basic, 
biogenic needs as well as learned, sociogenic needs, is emphasised. Finally, it is 
proposed that an understanding of unarticulated consumer needs and wants in 
different product categories can influence the success of a discontinuous approach. 
3.2 BACKGROUND 
A number of psychological trends and concepts in advertising research have arisen 
over recent years relating to how people process advertising. Shimp and Gresham 
(1983) wrote extensively about consumer information processing, although the 
research was biased toward the rational consumer. Similarly, multi-attribute models, 
such as the Fishbein and Ajzen model (1975) and the 'hierarchy of effects models' 
discussed in chapter 2, all assume that brand behaviour is determined by a rationally 
formed sequence of attitudes. 
More recent advertising literature attempting to explain individual reactions to 
advertising has recognised that consumer processing of advertising is not necessarily 
an organised cognitive process, but occurs in natural situations and under a natural 
motivation to process (Thorson, 1990). In these circumstances, the processing can be 
described as 'low-involvement' (Krugman, 1965), 'peripheral' (Petty and Cacioppo, 
1979), 'heuristic' (Chaiken, 1980) or 'unintentional, non-brand processing' (Gardner, 
Mitchell and Russo, 1985). In order to more fully understand how advertising affects 
individuals, it is therefore important to consider emotional stimuli, images perceived 
by the consumer, why some advertising succeeds in gaining more attention and the 
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influence of interruptions to on-going viewing. Consequently, central considerations 
are now weighted toward likeability (attitude toward the advertisement), emotions, 
contextual effects, attention, watching behaviour and conditioning models (Thorson, 
1990). 
The renewed interest by researchers into individual advertising processing recognises 
that the processing of one particular advertisement cannot necessarily be generalised 
to other advertisements within a population of study. There have been many attempts 
to describe and categorise commercials (Stewart and Furse, 1985, 1986; Hailer, 1972; 
McEwen and Leavitt, 1976; McCollum and Spielman, 1976; Haley, Richardson and 
Baldwin, 1985) but no accepted taxonomy of advertising. However, different studies 
have helped the design and sampling procedures in later studies (Thorson, 1990). 
3.3 INVOLVEMENT 
There has been considerable interest in the construct of involvement in consumer 
behaviour and social psychology. Pre-1960s consumers were perceived as eager to 
absorb information like dry sponges. During the 1970s, the issue of involvement 
attracted a growing interest with more attention given to conditions which may 
hamper information processing (Poiesz and Robben, 1994). Kassarjian and 
Robertson (1981) emphasised the importance of involvement in attitude formation, 
brand loyalty, consumer satisfaction, perceived risk and repetition in advertising. In 
particular, levels of individual processing have been linked to the degree of 
involvement which our brain and senses have with the stimuli. Deeper, more 
involved processing indicates that coding by the consumer is more significant and 
therefore retained longer in the memory (Craik and Lockhart, 1972). 
Although writers appear to have various ideas relating to the concept of involvement 
and how it should be defined, there have been a number of common themes which 
have emerged over the past ten years. Researchers appear to agree that involvement 
is an 'internal motivational state' that has been activated by a stimulus, situation or a 
decision task (Zaichkowsky, 1985; Bloch, 1982; Cohen, 1983; Engel, Warshaw & 
Kinnear, 1991; Park & Mittal, 1985, Laurent & Kapferer, 1985). 
Houston and Rothschild (1978) suggested that the different types of involvement 
which have been identified can be measured in different ways. They distinguished 
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between enduring product involvement, situational involvement and response 
involvement. 
3.2.1 Enduring Involvement 
Enduring product involvement IS influenced by a consumer's prior purchase 
experience, prior consumption experience and individual needs and values. The 
concept reflects the strength of the on-going relationship between an individual and 
the situation in which behaviour will occur. Enduring involvement is therefore a 
persistent relationship which can be modified over time. 
3.2.2 Situational Involvement 
Situational involvement describes an individual's concern for their behaviour in a 
certain situation, and is influenced by knowledge of the product (cost, complexity 
and consumption time) and stage of the buying process. Situational involvement is 
therefore a temporary rather than an on-going relationship. 
3.3.3 Response Involvement 
Response involvement refers to individual persuasiveness in response to information. 
An individual can respond to information by counterarguing (message content does 
not support the existing belief structure), source derogation (external evidence is 
recalled which discredits the reliability of the source) and support argument (there is 
compatibility between the message content and the existing belief structure). 
Response involvement is greatest if there is a counterarguing response and minimal if 
there is a support arguing response. 
Bloch & Richins (1983) and Zaichkowsky (1985) maintained that it is firstly 
necessary to distinguish between the perceived relevance of the product to the 
consumer (basically an enduring relationship) and secondly between the involvement 
with the purchase decision for that product (essentially a situational or temporary 
relationship). It is important to distinguish between the two because it is possible to 
have a low (enduring) level of involvement with a product but a high level of 
involvement with purchase due to perhaps cost or safety reasons. 
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3.3.4 High and Low Involvement 
Foxall and Goldsmith (1994) distinguished between high and low involvement 
situations. A typical high-involvement situation incorporates consumers who are 
active in attending to information, searching for brands and the use of complex 
decision strategies. Research by Brisoux and Cheron (1990) proved that consumers 
with higher levels of involvement have larger (prompted) awareness sets, larger trial 
sets (brands they had bought), larger hold sets (brands they held attitudes about), are 
heavier users and have higher brand loyalty. 
In general, consumer researchers agree that high involvement is related to some or all 
of the following: 
1. Products used to express oneself, enhance self-concept or which relate to lifestyle 
(Lastovicka & Gardner, 1979; Bloch & Richins, 1983); 
2. Products of special interest, relating to occupation or reflecting an enthusiasm 
(Lastovicka & Gardner, 1979; Bloch & Richins, 1983); 
3. Products and brands which provide pleasure or hedonism (Laurent & Kapferer, 
1985; Kapferer & Laurent, 1986; Zaichkowsky, 1987); 
4. Products and brands for which a significant amount of brand differentiation, is 
perceived to be important (Kapferer & Laurent, 1986; Robertson, 1976; De 
Bruicker, 1979). 
5. Products perceived to be a risky purchase (in physical, psycho-social or financial 
terms), or for which there is a high degree of risk that induces involvement 
(consequence or likelihood of mispurchase) or risk from differentiation (Kapferer 
& Laurent, 1986; Robertson, 1976). 
Conversely, low-involvement situations incorporate primarily habit or routine 
purchases where little information is needed and where simple decision strategies are 
used. Research by Zaichkowsky (1987) identified that low involvement indicators 
include few perceived differences between brands, relatively little information-
seeking about brands, little comparison among product attributes and no distinct 
preference toward a particular brand. 
When examining the effect of time pressure on the choice of brands that differ in 
perceived quality, price and product features, Nowlis (1995) found that consumers 
were more likely to choose higher quality brands over lower quality brands and top-
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of-the-range models with additional product features over more basic models. A 
variety of different high involvement and low involvement product categories were 
used in the research, and Nowlis (1995) suggested that consumers attempt to avoid 
purchases which are perceived as 'risky' in some way; they simplify decisions by 
choosing brand names with which they are most familiar. Does this suggest that 
consumers choose more conventional brands with consistent advertising approaches 
in preference to brands which have used disruptive advertising, if time is short? Will 
the disruptive nature of the advertising cause the brand to be perceived as a risky 
purchase? 
Overall, the inconsistency between involvement studies and the variety of 
measurement techniques used has meant that categorising products into high or low 
involvement has been difficult. Some researchers have chosen to measure product 
category involvement and some researchers have chosen to measure product 
purchasing involvement. In addition, the evidence suggests that involvement is very 
much an individual to product relationship. 
The empirical research which follows this literature review will focus on product 
purchase involvement unless otherwise stated. High involvement will refer to those 
purchases characterised by high cost, high risk and extended information searching, 
whilst low involvement will refer to those purchases characterised by habit, routine, 
low cost, low risk and simple decision strategies involved in the purchase. 
Alba and Hutchinson (1987) referred to 'product familiarity' and 'product expertise' 
as constructs akin to advertising involvement. Advertising to the product familiar 
and product expert consumer implies individual processing which is automatic, more 
analytical and the ability to evaluate the advertising based on a number of sources. 
This enables the formation of richer, more comparative brand associations and 
enhanced ability to recall or recognise relevant messages. 
Petty and Cacioppo (1983) developed the 'Elaboration Likelihood Model' to explain 
advertising persuasiveness according to each individual's ability and motivation to 
process information. Consumers who display a high, enduring product involvement 
will exhibit a higher involvement with the advertising message. If the message is 
convincing and persuades purchase, the consumer has taken the 'central route to 
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persuasion'. Conversely, a lower product involvement implies less interest in the 
advertising message, and any persuasion to purchase may take a 'peripheral route'. 
The peripheral route to persuasion can occur if the consumer is attracted to purchase 
via message presentation or a feature of the advertising. Creative advertising can 
enhance positive feelings in the consumer, and a familiarity with the product can 
develop through familiarity with the advertising. 
Many of the established brands such as BMW, PG Tips, Levis 501s and Oxo have 
remained successful over many years as a result of employing high involvement 
advertising creativity (peripheral persuasion) to consistently refresh and remind the 
consumer of the brand benefits. Does this imply that a discontinuous approach 
should concentrate on the 'central route to persuasion' (message induced persuasion) 
based on a new reason why the consumer should buy the brand in order to have more 
impact? 
3.3.5 Conditioning Involvement Models 
Conditioning involvement models completely reject the concept of the rational 
consumer (Thorson, 1990). The Classical Conditioning Model, which originated 
with the work of Pavlov, described a primarily unconscious process whereby humans 
and animals develop feelings and information about certain stimuli (Foxall and 
Goldsmith, 1994). Such models explain why consumers attach particular feelings 
and beliefs to particular brands and how these associations influence consumer 
preferences. 
Foxall and Goldsmith (1994) argued that advertising which promotes stimulus 
generalisation encourages consumers' feelings for a competitor's brand to be 
generalised to the advertised brand, whilst advertising which promotes stimulus 
discrimination encourages distinctive, positive feelings for only the advertised brand. 
Zaichkowsky and Simpson (1996) carried out related research to assess the 
effectiveness of a brand imitator on the original brand. The research involved sixty-
eight subjects from a university community participating in a taste test for a new cola. 
The results showed that a negative experience with an imitator brand enhanced 
assessment of the original brand, and a positive experience of an imitator brand had 
the opposite effect. 
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Operant conditioning (instrumental learning) relates behaviour to individual learning 
history and is based upon a framework which consists of antecedent stimuli -
physical or social setting (A), behaviour (B) and its consequences or outcomes (C). 
The relationship between the three is not automatically linear, in other words, A does 
not necessarily lead to B and B does not necessarily lead to C. However, Blackman 
(1980) suggested it is probablistic. There are certain consequences - or re-inforcers -
which may increase or decrease the rate at which behaviour changes in similar 
circumstances. Consumer motivation theory is akin to operant learning and 
maintains that a consumer behavioural response is likely to be repeated if it can be 
re-inforced in terms of gaining physical, social, symbolic, cognitive, hedonic and 
experiential goals. In this way, product and brand experience influences continued 
purchase choice according to how fully the product or brand has fulfilled consumers' 
needs and expectations. 
3.3.6 Memory Models 
Memory models have also been influential. They are based on the premise that 
exposure to advertisements is retained in the memory and triggered at the point of 
purchase, thereby providing a link between advertising and purchase behaviour 
(Thorson, 1990). Thorson (1989) developed a memory model which builds on the 
work of Wyer and Srull (1986) and Tulving (1985), and which includes the important 
elements of episodic memory - automatic processing of everyday experiences - and 
semantic memory - processing on a deeper level, which is linked to active learning 
and relies on verbal and intelligent reasoning. The model implied that an 
individual's memory and attitudes will always be affected by emotions induced by 
television advertisements, regardless of whether the conscious processing of the 
advertisement is at a high or low involvement level. If the consumer is actively 
processing this information, the emotional impact may be smaller, but it will still be 
present (Edell and Burke, 1987). 
Branthwaite and Swindells (1997) argued that it is both the combination of 
advertising style and the disposition of the viewer (their needs and interests) which 
influences advertising processing and advertising response. They distinguished 
between an infonnation loaded advertising style at one extreme (rational, functional, 
logical style with explicit claims, perhaps demonstrating attributes or presenting a 
new product idea) and an image loaded advertising style at the other (abstract, open, 
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fictional style with visual/sounds bias, entertaining and emotive). Relating to viewer 
disposition, they distinguish between incidental mode at one extreme (watching 
advertisements is relaxed and separated from everyday living) and latent problem 
solving mode at the other (the advertising relates to current purchasing where needs 
or dissatisfaction have been recognised). They concluded that only advertising which 
is semantically processed at the time of viewing leads to immediate and conscious re-
appraisal of the brand. Conversely, image loaded adverts, especially viewed in 
incidental mode, are processed episodically. In this situation, it is effective creativity 
and imagery which can enhance involvement and respect for the brand. 
Branthwaite and Swindells (1997) pointed to the launch of new products and claims 
of 'new news' in the advertising as an obvious example of semantic processing. 
Conversely, image loaded adverts, which help to build up status and interest in the 
brand, are dependent upon the enjoyment and novelty of the execution to enhance 
excitement and entertainment value. This implies that discontinuous advertising, 
based upon a new product, a new idea or a new consumer insight, is more likely to be 
semantically processed and considered for purchase. If there is discontinuity in the 
execution or the advertising focus/communication, the impact is likely to be weaker 
and processed episodically. Purchase consideration is then more likely to build up 
over time. 
Although discussed as separate processes, involvement driven, conditioning and 
memory-driven processing are not inconsistent with each other, but rather different 
aspects of processing (Thorson, 1990). These findings indicate the importance of 
understanding the emotions that consumers associate with brands, and how 
advertising can manipulate these emotional links. The findings imply that any 
campaign should aim to induce desired emotions in consumers, and for these 
emotions to be linked with brands. 
3.4 EMOTION AND LIKEABILITY 
3.4.1 Emotion 
The subject of human emotion has been extensively researched, although it has been 
difficult to define. Attempts to classify and describe specific emotional feelings only 
occurred in the early 1980s. Prior to this, there had been little interest in consumer 
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psychology for the emotional aspects of advertising processing. Affective reactions 
(preferences) were considered to be the result of cognitive processing of rational 
information. Batra and Ray (1986) argued that there are various definitions of 
'emotion' which include i) behaviour which is goal directed, ii) behaviour which is 
expressive (smiling and crying), iii) psychological arousal, and iv) subjective 
experience which can be appraised and labelled. 
The majority of advertising researchers have attempted to translate the words that 
people use to describe their emotional responses to advertising (Holbrook and 
Westwood, 1989; Batra and Holbrook, 1987; Alien, Machleit and Marine, 1987). 
Holbrook and Westwood (1989) argued that a taxonomy of eight emotions can 
characterise response to advertising - acceptance, disgust, fear, anger, joy, sadness, 
anticipation and surprise. Similarly, Batra and Holbrook defined a list of 22 
emotions which they perceived applicable to advertising response - surprise, sadness, 
disgust, anger, shame, anxiety, affection, activation, confusion, attention, 
competence, helplessness, surgency, skepticism, pride, serenity, tension, desire, faith, 
gratitude, purity and involvement. In contrast Aaker, Stayrnan and Hagerty (1986) 
concentrated on how advertising influences warmth, Aaker and Stayrnan (1987) 
focused on warmth and irritation, and Stephens and Russo (1987) investigated 
whether certain advertisements elicited the intended consumer emotions. These 
approaches again raised questions regarding the intended consumer emotions in a 
discontinuous campaign - are there some emotions which are common to all 
discontinuous campaigns? 
Batra and Ray (1986) proposed that cognitive and emotional reactions should be seen 
as two components of one persuasive system. Similarly, Agres (1987) argued that 
advertisements which elicit both affective and cognitive responses increase 
advertisement effectiveness, and greatly enhance persuasion to buy if the emotions 
represent values related to the product or brand. 
Stout and Leckenby (1986) proposed that different intensities of emotion can be 
aroused in consumers when watching an advertisement. They distinguish between 
descriptive feelings, empathic feelings and experiential feelings. Descriptive feelings 
recognise the emotions displayed by the advertisement or the people in the 
advertisement. Empathic feelings relate to people in the advertising and arouse the 
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same emotions that they display. Experiential feelings refer to authentic emotional 
reactions which are not the same as those expressed by the people in the 
advertisement and which arouse negative emotions in the viewer. 
Rosenberg et al (1991) analysed 5,000 test commercials for 1,300 brands in 200 
product categories and found that emotional appeals were no more effective in 
influencing brand choice than rational appeals, but use of an emotional approach to 
communicate a differentiating message with a brand produced the highest persuasion 
scores. 
The role of emotion has also been examined in relation to how it influences brand 
attitude, via attitude toward the advertisement (Gardner, 1985; Edell and Burke 1987; 
MacKenzie, Lutz and Belch, 1986). Thorson and Friestad (1989) maintained that 
emotions encountered during television advertisements 'condition' later feelings 
about the advertisement and the brand being advertised. Srull (1984) suggested that 
'attitude toward the brand' is associated with the induced mood state of the 
individual whilst processing the advertisement. The concepts of involvement, 
likeability and cognitive response are all additional influencing factors on consumer 
processing of advertising. 
3.4.2 Likeability (Attitude Toward the Advertisement) 
Prior to the 1980s, literature largely neglected consumer attitudes to advertising and 
its influence on consumer attitudes toward brands. The sole concentration was on 
consumer opinions regarding the product, or the brand, as a result of advertising 
claims about the product (measured by advertising recall and brand attitude) and 
influenced by rational consumer choice models (Franzen, 1994). 
The attitude towards the advertisement (Aad) models was first proposed by Mitchell 
and Olson (1981) and then by Shimp and Gresham (1983) and aimed to demonstrate 
the emotional side of consumers, contrasting with the view of consumers as rational 
beings. Shimp (1981) suggested that positive feelings created by advertisements can 
be transferred to the brand. MacKenzie, Lutz and Belch ( 1986) proposed that A ad 
(or likeability) can directly affect brand attitude, can affect brand attitude through 
brand cognition, or can affect purchase intentions separately from brand cognition 
and brand attitude. Similarly, Brown and Stayman's (1992) likeability investigation 
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found that Aad had a distinct effect on brand cognition and a positive effect on 
attitude toward the brand. 
A great deal of empirical research has been carried out to correlate likeability and 
persuasion. Gallup and Robinson (Miller, 1992) and the Advertising Research 
Foundation (1990) found a strong correlation between the two, particularly for low-
involvement food and household products. Similarly, Walker (1990) argued that 
when recall and liking co-incide, there will be a strong correlation with persuasion. 
Biel (1990) suggested that this research supports the link between likeability and 
persuasion because it influences individual feeling about the brand. McCollum 
Spielman Worldwide (MSW, 1991) reported a strong connection between awareness, 
likeability and persuasion for emotional purchases, although dislikeability (rubs the 
wrong way) was found to have a very negative effect on persuasion. 
Mittal (1990) argued that Aad is a result of both the content and execution of the 
advertisement. Franzen (1994) built on the thoughts of Mittal (1990) and developed 
a model to show how likeability is a function of advertising attributes (the form and 
execution of advertising stimuli) and is interlinked with both the instrumental and 
symbolic advertising stimuli. Instrumental stimuli are primarily verbal, visual and 
auditive information which relate to the form and the execution of the advertising. 
Symbolic stimuli refer to the emotional, social and situational elements of the 
advertising. An advertisement combines these three groups of stimuli, which in turn 
influences viewer response and brand attitude. Figure 3.1 illustrates the relationship 
between these advertising attributes. 
Franzen (1994) suggested that attitude towards the brand (Aab) or brand likeability is 
primarily determined by the values (instrumental values/actual brand attributes and 
symbolic values/psycho-sociological values) which the brand represents in 
consumer's perceptions. 
Likeability can be split into 'message' likeability and 'execution' likeability. 
Message likeability is particularly akin to the 'meaningfulness' component and 
relates to information content, newness of information, relevance, credibility, 
convincingness. Execution likeability, in contrast, relates to the liveliness and 
inventiveness of the advertising and the positive feelings it arouses. Execution also 
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involves attributes of the advertising, such as music, actors, presenters, situations and 
actions (Franzen, 1994). Similarly, Branthwaite and Swindells (1997) distinguished 
between ' information loaded' advertising at one extreme (which is comparable to 
advertising message) and ' image loaded' advertising at the other (which is 
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Figure 3.1: The Relationship between Advertising Attributes 
(source: Franzen, 1994: 130) 
Mackenzie and Lutz (1989) focused their attention on the variables preceding and 
determining Aad. Despite the use of only one advertisement (watch), 70% of 
variance in Aad was found to be attributable to advertiser and advertising credibility, 
advertiser and advertising attitude and advertising perceptions. However, it is 
impossible to generalise this likeability for all product categories. Both instrumental 
and symbolic values vary according to product category, and further empirical 
research is needed to determine how advertising likeability affects brand likeability 
according the type (high/low) and nature (emotional/rational) of involvement 
(Franzen, 1994). In general , if product purchase is essentially rational and involves 
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instrumental values, message likeability is important, particularly for new 
information. Execution likeability is essential for emotional purchase 
advertisements, such as toiletries, beverages and foods (Franzen, 1994). 
Wells (1964) was the first researcher to develop a standardised scale technique back 
in the 1960s for measuring consumer reactions to advertising, and it was termed the 
'EQ (emotional quotient) Scale' and later updated to the 'son of EQ scale'. The scale 
used the 3 basic factors of attractiveness, meaningfulness and vitality. These factors 
have been improved upon and updated by many other researchers including Wells 
himself, and most notably by Schlinger (1979) with his 'Viewer Response Profile'. 
Two more recent and comprehensive analyses, carried out by O&M (Biel and 
Bridgewater, 1990) and Aaker and Stayman (1990), both used the same viewer 
response profile stimuli similar to Schlinger, and not only measured advertising 
likeability but also its connection with advertising attributes and response to 
advertising. The findings of both tests were practically identical, with the following 
factors important for advertising likeability: 
l. Meaningful (informative/believable); 
2. Rubs the wrong way (irritating/silly/worn out); 
3. Lively (stimulating/energetic); 
4. Original (imaginati ve/arnusing/entertaining); 
5. Warm (warm/gentle/sensitive). 
The overall contribution of each of these factors towards explaining advertising 
likeability will differ from one product category to another. However, the factor 
order, as listed, reflects the general importance of each factor and the effect on 
advertising likeability, with 'meaningfulness' having most effect on likeability and 
warmth having the least effect (Biel and Bridgewater, 1990). 
In addition to product category, liking for the advertised brand (Mackenzie and Lutz, 
1989), interest, music and uniqueness are all additional factors of relevance. 
Uniqueness is akin to the term 'distinctiveness' in an early version of Schlinger's 
Viewer Response Profile (VRP). The term refers to how unusual, unique and 
distinctive the advertising ·is compared with competitors' advertising and can 
encompass a new look or a new angle on the product, the discovery of a new 
relationship between the product and its environment or an idea which shows the 
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product as if it were for the first time. Although left out of later versions of the 
Viewer Response Profile, uniqueness has been judged by advertising experts as an 
important influence on successful award-winning advertising (Green, 1990). 
The uniqueness factor can be compared to advertising which is discontinuous. It 
contrasts with the factor 'rubs the wrong way' (familiar or worn-out advertising) and 
is congruent with the factor 'originality' (clever, amusing, entertaining). However, 
further research is needed to confirm: 
l. the extent to which discontinuous advertising is likeable; 
2. whether successful discontinuous advertising has to be likeable; 
3. the importance of likeability according to the type (emotional/rational) and nature 
(high/low) of product and brand involvement, and the type of discontinuity. 
3.5 ADVERTISING PROCESSING: VISUAL, VERBAL AND 
HEMISPHERE LA TERALIZATION 
When attempting to analyse advertising processing, it is important to consider both 
the visual and verbal influences. The growth of television advertising has increased 
the importance of the visual stimulus and the last decade has produced important 
findings in this area (Thorson, 1990). 
Rossiter and Percy (1980), and Mitchell and Olson (1981), studied the visual and 
verbal elements of print advertisements and found that large pictures created more 
positive brand attitudes than small pictures. Mitchell and Olson (1981) argued that 
the presence of illustrations (visual) creates a liking for the advertisements 
themselves. This liking influences attitude towards the brand over and above the 
beliefs and evaluations associated with the brand. Clearly, therefore, the visual 
components of an advertisement impact upon brand attitudes. 
Edell and Staelin (1983), Childers and Houston (1984) and Houston, Childers and 
Heckler (1987) all carried out empirical work to support the notion that illustrations 
(visual) enhance memory of the advertisement and its content. Liu (1986) developed 
a model showing how the visual dimension of television advertising affects 
individual processing of this advertising. He suggested that hemisphere lateralization 
leads to the processing of the. visual input in two ways. The right hemisphere of the 
brain continuously processes 'impressions' and feelings elicited from the advertising 
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and dominates in low involvement situations, whilst the left hemisphere of the brain 
dominates in high involvement situations and processes the verbal information in an 
analytical way. 
Liu's work is akin to the work of Rossiter and Percy (1983) and Childers and 
Houston (1984). The latter argued that, when processing is low involvement and the 
advertisement is interactive with the picture providing relevant information about the 
brand, the right hemisphere dominates. However, in high involvement processing 
situation, equivalent information is provided by both hemispheres. Higher 
involvement with the advertisement leads to a greater cognitive/rational processing, 
although emotional influence is continuous and will always have an influence on 
brand attitude. These findings are also akin to those from previously discussed 
research by Petty and Cacioppo (1983). 
Psychophysiological measures have been applied to advertising to detect the intensity 
of feelings created by the advertising (Thorson, 1990). Krugrnan ( 1977), the initiator 
of these experiments, suggested that the reader of print advertising becomes highly 
involved in the material and processing is primarily verbal. Conversely, Krugrnan 
argued that the processing of television advertising is primarily lower involvement 
and visual. These findings prompted Krugrnan to suggest that print advertising was 
primarily left hemispheric and television advertising was primarily right hemispheric. 
Rothschild et al (1988) confirmed the findings reported by Krugman and concluded 
that verbal and rational stimuli are predominantly processed in the left hemisphere of 
the brain and visual and emotional stimuli are predominantly processed in the right 
hemisphere of the brain. Later research by Thorson (1991) has shown that the heart 
beats faster when people see emotional advertisements, which, in turn, increases 
learning and attention. However, new information is more efficiently processed and 
in greater quantities if stimulation is moderate, rather than if stimulation is slight or 
extreme (Thorson, 1991). 
Advertising which strives to obtain a level of moderate stimulation in consumers 
must also consider levels of 'wearout' or boredom (Thorson, 1991). Literature 
suggests that execution style, the sequence of advertisements, the advertisement 
length, the emotional impact and information complexity are all advertisement 
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characteristics which can influence 'wearout'. Windahl et a! (1992) argued that if a 
message contains no new or relevant information and the presentation is not 
interesting, processing is minimal and does not cross the banality threshold, the first 
stage of processing. In other words, the message is redundant. However, if the 
message is new and relevant, and its presentation (creativity) is interesting, the 
processing gives emotional satisfaction and the receiver is willing to put greater 
energy into processing it. However, if the message or presentation becomes too 
complex, then the complexity barrier is reached and overload occurs. At this point 
emotional satisfaction recedes and the receiver terminates processing, i.e. 'switches 
off'. Advertising which is effective must therefore try to both be interesting and 
reasonably simple. 
Weinstein (1982) suggested a number of conclusions from the literature surrounding 
hemisphere lateralisation. He argued that the evidence implies that the brain 
acknowledges stimuli which are arousing, alerting and interesting. The left brain 
processes verbal, cognitive information in a sequential way and the right brain 
processes information which visual, spatial and emotional, and is more holistic in its 
analysis. In addition, Weinstein (1982) argued that brain wave analysis has 
supported the notion that the right hemisphere of the brain stimulates positive effects 
and the left brain stimulates negative effects. Additional research by Janiszewski 
(1988) is consistent with the idea that the right hemisphere is more likely to be 
affected by a visual stimulus, while the left hemisphere is more likely affected by a 
verbal stimulus. 
Golden and Johnson (1983) studied the impact of sensory preference (visual or 
auditory) and thinking versus feeling appeals on advertising effectiveness. The study 
used four product categories (airline, soft drink, petroleum and hair care), five 
dependent variables (affect, believability, quantity of information, usefulness of 
information and purchase intentions) and eighty undergraduate students who were 
classified into auditory (aural) preference cultures and visual preference cultures. 
Participants were shown both a thinking and a feeling advertisement for the same 
brand in each product category and then asked to judge the advertisements using a 
series of questions relating to the five dependent variables. 
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The findings show that in general, the thinking advertisements for each product 
category appear to be relatively more likeable, providing more useful information and 
eliciting higher purchase intentions. However, sensory preference was not found to 
be an important factor in influencing the effectiveness of thinking or feeling 
advertisements. Golden and Johnson (1983) argued that there is interaction between 
sensory preference, type of advertisement (thinking/feeling) and type of product, 
although the pattern is unclear. Therefore, they conclude that reactions to 
advertisements can be changed by changing one of these 3 independent variables. 
Golden and Johnson (1983) also suggested that despite these limited findings, further 
studies need to determine whether there is any relationship between sensory 
preference for specific product category advertisements (rather than thinking/feeling 
advertisements), and how this influences advertising effectiveness. In addition, they 
proposed that sensory preference could be tested to compare low-involvement 
purchase decisions and high involvement purchase decisions. The impact of sensory 
preference and stimuli (spoken, feeling, printed or rational) on behaviour and attitude 
change has also yet to be investigated. 
These findings have implications for the use of a discontinuous advertising approach. 
Can such an approach be used to exploit sensory preference in different product 
categories? 
3.6 ADVERTISING MEMORY: RECALL AND RECOGNITION 
The importance of 'memory' in advertising has prompted numerous studies of recall 
and recognition. Recall (spontaneous, aided or related) can indicate the extent to 
which the advertisement has stimulated the viewer's attention. Recognition refers to 
whether the content of the advertising corresponds with what the individual 
remembers about the advertising (Thorson, 1990). Recognition is an approach which 
has been used by Starch (1966) to test the memory strength of print advertisements in 
terms of 'seen', 'noted' and 'read some'. Similar to studies by Starch, Finn (1988) 
found that people first attend to, and then elaborate on or comprehend, the print 
advertisement, with size, location, colour and illustration size being significant 
influencing factors. However, for television advertising, recognition is a less well 
used measure due to the fact that it is insensitive to the effects of delay between 
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exposure and testing, advertisement length and number of exposures (Rothschild et 
al, 1988). 
Zinkhan, Locander and Leigh (1986) argued that both advertising recall and 
advertising recognition can indicate different things about memory and the degree of 
advertising processing which has taken place. Stewart and Furse (1985) asserted that 
low recall indicates that the persuasive effect of the advertisement is low. They also 
suggested that certain elements of an advertisement can either positively influence or 
negatively influence recall. Elements which activate attention, such as humour, a 
relevant product message, a relevant situation and a well known presenter have been 
shown to positively influence recall of an advertisement. A distinctive visual 
element or sound, visual brand recognition and an advertisement which is on for a 
longer time are additional positive influencing recall factors. In contrast, if the 
advertisement requires too much cognitive effort, a lack of relevant information and 
poor brand identification, recall is likely to be lower. 
Mandler (1980) argued that the functions of recall and recognition can be combined 
in a 'dual process'. Firstly, there is a 'recall' process of memory searching to locate 
and re-construct information. Thereafter, there is a 'recognition' check, which 
constitutes the second phase of the process. However, Gibson (1983) contended that 
recall and recognition are in no way useful measures of advertising communication, 
and argued that persuasion measures are far more valid. Similarly, Higie and Sewall 
(1991) maintained that recall (brand awareness) and recognition measures cannot 
solely indicate the effectiveness of an advertising campaign. They suggested that 
brand preference - indicated by perceptions of brand name and advertising message -
is a far better indicator of advertising effectiveness when it is not possible to perceive 
purchase choice. 
Clark (1997) argued that advertising success cannot be assessed using just one 
measure, such as awareness. He pointed to the need to address additional 
dimensions, such as persuasion and involvement, to provide further insight into an 
advertisement's relative strengths and weaknesses, media weight, creativity, wear-out 
and effectiveness amongst loyalists. 
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Broadbent (1997) examined the many arguments for and against both persuasion and 
recall as advertising sales indicators. Moreover, he pointed to evidence from the IPA 
awards which suggested that these approaches are out-of-date, with the need to focus 
instead on making this advert for this brand for this advertiser in this market and at 
this time better than it would otherwise be. In other words, he advocated tailor-made 
solutions for specific adverts. 
Overall, further research is needed to determine whether a discontinuous advertising 
approach stimulates higher levels of i) recall ii) recognition iii) persuasion than 
conventional advertising. 
3.7 THE CONSERVATIVE CONSUMER 
In general, a discontinuous approach appeals to a consumer's need for change - the 
'new and different'. On the other hand, at the other end of the spectrum, there is a 
need by consumers for consistency in their lives, whereby familiarity is both 
comforting and re-assuring. The latter centres upon the rejection of innovation and 
new things, and is a subject which has been extensively researched by Wilson (1973). 
A number of distinguishable, but overlapping characteristics of conservatism were 
proposed: 
1. A tendency to resist change which is progressive (technological advances) and 
neutral (the desire for novelty) and support for maintenance of the status-quo or 
change in a reactionary direction; 
2. The avoidance of risks where possible and a threatened, insecure feeling in a 
complex and unfamiliar environment; 
3. The internalisation of parental prohibitions, and use of this as a framework within 
which social phenomena and behaviour are evaluated by virtue of the framework 
providing a concensus of behaviour that is considered socially desirable. 
The conservative can be quantified using the concept of the generation gap, where an 
individual's attitudes -conservative or not - can be compared to the attitudes of an 
average person of a given age. 
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Wilson (1973) argued that it is important to distinguish between 'personality' (a 
general disposition to behave) and 'attitude' (opinion on something in the world 
outside) due to the fact that conservatism underlies social attitudes. Rokeach (1960) 
maintained that it is more important to consider an individual's innate personality 
which structures attitudes, than the content of those attitudes. A liberalist has 
attitudes centred around change, innovation and a desire for personal freedom, whilst 
a conservatist prefers the status-quo and the established way of doing things, summed 
up as order, authority and duty. 
Zuckerman et al. (1964) devised the 'Sensation Seeking Scale' (SSS) to measure 
stimuli seeking by using personality trait variables. Examination of these scales 
reveal, with reasonable degrees of reliability and construct validity that dimensions of 
stimulation are sought by stimulus seekers. These dimensions correlate fairly well 
with Berlyne's (1960) analysis of the characteristics of stimuli (complexity, intensity, 
novelty, change and variety) which arouse curiosity. 
The high stimulus seeker has been characterised using a number of personality traits 
(Kish, 1968): 
1. Field independent; 
2. Better educated than average and younger than the low stimulus seeker; 
3. Interested in scientific occupations or those which are unstructured, have 
changing demands and require a problem solving approach; 
4. More creative than the low stimulus seeker; 
5. Independent of others, exhibitionist and needing change in his/her environment; 
6. Unconventional, non-conformist, and not valuing order and routine; 
7. More likely to volunteer for esoteric psychological experiments; and 
8. Impulsive, active outgoing. 
Research by Kish (1968) has shown that conservatism and stimulus seeking are 
opposites regarding attitude toward change and novel, complex, varied, stimulation. 
He referred to a two-process reaction to novelty which comprises i) fear and ii) 
exploratory tendencies. The conservative exhibits both a fear of change and takes 
deliberate approaches which avoid conflicting with a novel situation. Conversely, 
the stimulus seeker desires change and exhibits exploratory tendencies with respect 
to a novel situation. Kish (1968) also pointed to the influence of genetic and 
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experiental factors on the development of individual tendencies toward conservatism 
and stimulus seeking. For example, early learning experiences, in which the parent is 
overprotective or anxious may condition anxiety to novel situations later in life. 
3.8 PERSONALITY TRAIT RESEARCH 
Within the framework of a consumer's cognitive decision making, personality trait 
research has identified some influential factors regarding consumer innovators 
(Foxall and Goldsmith, 1994). 
3.8.1 Category Width 
Category Width refers to the extent to which a consumer perceives an innovation as 
different from the norm (convention) established by existing products, brands and 
consumption patterns. It is argued that broad categorisers are more willing to adapt 
to change, and to take risks in search of opportunities for change which will be 
advantageous to them and offer them new experiences, (Taylor and Levitt, 1967), and 
they retain more diverse information from the environment (Parsons, 1973). 
Donnelly and Etzel (1973) pointed to the acceptance by broad categorisers of 
products which are radically different from the norm. In contrast, Steiner and 
Johnson (1965) maintained that narrow categorisers seek to avoid social tensions and 
pressures and display greater caution in their decision making to conform to social 
conventions. They prefer products similar to familiar versions and fear the negative 
consequences of adopting a new product. 
3.8.2 Flexibility 
Several empirical studies (Coney, 1972, Jacoby, 1971, McCiurg and Andrews, 1974) 
confirmed a preference for novelty and novel products by the more flexible 
consumer, while the more dogmatic or rigid individuals select established or 
traditional versions. This is akin to the work of Rokeach (1960) who argued that 
rigid individuals are less likely to accept new or diverse information; they show a 
resistance to change and hold a defined approach to life. 
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3.8.3 Tolerance of Ambiguity 
Consumers who are less tolerant are likely to view innovations as more 
'discontinuously new' and consequently are less likely to buy. Conversely, 
uncertainty and inconsistency provide increased motivation for tolerant consumers, 
and they have a need for novel and discontinuous information. This implies that 
tolerant consumers are better placed to take-on-board and process diverse 
information with which they are presented (Bettman, 1971). 
3.8.4 Self Esteem 
Individuals who possess low self-esteem and high levels of anxiety perceive new 
purchase decisions as threatening. Schaninger and Sciglimpaglia (1981) argued that 
these individuals are less capable of acquiring and processing information in such 
contexts, and hence may be less likely to buy new products than individuals with 
high self-esteem. 
3.8.5 Sensation Seeking 
As previously discussed, sensation seeking individuals prefer a highly-stimulating 
environment, are more prone to risk-taking, trying new products and seeking 
information relating to purchase. Conversely, those with low optimal stimulation are 
likely to seek fewer innovations, preferring safe, tried and tested products with 
predictable consequences in use (Foxall and Goldsmith, 1994). 
The Kirton Adaption-Innovation (KAI) tests developed by Kirton in 1976, correlate 
with many reliable and valid personality trait tests and hold a high degree of validity 
in the domain of economic behaviour. The primary function of KAI was to measure 
cognitive style. The tests derive from adaption-innovation theory which states that 
individuals consistently display one or other of two styles of problem solving and 
decision making. 
Adaptors (low KAI scores) focus on improved methods for achieving familiar tasks, 
and limit disruption to established work patterns or networks of interactions. 
Adaptors practice 'conservatism' in their decision making and limit their information 
search within the frame of reference dictated by their personal experience. Research 
involving many different investigators, and in many different countries, has identified 
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the personality traits of adaptors to be controlled, systematic, consistent, steady, 
reliable, prudent, sensitive, realistic, efficient and orderly (Goldsmith, 1984). 
Innovators (high KAI scores) tend to completely re-evaluate the frame of reference 
from which the problem has arisen and produce 'new and different' ways of meeting 
needs and solving problems. Innovators tend to be more extrovert, less dogmatic, 
more tolerant of ambiguity, more radical, flexible, assertive, undisciplined and 
sensation-seeking than adaptors (Goldsmith, 1984). This would seem to suggest that 
innovators are more akin to those who relate to a discontinuous advertising approach, 
based upon a new innovation or a radically new tangible idea. 
"A consistent picture emerges of the intuitive-innovator who pays little attention to 
routine details, welcomes the new and different, and generates many novel ideas, 
contrasted with the equally-creative sensing-adaptor, who watches the details, works 
routinely and steadily, preferring standard solutions to problems". (Goldsmith, 
1985: 103) 
Despite widespread investigation into the relationship between KAI and consumer 
innovativeness, no significant correlation was found between the two. Both adaptors 
and innovators were found to be among the earliest adopters of new brands. Foxall 
and Goldsmith (1994) argued that market initiators may be either impulsive 
individualists who seek novelty at any cost, or unable to make a purchase before 
engaging in an extended decision process, or both of these consumer typologies. 
In summary, in more recent years, several researchers have attempted to revive the 
analysis of consumer choice in terms of personality variables by correcting past 
mistakes using new theories of personality. The new theories build upon the single-
trait studies pursued in the 1960s and attempt to organise traits into dominant 
personality and cognitive styles. Table 3.1 attempts to summarise these personality 
and cognitive trait appeals with relevance to a discontinuous advertising approach at 
one end of the spectrum and a conventional advertising approach at the other end of 
the spectrum. 
Research by Shank and Langmeyer (1994) implied that there is a weak relationship 
between human personality and consumer behaviour, and therefore little reason for 
using consumer personality as a strategic marketing tool. They maintained that 
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product personality exists in its own right and can be identified by different groups of 
consumers, rather than striving to find a relationship with particular personality types. 
In contrast to the many studies which have attempted to conceptualise human 
personality, Aaker (1997) carried out research to determine the dimensions of brand 
personality, with the aim of understanding the symbolic uses of brands in a consumer 
behaviour context. The research pointed to five distinct personality dimensions: 
sincerity, excitement, competence, sophistication, ruggedness and implies that human 
and brand personality are not symmetrical. Where sincerity, excitement and 
competence relate to innate parts of human personality, Aaker (1997) argued that 
sophistication and ruggedness do not, but they are dimensions that individuals often 
desire. The research implied that the importance of different areas of personality 
should be studied in order to comprehend how they affect the 'self' and the extent of 
their influence on brand preference in different situations. 
CONVENTION/CONSISTENCY: DISCONTINUITY /CHANGE: 
Adaptors Innovators 
Narrow Categorisers Broad Categorisers 
Prefer familiar products Prefer discontinuous/radically new 
products 
Have a fear of making mistakes W i !ling to take risks/make mistakes 
Have a reluctance/intolerance toward More amenable to change 
change 
Ho Id a need for structure - fear tendencies Actively seek new experiences -
exploratory tendencies 
More cautious in decision making and Ability to process and retain more 
have less ability to retain information information and more diverse information 
Have rigid behaviour and need credible Can respond to discrepant information and 
sources of information to handle discrepant remember/respond to incomplete messages 
advertising messages and change attitudes 
Less tolerant of Ambiguity/uncertainty More tolerant of Ambiguity/uncertainty 
Outer-directed Inner -directed/self -rei iant 
Lower self-esteem Higher self-esteem 
More brand loyal Less brand loyal 
Table 3.1: Personality/Cognitive Traits in a Convention/Change Context 
(source: own work (Ciaydon. 1996) 
3.9 MOTIVATION AND NEEDS THEORY 
It is difficult to identify just one or two specific factors which motivate consumers to 
buy, since human behaviour may derive from one of several influences. Markin 
(1977) suggested that motivated behaviour occurs when an individual perceives a 
goal (incentive) external to himself and experiences internally a need or drive that 
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stimulates him to reach that goal. Foxall and Goldsmith (1994) argued that it is 
important to distinguish between needs and wants. 
"Needs are the way in which we describe basic activated states in consumers, and 
are identified as the felt manifestation of physiological, personal or social motives. 
Needs arise from the discrepancy between actual and desired states of being. Wants 
refer to specific manifestations of needs and may be thought of as the embodiment 
and expression of abstract motives" (Fox all and Goldsmith, 1994: 152) 
Hanna (1980) maintained that wants connect the consumer needs with the specific 
consumption benefits that consumers seek from a product. Figure 3.2 illustrates 
these motivating elements. It is therefore vital for the advertiser to firstly understand 
the needs and wants associated with different product markets, and secondly to 
advertise the brand so that consumers perceive the brand as providing the desired 
benefits. This creates difficulty for the researcher, who either has to rely on 
consumers honestly revealing their reasons/motivations for purchase, or inferring 
consumer motivations from observing their behaviour (Foxall and Goldsmith, 1994). 
Need---t· Want --•• Benefit Consumer plane (specific) 
! l l 
Motive---+ Goal Object .. Goal Psychological plane (abstract) 
Figure 3.2: Elements in the Motivating Situation 
(source: Foxall and Goldsmith. 1994: 152) 
Gordon (1994) argued that in any product category, the consumer has a range of 
functional and emotional 'need states' to satisfy and at any time, motivation to 
purchase will reflect the influence of a 'need state'. Ultimately, purchase motivations 
depend upon understanding the functional and the emotional need states of the 
purchaser and the end-user. 
Maslow (1943) proposed one of the most widely cited theories of motivation, with 
his hierarchy of needs in man. The theory distinguishes between motives which are 
biogenic (physiological and safety needs) and motives which are sociogenic 
(affective, esteem and actualisation needs), both of which are useful in marketing 
planning. There are many criticisms of Maslow's theory, in particular the abstract 
nature of the model. In response to this criticism, Hanna (1980) proposed a typology 
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of consumer needs which are comparable with Maslow's hierarchy, but are more akin 
to the needs which consumers seek to satisfy through purchasing behaviour. Table 
3.2 illustrates this typology. 
Maslow's theory of human needs is, despite criticism, a useful starting point for the 
study of motivation because it involves the basic dichotomy of basic (biogenic) needs 
and learned (sociogenic) needs. Physical or basic needs are innate in the individual, 
whereas learned needs are acquired by the individual through social interaction. 
Maslow's Needs Hanna's TypoloeY of Consumer Needs 
Self Actualization Personal growth - the need to consume products so as to be or become 
one's own unique self (self-improvement classes) 
Influence over others- the need to feel one's impact on others' consumption 
decisions (may underlie the behaviour of opinion leaders or innovators) 
Se! f-Esteem Recognition from others - the need to consume products so as to be 
acknowledged by others as having gained a high status in one's community 
(designer clothes) 
Belongingness Acceptance by others - the need to consume products so as to be associated 
with a significant other or a special material comfort - the need to consume 
a large and/or luxurious supply of material possessions (luxury goods, new 
products) 
Safety Needs Material security - the need to consume an adequate supply of material 
possessions (risk-reducing buyer behaviour) 
Physiological Physical safety - the need to consume products so as to avoid harm or 
Needs danger in their use, and to preserve clean air and water in the environment 
(seat belts, ecologically sound products). 
Table 3.2: Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs and Consumer Motivation 
(source: Hanna. G .. 1980) 
The application of Freudian theory has been limited, but influential in the area of 
motivation research. Freud distinguished between the conscious, the pre-conscious 
and the unconscious mindsets. The conscious mind represents current thinking and 
awareness. The pre-conscious mind consists of memories, information and ideas 
which are not in the conscious mind but which are supressed and able to be recalled 
and brought into awareness. The unconscious mind contains repressed information 
which remains forgotten, but can be the stimulus that prompts dreams, desires and 
unhappiness (Foxall and Goldsmith, 1994). 
Freud referred to three forces of an individual's personality which coincide with these 
mindsets. The id functions through the unconscious mind and demands immediate 
satisfaction of an individual's wants and desires. The ego controls and directs the 
motivations originating from the id into socially acceptable behavioural patterns, and 
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functions primarily through the pre-conscious mind. The superego, which functions 
across all three mindsets, is constantly in conflict with the id, and represents the 
moral conscience of an individual's personality which aligns behaviour with societal 
rules. The 'perfectionist' superego challenges the ego to control the id and its search 
for self-gratification. The ego, in effect, helps to provide the individual with a 
normal and balanced personality (Fox.all and Goldsmith, 1994). 
Lasswell's theory of the Triple Appeal is based upon the work of Freud, but applies 
to the problems of persuading consumers through advertisements (Lasswell, 1948). 
The theory maintains that advertising should not only appeal to the pleasures and 
desires originating with the id, but also to behaviour that is socially acceptable. 
However, societal norms are continually changing and this has been reflected in the 
changing nature of advertisements over the years. For ex.ample, Haagen-Daz, 
Benetton and numerous perfume advertisements utilise sex.ual and shocking imagery, 
primarily appealing to the self-gratifications of the id. 
A study of self-concept by Hong and Zinkhan (1995) argued that human behaviour is 
influenced by the fundamental driving forces of self-consistency on the one-hand and 
self-esteem on the other. The motive of self-consistency is based upon the idea that 
there is a need for familiarity and protecting ones' existing self concept, and a desire 
to resist any external stimuli which challenges this need. In contrast, the motive of 
self-esteem is based upon the idea that individuals have a tendency to enhance 
themselves to a desired state and become involved in activities which enable them to 
be seen more positively - there is a need for the new and different. Hong and 
Zinkhan (1995) suggested that these motivations may support or conflict with each 
other. Consistently conventional advertising meets the need for the familiar and the 
re-assuring, whereas discontinuous advertising meets the need for the new and 
different. 
Hong and Zinkhan's study focused on a single dimension of self-concept, namely 
introversion/extroversion, the aim being to explore the extent to which the effects of 
advertising are congruent or incongruent with a consumer's self-concept in terms of 
memory, preference and purchase intentions generated. The study found that 
advertisements which consistently appeal to the target audience's self-concept will be 
more effective in terms of influencing subsequent consumer brand preference and 
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purchase intentions. Use of a different dimension of self-concept as well as different 
products and media need to be employed to support these findings (Hong and 
Zinkhan, 1995). 
Motivation research techniques are concerned with personality traits, attitudes, needs 
and drives, and essentially aim to identify consumers' suppressed/conscious and 
repressed/unconscious motives. The multidimensional approach to consumer 
motivation argued that consumer behaviour is directed by a 'host' of motivational 
forces that can best be classified into six categories (Foxall and Goldsmith, 1994): 
l. physiological (functional and safety needs), 
2. social (relationships with others), 
3. symbolic (psychosocial self-concept and personality motives), 
4. hedonic (sensory taste/feel/smell benefits), 
5. cognitive (the desire to learn/need to know), 
6. experiential (desired emotions/feelings). 
These motives function simultaneously and may be satisfied simultaneously by goods 
and services. For the advertising man, motivation theory dictates the importance of 
being attuned to consumers' needs and wants, and discontinuous advertising is an 
approach that can be employed to exploit these unarticulated conscious and 
unconscious motives. 
Heylen et al (1994) proposed an implicit model of consumer behaviour which aims to 
explain a consumer's underlying instincts, drives and needs. However, Heylen et al 
(1994) contended that this behaviour is only expressed in the outer world after having 
been subconsciously and implicitly filtered and adapted to the requirements of social 
norms and cultures (see Figure 3.3). 
"People do not behave in a random manner, but possess an implicit, inherent, 
intemal dynamic energy .... consumer behaviour is an expression of this energy. The 
implicit dynamic force is part of our intemal genetic imprint, which consists of 
instincts, drives and needs. These motivate and compulsively drive the behaviour of 
consumers" (Heylen et al, 1994: 52). 
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CONSCIOUS EXPRESSIVE OUTER WORLD 
Figure 3.3: A Simple Model of the Dynamics of Consumer Behaviour 
(source: Heylen et al, 1994: 53) 
The implicit model (Figure 3.4) presented by Heylen et al (1994) encompasses mind, 
body and social factors. The ' space' represented on the model uses eight labels to 
recognise that human behaviour strives to constantly satisfy both biological and 
social needs. Bio-dynamic drives are depicted as externally expressed vs internally 
repressed, and bio-dynamic energy is depicted as outwardly ego-assertive vs inwardly 
receptive. The adaptive filter is seen as a two way system, filtering information 
between the inner and the outer world. Both the implicit (intangible and invisible) 
personality and the explicit (tangible and external) identity influence our need 
responses, and the model allows both of these influences to be determined for any 






















Figure 3.4: The Implicit Model (source: Heylen et al. 1994: 56) 
3.10 SUMMARY 
This chapter has discussed the current concepts and trends relating to in-person 
advertising response. The construct of involvement has been introduced, and the 
literature has emphasised its importance in attitude formation, brand loyalty, 
consumer satisfaction, perceived risk and repetition in advertising. It is suggested 
that advertising processing is linked with the degree of involvement which our brain 
and senses have with the advertising stimuli. 
Petty and Cacioppo (1983) proposed that individuals can be 'persuaded' to purchase 
by advertising in one of two ways. The central route to persuasion involves a high 
involvement with the advertising message, and the peripheral route a high 
involvement with the creativity and presentation of the advertising. A number of 
questions are raised relating to discontinuity. Does the nature of discontinuous 
advertising indicate that persuasion is more likely to occur via the central route 
(message) rather than the peripheral route (presentation/creativity)? Does the type of 
discontinuity employed indicate that persuasion is more likely to occur via the central 
route or the peripheral route? To what extent is discontinuity more successful if it is 
rooted in a message (central route to persuasion)? 
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In addition to 'advertising involvement', researchers distinguish between high and 
low involvement situations and associated brand choice. However, inconsistency 
between the involvement studies has meant that categorising products into high or 
low involvement has been difficult because the literature suggests that the concept of 
involvement can refer to both product category involvement and product purchase 
involvement. The evidence also seems to suggest that involvement is very much an 
individual to product relationship. The empirical research section will focus on 
product purchase involvement unless otherwise stated. High involvement will refer 
to those purchases characterised by high cost, high risk and extended information 
searching, whilst low involvement will refer to those purchases characterised by 
habit, routine, low cost, low risk and simple decision strategies involved in the 
purchase. 
Writers also refer to conditioning models, which completely reject the notion of the 
rational consumer, and of memory models, which assume that exposure to 
advertisements are retained in the memory and triggered at the point of purchase. It 
is proposed that conditioning models explain why consumers attach particular 
feelings and beliefs with particular brands, and how these associations influence 
consumer preferences. Memory models are associated with how emotions, 
stimulated by advertising, affect consumers' memory and attitudes. Ultimately, 
involvement driven, conditioning and memory driven processing are all different 
aspects of the same process. 
The importance of emotion in advertising has been widely discussed, and it is 
suggested that different intensities of emotion can be aroused in consumers when 
watching an advertisement. In addition, some writers have argued that 
advertisements which elicit both affective and cognitive responses increase 
advertisement effectiveness, and greatly enhance persuasion to buy if the emotions 
represent values related to the product or the brand. These findings have 
implications regarding a discontinuous advertising approach. Will the success of 
discontinuous advertising rely on creating a positive, intense, emotional response, or 
will the success be weighted in the message and the communication of new news? 
Advertising processing studies suggest that advertising should strive to achieve 
moderate stimulation. In other words, the advertising should contain enough interest 
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and emotional satisfaction to stimulate the viewer's attention, but it should not utilise 
too much cognitive energy. 
Likeability (attitude toward the advertising) is another construct of advertising which 
has received increasing attention over past years and has proved to have significant 
influence on brand attitude and purchase persuasion. It is suggested that advertising 
likeability can be split into message likeability (whether the advertising is considered 
to be meaningful) and execution likeability (the extent to which the advertising is 
lively, inventive and arouses positive feelings). Studies have confirmed that 
'meaningfulness' has the most effect on advertising likeability. Unique or distinctive 
advertising has also been judged as an important influence on successful, award 
winning advertising. This construct of likeability raises a number of questions with 
reference to discontinuity. For example, does discontinuous advertising have to be 
likeable? To what extent is discontinuous advertising likeable? Does the importance 
of likeability vary according to the type (rationaVemotional) and nature (high/low) of 
involvement? Does the importance of Iikeability vary according to the type and 
nature of discontinuity? 
Research is needed to confirm how emotional reactions are stimulated · by 
discontinuous advertising. The additional research also needs to confirm a better 
understanding of how sensory (visual/verbal) preference works in different product 
categories and whether a discontinuous approach can be used to exploit these 
preferences. 
Discussion surrounding advertising memory measures has indicated that both 
measures of advertising recall (or awareness) and advertising recognition can indicate 
different aspects about memory and the degree of advertising processing which has 
taken place. Recall can indicate the extent to which the advertisement has stimulated 
the viewer's attention, whilst recognition refers to whether the content of the 
advertising corresponds with what the individual remembers about the advertising. 
In general, low recall indicates low levels of persuasion. The literature has proposed 
particular elements of the advertising which positively and negatively influence 
recall. However, it is argued that measures of persuasion and measures of brand 
preference are far better indicators of advertising effectiveness. In fact, it is 
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suggested that rather than using just one measure such as recall and recognition, 
advertising success should be assessed using a combination of dimensions. 
The typology of the conservative consumer, who resists change and possesses a 
number of identifiable personality traits, prompts suggestions regarding the attributes 
of the target consumer who would be receptive to a discontinuous advertising 
campaign: 
I. Possesses the attributes of a broad categoriser/innovator; 
2. Embraces a desire for personal freedom (rather than order/authority/duty); 
3. Holds exploratory tendencies and seeks change and novelty; 
4. Possesses the flexibility to accept new and diverse information; 
5. Is tolerant of ambiguity, uncertainty and inconsistency; 
6. Possesses a high self-esteem; and 
7. Is inherently sensation-seeking - more prone to risk taking, trying new products, 
seeking information relating to purchase. 
It is important to consider how both genetic, innate personality characteristics and 
experiential, learned attitudes influence the degree of conservatism in an individual. 
The literature has suggested that both implicit (intangible and invisible) personality 
and explicit (tangible and external) identity influence our need responses. 
Motivation and needs theory enhances the understanding of consumers' needs and 
how these can vary between different product markets. Advertising can influence the 
consumer's perceptions of the desired benefit. A discontinuous advertising approach 
may be able to fulfil consumers' needs for the new and different by exploiting their 








4. ADVERTISING STRATEGY: CONSISTENCY AND 
DISCONTINUITY 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter identifies the external, macro influences on brand positioning and 
consequently on the chosen advertising objectives and strategy. In particular, there is 
a comparison between the strategies adopted by new or newly advertised brands and 
established brands. The results of Information Resources Incorporated (IRI) 
Behaviourscan tests are presented (including media, long-term effects, market share 
and competitive activity) and the implications for advertising strategy are discussed 
and compared with other shorter term analyses. The importance of advertising 
planning is emphasised and characteristics for a new branding era are proposed. 
4.2 BACKGROUND 
At a macro market level, advertising exists primarily to position brands within 
markets (McDonald, 1992). If the market is mature advertising can do little to 
increase overall demand. However, it can help existing users to satisfy their needs 
and wants by 'adding value' to differentiate a brand, and to stimulate competition. In 
particular, advertising should strive to exploit the crucial positioning elements which 
differentiate the brand from competitor offerings (Kent and Tannenholz, 1994). 
A brand which is already established can build on previous brand success and is in a 
better situation to achieve more with less effort. A brand which possesses a high 
market share has an economies of scale benefit: there are more resources from which 
to spend on advertising, but relatively less investment is required to maintain 
positioning in the market compared with smaller, less established competitors 
(McDonald, 1992). At the other end of the scale, new brands which are fighting for a 
slice of market share have to invest heavily, and often fail. 
4.3 ADVERTISING AT THE MACRO LEVEL 
The effective price of a brand can be influenced both upwards and downwards by 
advertising. If the objective is to justify a price premium, then a 'brand image' has to 
be portrayed to justify a price consumers are prepared to pay. However, if the market 
is competitive, advertising is likely to push the price downwards. In general, the 
more competitive the market, the lower actual prices are likely to be. In these 
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markets, consumers are plagued with advertising claims, and established brands can 
afford to exploit economies of scale advantages to gain a competitive price advantage 
(McDonald, 1992). 
Longitudinal research carried out by Ehrenberg (1991) demonstrated that consumer 
behaviour patterns are consistent and it is these consistent patterns of behaviour 
which maintain market equilibrium. With this research, Ehrenberg is suggesting that 
market shares of brands change little over time and that advertising is of limited use. 
McDonald (1992) criticised Ehrenberg for failing to explain how a brand's position 
in the market could change, and instead focusing on market patterns after the 
occurrence of market changes. McDonald maintained that a brand or product 
innovation and/or aggressive competition stimulates market movements which can 
affect long-term changes in brand positioning. Baldinger and Rubinson (1997) 
carried out research using long-term data on market shares across a variety of 
categories, and found that brand shares can and do change over longer time periods 
for often uncontrollable reasons. Similarly, Kent and Tannenholz (1994) argued that 
the perceptions and choices of some existing product category users are affected by 
advertising for new brands, in addition to product line extensions, disequilibrium 
price changes and relaunches of existing brands. 
The objectives of advertising are not only to increase or maintain sales. Advertising 
may also be used to change or maintain an attitude or culture, or to provide 
circumstances in which desirable behaviour is more likely to take place. McDonald 
(1992) suggested that the short-term immediate effects and long-term continuing 
effects are different aspects of the same process. Jones (1989) argued that 
advertising builds 'added values' which enhance the functional properties of the 
brand and consumer satisfaction with the brand. This encourages repeat purchase of 
the brand in a competitive market place, and hence the basis for brand loyalty. 
Therefore, advertising on an on-going basis provides brand strength in its fight 
against the competition. 
Advertising which is consistent and on-going functions to maintain the market 
equilibrium through encouraging habitual purchasing. Conversely, advertising which 
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is new, different and discontinuous can upset the market equilibrium by altering the 
relative positioning of brands- although, of course, this is invariably its objective. 
4.4 BRAND SITUATION: ESTABLISHED VS NEW 
Brown (199lb,c,d) related established brand advertising to the re-inforcement of the 
consumers' 'habit mechanism' and their need to defend simplifying buying habits. 
He suggested that experimentation within the brand repertoire does not require 
powerful advertising claims to break established habits, and there is no permanent 
commitment to a new brand. Ogilvy (1983) argued that the major objective of 
advertising should be to 're-inforce an existing brand image', and 'enhance existing 
brand values', rather than 'conversion' to a new brand. In this way, Ogilvy (1983) 
maintained that every advertisement should be thought of as a contribution to the 
brand image, which should be consistent year after year. Evidence from Advertising 
Works 6 (Feldwick, 1990) suggested that the declining fortunes of competitive 
brands correlated well with a strategy of chopping and changing the content of the 
advertising. 
Baker (1992) referred to 'consistent theme advertising' as the foundation for building 
strong brand values. Having established a strong and unique territory for a brand via 
a new unique and totally ownable creative theme, the theme then involves consistent 
development to further strengthen and protect the brand territory. For established 
brands therefore, a major function of continuous advertising is to keep re-inforcing 
this long-term memory. Repetition can help develop reputation. The memory trigger 
works because the campaigns are familiar and loved (McDonald, 1992). The success 
of the PG Tips brand over 35 years, for example, has been attributed in part to the 
practice of on-going advertising (McDonald, 1992) and in part to the consistency in 
creative theme and media support (Feldwick, 1990). 
Hollis (1995) argued that the longer-term advertising mechanisms are just as 
powerful as shorter term mechanisms, but more subtle in their effects. Longer-term 
mechanisms work on people's everyday interaction with the brand to grow the belief 
in the brand's benefits, to strengthen loyalty and to enhance sales. In the long run 
they can have just as much effect on brand equity as shorter term mechanisms, and 
probably even more, because the equity that they build is real and cannot be 
duplicated. 
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On the other hand, it would be perverse to ignore the fact that trying to do something 
different is generally at the root of advertising and business success (Baker, 1992). In 
advertising, the beginning of success is to be different, and the beginning of failure is 
to be the same (Ogilvy, 1983). Companies that create the future are 'rebels'. They 
are subversives - they break the rules .... .foresight comes not from being a better 
forecaster, but from being less hidebound (Hamel and Prahalad, 1991). 
Ogilvy (1983) argued that it is the predictability and consistency of the advertising 
adopted by Proctor and Gamble which is their achilles' heel. However, Baker (1994) 
advised that it is unsafe to play the conventional game unless you are world leader. 
A even more radical viewpoint is adopted by D'Souza (1985), who posits that it is 
safe, conventional advertising which wastes money in the long run. 
Commenting on the winners of the 1994 Advertising Effectiveness awards in the 
longer and broader category, Baker (1994) maintained that all had done something 
new and different at some time in the past. Expressed another way, they all did 
something which overturned the then conventions of the market place to create a new 
generic of their own. The success was initially due to a discontinuous advertising 
approach, but was subsequently maintained by turning the approach into a consistent 
theme (Baker, 1992). 
Consistency has its limitations. The appeal can become less relevant or can simply 
wear out. Values, for example, can decay ... they need adjustment and updating 
(Broadbent, 1992). Krugman ( 1977) argued that familiar stimuli are not arousing 
because they have already been learned. Continuity may re-inforce long-term 
memory, but changes must be introduced to keep the idea alive and vivid 
(McDonald, 1992). This task can be thought of as refreshment. McDonald (1992) 
comments on the PG Tips campaign, and identifies repetition (to renew a faded 
memory) as the primary task for established brand advertising. However, he stresses 
that the repetition must also be such that it refreshes, by presenting the familiar theme 
in newly interesting ways. 
Four hundred individual advertising tests were carried out between 1982 and 1988 by 
Information Resources Incorporated (IRI) Behaviourscan panels over a range of 10 
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behaviourscan markets - all fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG). The 
Behaviourscan system recorded information relating to scanned store purchases and 
monitored test advertising delivered to metered households via cable. The tests 
focused on advertising weight, long-term advertising effects, media expenditure, 
media plans, competitor's expenditure and market share. They were used to examine 
the various relationships between sales, market share, advertising spending, 
advertising attributes and copy-test results. 
Lodish and Lubetkin (1992), Sylvester (1992) and McDonald (1992) point to a 
number of key findings from the IRI panels relating to both established brands and 
new brands. These are described below: 
1. An increase in sales volume is not totally reliant on TV advertising weight. 
Higher sales do not always correlate with TV weight increases, and a decrease in 
TV spend does not necessarily correspond with decreased sales. In addition, 
there appears to be no consistent relationship between the size of increased spend 
and sales success. For the established brands tested, a larger advertising spend 
increased sales in 46% of cases, and for new brands, a greater advertising spend 
increased sales in 58% of cases. 
2. Maintenance of the status-quo is insufficient to increase sales. If the category is 
growing or there is a change in brand strategy, targeting/media strategy or copy 
strategy, sales are more likely to increase. 
3. TV advertising can have a significant long-term impact on sales. If advertising 
prompts existing users to increase their buying frequency in year one, evidence of 
incremental sales are also evident in the next two years. However, if there are no 
visible sales increases generated in year one, then the following two years will not 
be able to benefit. 
4. Long-term sales effects are more noticeable for smaller brands, which can 
achieve larger sales increases in percentage terms. However, in real or absolute 
terms, it is the large established brands which achieve greater sales increases- the 
big brand effect! This has implications for evaluating TV advertising response, 
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which focuses attention on absolute measures of volume change as well as 
relative percentage change. 
5. Recall and persuasion measures were found to be unreliable sales predictors for 
established brands, challenging general copy-test methods which assume that 
advertising will generate a change in brand attitude immediately after one or two 
exposures. 
6. The tests showed that there is synergy between consumer promotions and TV 
theme advertising, with greater consumer couponing increasing the ability of the 
TV advertising message to increase sales. Conversely, high levels of trade 
promotion (display and store features) seem to lessen the sales effect from TV 
advertising. The effect of an additional increase in advertising budget is difficult 
to determine. 
7. New brands, line extensions and less established brands seem more responsive to 
tests of alternative advertising plans than well established brands. This suggests 
that there is a greater potential in testing alternative TV advertising plans for new 
products. 
8. Increased sales occurred when advertising spending was concentrated at either the 
front or the back end of the advertising plan and when the advertising was shown 
during prime-time slots. This implies that a concentrated 'burst' advertising 
strategy is more effective than a continuous 'drip' advertising strategy to break 
through the communication clutter! 
Roberts (1996) reviewed the short-term effects of television advertising, in which 21 
UK fast moving consumer goods brands in eight different markets were analysed by 
fused superpanel and BARB data. The analyses related to the continuous individual 
purchases of 9,000 London based households. Roberts ( 1996) reported that the 
short-term influence of advertising on sales is highly dependent on the circumstances 
of the brand. He maintained that the largest sales effects co-incide with advertising 
which has something new to say (in particular when the brand is new), or is newly 
advertised after a considerable length of time, or if the brand has been reformulated 
in some way. 
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Roberts (1996) reported a number of other significant findings from the analysis. 
Unlike the IRI results, he posits that short-term advertising stimulates purchasing 
from primarily new or occasional users rather than increasing repeat purchase from 
regular users. However, similar to IRI, Roberts points to a synergistic effect between 
consumer promotions and advertising response. 
In terms of advertising frequency, Roberts (1996) concluded that there is a saturation 
level of 4 or 5 exposures over a 4 week period for established brands, compared to 
higher saturation levels for new brands or relaunches. However, rather than absolute 
advertising frequency, he argues that 'share-of-mind' is the most important 
consideration. This relates to whether the advertising reaches the individual 
consumer at what is an unusually high frequency for them - whether for a heavy 
viewer or a light viewer. 
Advertising which is discontinuous and challenging may take longer to 'wear in' (a 
growing appreciation of the ideas and depth embodied in the execution) and 'wear 
out' (tiredness/boredom with an execution over time). Fuller (1995) argued that 
challenging advertising is not necessarily immediately liked or fully understood -
although it may be rich and long-lasting. Evaluation of this advertising should 
therefore concentrate on the 'potential' of the execution, and certain measures, e.g. 
recall and awareness, will be more appropriate than others, e.g. persuasion. This 
suggests that a discontinuous campaign will have a higher saturation level as 
consumers take time to appreciate the 'new' advertising ideas. 
McDonald (1996b) recently analysed single-source data provided by 1,000 
housewives in the Central TV area between 1985 and 1990. The nature of the data 
meant that it was obtained from the same individuals relating to particular variables 
of interest; for example, purchase data and advertising viewing data. The data 
provided purchase information in 23 product categories on a daily basis, although 
McDonald's research concentrated on only five FMCG product fields. In each 
product field, McDonald (l996b) pointed to the ability of advertising to be both re-
inforcing, stimulating repeat purchase, and attracting consumers to switch to a 
different brand. 
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Ehrenberg (1990) argued that small brands tend to attract less 'loyalty' among their 
buyers than large brands do amongst theirs. He termed this the 'Double Jeopardy' 
effect. In addition, Ehrenberg has inferred that brand penetration - the number of 
users - is the key to building market share and is all that is required to explain the 
existence of large versus small brands. 
However, most of the studies discussed emphasise how sales are influenced by both 
brand penetration and average buying frequency. Kent and Tannenholz (1994) 
argued that the success of established brands is determined by consumers' fluctuating 
desires once brand usage has occurred. In this way, brand switching is driven by 
desire for the benefits offered by competitor brands. Therefore, the level of brand 
switching and competitive propositions in the market affect the sales of a brand at 
any point in time, and survival is reliant on attracting new users as well as increasing 
the buying frequency of existing users. 
Within any brand repertoire, a consumer has three or four brands between which to 
switch. A single brand can increase the degree of loyalty with existing users by 
obtaining a larger share of the repertoire. Wansink and Ray (1992) refered to 
advertising efforts which encourage loyal consumers to use the brand more often as 
'frequency marketing'. Frequency marketing enables manufacturers to highlight new 
ways to use the brand or new situations in which it can be used. 
In the longer term, it is the rate of penetration rather than buying frequency which 
will determine brand growth. The objectives for established brands should therefore 
include a number of approaches for long-term growth and survival. The position of 
the brand in the market and the purchasing habits of product users will affect the 
importance of each objective, which may incorporate the following (Franzen, 1994): 
I. introduce the brand into the repertoire of new product users and ensure it is 
/ 
acceptable. 
2. introduce the brand into the repertoire of users of competing brands as a viable 
alternative. 
3. increase the buying frequency of existing repertoire users to enhance loyalty. 
4. maintain the short and long-term brand loyal base - the core of consumer 
franchise. 
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Hollaway (1991) argued that it is important to target the less loyal users of competing 
brands for eliciting trial. He maintained that a strategy of 'marginal marketing' 
should be adopted to distinguish between the highly bonded users (the focal brand 
users or 100% brand loyals), the regular brand switchers and the 'reasonably' loyal 
users of competitor brands who are susceptible to a different or a new proposition. 
Advertising which is successful at stimulating trial should possess a high attention 
value, and arouse a curiosity and interest in the consumer (Brown, 1991b). However, 
if the brand is not purchased on a regular basis, the building of close emotional 
associations and strong brand preference is difficult. In these situations, the 
advertising objective will be one of 're-inforcement' to encourage re-trial (McQueen, 
1992). Household goods are a prime example. A re-inforcement strategy is also 
needed for products such as snacks and biscuits, which have various buyer types. 
If the brand is consistently purchased over a period of time, the consumer may begin 
to associate the generic category attributes with the brand, and the advertising will 
start to confirm the consumer's satisfaction and usage experiences with the brand. If 
continuous use occurs over a long period of time, emotional ties with the brand can 
develop and become integrated with the user's self-image. Brand loyalty is the 
result, continually re-inforced by the consumer's positive satisfying experience with 
the brand (De Chematony and McDonald, 1994). In some markets 100% loyalty 
with a single brand is possible, and there is a complete rejection of alternative brands. 
In these situations, the user will avoid advertising for the competitor brands in the 
product category. 
Advertising which links the brand with existing usage experiences is preferred by 
existing users (Schlinger, 1979). Conversely, there is rejection of the advertising if 
it is not seen to match the brand and if it fails to re-inforce existing associations and 
usage situations with the brand. Likeable brands must try to confirm existing usage 
experience and emotions whilst striving to keep the brand up-to-date and innovative. 
PG Tips is a good example, and manages to combine the on-going presence of the 
chimps with periodic innovations, such as the 1996 launch of the pyramid shaped 
tea bags. 
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4.5 ADVERTISING PLANNING 
Two criteria need to be considered when planning an advertising campaign: 
I. the relationship (involvement) between the user and the product; 
2. the brand position. 
Advertising planning is essential to determine the advertising objectives m each 
brand situation. This is likely to be one the following (Franzen, 1994): 
l. to increase brand awareness and ensure there is brand recognition; 
2. to increase trial; 
3. to increase the loyalty of infrequent, existing users (the proportion of consumer 
purchases accounted for by the brand) and protect hardcore brand loyals. 
In order to meet these objectives, advertising must strive to stimulate attention, 
succeed in communicating a rational or an emotional message, enhance general brand 
attitudes and re-inforce existing positive brand attitudes. In addition, the ability to 
obtain liking for the advertising message or the advertising execution will enhance 
success in an overloaded communication environment. All five of these effects are 
important, although not equally important in every situation (Franzen, 1994). 
4.6 BRAND MANAGEMENT 
New approaches to branding have emerged in the market environment of the 1990s. 
In particular, De Chematony (1996) pointed to the following: 
I. The need to continually refine 'added values' to meet consumer needs before 
attempting to increase price. Consumers are still willing to pay a price premium, but 
are concerned with 'value for money' in addition to a better price (Broadbent, 1994; 
Feldwick & Bonnal, 1994). 
2. The necessity for manufacturer brands to work more closely with retailers (De 
Chematony and McDonald, 1994). In doing so, a brand strategy can be developed to 
fight off the competitive threat of own-brands. 
3. Restucturing the organisational emphasis around the importance of innovation, the 
need to search globally to 'lead' consumers and less reliance on core brand 
extensions. In addition, De Chematony (1996) pointed to a clearer appreciation of 
the way advertising re-inforces brand 1mage and builds long-term brand equity. 
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Advertising models which reflect consumer involvement and how consumers' 
perceive one brand to be different from similar brands are better equiped to fulfil this 
function (Biel, 1993). Appropriate advertising can be chosen based on in-depth 
understanding of the brand's development (Goodyear, 1993) and the categories of 
advertising conventions (Lannon, 1993). There are greater opportunities for 
successful brands to be based on communication programmes which are coherent, 
well-integrated and which capitalise on information technology. 
De Chematony (1996) also pointed to changing consumer values, with a greater 
emphasis on active rather than passive added values in today's society. She 
maintained that consumers are becoming increasingly attracted by the quality of 
brand information rather than the quantity of brand information. 
"Thus, in the new branding mode, thriving brands are more likely to be supported by 
tracking studies identifying shifts in consumers' value systems, with more flexible 
organisations rapidly responding to change. Much closer relationships between 
suppliers and buyers will further encourage joint approaches to identifying added 
values, based on more active buyers. Greater emphasis is likely to be placed on 
increasing brands' knowledge density, providing consumers with greater 
individualism and allowing businesses more opportunity for concentrating on their 
core competencies" (De Chematony, 1996: 13) 
Crimmins (1992) argued that in the longer term, better understanding of brand-name 
added value enables a better understanding of the conditions which hamper 
consumers' commitment to brands. This in turn enhances the consequent 
management of brand value on a regular basis. 
4. The challenge for senior management to adapt the organisation to the changing 
environment, so that innovative brands are developed to better suit consumers' needs 
than competitor brands. Strategic, co-ordinated and consistent brand management by 
senior managers will better ensure that branding becomes integrated with company 
wide activity, and consequential brand success becomes more achievable (Mitchell, 
1995). 
In summary, De Chematony (1996) maintains that finely tuned manufacturer brands 
continue to survive and remain relevant in today's society, but need to exploit 
environmental changes and aim to fulfil unarticulated consumer needs. 
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The key is to develop and control brand strategy inside the organisation, so that it 
links in to the business' vision as well as organisational culture and values. The 
consequent clear, effective brand identity then guides the form and type of 
communication required to support and re-inforce the brand (Aaker and 
Joachimsthaler, 1997). 
Cowan (1998) suggested that advertising research provides a crucial insight into how 
an advertising strategy can aid brands in particular situations. Baker ( 1994) argued 
that a consistent advertising approach, and an approach which includes an element of 
new news should not be regarded as opposing strategies to aid the survival of 
manufacturer brands. Both approaches can be applied in different situations and at 
different times in the marketing cycle. In essence, this cycle begins with the brand 
overturning advertising norms to claim a territory. Over time this position is 
strengthened and protected via consistent implementation and refreshment, until the 
market prompts a further brand repositioning. 
4.7 SUMMARY 
The literature demonstrates that there are a number of opinions relating to how 
advertising works and the appropriateness of different advertising strategies. Some 
writers maintain that longer term, consistent advertising is the foundation for 
building strong brand values. Continuity can re-inforce long-term memory, and work 
on people's everyday interaction with the brand to grow the belief in the brand's 
benefits, strengthen loyalty and generate sales. However, the literature identifies the 
success of many IPA award winners as doing something new, different and 
challenging. Sales increase when advertising has something new to say, or the brand 
is being re-formulated. Consumers take longer to appreciate advertising which IS 
'discontinuous' and 'challenging', and a media strategy which is concentrated 1s 
likely to be more effective. 
In general, the evidence suggested that an established market leader will tend toward 
an approach of consistency, periodically refreshed. A new brand, or one not 
previously advertised will tend toward an approach of new news based on 
overturning established conventions in the market. However, the wisdom for success 
is not clear for middle ranking brands which do have an advertising heritage 
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(previous brand success), but may lack the ability to proclaim tangible new news. 
Their choice must lie on a continuum. Should they attempt growth yet risk an 
existing franchise through overturning convention, or retain elements of consistency? 
The results of longitudinal IRI research show that maintaining the status quo is 
insufficient, and the findings support the need for advertising to change consumer 
attitudes and reach new users. These findings therefore support the arguments for a 
discontinuous approach. The tests also found high levels of synergy between 
advertising and sales promotion. This suggests that a discontinuous approach will be 
more successful if accompanied by sales promotion. 
Studies emphasise that sales are influenced by both the number of users and average 
buying frequency, ~(though in the longer term it is rate of penetration rather than 
buying frequency which determines brand growth. Brand switching is driven by the 
desire for the benefits offered by competitor brands. It is also suggested that any 
consumer has a repertoire of brands which he/she switches between. 
It is suggested that both the relationship between the user and the product, and the 
position of the brand are vital considerations when planning an advertising campaign. 
Advertising objectives tend to focus on increasing i) brand awareness/brand 
recognition; ii) trial; iii) loyalty of infrequent, existing users and protect hardcore 
brand loyals. It is argued that advertising must strive to stimulate attention, succeed 
in communicating a rational or an emotional message, enhance general brand 
attitudes and re-inforce existing positive brand attitudes if objectives are to be met. 
In addition, the ability to obtain liking for the advertising message or the advertising 
execution can enhance success. 
A new 'branding' era has been proposed, with particular relevance to the market 
environment in the late 1990s. It is argued that manufacturer brands continue to 
survive and remain relevant in today's society, but need to exploit environmental 
changes and attempt to fulfil unarticulated consumer needs. More specifically, the 
following should be considered: 
I. the decreasing importance of low-prices and the increasing importance of value 
for money and brand 'differentiation'; 
2. the need for firms to innovate, lead consumers and enhance brand equity; 
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3. consumer desire for quality rather than quantity brand information; 
4. the strategic nature and growing involvement of senior staff in the brand 
management process, and an increasing recognition of the marketing influence on 
the firm's vision. 
5. the growing incidence of partnerships between manufacturers and retailers in the 








This chapter discusses the concept of brand loyalty and how it is developed. It seeks 
to explain loyalty using a spectrum of buyer behaviour typologies and the concept of 
need states. The different ways in which both consistent advertising and 
discontinuous advertising can be influential according to different types of buyer 
behaviour are examined, and the means by which discontinuous advertising can be 
relevant to different need states is assessed. It is only when brand behaviour is 
primarily focal, that long-term loyalty is achieved. 
The necessary steps to becoming loyal are described using the 'Awareness-Trial-
Reinforcement (ATR) model', the 'Consumer Value Model' and the 'Brand 
Dynamics Model', and it is proposed that different types of discontinuity will be 
appropriate at different stages of loyalty. The significance of a discontinuous 
approach is discussed in relation to trial purchase advertising and the influence of 
existing brand usage on the loyalty process is also considered. In addition, the 
longitudinal 'erosion' of repeat-purchase buying is examined, with implications for a 
discontinuous advertising approach. 
Finally, the implications of brand loyalty for management strategies are discussed, 
and suggestions are made regarding the usefulness of discontinuous advertising in 
this process. 
5.2 BACKGROUND 
The late 19th century brought about the development of many new consumer 
markets, and with it the association of brand names and meanings with which to 
identify desirable products. Stable relationships with products developed as 
consumers learned how to become loyal to the brands which most successfully 
delivered the product benefits which met their needs (Duckworth, 1991). 
Morgan and Hunt (1994) maintained that consumers purchase brands which they 
trust and which satisfy their needs. Over time this can lead to commitment and 
loyalty to a brand because consumers desire to commit themselves to relationships 
characterised by trust. 
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It can be argued that individual purchase behaviour is affected by the meanings 
which the individual attaches to a brand. The role of advertising is therefore to 
'manipulate' these meanings to the brand owner's advantage. Advertising strives to 
be effective at influencing choice behaviour and any campaign must therefore be both 
specific to each brand's circumstances and directional, whether attracting new users 
to a brand or maintaining the loyalty of existing users (Duckworth, 1991). Positive 
memory of the brand wi 11 influence this trial process. 
Developing loyalty or bonding is dependent upon first being influenced to try the 
brand, after which repeat-purchase and continued brand usage work to re-inforce the 
consumer's relationship with the brand. Discontinuous advertising will have 
influence in this process, primarily by weakening or eroding loyalty for established 
brands and through building loyalty for a new brand. 
5.3 THE CONCEPT OF BRAND LOYALTY 
The term brand loyalty is a widely used, but widely misunderstood phrase in 
consumer behaviour literature. The root of the misunderstanding arises from the fact 
that brand loyalty has been described as both the cause of consumer purchase choices 
and the effect of consumer purchase choices (Block and Roering, 1979). Block and 
Roering (1979) described how the concept and definitions of brand loyalty have 
evolved from 'the sequence of purchasing a brand' to the 'proportion of purchases' to 
the 'preference purchase' definition. 
An early definition of brand loyalty centred on 'the sequence of purchasing a 
particular brand' in different product categories. Brown (1952, 1953) pointed to a 
loyalty classification system ranging from 'undivided loyalty' for consumers who 
consistently purchase a brand, to 'no loyalty' for consumers who choose different 
brands on each purchase occasion. This classification system allowed for varying 
brand loyalty for each individual consumer among different types of product (Brown, 
1952, 1953). 
The 'proportion of purchases' definition of brand loyalty refers to the proportion of 
total purchases within a given product category accounted for by the most frequently 
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purchased brand or set of brands. This definition evolved from dissatisfaction with 
the concept of brand choice sequence (Block and Roering, 1979). The tenn 
'multibrand' loyalty has emerged as a result of this definition. For example, the 
purchase of just two brands in a particular product category illustrates a situation of 
'dual-brand' loyalty. 
Other researchers have argued that 'intention to purchase' or 'preferential purchase' 
needs to be considered in any definition of brand loyalty, with a recognition that 
brand loyalty is more than just repeat-purchase (Jacoby and Kyner, 1973). 
"Brand loyalty is the biased behavioural response expressed over time by some 
decision making unit with respect to one or more altemative brands out of a set of 
brands, and is a function of psychological processes" (Jacoby and Kyner, 1973: 2) 
The above, comprehensive definition recognises that loyalty is non-random, 
evaluative behaviour, which is distinguishable from repeat-purchase behaviour, and 
analysis is centred on the decision-making unit (Block and Roering, 1979). In 
addition, Bloemer and Kasper (1995) proposed that true brand loyalty needs to be 
distinguished from spurious brand loyalty. True brand loyalty is based on brand 
commitment, where the consumer insists on buying the same brand next time/again. 
Spurious brand loyalty is based on inertia and assumes the consumer is unattached to 
the brand attributes. Therefore, he or she may buy the same brand next time but may 
just as easily buy a different brand. 
The 'preference purchase' definition distinguished between 'intentional loyalty', 
where evaluation takes place prior to each purchase decision, and 'repeat-purchase 
loyalty', where this is not necessarily the case. However, many writers have argued 
that a strong correlation exists between actual use of a product, how often the product 
is used and associations with the brand (Castleberry and Ehrenberg, 1990). 
Castleberry and Ehrenberg ( 1990) studied brand usage in four product categories and 
found product attribute 'belief scores' to be higher for regular users in all categories. 
In other words, positive attitudes are generated by usage experience. These results 




A positive, a neutral or a negative attitude may result from repeated trial of a new 
brand. Schlinger (1979) maintained that a positive reaction to the brand will always 
be more observable amongst existing users of a brand than non-users. These users are 
individuals who tend to be more open to the advertising, and are likely to 'consider' 
the brand for further purchase. In contrast, users who reject the brand as a result of 
negative trial experience also tend to avoid advertising. Figure 5.1 illustrates the role 
of advertising at different stages of the trial process. 
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Figure 5.1: Brand Awareness and the Role of Advertising 
(source: Franzen (1994: 214) 
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Research by Ehrenberg (1972) confirmed the link between perceived 'positive' 
product attributes, brand associations, brand usage and market share. Brand 
associations are distinguished from competitors if the advertising claim is sufficiently 
distinctive. Advertising works to confirm these brand associations once they are 
established. A significant amount of time, money and effort is needed to overturn 
these associations if the marketplace receives no real product or brand innovations, 
no changes in product preference and a lack of marketing mishaps by manufacturers! 
A more recent study by Dali'Oimo Riley et al (1997) found that attitudinal beliefs 
about specific brand attributes are not very firmly held over time, with repeat 
attitudinal responses for different brands varying around 50%. Consistency of 
attitudes towards brands seems to depend on how many people regard them well, 
with the degree of attitudinal or behavioural loyalty varying with brand size, rather 
than being specific to the brand itself. 
5.4 BRAND BEHAVIOUR TYPOLOGIES 
McQueen (1990) analysed the buying behaviour of thousands of families over a two-
year period, which resulted in the formulation of five buyer behaviour typologies. 
These different groups of buyers can help in the understanding of the types of 
consumers who are loyal to brands, and the consequent understanding of how 
advertising can influence this process of building long-term loyalty toward the brand. 
5.4.1 Focal brand behaviour 
This refers to the dominance of one brand in a particular product category. McQueen 
(1990) referred to this brand dominance in over 40% of purchases, and which the 
consumer buys at least SO% more often than the other brands in their brand 
repertoire. Focal brand behaviour is only created through advertising in the long-
term and McQueen (1990) identified three ways in which advertising achieves this: 
I. A combined strategy of consistency and re-inforcement to create a certainty that 
the brand is the right choice, for example, users choose Heinz due to its perceived 
thicker and tastier quality. 
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2. The building of 'direct user identification' with the brand, for example, United 
Airlines advertising promoted an understanding of its passengers, and consumers 
then believed that the airline understood them best. Greater brand involvement was 
achieved. 
3. 'Emotional bonding with the central category benefit' (McQueen, 1990); for 
example, the advertising of Tropicana orange juice focuses on vitality, freshness and 
energy to identify represents the central orange juice category benefit, which has in 
turn helped consumers build emotional closeness with the brand. 
5.4.2 Repertoire brand behaviour 
This is a second type of buying behaviour. It represents about 20-40% of all 
purchases in the relevant product category and the particular brand is purchased at the 
same frequency as similar brands. This type of brand behaviour serves different 
needs for different occasions. The snacks and desserts are markets where a variety of 
brands are bought, and they provide good examples of markets where such buying 
behaviour occurs (McQueen, 1990). 
5.4.3 Occasional brand behaviour 
This occurs when a brand is purchased about half as much as a repertoire brand 
(McQueen, 1990). These sporadic purchases may be a result of perhaps a special 
offer on the brand, a special occasion purchase, for example the purchase of mexican 
cheese for use in mexican recipes, or the trial of a young, vulnerable brand which has 
not yet established the status of an accepted brand. 
5.4.4 Extended trial behaviour 
This behaviour occurs if there is uncertainty and inability to assess the product after 
one trial purchase. For example, only longer term use of many health and beauty 
products will enable the consumer to determine whether the product is providing the 
promised advertising benefits of softer hair and smoother skin. In addition, this type 
of purchase behaviour may result if the advertising presents many benefits of usage 
(McQueen, 1990). 
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"When the advertising is multidimensional, a period of extended trial may result. In 
this case a single trial of a brand can't possibly be enough to judge the many 
benefits, both functional and emotional, which the advertising is projecting" 
(McQueen, 1990: 15). 
5.4.5 Single Trial Behaviour 
This is a further category of trial behaviour which McQueen identified. Trial may 
occur if the advertising is perceived to be relevant and involving by the consumer, 
but may only be a one-off purchase if the advertising campaign is short and 
introductory, and negative brand experience is the result (McQueen, 1990). ln 
addition to the building trial for new products, McQueen (1990) argued that relevant 
and involving advertising can also encourage 'experimental behaviour' with more 
established products. Leo Burnett's advertising for Kellog Corn Flakes is a good 
example. This advertising not only encourages trial amongst non-users of the brand, 
but also 'reminds' infrequent purchasers of the product that Kellog's Corn Flakes are 
simply the tastiest cornflakes on the market. 
5.4.6 100% Brand Loyal Behaviour 
This is a sixth category of purchase behaviour, attributable to Franzen (1994), and 
can be further sub-divided into short-term loyals and long-term loyals. Short-term 
loyals are buyers who are completely loyal to the brand for a certain period of time, 
and then totally switch to another brand which is offering something new. Long-term 
loyals are buyers who are completely loyal to one brand over many years, and are 
likely to place a high emotional value on that brand. Many 'major' brands attract this 
type of buyer, who is not easily influenced by the advertising of other brands. A 
discontinuous approach is likely to be more effective at attracting short-term loyals 
away from their preferred brand, whilst consistent-theme advertising is likely to 
maintain long-term loyals with their usual brand. However, it is not apparent from 
existing literature that there is any specified time period in which loyalty is built. 
"In many markets, a connection can be perceived between a brand's penetration and 
relative buying frequency of that brand. Leading brands not only have more users, 
but those users buy them more often than people who buy 'smaller brands"' 
(Franzen, 1994: 207). 
Understanding these different categories of buying behaviour implies that advertising 
needs to be positioned and designed according to the advertising objectives for the 
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brand (McQueen, 1990). Discontinuous advertising will be more effective at 
stimulating trial and extended-trial brand behaviour through placing new angles on 
the advertising proposition and challenging the consumer to try something different. 
After trial, it is experience with the brand which will determine whether it is 
considered within the buyer's repertoire. Advertising which is consistent will then be 
needed to refresh the brand message and encourage the consumer to higher levels of 
loyalty with the brand. 
It is inevitably 'focal brand behaviour' and '100% loyal brand behaviour' which 
determines the success of a brand in the majority of markets. However, for an 
existing brand with some loyalty, there may be a loyalty situation - perhaps very low 
focal brand behaviour- which inclines towards a discontinuous approach. Repertoire 
brand behaviour is also important for markets involving 'situation or moment-linked 
needs', and a discontinuous approach may be appropriate at overturning conventions 
linked with these needs. 
5.5 THE NECESSARY STEPS TO BECOMING LOYAL 
Developing preference toward a particular brand and buying behaviour which reflects 
this is a process which gradually evolves over time. The consumer is required to 
climb a number of preliminary steps in this process to achieving loyalty. Two 
models have been used to explain the necessary steps to becoming loyal. The first is 
Ehrenberg's 'Awareness-Trial-Re-inforcement' (ATR) model (later updated to ATR 
& N), and the second is Mill ward Brown's 'Brand Dynamics Model', which builds 
on their previous 'Consumer Value Model'. 
5.5.1 The A TR Model 
Initial trial of a new brand may not lead to continued purchase. Some purchase 
preference must first be developed, and the consumer must encounter the brand, for 
example at the supermarket, before any further brand use occurs (Ehrenberg, 1974 ). 
The new brand may enter into the purchase repertoire as an alternative to the 
consumer's favourite brand, and it may be that an emotional relationship is 
developed to such an extent that the consumer starts to buy his old favourite less 
frequently. Brand loyalty may eventually occur if the consumer develops a strong 
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purchase preference for the new brand so that the brand becomes the 'favourite' or 
'top brand' within the repertoire (Ehrenberg, 1974). 
Ehrenberg (1974) has termed this process the Awareness-Trial-Reinforcement (ATR) 
model. The function of the model is dependent upon whether the advertising is 
aimed at existing users of a similar competitor's product, in which case the aim will 
be to differentiate the brand from competitor offerings, or whether the advertising is 
aimed at new users, in which case involvement in the product experience will have to 
be developed via advertising concentration on the generic product functions. In both 
cases brand awareness is very important. 
Advertising which is discontinuous can increase brand share by attracting existing 
users of a competitor's brand via a strategy of communication differentiation, and/or 
by attracting new users to the brand via a 'new tangible idea' or a 'new consumer 
insight'. Attention is likely to be activated by saying something 'new and different' 
in the advertising. The success of such a campaign relies on gaining a high 
awareness for the advertising and consequently a high awareness of the brand for 
later purchase consideration. The function of consistent theme advertising is then to 
maintain this brand awareness so that a relationship with the brand is developed. 
Therefore, the implication is that the intrinsic difference of discontinuous advertising 
will be more effective at stimulating attention than highly creative conventional 
advertising. 
Willingness to experiment m new trial purchases will very much depend upon 
product category. Low involvement products which are purchased frequently tend to 
need less persuasion for trial purchases, although factors other than advertising may 
also affect this. For example, in-store promotions and temporary price reductions 
may tempt the consumer to buy a different brand from the norm. In addition, if the 
usually preferred brand is out-of-stock, then this alone can prompt trial of a new 
alternative brand (Ehrenberg, 1991 ). 
In some markets, use of differing brands within a repertoire - or 'plural brand use' -
may be common. The snack market is a good example. Conversely, in other markets 
'singular brand use' is a more applicable description of purchase behaviour. Singular 
brand use occurs when one brand is accountable for the majority of the consumer's 
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purchases in that market. Cigarettes, coffee, jeans, razor blades and sanitary towels 
are good examples. In this latter situation, the consistent incidence of brand 
switching reflects the overturning of an existing preferential relationship with one 
brand towards a strong preferential relationship with a new brand, and the resulting 
increase in sales for the new favourite brand can be significant. 
Hallberg (1995) argued that loyalty parity is increasing and there is less of a tendency 
towards focal brand behaviour, or singular brand use where one brand accounts for at 
least 50% purchases. He concluded that consumers now appear to purchase a 
number of brands regularly from their repertoire, rather than displaying a tendency 
towards a favourite brand. 
In his more updated version of the ATR model, Ehrenberg (1997a) added a further 
stage called 'nudging'. After re-inforcement, advertising works to 'nudge' 
consumers to increase their buying propensity for the advertised brand, and protect 
against competitor activity. Ehrenberg and Barnard (1997b) presented evidence to 
support the view that most consumers are multi brand buyers, with a low incidence of 
single-brand loyalty. They suggested that few consumers remain 100% loyal to a 
brand over longer time periods such as a year. Advertising should not try to strongly 
persuade consumers to be highly committed or loyal to one brand. Instead, 
advertising should re-inforce and occasionally positively nudge a consumer's 
propensity to buy a brand within the habit repertoire or be more likely to consider 
purchasing a brand on the next purchase occasion. 
In the short-term, discontinuous advertising may stimulate consideration of the 
advertised brand within the consumer's repertoire. Initially this may involve the 
temptation toward 'trial' of the newly advertised brand as opposed to the habitual 
purchase of a preferred favourite(s). Brand experience is then the main influence of 
any new stronger relationship which is formed in both plural and singular brand use 
categories. Further research is needed to determine whether discontinuous 
advertising works differently on singular and plural brand usage. 
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5.5.2 The 'Consumer Value Model' and the 'Brand Dynamics Model' 
Millward Brown (1996a, 1996b) devised 'the consumer value model' as a tool which 
indicates the degree of consumer loyalty towards a brand. This model focuses on 
both 'the consumer's basic pre-disposition to consider the brand for purchase' 
(adjusted for the fact that the majority of brand-switching occurs between larger 
brands in the category) and the proportional differences of consumers in different 
buyer groups who intend to consider the brand for purchase: 
"The Consumer Value Model provides a measure of the brand's worth to the 
consumer by identifying, for fmcg brands, the proportion of an individual's category 
expenditure that is likely to go towards a brand, or in the case of non- fmcg brands 
the likelihood that they will buy that brand next. By definition this measure also 
determines the consumer's value to the brand. Someone who only considers one 
brand must be worth more to that brand than someone who will consider several 
brands" (Mill ward Brown, 1996a: 8). 
Mill ward Brown (1996b) distinguished between 'brand loyals', 'repertoire 
purchasers' and 'price driven purchasers' as the three distinct buyer groups for 
consideration. These groups can be compared to the buyer behaviour typologies 
presented by McQueen (1990) earlier in the chapter. In addition, the 'Consumer 
Value Model' takes account of differing price sensitivities displayed by each group 
via the inclusion of current market price. 
Farr (1996) argued that consumer equity is realised when the consumer perceives the 
brand as worthy of the price it demands. This then translates into sales equity. 
However, it is also necessary to understand why an individual's value to a brand 
might be high or low, and Millward Brown (1996a, 1996b) has devised a further 
model to illustrate this understanding. 
The 'Brand Dynamics' model highlights the strengths and weaknesses of each brand 
against a spectrum of five consumer equity factors: presence, relevance, product 
performance, advantage and bonding, which are represented by the pyramid in Figure 
5.2. Millward Brown (1996a, 1996b) used particular survey questions to identify 
each brand's strengths and weaknesses with criteria that all questions relate to each 
stage of the pyramid and remain consistent across product categories. Each step on 
the pyramid (discussed below), beginning with presence, indicates a stage nearer the 






Figure 5.2: The Brand Dynamics Model (source: Farr. A .. 1996: 30) 
Presence 
Millward Brown (l996a, l996b) suggested that a brand must firstly develop a 
'presence' in the market. The concept of brand presence is consistent with the fact 
that there is a continuum of awareness for a brand ranging from no awareness or very 
little awareness to the brand holding a powerful market presence (Millward Brown, 
l996a, l996b). Advertising which creates awareness is crucial when launching a 
new brand on the market, because apart from low involvement or low risk product 
categories, consumers are unlikely to choose a brand of which they have never heard. 
Increased brand presence is a veritable indicator that sales will increase for 
established brands. 
"Presence refers to remembered brand experience, knowledge and awareness of the 
brand's promise and brand salience, but not passive name recognition. .. Moving a 
consumer from having no presence for the brand to a state of presence is the first 
step in building a valuable relationship with that consumer" (Millward Brown, 
l996a). 
The Peperami 'bit of an animal' campaign is a good example of a brand which 
moved from having a passive brand presence to a highly active brand presence in the 
snacks market. The impact of the advertising increased brand awareness from 11% 
to 67%, which in turn raised sales by 35% on average (Farr, 1996). The advertising 
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for Tango and Wonderbra represent two further examples of campaigns which have 
significantly raised brand presence. 
Relevance 
Relevance is the second stage of the process towards increasing consumer equity, and 
represents the market opportunity for a brand. Relevance is created if people 
perceive the brand as offering a rational or emotional benefit, and being in the right 
price bracket. Relevant advertising is significant at motivating consumers towards 
purchase, particularly for new innovations. The launch of Radion as a 'dual purpose' 
washing powder, which not only effectively cleans but also removes odours, is a 
good example of a campaign which created relevance (Farr, 1996): 
"The relevance of the brand's promise to the consumer's needs and aspirations will 
determine the potential size of the market available to the brand .... Advertising can be 
used to leverage existing advantages by making them relevant to a new need or 
group of consumers" (Farr, 1996: 32). 
In addition to stimulating trial and repeat purchase, relevance must also be 
maintained for established brands. Farr (1996) quoted Lucozade as a good example 
of maintaining relevance for established brands. During the 1970s this drink was 
primarily associated as an occasional purchased 'relief' for convalescents. However, 
during the 1980s it was repositioned and relaunched as a popular and regularly 
purchased sports drink for health conscious individuals. 
The ability of the advertising to generate both brand presence and brand relevance 
indicates that the brand is potentially worth 'checking-out' (Millward Brown, 1996a, 
1996b). 
Performance 
The importance of acceptable product performance is the third stage of developing 
consumer equity. If performance is unsatisfactory, long-term sales will decline 
(Millward Brown, 1996a, 1996b). 
"Advertising can have a profound effect on the perceptions of product performance, 
but it cannot make a weak product strong. However, it can give a product at parity 
performance a perceived edge. Having a clear understanding of what the product is 
actually delivering is an important strand in understanding the brand's consumer 
equity and its ability to warrant a premium" (Farr, 1996: 34 ). 
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Many products in the marketplace today have little opportunity to differentiate 
themselves from competitor offerings, and consequently have to rely on giving the 
product a 'perceived' edge to attract consumers and charge a premium price. The 
concepts of 'interest status' and 'enhancement' (discussed in chapter 2) are 
advertising tools which are influential in this process (Farr, 1996). In the long-term, 
effective product advertising increases consumer association with particular 
advantages of the product. However, actual product experience needs to be 
considered in tandem with perceived product advantage (Farr, 1996). 
Advantage 
The fourth tier on the pyramid is termed 'product advantage'. "Product advantage 
refers to any positive dimension relating to the consumers' relationship with or 
opinion of the brand, or its standing in the marketplace" (Millward Brown, 1996a). 
The primary function of advertising at this level is to focus on an element of the 
product's performance and 'channel the consumer towards that benefit'. Farr (1996) 
quoted PG Tips as a prime example of a preferred brand built upon a perceived 
product advantage, where there is little differentiation between brands in the product 
category. The familiar and loved Chimps campaign continues to provide support for 
PG against the threat of own-label, although for occasional buyers and repertoire 
buyers in particular, the attraction of own-label is growing to the extent where own-
label's share of the tea market is now approaching 40%. 
Advertising which has the ability to build high involvement creativity rather than 
primarily focusing on a 'unique product attribute' will inevitably enhance interest in 
and status for the brand from target consumers. If there is a good understanding of 
the consumer-brand relationship in the short-term, and advertising awareness is high 
as a result of a highly involving, creative campaign, potential long-term advertising 
effectiveness will be enhanced. The development of 'emotional brand advantage' 
becomes more secure over time. 
"Factors which generate a high level of advenising memorability and cut-through 
are the same as those which ensure that the advertising is capable of creating a halo 
of excitement, uniqueness and supremacy about the brand in the viewer's mind; 
namely that the advenising is actively involving, distinctive, often enjoyable (but not 
exclusively - advenising may be effective by being highly challenging) and linked to 
the brand" (Farr, 1996: 38). 
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Bonding 
Bonding is the final level on the pyramid and primarily dependent on a consumer's 
emotional closeness with the brand in addition to other unique brand advantages 
(Millward Brown, 1996a, 1996b). These brand loyal or brand-bonded consumers 
account for the majority of future sales. The crucial point is that bonding cannot be 
increased directly, but must be built carefully via presence, relevance, product 
performance and product advantage (Millward Brown, 1996a, 1996b). 
"Ultimately, the trust and affinity derived from the brand's advantages can result in 
some customers becoming bonded to the brand to such as extent that they do not 
consider any other brand for purchase" (Farr, 1996: 38) 
The long-term success of an advertising campaign will therefore be dependent on 
identifying where the brand lies in relation to the pyramid. A newly advertised brand 
will have to be built from the base level of the pyramid but it may be viable to target 
higher levels of the pyramid for already existing advertised brands where presence is 
established. 
5.6 TRIAL PURCHASE ADVERTISING 
As previously discussed, Ehrenberg (1974, 1997a,b,c,d) argued that the primary role 
of advertising is to re-inforce feelings of satisfaction with already purchased brands. 
He maintained that this develops by a process known as awareness-trial-re-
inforcement-nudging (ATRN). In this model, trial results from accrued awareness 
and re-inforcement generally stands for the increased satisfaction and a strengthening 
of brand attitude resulting from continued trial use. Thereafter, enhanced nudging or 
decreased competitors nudging affects consumers propensity to buy. 
Leo Bumett carried out tests on 65 launch commercials, comparing attempts to 
generate trials in the marketplace with scores according to Schlinger's 'Viewer 
Response Profile' scales (Oison, 1985). Advertisements which were successful at 
generating trials achieved high scores on the following statements: 
l. The advertising highlighted particular advantages of the product; 
2. The product is important to me; 
3. The advertisement heightened my feelings of dissatisfaction with my usual brand; 
and has influenced me to search for a better brand; 
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4. Whilst watching the advertisement I was aware of the relevance of the product to 
me; 
5. The advertisement influenced feelings that the product is right for me; 
Leo Bumett concluded that this 'curious expectation' factor which influences trial, 
and is summarised by the above five statements, is often accompanied by a high 
degree of 'attention stimulating' in the advertising. This ability to obtain and retain 
attention is crucial in the achievement of high advertising awareness and high brand 
awareness (Oison, 1985). 
The literature discussed earlier in this chapter implies that discontinuous advertising 
can be appropriate for stimulating trial brand behaviour. The above finding by Olson 
(1985) also implies that the discontinuous advertising must itself be sufficiently 
attention stimulating. Increased advertising awareness is then more likely to 
influence trial. 
Further analysis of Leo Bumett's study revealed a number of additional trial-
influencing factors present in the advertising (Oison, 1985). A beneficial 'point of 
difference' about the product is generally emphasised, and this is carried out using 
primarily visual impact as opposed to verbal information. The product is advertised 
in a 'credible' way and viewer's concerns are directly confronted. In addition, the 
advertising is executed so that viewers can 'identify' with the situation and the actors 
in the advertisement. Advertising aimed at stimulating trial must therefore appeal to 
the target consumer's self-interest - 'what might the brand mean for me?' - in 
addition to creating awareness. For higher involvement purchases, prior attitude is 
important: 
"Consumers must have a tentatively held though sufficiently favourable belief or 
attitude toward the brand prior to trial, which is sufficient to instigate a trial 
purchase. The belief or attitude may then become more confidently held after 
trial.. .. consumers hold an attitudinal inference about the brand's likely quality prior 
to purchase" (Rossiter, 1987: 86). 
In other words, Ehrenberg's initial ATR model might be more appropriately termed 
AIT AR (awareness-interest-trial-attitude-re-inforcement), with the necessary 
inclusion of 'interest' if trial is induced by advertising. However, trial may also be a 
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result of in-store promotions, demonstrations or sampling. Such situational 
influences do not necessarily require consumer interest in the brand prior to trial - but 
help if the advertising has influenced consumer attitude toward the brand in such 
situations (Rossiter, 1987). 
Once trial has taken place, advertising can provide reinforcement for the brand by 
maintaining brand awareness, providing brand re-assurance and increasing the 
likelihood that liking and self-identification will ensure that the brand enters the 
consumer repertoire (Ehrenberg, 1997 a, 1997b ). 
5.7 BRAND EROSION 
Stochastic buyer behaviour models such as the NBD-Dirichlet model (Ehrenberg, 
1988) have been widely used by researchers and assume a stationary market in the 
medium term at the brand and the category level. Aggregate consumer purchase and 
repeat-purchase propensities are assumed to remain stable over time. Promotional 
offers may influence propensity to purchase in the short-term, but when the 
promotion has ended pre-promotion purchase levels return to normal (Ehrenberg, 
Hammond and Goodhardt, 1994). 
Brand switching can occur at the individual buyer level, however, and with too little 
marketing support there is a small degree of erosion in consumers' repeat buying 
tendencies. The brand loses sales to more active competition (Ehrenberg et al, 
1997d). 
A longitudinal study was carried out by East and Hammond (1995) to determine 
purchase movements over the longer term. The primary aim of the study was to 
demonstrate the proportionate fall (erosion) of repeat-purchase loyalty for a selection 
of established grocery brands in three countries. The study focused on the repeat-
purchase of brands in differing categories over an extended period, and built on the 
work of Ehrenberg (1988) who focused primarily on repeat-purchase rates for the 
next period, and therefore on short-term switching. 
Erosion was found to occur in each category, with an average annual erosion of 15% 
in the first year. Both erosion and purchase growth subsequently become more stable 
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over longer periods in excess of 1 year. East and Hammond (1995) therefore 
suggested that average erosion will not be affected over longer time periods. In 
addition, their evidence suggested that eroding loyalty is not product market specific, 
unrelated to purchase weight (light vs heavy buyers) and unrelated to frequency of 
purchase. Brand leaders in each product category suffered less erosion than lower-
share brands in the category. This confirmed the findings by Fader and Schrnittlein 
(1993) and implies that a discontinuous advertising approach can be suitable across 
all product categories. 
East and Harnrnond recommended further studies which investigate the possible 
influence of marketing mix variables on the scale and stability of erosion. In 
addition, they argued that more research is needed to determine the extent of erosion 
in higher involvement product categories, higher frequency product categories and 
over longer periods of time. 
5.8 THE INFLUENCE OF NEED STATES, STORE LOYALTY AND OWN 
LABEL BRANDS 
Consumers are clearly more brand loyal in certain product categories than others. 
Chance and French (1972) argued that significant price differentials between brands 
enhance brand switching for those consumers at extreme levels of income and 
education. Along the same line of thinking, Sharir (1974) suggested that individuals 
with higher income levels display more 'natural' loyalty towards brands, but will not 
stay loyal to their preferred brand if it is out-of-stock. Time is too important. 
Many major supermarkets, such as Tesco, Sainsbury and Safeway, and some retail 
chains have developed a store loyalty program in an attempt to encourage consumers 
to be store loyal as well as brand loyal. The programme benefits both the store and 
the consumer. The consumer amasses points for the store which are redeemable 
against future purchases and the retailer is able to gather detailed purchase 
information about their consumers. Hallberg (1995) argued that this provides an 
effective way to enhance loyalty by increasing consumers' involvement with the 
brand, company or retailer, and by directly emphasising added value and customer 
satisfaction. 
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Gordon (1994) argued that within any product category, both brand and own-label 
choices can co-exist in a consumer's repertoire, and it is the complexity and variety 
of a consumers' functional/emotional 'need states' within and across product 
categories which influence eventual choice. In a single product category, a consumer 
will buy both brands and own label according to the demands of these different need 
states. Both mood and mode are influential to these need states. Mood refers to the 
state of mind of the consumer at the point of purchase, and mode refers to the 
motivation for purchase, whether for the purchaser himself or herself or for 
somebody else. 
In a similar way to Chance and French (1972), Gordon (1994) refers to 'value-for-
money' as a stronger influence in certain product categories, particularly staple 
foodstuffs. In addition, the 'attitudes, motivations and needs' of the end-user rather 
than the purchaser will be more influential in certain product categories. This will be 
influenced by the level of involvement in the product category. If the purchaser of 
the product is also an end-user, then a 'self' need state is being satisfied. However, if 
the purchaser of the product is not an end-user, then an 'other' need state is being 
satisfied. Brand loyalty will therefore have more influence if the purchaser is also the 
end-user. 
Richards (1998) contended that it is necessary to obtain a clear understanding of 
customers' relationships with the retail brand as well as their level and nature of 
involvement in the shopping process if customer returns are to be maximised. 
Richards pointed to the value of vulnerable customers, who are uncommitted users of 
one brand, but who are involved and highly interested in the buying process. 
Gordon (1994) argued that motivations behind purchase and usage will be dependent 
on understanding the functional and the emotional need states of the purchaser and 
the end-user. A thorough understanding of the 'moods' and 'modes' which influence 
purchase in different product categories helps to identify which need states are 
established as conventions and which needs states can therefore be overturned. 
Similar to Gordon, Wansink and Ray (1992) suggested that measurement of 
consumption intentions, in addition to purchase intentions, is important if the goal of 
advertising is to develop loyalty. In this way, advertising can promote switching by 
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encouraging consumers to 'choose' and more frequent consumption can be promoted 
by encouraging consumers to 'use'. 
Gordon (1994) argued that many retailer own label brands are perceived as brands in 
their own right, and therefore provide competition for loyalty from manufacturer 
brands. Gordon (1994) suggested that manufacturer brands must continually re-
inforce the brand's core values in order to strengthen their position and role in 
relation to own-label. Advertising, in addition to promotional activity and packaging 
innovation, can influence this process. The need states of all players in each product 
category - both own-label and manufacturer brands - must be fully understood. 
Roth-Witty and Waiters (1997) and Davies (1997) maintained that the best way to 
gain loyal customers is to create a feeling of belonging and belief in the product or 
service and a feeling of trust and relevance to the customer. Customers will only be 
loyal if the proposition is loyal, and it is therefore vital for companies to have a deep 
understanding of the needs and desires of their customers for loyalty schemes to work 
in the longer term. 
Block and Roering (1979) also point to the relationship between store loyalty and 
brand loyalty. Certain types of consumers may develop loyalty toward a store rather 
than a brand, and any brand loyalty which that consumer holds will be a function of 
this store loyalty. Therefore, brand loyalty is more likely to occur as a result of 
greater loyalty toward a store. 
Distribution and market share will have significant influence on aggregate brand 
loyalty. An extensive brand distribution, and a high market share are both positively 
related to aggregate brand loyalty (Block and Roering, 1979; Chance and French, 
1972). 
5.9 BRAND LOYALTY MANAGEMENT 
Light (1997) argued that companies are recognising the important role of brands in 
generating and sustaining growth. To create a profitable brand, companies have to 
create, re-inforce and grow brand loyalty. Brand Loyalty Management (BLM) has 
evolved as a result, based on concepts such as brand promise (relevant 
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differentiation) and brand power (a powerful brand is the familiar, quality, leading 
source of a relevant differentiated promise). BLM assumes that an appropriate 
combination of quality, value and price will satisfy customers and ensure brand 
loyalty. 
Block and Roering (1979) have suggested how the concept of brand loyalty can be 
used by managers to increase sales of a particular brand. They point to 5 ways: 
1. Increase the number of consumer loyals to the brand. 
2. Erode consumer loyalty with competing brands. 
3. Encourage repertoire brand users to become focal brand users/lOO% loyal brand 
users. 
4. Encourage loyal brand users to purchase more of the brand. 
5. Persuade non-product users to purchase the brand. 
However, it must be possible to identify the consumers in each of these loyalty 
categories and the viability of using loyalty strategies for different product sectors. 
Strategies based upon loyalty are less likely to be effective if there is psychological 
bonding with the brand. 
Advertising which is discontinuous can influence the process of brand loyalty, 
particularly by eroding loyalty with competing brands and by immediately 
challenging non-product users to purchase the brand. Highly emotional bonding with 
the brand indicates a bonding beyond attack! These consumers are unlikely to be 
susceptible to any type of discontinuous advertising from a competitor. 
5.10 SUMMARY 
This chapter has introduced the concept of brand loyalty. The literature demonstrates 
that this concept is widely used, but widely misunderstood, and definitions of brand 
loyalty have ranged from 'the sequence of purchasing a brand' to 'proportion of 
purchases' and 'intention to purchase'. Ultimately, brand loyalty represents 
consumer commitment towards a brand, and is a process which develops over time. 
This begins with a willingness to 'trial' a brand, after which continued repeat 
purchase may eventually lead to consumer bonding with that brand, and a loyalty to 
that brand over any other. 
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The literature states that existing brand experience influences a consumer's 
perceptions of a brand, and these perceptions can be influenced by advertising but 
rarely changed by advertising alone. Consumer perceptions of brands within a 
product category are the major determinants of brand usage. Brand switching within 
a repertoire of brands is largely the result of differing brand attributes which are 
attractive, and the fluctuating wants and needs of the consumer over time. 
Advertising 'intervenes' in the process of brand choice by focusing on a brand 
benefit and strengthening consumer desire for that benefit. The threat that competitor 
advertising will diminish these desires is constant (Kent and Tannenholz, 1994). 
The literature reviewed implies that a discontinuous advertising approach will be 
more appropriate in influencing experimental trial and extended-trial behaviour in the 
short-term, and is an approach which more likely to appeal to short-term loyals who 
may be tempted to switch to a brand which offers something new. Such an approach 
is more likely to influence a trial, the first stage of developing brand loyalty, if it is 
sufficiently attention stimulating and able to generate high advertising and brand 
awareness. In this way, the consumer's attitude toward the brand is likely to be more 
favourable prior to purchase, and consumer equity (pre-disposition to consider the 
brand for purchase) is likely to be enhanced. 
A number of brand behaviour typologies have been proposed, although writers argue 
that, ultimately, it is focal brand behaviour or 100% loyal brand behaviour which will 
determine brand success in most markets. The Brand-dynamics model developed by 
Millward Brown (1996) illustrated how consumers become bonded or loyal to a 
brand. Eventual bonding only occurs after the brand has successfully built presence, 
relevance, product performance and product advantage. There are implications for 
the role of a discontinuous advertising approach, which could be utilised at different 
levels of the pyramid depending on the situation of the brand in the market. 
The study on brand erosion is interesting because it suggested that there is a pool of 
consumers - approximately 15% for established brands in different product categories 
- who are vulnerable to brand switching over an extended time period. This implies 
that a discontinuous advertising approach may be effective at eroding loyalty for 
established brands, as well as defining territories for new brands. However, 
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discontinuity is likely to be less effective if the consumer possesses a high 'emotional 
bonding' with an existing brand. 
The concept of need states enhances understanding of existing conventions m 
different product categories, and therefore whether discontinuous advertising is likely 
to influence trial. If a purchase is primarily based on 'value for money', own-label 
need states will outweigh the manufacturer brand need states, and advertising will 
have less influence on brand choice and eventual brand loyalty. 
The idea of brand loyalty management (BLM) has been proposed, based on concepts 
such as brand promise (relevant differentiation) and brand power (a powerful brand is 
the familiar, quality, leading source of a relevant differentiated promise). BLM 
· assumes that the correct combination of quality, value and price will satisfy 
customers and ensure brand loyalty, although it is argued that strategies based on 







Despite many references to the notion of discontinuous advertising in previous 
chapters, this chapter introduces the concept of disruption in a more formal way. 
Disruption is a concept which is based upon overturning existing norms and 
conventions, and is a philosophy adopted by the advertising agency BST.BDDP (now 
BST GOT) to deal with change. Although there is a rationale for this concept, many 
of the underpinnings and methods involved are somewhat vague and questionable. 
The chapter also defines convention and discusses how conventions can be identified 
before explaining the thinking behind the key disruption drivers such as a new 
tangible idea, a new consumer insight and a change in the advertising focus. 
Disruption is discussed in the context of a company's vision, before conclusions are 
drawn and questions raised. The BST.BDDP agency philosophy is periodically 
questioned as the chapter progresses. 
6.2 THE CONCEPT OF DISRUPTION 
Discontinuity is not a new concept in itself, although its application to advertising 
under the name of disruption is a different 'packaging' of the concept. The concept is 
akin to the idea of change, via innovation. 
"Disruption is discontinuous thinking applied to advertising, and relies on 
identifying, questioning and overturning conventions" (Internal Disruption 
Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995). 
"In order to inspire and encourage innovation, the company culture must be 
conducive to change. Change in terms of new ways of doing business, new products 
and services, and new approaches to problem solving" (David Svendsen, MD of 
Microsoft UK, Marketing Business, Dec/Jan, 1995/96: 12). 
The concept is also akin to challenging conventional wisdom and being 'first' in the 
marketplace. Ries and Trout (1986) emphasise the importance of positioning the 
product concept in the 'mind' of the consumer: 
"To find a unique position you must ignore conventional logic. Conventional logic 
says you.find your concept inside yourself or inside the product. Not true. What you 
must do is look inside the prmpect 's mind. The easiest way to get into a person's 
mind is to be first. If you don't get into the mind of the your prospect first, then you 
have a positioning problem. In advertising, it's best to have the best product in your 
particular field. But it's even better to be first." (Ries and Trout, 1986: 34, 22) 
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The rationale behind disruption is based upon today's increasingly competitive 
marketplace, where it is necessary for companies to 'lead' rather than 'follow' 
consumers' needs. 
"Profitable brand growth needs to disrupt the ordinary, comfortable pattems of 
'non-choice' and intrude on consumers' thoughts, feelings and behaviours". 
(Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995). 
Hamel and Prahalad (1991: 81) argued that cost and quality efficiency in already 
defined, existing markets is no longer a sufficient recipe for company survival in the 
1990s. They pointed to the need for UK companies to 'stake out new competitive 
space' and avoid the otherwise inevitable 'traditional and shrinking product 
markets'. 
"A company will strive to create new compel!ttve space only if it possesses an 
opportunity horizon that stretches Jar beyond the boundaries of its current 
businesses". In this way, "a company's opportunity horizon represents its collective 
imagination of the ways in which an important new benefit might be hamessed to 
create new competitive space or reshape existing space" (Hamel and Prahalad, 
1991:82). 
Discontinuous advertising is not just a strategic 'idea' to create or improve a brand in 
the marketplace. This process of overturning advertising conventions is the 
'springboard' to "vision - a giant leap from where the brand is 1zow to where the 
brand can be over time" (Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru, 
1996). The forward-looking vision process involves "having the imagination to 
envision new markets that do not yet exist and the ability to stake them out ahead of 
the competition" (Hamel and Prahalad, 1991: 82). 
The disruption concept is essentially 'strategic' and is utilised by the agency in the 
creation of new advertising campaigns. The implementation process is less 
straightforward, and the agency takes logical steps during application of this concept, 
beginning with convention. 
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6.3 CONVENTION 
The first step in this holistic 'convention-disruption-vision' process (Figure 6.1) is 
understanding the conventions. 
"The broadest definition of convention is a generally accepted idea which influences 
people's perception of their environment" (Internal Disruption Documents, 
BST.BDDP, 1995) 
Conventions are essentially interpretations, opinions and value judgements rather 
than facts or observations. They are the accepted ideas and norms which determine 
market participant behaviour. The process of disruption is based on the 
challengeable nature of these individual perceptions (Internal Disruption Documents, 
BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru, 1996). This seems to suggest that conventions are 
essentially 'culturally determined' since interpretations, opinions and value 
judgements will differ not only from nationality to nationality, but also from person 
to person. 
Convention---------- Vision 
Figure 6.1: The Convention-Disruption-Vision (CDV) Process 
(source: Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP. 1995). 
Conventions can be identified in a number of categories (Internal Disruption 
Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru, 1996). One such category is that of 'corporate 
/industry practices and culture', which reflect how an industry or a firm thinks of 
itself with regard to its role, its organisation, or the quality of its products/services. 
Although not directly linked to consumer perceptions, discontinuity is a useful 
approach to challenge established institutional communication. A convention in the 
cement industry might be 'you have to be an engineer to run a company·, and a 
convention on corporate culture might be 'Exxon as the world's largest oil company, 
we see ourselves as powerful yet benign' (Internal Disruption Documents, 
BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru, 1996). 
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Conventions can also lie within 'marketing strategy' (Internal Disruption Documents, 
BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru, 1996). These conventions originate with the marketing 
thinking of the firm, and refer to the offer (what to sell - the generally accepted most 
attractive offer for the consumers in a particular industry), the target (to whom to sell 
- the generally accepted idea by a firm about a consumer group), or the competition 
(who are the competitors? - the generally accepted idea which firms have about the 
nature and extent of their competition) (Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 
1995; Dru, 1996). The conventional 'offer' for supermarkets has been an emphasis 
on their 'product range, opening hours, quality and price'. Wine coolers are 
traditionally positioned as a soft drink for an adult 'target'. Underestimation and 
narrow perceptions of the competition can be a basis for disruptive advertising. An 
example might be the direct threat of satellite film channels to video rentals (Internal 
Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru, 1996). 
Consumer conventions are primarily based on usage, attitudes and values (Internal 
Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru, 1996). Usage conventions reflect 
the norm of reacting to a situation or using a product. An example might be eating 
cornflakes at breakfast time (as opposed to any other time of the day). Attitude 
conventions reflect how a consumer feels with regard to a situation, a product or a 
usage, but may conflict with consumer usage conventions. For example, although 
consumers may 'react' to a taxi ride situation by tipping the driver, the attitude 
convention may be 'nobody likes leaving a tip'. Value or opinion conventions often 
underlie usage and attitude conventions. An example might be 'the mind must 
always rule the heart' (Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru, 
1996). 
The final category of conventions identified by BST.BDDP internal documents are 
those based in communication. These conventions usually refer to the message, the 
advertising focus or the execution. An example of a message convention - what the 
advertising is trying to say - might be 'all food advertising has to communicate 
taste'. The advertising focus refers to the position along the advertising ladder into 
which a product category is traditionally placed. The advertising ladder as shown in 
Table 6.1, has 6 positions ranging from top-of-mind, pure brand awareness to 
emphasis on the brand's role in society. An example of an advertising focus 
convention might be that all toothpaste and shampoo advertising focuses on product 
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attributes. An execution convention refers to the way in which the message is usually 
communicated in physical terms using colour, language and form. For example, car 
advertising is often executed using open spaces to symbolise freedom (Internal 
Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru, 1996). 
Top of Mind Attribute Benefit Territory Value Role 
(Awareness) (Tangible (Translation (An identity, (An emotion (Task in 
characteristic) of tangible area, user or attitude) life/society) 
characteristic) image) 
Table 6.1: The Advertising Ladder 
(source: Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995) 
BST.BDDP emphasises the fact that conventions should not be challenged if they 
successfully satisfy all the market factors. In addition, the superconvention in each 
market should be 'identified'. The superconvention is 'the' most valuable 
convention which needs to be challenged, and is a combination of several other 
market conventions. 
A good example of this is 'Apple'. During the 1980s a number of conventions 
existed in the computer market. These included 'computers are for specialists', 
'computers are business weapons providing a competitive advantage to large 
companies', 'computers are not toys', 'the future belongs to machines', 'the more 
powerful the machine, the better it serves the organisation' and 'you have to learn 
technical languages to communicate with computers'. The super convention - 'Man 
is at the Mercy of Machines' - was able to successfully combine these other 
conventions, and provide the crucial base for a disruptive advertising campaign. 
However, a framework which highlights the situations when conventions are 
challengeable, and when they are not, is absent in the literature, and the whole issue 
of a devising a superconvention remains vague. The literature states these ideas, but 
no empirical framework supports them. ln addition, the four categories of 
convention that are presented are noticeably widespread and broad. Moreover, are 
there any situations where conventions do not already exist? 
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BST.BDDP internal documents (1995) use three methods to provide inspiration 
when attempting to challenge conventions. Firstly, the 'What if' comprises 50 
proprietary questions surrounding a variety of marketing conventions. The questions 
are designed to help stimulate imagination and ideas for disruptive opportunities. 
They are grouped into categories which range from 'upstream' strategic thinking to 
'downstream' executional opportunities. Some examples are listed in Appendix 5. 
Secondly, the 'Cross-Cultural Analyses' comprise cross-national advertising 
categories which pinpoint culture-driven conventions and offer culture-driven 
disruptions. Thirdly, there is the 'Disruption Worldbank', which is a collection of 
international case studies, each of which highlights the marketing challenge, the 
disruption, the creative solution and the outcome of the campaign. However, there is 
a lack of any empirical work to date on the brand/market situations for which a 
disruption approach to advertising is considered to be appropriate and similarly when 
a disruptive approach is considered to be inappropriate. 
6.4 DISRUPTION 
The majority of disruptive campaigns are the result of a new marketing idea, a new 
consumer insight, or a new advertising focus, although the best approach is to be 
'first-at-bat' in the market with a new idea, taking ownership of a new territory 
(Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru, 1996). Analysis of the 
product, service or marketing strategy can provide stimulus for a new, market driven 
idea with a tangible outcome. Examples of disruption based around a new marketing 
idea include Midas advertising 'same day brake repair service' (instead of 
emphasising speed), and Danone's re-inforcement of the brand's commitment to 
health. 
Many successful disruptions have originated from "an intrusive look at the 
consumer's way of thinking, feeling or acting that has not yet been discovered by the 
competition" (Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995, Dru, 1996). An 
example is Oil of Ulay's advertising, which challenged the established attitude of 
'growing old gracefully', and emphasised the necessity to fight the ageing process. 
Consumer insight may arise from an innovative way of focusing on a use or attitude 
that changes individual perspectives of the product. Polaroid challenged the 
conventions of 'instant photography' advertising by emphasising the functional 
'visual memo' side to photographs- 'because a picture is worth a thousand words'. 
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This innovative slant to the advertising helped to stimulate a change in the 
consumer's usage and attitudes toward instant photography (Internal Disruption 
Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru, 1996). 
A further source of disruption is the re-positioning of the advertising along the 
advertising ladder. For example, instead of highlighting a product attribute, 
disruption is created by reflecting a brand value (Internal Disruption Documents, 
BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru, 1996). Castlemaine XXXX advertisements are an example 
of re-positioning. The conventional focus for mainstream lager advertising has been 
on sociability and humour to appeal to the audience's notion of having fun in the pub. 
After disruption, the focus changed from 'highlighting this social benefit' to 
'establishing a territory' for the brand. The new advertising focus exploited 
Castlemaine's atypical heritage to the full, the aim being to own the genuine 
Australian archetype (Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru, 1996). 
This raises questions about the original advertising focus. Does this now mean that 
lager advertising which focuses on sociability and humour is wrong and will not now 
sell mainstream lager? How exactly has the new advertising focus of 'owning a 
territory' substituted the original advertising focus of 'sociability and humour'? 
Nike disrupted sports shoe advertising by re-positioning the brand using a universally 
appealing 'mental attitude' focus ('Just Do It') to accompany technological 
innovation, instead of solely relying on convincing the consumer that Nike owns the 
most technologically advanced shoe. After disruption, the focus changed from 
'owning a territory' (the most technically advanced sports shoe) to 'reflecting a 
value' (Nike stands for mental effort) (Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 
1995; Dru, 1996). Does this focus shift now mean that Nike has lost ownership of 
this territory in the process? 
6.5 VISION 
Establishing a picture of where a product, service or company will be in the future 
involves "expanding possibilities, clarifying strategic direction, unifying the brand 
franchise and defining the largest possible target .... a vision naturally aligns 
everyone on the brand, and guides all activities beyond mere advertising". (Internal 
Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995) 
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In addition to advertising, vision should guide all activities which are associated with 
a product, service or company, including any product development, promotions, 
packaging, merchandising, pricing and public relations. Remaining honest and true 
to the vision helps to keep the brand moving in a forward-looking direction (Internal 
Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru 1996). 
An outstanding vision successfully combines the ultimate needs of the consumer with 
what a company, product or service could possibly represent (Internal Disruption 
Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru, 1996). It shares the 'intemal, business-directed 
meaning of mission', an example being Sony's mission of audio-visual 
entertainment, with the 'extemal, customer-directed idea behind positioning' - the 
image of the brand perceived by target consumers. This implies establishing any 
areas for improvement on the existing core competencies of the company in addition 
to identifying changes in consumer needs. The benefits of vision may include the 
opening of new markets, the creation of a unique position, an enhanced competitive 
position and increased profitability. The vision and strategy complement each other. 
The strategy to implement the vision needs to make the vision desirable to the target 
audience. Short-term changes in strategy may help the consumer to comprehend the 
long-term significance of the vision (Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 
1995). 
It is important to recognise how different brand/market situations affect the creation 
of a vision. Figure 6.2 indicates the range of different sources of inspiration for the 
vision used by BST.BDDP. Hertz: 'the peace of mind professional' is a good 
example of a vision based on company employee capabilities. Midas: 'takes care of 
more than cars, Midas takes care of people' is a good example of a new perspective 
on the company's competencies. If the vision is already clear or implicit, then it 
needs to be substantiated. However, if the existing vision is unsuitable or there is no 
vision, then it is necessary to find one (Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 
1995; Dru, 1996). BST.BDDP argued that "envisioning a category, a field or a 
reference in which you can be first" and "owning a territory in consumer's minds" 
are excellent stimuli in the vision search process. 
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Industry Role Consumers 
Company Aspiration 
Company Employees 
Figure 6.2: Vision Inspiration Sources 
(source: Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995) 
The whole vision process seems unstructured and unclear. The various sources of 
inspiration provide only a weak guide for future company success. More empirical 
work is needed to substantiate how the creation of vision influences 'disruption', or 
conversely how the process of disruption affects the creation of vision. Which comes 
first, the creation of a clear vision, or a successful disruption leading to a vision? 
6.6 THE APPLICATION OF DISRUPTION 
"A successful disruption is not just a simple change or an incremental evolution: it 
involves challenging existing conventions" (Internal Disruption Documents, 
BST.BDDP, 1995) 
"Creating ideas is about looking for the unexpected and stepping outside your 
experience" (Akio Morita, CEO Sony Corporation) 
Disruption should always be at the service of vision, and at times it will not be 
appropriate to adopt a disruptive approach. Establishing a convention is not a 
sufficient pre-requisite for a successful disruption and it will be difficult to directly 
challenge certain conventions if they successfully satisfy all market factors. In 
present circumstances unquestionable conventions include 'the best fruit juice is 
made of pure juice' and 'yoghurts are good for your health '. It is the conventions 
which represent an obstacle in reaching the vision that should be challenged (Internal 
Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru, 1996). 
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Disruptive advertising is more than simply communicating information about a new 
product or a new creative idea. It applies to the entire marketing/communication 
m1x. Disruption and continuity can co-exist within the same campaign. Mini-
disruptions can enhance a continuous campaign idea once an effective disruption has 
been achieved. Pepsi and PG Tips are good examples of mini-disruptions along a 
consistent theme (Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru, 1996). 
BST.BDDP has devised a number of rules to aid the evaluation of potential 
disruption: 
1. Supplement commercial judgement, experience, instinct and common sense with 
viable disruption assessment and appraisal techniques; 
2. Develop a good understanding of the client, market, competitors and the 
consumer; 
3. Where possible, build on pre-existing client vision and strengths; 
4. Understand clearly the brand dynamics and brand development in the 
marketplace, and consequently the brand's position in the disruption cycle (Figure 
6.3). If the rate of technological innovation is high for example, there will be a more 
urgent need for new disruptions, and the brand will move through the disruption 
cycle at a more rapid pace. 
Disrupt a market Claim a territory/create a new generic 
convention I 
Strengthen/protect ownership I 
I 
Implement the vision consistently, supported by 
'new news' and 'sub-disruptions' 
l 
Disrupt a brand/market Continue until market environment 
convention/claim a new /opportunities prompt repositioning 
position. 
Figure 6.3: The Disruption Cycle 
(source: Internal Disruption Documents. BST.BDDP, 1995) 
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5. Appreciate that the intensity of disruption will vary across a spectrum (see 
Appendix 6), and that there are different considerations according to the level of 
intensity. At one end of the spectrum there is 'macro', expeditionary marketing, 
which involves a brand journeying into the unknown to claim new tenitory. At the 
other end of the spectrum is 'micro' disruption, which involves claiming ownership 
of an already defined territory. 
Macro (or high level) disruption generally involves radical innovation of a tangible 
nature, coupled with a great deal of change, investment and risk. By expressing a 
new vision, the company displaces the entire market. As a result, a different type of 
business is created. First Direct and Sony Walkman are very good examples of 
disruption at this level. 
Micro (or low level) disruption requires less risk and change, little innovation, more 
reliance on the usefulness of consumer research, and provides a perspective which 
concentrates on existing things. Low level disruptions renew the brand rather than the 
entire market. Stella Artois and Nike are examples of disruption at a micro level. 
Higher-order disruptions relate to first-at-bat, tangible, consumer insight disruptions, 
whereas lower-order disruptions relate to communication and media disruptions. 
6. Understand the strengths and weaknesses of various approaches that could be 
adopted when planning a successful disruption. This ultimately requires an objective 
involving tangible action and tangible expressions of what the vision means. For 
example, Castlemaine's vision is centred on being an uncompromisingly Australian 
beer and faithful to Australian heritage. 
7. Adopt a strategic concept for which the practicalities of implementation are 
achievable and easily understood. This will enable the strategy to be more easily 
'sold'. 
8. Use sources of consumer research to refine and justify disruptive advertising 
approaches. If the disruptive approach is successfully sold to clients and consumers, 
the evaluation process is likely to be more successful. 
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9. Make use of evaluation checklists (see Appendix 7) to validate disruptions, to 
help select the best disruption and to assist in developing and refining disruptions. 
10. Remember that every case is different and therefore the approach to and 
evaluation of, disruption should be considered within the overall framework which 
has been developed. 
Although helpful, these rules seem somewhat vague and akin to more general 
marketing and strategic objectives. The fourth rule is the only evaluation concept 
seemingly unique to disruption. In particular, the differing considerations stated in 
rule 5 are unclear, and the emphasis in the last rule that every case is different 
provides little help for future application. It appears that the agency's concept of 
disruption is really just straightforward positioning theory. 
6.7 THE IMPORTANCE OF DISRUPTION 
The recognition that change requires discontinuous thinking - the reframing of 
perspective, knowledge and infmmation - is the key to winning consumers and 
creating new brand visions (Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995; Dru, 
1996). The battle between ever-increasing numbers of brands in the marketplace has 
meant that brand loyalty is harder to achieve and retain. Disruption or discontinuity 
provides a discipline for advertising agencies when designing their strategies, thus 
increasing campaign effectiveness. 
"Disruption leads to new angles in the advertising proposition and ensures that 
there is already room for change within the advertising brief If the brief already 
encapsulates a discontinuity, a disruptive thought, it will involve and liberate 
creative people". (Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995). 
Dru (1996) argued that disruption renews brand interest and loyalty by encouraging 
people to think about the brand in a new way. He maintained that brands need to be 
nourished with ideas and new initiatives to prevent complacency. Failure to disrupt 
will cause consumers to lose interest in brands. 
The literature on disruption presented by BST.BDDP (1995) and by Dru (1996) is 
only a starting point to understanding how it works. It highlighted a great deal of 
existing uncertainty about the process, and the obvious need for further empirical 
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research to validate the situations where a disruptive advertising approach is likely to 
be more appropriate. This will inevitably require in-depth and on-going research into 
specific product markets, since disruption is inevitably product market specific. 
6.8 SUMMARY 
This chapter has attempted to introduce the concept and process of disruption as 
adopted by the advertising agency BST.BDDP and later adapted into a book by Jean-
Mane Dru. The concept can be described as discontinuous thinking applied to 
advertising and has been introduced to deal with change. It relies on challenging 
conventional wisdom via identifying, questioning and overturning conventions in the 
an increasingly competitive marketplace. These market based conventions are 
accepted ideas which determine each individual's behaviour. 
The process of disruption is based on the challengeable nature of individual 
perceptions which determine market participant behaviour. The literature outlines 4 
major categories of conventions. Corporate/Industry practices and culture reflect 
how an industry or a firm thinks of itself with regard to its role, its organisation, or 
the quality of products/services it provides. Marketing strategy conventions refer to 
the generally accepted offer, target or competition in a particular market. Consumer 
conventions reflect usage, attitudes and values, and communication conventions 
usually refer to the message, the advertising focus or the execution. 
The literature explains that the majority of disruptive campaigns are the result of a 
new marketing idea, a new consumer insight or a new advertising focus, although the 
best approach is to be 'first-at-bat' in the market with a new idea, taking ownership 
of a new territory. It is argued that disruptive advertising is not just a strategic idea, 
but the 'springboard' to vision - where the brand will be positioned in the future. An 
outstanding and far-sighted vision successfully combines the ultimate needs of the 
consumer with what the company, product or service could possibly represent. If 
disruption is applied, BST.BDDP maintain that it should always be at the service of 
vision, although at times it will not be appropriate to disrupt. A number of 'rules' 
have been devised by BST.BDDP to aid evaluation of a potential disruption. 
Although the concept of disruption has been introduced to deal with change, the 
literature is vague in a number of areas. Disruption is based on the challengeable 
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nature of individual perceptions - opinions, interpretations and value judgements -
which are conventions, thereby suggesting that conventions are essentially 'culturally 
determined' and vary from person to person. However, a framework that highlights 
the situations in which conventions are challengeable, and when they are not is 
absent in the literature. The four identified categories of conventions are widespread 
and broad and raises the question as to whether there are any situations where 
conventions do not exist? There is also a lack of empirical work to date on the 
brand/market situations when a disruption approach is considered to be appropriate 
and similarly when it is not considered to be appropriate. When the advertising focus 
changes, how does this substitution process work? Will the old focus now not work? 
How will consumers associate the brand with the new focus? For example, taking 
the Nike case, the communication focus switched from territory to value - is Nike's 
ownership of territory now lost? 
The vision process seems somewhat unstructured and unclear, and the sources of 
inspiration quoted are weak. More empirical work is needed to substantiate how the 
creation of vision influences disruption and how the process of disruption affects the 
creation of vision. Which comes first? Most of the stated rules used to evaluate 
disruption seem vague and more akin to general marketing and strategic objectives. 
In particular, the disruption spectrum is unclear, especially the cut-off between macro 
and micro disruption. If every case is different, this provides little help for future 
application. Only the rule relating to the need to have a clear understanding of brand 
dynamics and brand development in the market-place, and therefore a clear 
understanding of the position of the brand in the disruption cycle, seems specific to 
disruption. 
In general, the disruption literature provides a good starting point, although it appears 
to be a 'repackaging' of positioning theory. However, further research into the 
concept can be carried out. In particular, there is a need to review and to determine 
the situations when a disruptive approach is likely to be more appropriate than a 
conventional approach to stimulate purchase. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
RESEARCH AIMS, OBJECTIVES 
AND METHODS 
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7. RESEARCH AIMS, OBJECTIVES AND METHODS 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The previous chapters have reviewed relevant literature associated with how 
advertising works, the concept of brand loyalty and how individuals are affected by, 
and react to, advertising. In addition, the merits of differing advertising strategies 
were discussed, and the concept, application and importance of a disruptive 
advertising approach introduced. This chapter illustrates how specific research aims 
and a model of advertising approach in a trial purchase context have been derived 
from the literature. In addition, a number of research hypotheses are proposed and 
addressed by the research. Finally, the research methods used in the project and the 
issues relating to these methods are described and discussed. 
7.2 A SYNTHESIS OF THE LITERATURE 
Literature surrounding the concept of discontinuous advertising has been described, 
from differing advertising strategies and theories about how advertising works 
through to the concept of brand loyalty and the nature of the individual response to 
advertising. An understanding of disruptive advertising is based on a synthesis of 
varying views and theories, all of which contribute to the overall picture. The 
advertising agency BST -BDDP have defined disruption as discontinuous thinking 
applied to advertising, a process which involves identifying, questioning and 
overturning conventions. It is argued that disruption renews brand interest and 
loyalty by encouraging people to think about the brand in a new way, and in doing 
this disruption becomes the key to winning consumers and creating new brand 
visions (Dru, 1996; Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995). The 
disruption literature is vague in a number of areas, and there is contrasting evidence 
which indicates that it is consistent advertising which is the foundation for building 
strong brand values and brand loyalty (Baker, 1992). 
The concept of disruption originates with the advertising agency BST.BDDP, and its 
rationale is based upon an increasingly competitive marketplace where it is necessary 
for companies to lead rather than follow consumers' needs. The disruption 
philosophy is essentially strategic and applies to the entire marketing communication 
mix. It is a holistic process which involves challenging and overturning conventions 
to create a new vision, and it is utilised by BST.BDDP in the creation of new 
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advertising campmgns. The literature distinguishes between macro/high level 
disruption which generally involves radical innovation of a tangible nature, and 
micro/low level disruption which involves less innovation, risk and change and 
concentrates on renewing the brand rather than the entire market. However, does 
disruptive advertising have the ability to maintain current loyal brand users or will 
existing users of the brand now be alienated from it as a result of presenting the 
brand in a new way? Is the disruption concept really just another repackaging of 
positioning theory? 
A number of theories relating to how advertising works have been considered, both at 
the macro, aggregate level and at the micro, in-person level. At the macro level, it is 
assumed that advertising helps to position brands in markets and satisfy consumer 
demand (McDonald, 1992). At the micro level, advertising can position the brand in 
the long-term memory of consumers via associations, linkages and triggers (Brown, 
1991 b,c,d). Although many models have been proposed, there are. few advertising 
practitioners who believe that there is any general advertising theory explaining 
purchase behaviour (Barry and Howard, 1990). It is recognised that consumers are 
'active' rather than 'passive' and able to read between the advertising clutter. The 
shift towards the active consumer now attempts to find out what people do with 
advertising and how they use it (Hall and Maclay, 1992). A number of models have 
been described, including early 'hierarchy of effects' models, Hall and Partners' 
Response Models (Hall and Partners, 1991, 1992), Prue' s Alphabetical Model (1998) 
and Millward Brown's immediate challenge, interest status and enhancement model 
(Millward Brown, 199lb). Overall, the literature suggested that there is no one 
general theory to explain how advertising works and 'appropriate' advertising will 
depend on each brand and market-place situation. 
The appropriateness of advertising strategy is associated with the relationship 
between the user and the product, and the situation of the brand within the market. Is 
the brand an established brand or a new brand? It is argued that the primary aim for a 
new brand, or one not previously advertised, is to stimulate awareness, attention and 
prompt initial trial. Thereafter, advertising can re-inforce brand image by adding 
value to maintain a strong brand relationship (Ehrenberg, 1997d). Baker (1994) 
maintained that a consistent advertising approach, and an approach which includes an 
element of new news, tend to apply in different situations and at different times in the 
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marketing cycle. The cycle commences with the brand overturning advertising 
convention to claim a territory. Over time this position is strengthened and protected 
via consistent implementation and refreshment until the market triggers a further 
brand repositioning. 
The issue of brand loyalty - and the differing opinions regarding the concept - has 
been discussed. McQueen (1990) proposed five buyer behaviour typologies ranging 
from focal brand behaviour to single trial brand behaviour in an attempt to 
understand how advertising can influence the process of building long-term loyalty 
towards a brand. The ATRN model (Ehrenberg, 1974, 1997a) and the Brand 
Dynamics model (Millward Brown, 1996a, 1996b; Farr, 1996) explained the 
necessary steps to ultimate brand loyalty, although consumers must first be 
influenced to try the product (Oison, 1985). It is also argued that motivations behind 
purchase and usage are highly dependent on the functional and emotional need states 
of the purchaser and the end-user (Gordon, 1994). An interesting study by East and 
Hammond (1995) found an average brand erosion of 15% in the first year for a 
selection of established grocery brands. These findings imply that a discontinuous 
advertising approach can be appropriate across a range of product categories although 
additional research is needed to determine the extent of erosion in higher 
involvement product categories, higher frequency product categories and over longer 
periods of time. 
The literature focusing on in-person advertising discusses the trends and concepts in 
advertising research which have arisen over the years and which relate to how people 
process advertising. Central concepts within this include involvement, likeability 
(attitude toward the advertisement) emotions, attention, watching behaviour and 
conditioning models (Thorson, 1990). Personality trait research and motivation and 
needs theories have also been presented. Further investigation is required into these 
issues and their association with disruptive advertising. Many questions can be asked 
with regard to disruptive advertising. For example, to what extent is disruptive 
advertising likeable? Is disruptive advertising more preferable to watch than 
conventional advertising? What emotions are aroused by disruptive advertising? How 
does product involvement influence the effectiveness of disruptive advertising? Is 
disruptive advertising more likely to encourage consumers to try the brand compared 
with conventional advertising? 
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As described in the literature review, there is no empirical research to date on the 
brand/market situations when a disruptive advertising approach will be appropriate 
and similarly when it will not be appropriate. The primary aim in this research 
therefore, is to investigate the link between a brand's situation, the chosen 
advertising strategy and the brand success to gain some understanding of when a 
disruptive advertising approach is likely to be more appropriate and successful than a 
conventional approach. In addition, the research examines the concept of disruptive 
advertising within a trial purchase context to determine whether a disruptive 
approach is more likely to lead to trial compared with a more consistent, 
conventional advertising approach. Is disruptive advertising actually effective at 
stimulating intention to purchase? When should it be applied? Is disruptive 
advertising just another term for positioning/repositioning? The issues of advertising 
awareness, advertising likeability and product involvement will also be considered 
with regard to a disruptive advertising approach. 
7.3 GAPS IN EXISTING RESEARCH 
The literature indicates that there is no one general theory of how advertising works. 
Previous studies imply that a discontinuous advertising approach may be more 
appropriate to influence trial and for newly advertised brands. The brand erosion 
study (East and Hammond, 1995) in particular appears to imply that a discontinuous 
advertising approach may be effective at eroding loyalty for established brands and 
defining territories for new brands. However, Broadbent (1997) contended that the 
IPA awards are out-of-date, and there is a need to focus instead on making this advert 
for this brand for this advertiser in this market and at this time better than it would 
otherwise be. In fact there seems to be general agreement that advertising can work 
in different ways according to the brand/market-place situation, and there rs no 
alternative to studying each brand's situation in isolation (Baker, 1992, 1994; 
Roberts, 1996; Farr, 1996; Galluci, 1997; McDonald, 1998). 
A discontinuous approach can involve overturning conventions at different levels of 
the bonding process, although it is less effective if the consumer possesses a high 
emotional bonding with his/her existing brand (Farr, 1996). Depending on the 
advertising objective, discontinuity can modify existing consumer attitudes by 
putting a new perspective on the product, or it can immediately challenge the 
consumer to try something different by triggering experimentation. Currently, there 
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IS a lack of empirical work to date which specifically explores the concept of 
disruptive advertising, although the notion of discontinuity is mentioned in various 
studies. Evidence is needed to determine the appropriateness of disruptive 
advertising in high involvement purchase situations compared with low involvement 
purchase situations and rational versus emotional purchases. Research is also needed 
to determine whether disruptive advertising is more successful at 'persuasion to 
purchase' using a positive, intense emotional response or via the message and 
communication of new news. The literature has discussed advertising, likeability and 
emotions, although further research is needed to confirm which emotional reactions 
are stimulated by disruptive advertising and the extent to which disruptive 
advertising is likeable. 
Although the concept of disruption has been proposed by BST.BDDP, there are a 
number of areas in the disruption literature which are vague. These include: 
I. the absence of a framework that highlights situations in which conventions are 
challengeable and when they are not; 
2. the four categories of conventions outlined are very broad; are there any situations 
where conventions do not exist? 
3. the vision process is unclear and unstructured and the sources of inspiration 
quoted are weak. More empirical work is needed to substantiate how the creation 
of vision influences disruption and how disruption affects the creation of vision; 
4. most of the stated rules used to evaluate disruption seem vague and more akin to 
general marketing and strategic objectives - in particular, the cut-off between 
macro and micro disruption; 
S. there is a lack of empirical work to date on the brand/market situations for which a 
disruption approach is appropriate and similarly when it is not; 
6. the notion of disruption appears to be an elaborate repackaging of straightforward 
positioning theory. 
Despite the noted gaps in the disruption literature, this concept of disruption can be 
applied to existing advertising case materials to determine more specifically the 
brand situations where an apparently disruptive campaign has been used and the 
nature and extent of success achieved. This may uncover a pattern between brand 
situation, advertising strategy and brand success. In addition, there is a need to carry 
out some in-person research to determine how disruptive advertising is perceived by 
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individuals compared with more conventional advertising. Will the disruptive 
advertising be inherently more likeable/preferable to watch and more likely to 
'persuade purchase' compared with conventional advertising? What sort of emotions 
are stimulated by disruptive advertising? How will consumer reactions to disruptive 
advertising be affected by product purchase involvement? 
7.4 A PROPOSED MODEL: THE INFLUENCE OF ADVERTISING 
APPROACH IN A TRIAL PURCHASE CONTEXT 
Brand Strategy 





Figure 7.1: The Influence of Advertising Approach in a Trial Purchase Context 
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This research project attempts to identify the influence of advertising approach in a 
trial purchase context. From the literature, a generic model has therefore been 
developed which illustrates the important phases in this process. The model is not 
based on the views of any particular writer, but forms a synthesis of the literature 
surrounding advertising and its role in establishing trial, possibly leading to brand 
loyalty. The model entitled The Influence of Advertising Approach in a Trial 
Purchase Context' is shown in Figure 7.1 and has a number of component parts. 
7.4.1 Loyalty 
Brand loyalty is a function of a consumer's trust and commitment towards a brand 
(Morgan and Hunt, 1994). Relationship marketing literature indicates that a strong 
relationship between a buyer and seller requires trust, which over time leads to 
commitment. Brand loyalty reflects consumer trust in the functioning of the product 
in order to repeat purchase and build a long-term sales relationship. Consumer 
loyalty to brands has been compared with the commitment in a relationship (Morgan 
and Hunt, 1994) and Assael (1987) has defined brand loyalty as the 'commitment to a 
certain brand'. 
There have been many definitions of brand loyalty over the years, from repeat 
purchase over time to frequency of usage to attitudinal loyalty, which utilises 
affective or emotional measures (Morgan and Hunt, 1994). McQueen (1990) 
discussed different levels of loyalty ranging from focal brand behaviour to single trial 
behaviour. Behavioural measures of loyalty relate to actual purchasing behaviour or 
consumers' attitudinal orientation towards a brand. Share of category requirements is 
commonly referred to and describes a brand's percentage share of sales in a particular 
product market. It can also be linked to consumers' purchase behaviour within a 
repertoire of brands. Block and Roering (1979) argued that the brand which 
represents a higher share of category requirements/proportion of purchases within a 
consumer's repertoire holds a higher degree of consumer loyalty. Feldwick (1996a) 
maintained that consumers who hold a higher emotional attachment to a brand are 
less willing to accept a substitute. 
Jacoby and Kyner (1973) presented a very comprehensive definition of brand loyalty, 
arguing that brand loyalty is a non-random evaluative purchase and a function of 
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psychological processes. This definition distinguished true brand loyalty, where the 
consumer insists on buying the same brand again, from spurious brand loyalty, which 
assumes the consumer is unattached to the brand attributes and may buy the same 
brand again but may just as easily buy a different one. True brand loyalty may be the 
result of advertising. However, there are a range of other factors which are also 
influential. These include market growth, the degree of market innovation, customer 
power, brand availability/distribution, price, market share and competitor offerings. 
Brand loyalty is built over time reflecting a long-term relationship and a high degree 
of trust between the customer and the brand. The role of trust in marketing, 
particularly regarding its importance in long-term sales relationships, has received 
considerable attention (Dwyer, Schurr and Oh, 1987; Crosby, Evans and Cowles, 
1990). Trust influences the choice of brands within a consumer's buying repertoire, 
and is enhanced through shared values with the brand and communication about the 
brand. Consumers tend to purchase brands which they trust in order to satisfy their 
needs (Morgan and Hunt, 1994). If continuous use of a brand occurs over a long 
period of time, emotional ties with the brand can develop and become integrated 
within the user's self image (De Chematony and McDonald, 1994). This can lead to 
commitment and loyalty to the brand because consumers desire to commit 
themselves to relationships characterised by trust (Morgan and Hunt, 1994). This 
loyalty is continually re-inforced by the consumer's positive satisfying usage 
experience with the brand (De Chematony and McDonald, 1994). 
7.4.2 Usage 
The literature suggests that loyalty toward a brand is directly influenced by actual use 
of a product (product experience), how frequently the product is used and 
associations with the brand (Ehrenberg, 1974; Murray, 1988; Castleberry and 
Ehrenberg, 1990; Franzen, 1994 ). 
Ehrenberg (1974) first presented the notion that advertising and usage experience 
may be positively related. After awareness, advertising works to encourage brand 
consideration, induce trial and then repeat purchase. He emphasised that repeat 
purchase is most important in order to re-inforce feelings of satisfaction for the 
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brand, but continued usage is dependent on how fully the product or brand has 
fulfilled consumers' needs after trial. 
Ultimately, it is the extent of continued usage with the brand which determines 
whether it is considered within the buyer's repertoire. Schlinger (1979) maintained 
that a positive reaction to the brand will always be more observable amongst existing 
users of a brand than non-users. Existing users prefer advertising which links the 
brand with existing usage experiences, although advertising can be rejected if it is not 
seen to match the brand and if it fails to re-inforce existing associations and usage 
situations with the brand. 
7.4.3 Trial 
The development of any brand loyalty is dependent upon first being influenced to try 
the brand. Product category is likely to influence experimentation in new trial 
purchases, where less persuasion is generally needed for frequently purchased low 
involvement products. It has been suggested that consumers attempt to avoid 
purchases which they perceive as risky and choose familiar brand names to simplify 
purchase (Nowlis, 1995). However, it has also been noted that perceptions and 
choices of existing product category users are affected by advertising for new brands, 
product line extensions, unequal price changes and relaunches of existing brands 
(Kent and Tannenholz, 1994). 
Trial may be a result of advertising. However, other factors such as demonstrations, 
sampling, in-store promotions, brand distribution and price reductions may also be 
influential (Ehrenberg, 1991). If advertising is going to succeed at stimulating trial it 
needs to possess a high attention value and arouse curiosity and interest in the 
consumer (Brown 1991b). Single trial behaviour may occur if the advertising is 
perceived to be relevant and involving by the consumer (McQueen, 1990) and if the 
advertising highlights advantages of the product, thereby intensifying any 
dissatisfaction with the usual brand (Oison, 1985). It is important to target the less 
loyal users of competing brands when eliciting trial (Hollaway, 1991). In addition, 
advertising which emphasises a beneficial point of difference, advertising the product 
in a credible way and advertising which directly confronts the viewer's concerns are 
also notably significant where trial is concerned (Oison, 1985). However, trial may 
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only be a one-off purchase if the advertising campaign is short and introductory and 
negative brand experience is the result (McQueen, 1990). 
If the brand is not regularly purchased, advertising should 're-inforce' initial trial to 
encourage re-trial (McQueen, 1992). Extended trial behaviour can occur if 
advertising presents many benefits of usage or if there is uncertainty and inability to 
assess the product after one trial purchase (McQueen, 1990). Once trial has taken 
place, advertising can provide re-inforcement for the brand by maintaining brand 
awareness, providing brand re-assurance and increasing the probability that liking 
and self-identification will ensure that the brand enters the consumer's repertoire 
(Ehrenberg, 1997a, 1997b). 
7.4.4 Purchase Intention 
Attitudinal measures of loyalty focus on consumer preferences or intention to 
purchase a particular brand rather than external factors, such as price or distribution 
(Feldwick, 1996a). A purchase preference must first be developed before any trial 
usage occurs, particularly for higher involvement purchases. Advertising aimed at 
stimulating trial must therefore appeal to the target consumer's self-interest - 'what 
might the brand mean for me?' (Rossiter, 1987). Purchase intention is affected by a 
combination of factors including product involvement, brand awareness, competitor 
activity, the attitudes, needs and values of consumers and the price and availability of 
the brand. It is also argued that a consumer's intention to buy reflects previous 
buying behaviour and usage experience rather than any future buying habits (Bird and 
Ehrenberg, 1970). 
7 .4.5 Involvement 
The level of both product purchase and product category involvement will affect 
intention to purchase a brand and any consequent trial. Higher involvement 
purchases are characterised by a higher money cost, ego support, social value, 
newness and high risk (Vaughn, 1980) and in general reqmre more attention and 
information before a purchase decision is made (Foxall and Goldsmith, 1994). 
Conversely, lower involvement indicators include few perceived differences between 
brands, relatively little information seeking about brands, little comparison among 
product attributes and no distinct preference towards a particular brand 
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(Zaichkowsky, 1987). There are fewer consequences if a wrong decision is made, 
and possibly lower levels of brand loyalty. 
The type of product involvement (high/low) and the nature of product involvement 
(rational/emotional) also affects, and are affected by, the way consumers receive and 
respond to advertising and other forms of brand communication and information. 
High involvement, rational product purchases necessarily require greater interest with 
brand information. Conversely, lower involvement, emotional product purchases 
require less communication involvement and are often 'impulse' buys (Vaughn, 
1980, 1986). Petty and Cacioppo (1983) maintained that consumers who display a 
high, enduring product involvement exhibit a higher involvement with the 
advertising message and take the 'central route to persuasion'. In contrast, a lower, 
enduring product involvement implies less interest in the advertising message and 
any persuasion to purchase will be via the 'peripheral route' - message presentation 
or a feature of the advertising. There is also the re-inforcing action between product 
and brand involvement and the values shared between the consumer and the brand. 
Consumers are more likely to be involved with brands with which they hold shared 
values. In addition, involvement will affect brand awareness and knowledge of 
competitor offerings, brand prices and brand availability. 
7 .4.6 Awareness 
Advertising works initially to increase brand awareness (Ehrenberg, 1974), which 
itself can indicate the extent to which the advertising has stimulated the viewer's 
attention (Thorson, 1990). Stewart and Furse (1985) pointed to certain elements of 
an advertisement which can either positively or negatively influence brand 
awareness. Elements which influence attention, such as humour, a relevant product 
message, a relevant situation and a well known presenter have been shown to 
positively influence advertisement and brand awareness. However, lack of relevant 
information, poor brand identification and too much cognitive effort is likely to have 
an adverse affect (Stewart and Furse, 1985). Initially, advertising that is intrinsically 
different is more likely to make an impression on the consumer and more effectively 
increase awareness of the advertising, and perhaps the brand. Thereafter, advertising 
works as a weak force, re-inforcing long-term associations for the brand and ensuring 
the brand remains in the consumer's mind and consideration set (Ehrenberg, Bamard 
and Scriven, 1997d; Prue, 1998; McDonald, 1992b; Jones, 1990, 1991). 
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Aaker (1990) argued that loyalty is also reflective of high brand awareness - the 
consumer's ability to recognise a brand in a given product category. Recognition and 
spontaneity measures are used as measures of brand awareness, although these 
cannot solely indicate the effectiveness of an advertising campaign. Higie and 
Sewall (l99l) suggested that brand preference is a far better indicator of advertising 
effectiveness if purchase choice is not known. In addition, Feldwick (1996a) argued 
that high brand awareness is also a function of brand size and brand promotion 
(Feldwick, 1996a). 
7.4.7 Attitudes/NeedsNalues 
Ogilvy (1983) claimed that brands and their advertising are rooted in the changing 
needs of consumers. It is vital for the advertiser firstly to understand the needs and 
wants associated with different product markets and secondly to advertise the brand 
so that consumers perceive it as providing the desired benefits (Hanna, 1980). 
Consumers have emotional needs and express who they are in their purchase choices 
(Ogilvy, 1983). An individual's liking of an advertisement can directly affect 
likeability of a brand or brand attitude (Shimp, 1981) and also purchase intention 
(MacKenzie, Lutz and Belch, 1986). Attitude towards a brand is primarily 
determined by the values which the brand represents in consumers' perceptions 
(Franzen, 1994). 
In any product market, consumers have a range of functional and emotional need 
states to satisfy, and at any time, motivation to purchase reflects the influence of a 
need state (Gordon, 1994). Human behaviour constantly strives to satisfy both 
biological and social needs. Heylen et al (1994) argued that it is both implicit 
(intangible and invisible) personality and explicit (tangible and external) identity 
which influences our need responses. Dwyer, Schurr and Oh ( 1987) suggested that 
shared values influence the levels of commitment and trust in relationship marketing, 
and similarly loyalty 10wards a brand. These values reflect a combination of 
behaviours, personalities, goals, ideals and attitudes which are common to both the 
consumer and the brand, and are influenced by parental brand choices, income, 
education and lifestyle (Gordon, 1994; Hite and Hite, 1993). Consumers are more 
likely to choose brands which re-inforce their existing attitudes, personality and are 
brands endorsed by their parents. 
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7.4.8 Competitor Offerings 
Competitor offerings can affect a consumer's intention to purchase a brand and 
ultimately the commitment towards a brand. The nature of offerings are influenced 
by the changing attitudes, needs and values of consumers and satisfaction with 
existing brands on the market which form consumers' brand repertoires. These 
offerings may include a variety of cheap own-label versions of the product, new 
tangible product innovations or perhaps offerings which have been newly repackaged 
and distributed. Gordon (1994) argued that many retailer brands are perceived as 
brands in their own right, and therefore provide competition for loyalty from 
manufacturer brands. Intensive market-place competition requires that firms 
continually seek out products, processes and technologies which add value to their 
own offerings (Morgan and Hunt, 1994). The market-place of today demands that 
companies must 'lead' rather than follow consumers' needs (Hamel and Prahalad, 
1991 ). 
Brand associations will be distinguished from competitors if the advertising claim is 
sufficiently distinctive. Advertising should then work to confirm the brand 
associations once established. Franzen ( 1994) argued that a considerable amount of 
time, money and effort is required to overturn established brand associations (high 
levels of brand loyalty) if competitors produce no real product or brand innovations, 
no changes in product preference and no failed marketing attempts by manufacturers. 
Brands strive to deliver superior benefits to consumers relative to competitors in the 
same way that firms commit themselves to establishing, developing and maintaining 
relationships with partners who deliver superior benefits. A consumer's perceived 
relationship benefits with a brand in terms of performance, image and value for 
money can contribute to the maintenance of brand loyalty. De Chematony (1996) 
maintained that there is a challenge for senior management to adapt an organisation 
to the changing environment, so that innovative brands are developed to better suit 
consumers' needs than competitor brands. 
7.4.9 Price 
Apart from advertising, in-store promotions and temporary price reductions may 
tempt the consumer to buy a different brand from the norm (Ehrenberg, 1991 ). Low 
involvement purchases tend to need less persuasion for trial and value-for-money is a 
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stronger influence in these product categories, particularly staple foodstuffs (Gordon, 
1994 ). Farr (1996) argued that consumer equity is realised when the consumer 
perceives the brand as worthy of the price it demands. Chance and French ( 1972) 
maintained that significant price differentials between brands enhance brand 
switching for those consumers at extreme levels of income and education. In fact, 
some consumers can be classed as 'price driven purchasers' (Millward Brown, 
1996b). 
McDonald (1992) suggested that the effective price of a brand can be influenced by 
advertising both upwards and downwards. If the market is competitive, advertising is 
likely to push the price downwards. However, if advertising is attempting to justify a 
high price, then an attractive brand image needs to be portrayed to justify a price 
consumers are prepared to pay. In general, the more competitive the market, the 
lower prices are likely to be. In these markets, consumers are plagued with 
advertising claims and established brands can afford to exploit economies of scale 
advantages to gain a competitive price advantage (McDonald, 1992). Ultimately, 
there is a need to continually refine 'added values' to meet consumer needs before 
attempting to increase price. Many consumers are still willing to pay a price 
premium, but are concerned with 'value for money' in addition to a better price 
(Broadbent, 1994; Feldwick and Bonnal, 1994). 
7.4.10 Availability/Distribution 
A consumer must first encounter certain brands before any further brand use occurs 
(Ehrenberg, 1974). For low involvement purchases, if the preferred brand is out of 
stock, then this alone can prompt trial of a new alternative brand (Ehrenberg, 1991). 
Sharir (1974) maintained that it is individuals with higher income levels in particular 
who display more natural loyalty toward brands, but will not stay loyal if their 
preferred brand is out of stock. Consumers now appear to regularly purchase a 
number of brands from their repertoire rather than displaying a tendency towards a 
favourite brand (Hallberg, 1995), although it is argued that an extensive brand 
distribution is positively related to aggregate brand loyalty (Block and Roering, 1979; 
Chance and French, 1972). 
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7.4.11 Other Factors 
Other influential factors affecting intention to purchase a brand include market share, 
market growth, market innovation, customer power and company culture. Similarly 
to distribution, market share can also have a significant influence on aggregate brand 
loyalty (Block and Roering, 1979; Chance and French, 1972) and requires that firms 
continually attempt to add value to their own offerings (Morgan and Hunt, 1994). 
Brand shares can and do change in the longer-term (Baldinger and Rubinson, 1997), 
although a brand with a high market share can maintain its market position with 
relatively less investment compared with smaller, less established competitors 
(McDonald, 1992). In the current market environment, De Chematony (1996) points 
to the importance of innovation, leading consumers and adapting organisations to 
changing conditions and circumstances so that innovative brands can be developed to 
better suit consumers' needs than rival brands. Innovation in the market can be 
encouraged if a company's culture welcomes change and is prepared for new 
products and services, new approaches to problem solving and new ways of doing 
business (Svendsen, 1995). Brand strategy needs to be developed and controlled so 
that it supports the business' vision as well as organisational culture and values. A 
clear, effective brand identity will then be able to guide the type and form of 
communication required to support and re-inforce the brand (Aaker & 
Joachimsthaler, 1997), thereby encouraging purchase. 
7 .4.12 Advertising Strategy 
The advertising strategy for a brand is dictated by the overall brand strategy and is 
influenced by previous advertising heritage. The model (Figure 7.1) shows that 
advertising strategy combines the role or purpose of the advertising, the advertising 
approach and the advertising media. The purpose of the advertising can be 
essentially split into the following 3 categories (Baker, 1994): 
L. Advertising which is launching a new brand or introducing an established brand 
with no significant previous advertising; 
2. A new advertising campaign which is helping to change the market position of an 
established brand; 
3. Advertising which is helping to sustain a brand position over the longer term. 
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The proposed model (Figure 7.1) shows three types of advertising approach. At one 
extreme there is disruptive advertising which is radical and challenging, based on 
discontinuous thinking and relying on identifying, questioning and overturning 
conventions in the market (Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995). At 
the other extreme there is conventional advertising which is consistent, developed 
over the longer term and often based on a theme. Refreshment advertising lies 
inbetween these two extremes of disruption and convention. A refreshment approach 
can be distinguished from convention because refreshment advertising ensures that 
there is some degree of 'new news' in the advertising. It can also be distinguished 
from disruption because despite possessing a new angle/claim/proposition, 
refreshment advertising is not actually overturning any accepted ideas. All three of 
these approaches tend to apply in different situations and at different times in the 
marketing cycle (Baker, 1994). 
It has been argued that consistent theme advertising is the foundation for building 
strong brand values (Baker, 1992) and re-inforces a long-term memory for the brand 
(McDonald, 1992). Ogilvy (1983) maintained that every advertisement should be 
thought of as a contribution to the brand image, which should consistently project the 
same image year after year. However, it is also recognised that doing something 
different is often the root of advertising and business success (Baker, 1992). The 
appeal of consistent advertising can become less relevant. Values need adjustment 
and updating (Broadbent, 1992) and changes must be made to keep the idea alive and 
vivid (McDonald, 1992). 
The media strategy is affected by the overall budget for the campaign, and the chosen 
advertising approach. The advertising budget will influence the types of media used 
and the advertising frequency. 
7.5 RESEARCH AIMS 
The model described in section 7.4 is used as the basis in explaining the aims of this 
research project. The literature suggests that the chosen advertising strategy is 
dependent on each brand's situation. Therefore, the first aim of the research is to 
investigate the link between brand situation, chosen advertising strategy and resulting 
brand success. This first phase involves using existing advertising case materials. It 
is important to look at these relationships in a macro sense to acquire an 
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understanding of the brand situations in which a disruptive approach is more 
appropriate and successful than a conventional approach within a trial purchase 
context. Are there particular brand situations which are inclined towards a disruptive 
approach? How successful is a disruptive approach at encouraging purchase? 
A second aim of the research is to gain some understanding of consumer attitudes 
towards a disruptive advertising approach compared with a more conventional 
advertising approach in different product markets. Phase 2 will more fully explore 
consumer attitudes, values and preferences towards these different approaches and 
will attempt to establish the other factors influencing brand choice in these markets. 
The third aim of the research is to investigate the influence of advertising approach 
on purchase intention within different product markets compared with other, primary 
influencing factors. Intention to purchase is used as the primary indicator of trial in 
each market due to the inability of observing purchase. Intention to purchase needs 
to be considered in any definition of brand loyalty, because brand loyalty is more 
than just repeat purchase (Jacoby and Kyner, 1973). This preferential purchase 
distinguishes between intentional loyalty, where evaluation takes place prior to each 
purchase decision, and repeat purchase loyalty, where this is not necessarily the case. 
A final aim of the research is to examine this philosophy of disruptive advertising as 
adopted by the advertising agency BST-BDDP. What is disruptive advertising 
conceptually? When should it be used operationally? The agency has argued that 
discontinuous thinking is the key to winning consumers - but is disruptive advertising 
actually effective at stimulating intention to purchase? Dru (1996) argued that 
disruption renews brand interest and brand loyalty by encouraging people to think 
about the brand in a new way. Is disruption then actually just a dressing-up of 
positioning theory? These issues will be addressed. 
This project concentrates on in-person factors affecting intention to purchase and trial 
rather than externally constrained factors. Therefore, at no stage in the research are 
price, availability and competitors directly measured with regard to trial, although it 
is recognised that they are important influences in the trial purchase process, as 
illustrated by the model (Figure 7 .I). 
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The agency literature provides a general overv1ew of the disruption concept. 
Consequently, the following summary of the concept is proposed for the purposes of 
this research: Disruption is an advertising approach which disturbs conventions in a 
market (and is therefore a technique which is product market based). These 
conventions are not written rules, but instead encompass people's own perceptions of 
what is acceptable or what is the norm. The process of disruption is therefore based 
on the challengeable nature of individual perceptions which determine market 
participant behaviour. It is recognised that disruption can occur at many levels, the 
most powerful being 'first-at-bat' in the market with a disruptive new product; e.g. 
the Sony Walkman, First Direct and IKEA. In these 'disruptive new product' 
situations it is common for there to be a multiple disruption effect, with additional 
disruptions at the 'marketing idea' level, the 'consumer insight' level and the 
'advertising focus' level. However, this research will focus solely on disruption at an 
advertising level, using examples where it is clear that advertising and 
communication conventions in the market have been overturned. 
The research will also focus on product purchase involvement unless otherwise 
stated. High involvement will refer to those purchases characterised by high cost, 
high risk and extended information searching, whilst low involvement will refer to 
those purchases characterised by habit, routine, low cost, low risk and simple 
decision strategies. 
7.6 RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 
The model and aims set out in sections 7.4 and 7.5, respectively, provide the basis for 
the following hypotheses, which the research will address: 
H 1: The choice of a dismptive or conventional advertising approach influences 
intention to purchase a brand. 
H2: The nature of product involvement influences intention to purchase a brand. 
H3: Levels of brand awareness are aftmction of the advertising approach. 
H4: Purchase intention is a composite of product involvement, brand name 
familiarity, brand image, brand usage experience and feelings/attitudes towards the 
advertisement. 
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7.7 PHASES OF THE RESEARCH 
Phase I Phase 2 Phase3 
Method Content Analysis using Focus Group Interviews Questionnaire Survey 
advertising case materials 
Hypotheses - - 1-4 
Chapter 8 9 10-11 
Table 7.1: Phases of the Research Project 
The research has been divided into 3 phases, as shown in Table 7.1. The first phase 
consists of studying existing advertising case materials in order to explore the 
possible link between brand situation, chosen advertising strategy and brand success. 
It involves research in a very broad, macro sense to indicate the appropriateness of a 
disruptive approach in different brand situations. Phase 2 utilises focus group 
interviews, mainly with students at the University of Plymouth, to give an in-person 
perspective in contrast with the macro nature of phase 1, and to underpin the third 
and final phase of the research. Phase 3 involves a large scale questionnaire survey, 
administered to undergraduate students at the University of Plymouth. Hypotheses 1-
4 were tested in this final phase. Phases 2 and 3 utilise product markets included in 
phase 1. This enhances the interpretability of the research and the degree to which 
the phases complement each other. In particular, it is intended that the questionnaire 
survey will provide supporting evidence or triangulation of the focus group data. 
In an ideal situation the research should incorporate a greater and more varied 
selection of product markets to enhance the validity and generalisability of the 
results. Phase I includes 6 product markets, 5 of which are low involvement. Phases 
2 and 3 utilise 4 product markets, including 3 low involvement and 1 high 
involvement market. However, a number of constraints associated with the study 
prevented the inclusion of further product markets. For a PhD thesis, data collection 
should only be canied out over a maximum period of 12 months in the overall 3 year 
plan to enable relevant literature to be reviewed, the findings to be analysed and the 
results written up. In particular, the inclusion of more than 4 product markets for 
phases 2 and 3 would require increasing the number of focus groups and extending 
the already lengthy questionnaire survey in phase 3, all adding to the time involved 
with analysis. The study was also restricted by the advertisements which the 
Millward Brown library of videos could provide. The product markets for phase l 
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were chosen according to a number of criteria (see Section 7.9.1). Phases 2 and 3 
then utilised 4 of these markets for a more in-depth study. 
7.8 RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY 
The research has been designed taking into account two major research philosophies, 
namely a positivist research philosophy and a phenomenologist research philosophy. 
The positivist research philosophy defines reality as external, objective and governed 
by strict, unchangeable laws. Human beings are rational and their learned behaviour 
is governed by external causes (Sarantakos, 1994). This research philosophy carries 
a number of advantages for those who adopt it. Rather than abstract speculation, 
scientists can use objective methods of measurement and adopt approaches which are 
neither vague nor sloppy (Sarantakos, 1994). The use of sophisticated statistical and 
computer techniques supplements this positivist philosophy (Bailey, 1982; Fay, 
1987; Wells, 1978). The techniques are usually fast and economical and can be 
applied to many different situations. Positivist research aims to identify causal 
explanations and explain human behaviour, often utilising large samples to make 
comparisons and identify regularities. (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe, 1991 ). 
However, critics of this philosophy have suggested that the chosen methods can be 
inflexible, artificial and are ineffective regarding the significance people attach to 
actions (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe, 1991). Habermas (1970) in particular 
argued that positive methods are claimed to be independent of values and interests, 
yet they largely support the interests of powerful society members. 
The phenomenological paradigm has developed largely since the 1950s in reaction to 
the objective, exterior, positivist stance. This paradigm is closely associated with 
many other sociological variants, including interpretative sociology (Habermas, 
1970), naturalistic inquiry (Lincoln and Guba, 1986) and qualitative methodology 
(Taylor and Bodgan, 1984). Although each variant adopts a slightly different stance 
against positivism, each one agrees that reality is subjective, socially constructed 
through interaction and given meaning by people (Husserl, 1946; Sarantakos, 1994). 
In contrast with the positivist view, social research is not perceived to hold any direct 
instrumental value. Instead, it aids understanding of individuals and the reasons and 
meanings behind their actions (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe, I 991; Sarantakos, 
1994). Phenomenology approaches reality without preconceived ideas or 
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prestructured models (Sarantakos, 1994) and generally utilises small numbers of 
respondents. Random sampling techniques are not employed, although a variety of 
methods are often used to study the phenomena of interest (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe 
and Lowe, 1991; Sarantakos, 1994). Notable strengths of this paradigm include the 
ability to contribute and adapt to emerging theories and the provision of 'natural' 
data, although weaknesses include the time and resources associated with data 
collection and difficulties linked with data analysis and data interpretation (Easterby-
Smith, Thorpe and Lowe, 1991; Sarantakos, 1994). In addition, it is argued that 
qualitative studies often involve problems of reliability due to the subjective nature 
of the research and concern regarding external validity of findings (Chadwick, Bahr 
and Albrecht, 1984). 
Some writers believe that qualitative and quantitative methodologies have the same 
origin and represent extreme positions of the same continuum. Sarantakos (1984) 
argued that both methods are acceptable within the essence of social reality. 
Qualitative data can be hardened or simplified into quantitative data, and quantitative 
data can be developed into qualitative data. Fielding and Fielding (1986) advocated 
the use of both quantitative and qualitative methods. 
This research project employs a primarily positivist approach, although phase 2 of the 
research provides vital in-depth qualitative information to support the largely 
quantitative findings. Content analysis using the computer package NUD*IST has 
been chosen to quantify and categorise qualitative advertising case materials in phase 
1 of the project. More specifically, content analysis has been used to draw out words 
and themes in the case materials, thereby converting the qualitative data to 
information of a more quantitative nature. However, the sample size is relatively 
small, making generalisations difficult, and subjective judgement has been applied in 
the categorisation process. 
The exploratory nature of phase 2 utilises a phenomenological approach and employs 
a qualitative methodology. Focus group interviews have been employed to collect 
data regarding the feelings and attitudes of people towards different advertising 
approaches m different product markets. This technique is widely used by 
researchers who are interested in the appeal of advertising strategies (Axelrod, 
1975a) and it provides an opportunity to observe a large amount of interaction on a 
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topic in a limited period of time (Morgan, 1988; Hedges, 1985). In addition, it is a 
useful technique to help generate hypotheses for further quantification. 
In contrast, phase 3 adopts positivist research principles and a quantitative 
methodology. A supervised questionnaire survey has been chosen to provide 
supporting evidence and triangulation of the qualitative data used in phase 2 (Todd, 
1979). It was hoped that this central method of data collection could provide more 
specific information about the attitudes and opinions of a study group, namely 
undergraduate students at the University of Plymouth. In addition, questionnaires are 
appropriate to survey relatively large numbers of respondents in specified time 
periods and generate data which can be used to test hypotheses (Bryman, 1988). 
7.9 RESEARCH METHOD 
This section describes the chosen methods of the data collection used in each phase 
. of the research. The methods employed are described in phase order and any relevant 
issues associated with the use of these research techniques are considered. 
7.9.1 Content Analysis on Existing Advertising Case Materials 
At the outset of the research two alternative plans were devised. Plan A relied on 
gaining access to a vast amount of tracking data based at Millward Brown Research 
International. The majority of these data are owned by the clients for which they 
produce tracking studies and unfortunately confidentiality problems prevented using 
the data for the required research purposes. Therefore plan B had to be implemented. 
This involved analysing existing IPA advertising works case studies with the aid of a 
qualitative computer package called NUD*IST. 
The mam objective of analysing existing advertising case materials is to gain an 
understanding of the link between the situation of a brand before advertising, the 
nature and reasons behind the chosen advertising strategy and the resulting brand 
success. In this way, it is hoped that a disruptive advertising approach can be more 
appropriately linked to particular brand situations, compared with a more 
conventional approach. 
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Many factors influence the situation of a brand. Examples include market 
competitiveness, product involvement, market growth, brand share and brand 
advertising heritage. In this research project, selected product markets are both 
mature and highly competitive and a brand situation is primarily defined by the level 
of product purchase involvement and the brand's advertising heritage. 
A total of 38 case studies were obtained for this phase of the research. The published 
Adworks series 1-9 provided 25 case studies and the remaining 13 were obtained 
from the advertising agency BST.BDDP. The case materials obtained from 
BST.BDDP included IPA case entries which failed to win IPA awards in their year of 
entry, and were therefore not published in the IPA Adworks books. 
The case studies used in the research were selected by product market. The following 
selection criteria were based on the intention to use Plan A, and thereafter adopted 
for Plan B (with the hope of gaining some tracking data from Millward Brown at a 
future date). Chosen product markets include ones in which: 
1. Millward Brown have reasonably consistent tracking survey data going back at 
least 5 years. 
2. both high involvement and low involvement purchases are represented. 
3. there are successful disruptions which can be identified from the tracking survey 
data. 
4. there are at least 3 brands which are advertised on a regular basis. 
The following product markets were selected according to the above criteria: 
l. Financial (Banks, Building Societies, Insurance) 
2. Tea; 
3. Coffee; 
4. Petfood (catfood and dogfood); 
5. Washing powder; 
6. Retail (Various). 
The aims of the IPA Advertising Works Case studies have remained unchanged since 
they first began in 1980. These are firstly, "to generate a collection of case histories 
which demonstrate that, properly used, advenising can make a measurable 
contribution to business success" and also "to encourage advenising agencies (and 
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their clients) to develop ever improving standards of advertising evaluation (and, in 
the process, a better understanding of tlze ways in which advertising works)" (Baker, 
1994: viii). 
The awards were designed to provide both published and rigorous evicjence of 
advertising effectiveness, of which prior to 1980, there had been none (Broadbent, 
1980, 1982; Channon, 1984, 1986; Feldwick, 1988, 1990; Baker, 1992; 1994; 
Duckworth, 1996). Entries for the awards show how brands in different markets, at 
different times and with different objectives work in a variety of different ways. 
However, they only represent examples of effective campaigns rather than failed 
campaigns and are written 'after the event' (Fletcher, 1997). The entries comprise 
written papers up to 4,000 words (excluding appendices and charts), written by a 
competent representative of the client. Judging is based on various criteria as 
described below (Baker, 1992; 1994; Duckworth, 1996): 
l) How convincing is the case put for the specific contribution of advertising to 
business success? Entries in which data is presented in a confused way or where 
certain facts have been missed out fail to win awards. 
2) Cases are judged relative to the difficulties they have faced - both in terms of the 
advertising task and the evaluation of its effects. 
3) The success of the advertising must be arguably linked to the overall business 
objectives, in particular to sales or profitability. In addition, longer as well as shorter 
term effects need to be recognised. 
4) Papers are judged on how well written they are, in terms of clear English, clarity of 
argument and good presentation of data. 
S) Any statistical modelling should be intelligible to the general reader. 
6) Case arguments should be judged objectively and not according to the individual's 
personal advertising preferences. 
7) Papers which add something original or new to our knowledge should be looked 
on 'positively'. (This point has been added to the judging criteria since 1990). 
The IPA adworks awards have evolved over the years since their conception in 1980. 
There has been widespread agreement within the IPA that it is necessary to 
continually adapt how advertising effectiveness is measured and develop what is 
submitted, rewarded and published. Feldwick (1988: viii) argues "the danger is that 
certain nom1s and convemions for 'playing tlze game' will establish themselves 
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around the idea of advertising effectiveness, and this in tu m will define and limit the 
concept of evaluation as carried out in agencies and clielll companies". The 
realisation that success can be defined in different ways and based on a broad 
understanding of various measures prompted the introduction of the 'longer and 
broader' category in 1990, where entries attempt to prove that advertising adds value 
to the brand, rather than emphasising rising short-term sales. Further adaptions to 
entry categories were carried out in 1994 in an attempt to provide a more coherent 
basis for judging. 
Baker (1994) argued that there are four major factors, combined with a high degree 
of creativity, which influence how advertising effectiveness is perceived in the 
challenging environment of the 1990s: 
I. Strategic Impact: a strategy which anticipates consumer needs and redefines how 
consumers generally perceive the brand and the market - akin to changing the 
advertising focus. 
2. Executiona/ Impact: executions ·Which deliver the message in a highly creative 
way, so that the message grabs consumer attention, stimulates their imaginations 
and is particularly memorable. 
3. Media Impact: media which is used in a relevant but unexpected way, thereby 
enhancing the creative message to a new level. 
4. llllegration Leverage: advertising is one important element of an overall 
integrated plan. For example, advertising may enhance the PR and distribution of 
the brand. 
Baker (1994) referred to a combination of the above effectiveness factors as 'joined 
up thinking' and the belief that multiplicative success can be achieved if a campaign 
demonstrates a high score on all four factors. Similarly, Fletcher (1997) argued that 
the IPA awards demonstrate the multifimctional nature of advertising, with most 
papers attempting to fulfil several advertising objectives simultaneously. 
The IPA entry categories prior to 1994 are set out below: 
I. New consumer goods and services; 
2. Established consumer goods and services; 
3. Small Budgets (any campaign with an advertising budget < £250, 000 in 1980 -
1988 and< £500,000 in 1990- 1992); 
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4. Special (represents non-consumer goods such as financial/industrial/public service 
industries); 
5. Longer & Broader (introduced in 1990 to help counteract the bias toward short-
term sales shifts as a result of advertising, and includes cases demonstrating long-
term competitiveness, resilience, and brand leverage); 
6. European (campaigns running in the UK and at least two other European 
countries). 
In 1994, however, there was a significant re-organisation of the 6 entry categories in 
order to distinguish between cases driven by 'new news' (new product, new claim or 
new creative) and cases running along a consistent brand theme. The resulting 3 
entry categories have been structured in terms of the advertising role (Baker, 1994): 
1. New brands/advertisers - includes campaigns which launch or introduce a new 
brand and also campaigns for established brands with no significant previous 
advertising. 
2. New campaigns for previously advertised brands, resulting in significant short-
term changes in their business performance. Advertising is helping to change the 
market position of an established product. 
3. Advertising over the longer temz, showing a benefit to the brand or business over 
several years. Advertising is helping to sustain a brand position over the longer term. 
The cases have been analysed using content analysis, which is used as a research 
method for analysing written communication. Remenyi (1992: 76) describes it "as 
the process of detemzining or establishing a fuller, detailed meaning of a portion of 
docume1lf, manuscript, speech or any type of communication in a way which is both 
reliable and replicable" . A further definition by Krippendorf (1980: 21) is of "a 
research technique for making replicable and valid inferences from data to their 
context". 
Content analysis can be both quantitative and qualitative. As a qualitative technique 
it can be used to analyse more subjective information, such as motives, attitudes and 
values (Eckhardt and Ermann, 1977). For the purposes of this research, content 
analysis is used as a quantitative technique to draw out words and themes in the case 
studies. In this way it 'converts' qualitative case material to information of a 
quantitative nature. 
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Sarantakos (1994) suggested that selecting and defining categories is particularly 
crucial in the content analysis process. Categories must be selected (in order to 
classify text) and established (so that they are independent, exhaustive, and mutually 
exclusive). The meaning of each category must also be clearly defined. Manifest 
content categories are used in this project based upon the aims of this phase of 
research and on the lPA entry categories listed earlier. Kerlinger (1969) referred to 
the researcher's choice of 'manifest content categories' prior to carrying out the 
analysis, although it must be recognised that subjectivity bias may be introduced as a 
result. 
Units of analysis must also be selected (Sarantakos, 1994). These can be either 
words, symbols, items, sentences, characters and themes which indicate the existence 
of one of the categories. Similarly, the choice of context unit (the context in which 
the unit of analysis will be sought, e.g. sentence, paragraph or chapter) must be 
chosen. For the purposes of this research, words represent the units of analysis and 
paragraphs represent the context unit. 
Finally, reliability tests must be carried out to check the chosen categories, units, 
contexts and definitions. The critical assumption using manifest content techniques 
is that the key words selected relate to the underlying concepts or constructs that are 
relevant to the research question at hand. However, the validity of manifest content 
is highly questionable, since there is not always a perfect match with the key words 
(Erdener and Dunn, 1990). In this research, a variety of key words with similar 
meanings were selected to categorise data by advertising strategy and brand success, 
to account for inconsistent writing styles between the entries. 
Sarantakos (1994) and Erdener & Dunn (1990) pointed to a number of advantages 
and disadvantages when using content analysis as a research method. 
The main advantages include: 
l. can be used when access to the research topic or research units is not possible, for 
example Millward Brown tracking data; 
2. does not necessarily require large amounts of data and does not require 
respondents; 
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3. accessibility to research material (advertising case studies) enables testing and 
retesting to be carried out; 
4. low costs compared with other research methods; 
S. text offers information in a neutral form, so less chance of bias than other 
methods; 
6. can reduce large quantities of information down to a manageable size; 
7. can convert qualitative material to quantitative data, which can then be further 
analysed using standard statistical procedures; 
8. can be used in combination with other research methods (triangulation of data). 
The main disadvantages centre on the trade-off between validity and reliability. 
These include: 
1. required documents may be difficult to obtain. A large proportion of case 
documents obtained for this research (66% cases) are published examples of 
advertising success. Only 34% non-winning entries have been obtained; 
2. documents may not be representative. All documents are examples of advertising 
success rather than advertising failure, and represent only selected product 
markets; 
3. documents may contain information which is biased and unreliable. The case 
documents have been written by a representative of the client, so may be 
exaggerated and may not provide all comprehensive data. As Fletcher (1997: SS) 
argues, "the case entries are all reconstntctions after the eve Ill"; 
4. documents may not allow comparisons. Case documents from later years are 
without doubt of better quality in terms of detail and writing style. In addition, 
there has been continuous adaption of 'what constitutes advertising 
effectiveness?' demonstrated by the gradual reconstruction of entry categories; 
S. documents are susceptible to coder bias. 
It was decided that content analysis would be carried out using a computer software 
package due to the number (38) and length (4,000 words each) of case studies to be 
analysed. The computer package NUD*IST (Non-numerical Unstructured Data * 
Indexing, Searching and Theorising) was chosen for this task. 
This package "is designed to aid users in handling Non-numerical and Unstntctured 
Data in qualitative analysis, by supporting processes of coding data in an index 
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system, searching text or searching pattems of coding and theorising about the 
data" (QSR NUD*IST 4.0 User Guide, 1997: 2). 
More specifically NUD*IST enables the user to: 
l. manage a wide range of data documents, including the chosen advertising case 
studies; 
2. create, manage and explore ideas and categories about the data documents; 
3. ask questions about the data and then build and test theories relating to this. 
There are many advantages of using NUD*IST for this phase of the research. 
Primarily, it is extremely user friendly, saves a great deal of time and reduces manual 
error. Although some time had to be spent preparing the printed documents to be 
imported onto NUD*IST, thereafter the data are very easy to manipulate. All of the 
rich case data are maintained by NUD*IST for analysis and coding. Ideas about the 
data can be easily created and stored and the relationships between categories can be 
explored in various formats. 
As previously stated, content analysis is used in this research to identify words and 
themes in the data. NUD*IST was able to rapidly search the advertising documents 
for particular words and immediately produce a report of the finds, including the 
context of the word and the documents in which it appears. 
Although more reliable than manual content analysis, NUD*IST can only produce 
reports and show relationships between the coding categories chosen by the user. 
Berelson (1952) argued that a content analysis can be no better than its system of 
categories because it is the categories which represent the substance of the 
investigation. It is therefore imperative to understand reasoning behind the coding 
and the relationships between the coding categories. 
The data have been categorised in a number of ways, according to aims, as follows: 
l. by product market (financial, tea, coffee, petfood, washing powder, retail); 
2. by year of entry (1980, 1982, 1984, 1986, 1988, 1990, 1992, 1994, 1996); 
3. by whether the case study was a winner (and published in the IPA Adworks 
books) or whether it was a failed entry (and therefore obtained from the BST.BDDP). 
This affects the content quality of the case study; 
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4. by 5 of the 6 IPA entry categories p1ior to 1994 (excluding European) as listed 
above; 
5. by advertising strategy, which was subdivided as follows: 
i) advertising purpose (which refers to the 3 restructured entry categories in 1994 and 
1996 as previously discussed); 
ii) advertising media (television, radio, press, magazines, posters, cinema); 
iii) advertising approach [i)disruption - overturning an advertising convention, ii) 
refreshment - updating previous advertising campaigns according to existing 
conventions, iii) convention - a consistently themed advertising approach in line with 
market conventions and developed over the longer term]. 
6. brand success (awareness, spontaneous awareness, prompted awareness, increased 
sales, increased markets share, new enquiries, new users, new account openings, 
increased usage, likeability, improved image). 
NUD*IST recognises each of the above categories and subcategories as 'nodes'. 
"Nodes are the containers for your thinking about the project. Nodes store the index 
categories constmcted by the user" (QSR NUD*IST 4.0 User Guide, 1997: 3). 
It was a straightforward process to code documents into the first four categories, but 
more complicated to code documents for the fifth and sixth categories. 
IPA entries prior to 1994 (number 4 above) were re-categorised manually according 
to the 1994/96 entry categories (number 5i above, entitled 'advertising purpose'). 
Consumer goods case studies were reasonably straightforward to recategorise; for 
example those in the pre-1994 longer and broader category were placed in the 
1994/96 longer term advertising category and those in the pre-1994 new consumer 
goods and services were placed in the 1994/96 new brands or advertisers category. 
Those cases placed in the pre-1994 established consumer goods and services were 
recategorised in the 1994/96 new campaigns for previously advertised brands. 
Financial cases, which were entered into the pre-1994 'special' category and cases 
entered into the pre-1994 'small budgets' category were more difficult to re-
categorise by advertising purpose. It was necessary to read each of these cases in 
detail, to categorise them according to 1994/96 entry criteria. 
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In order to categorise cases by advertising media and advertising approach the text of 
each document was scanned by NUD*IST for particular words. Each occurrence of 
the word was analysed and kept only if it was written in an appropriate context. For 
example, if 'radio' was mentioned it was only kept if it referred to the use of radio in 
the advertising campaign. If 'challenging' was mentioned it was only kept if it 
referred to the nature of the advertising. In order to account for different writing 
styles, the search involved a number of alternative words to decipher advertising 
approach. 
NUD*IST was asked to search for the following words m order to categorise 
documents by media: 
i) televisionffV/commercial; ii) magazines (male/female/youth/trade); iii) posters; 
iv) cinema; v) radio (local/national); vi) press (male/ female/ local/ national/ trade/ 
youth). It should be noted that documents which mentioned male/female press and 
documents which mention male/female magazines may be referring to the same 
thing, but expressed in a different way. This may affect interpretation and accuracy 
of the results. 
Documents were categorised by 'advertising approach' usmg both the results of 
particular word searches in addition to the coding results for 'advertising purpose' (5 
i). The following word searches were carried out: i) new product; ii) new news; iii) 
new creative; iv) new brand; v) new strategy; vi) new approach; vi) unconventional; 
vii) different; viii) consistent; ix) conventional; x) unusual; xi) theme; xii) unique; 
xiii) challenging; xiv) distinctive; xv) mould-breaking. 
Documents categorised as using a 'conventional' advertising approach were those 
with both a 'longer term' advertising purpose and supported by finds of particular 
word searches such as 'theme' and 'consistent'. Documents categorised as using a 
disruptive advertising approach applied to those where the purpose of the advertising 
was either to launch a new brand or alternatively to change the position of a 
previously advertised brand. Documents containing a variety of word search finds 
indicating a disruptive advertising approach, e.g. challenging, distinctive, 
unconventional, have been coded as such. 
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Some of the word searches were better indicators of advertising approach than others. 
For example, the search for 'different' included occurrences of 'different(iated)' and 
other forms of the word. The aim of the search was to locate the word in an 
advertising approach context. With regard to 'different advertising', finds included 
references to different strategy, different use of media, promoting different attitudes 
to the brand, different messages, different executions, promoting a different brand 
personality, and different usage situations. The context of the finds are therefore 
quite broad. Other words with broader contexts included 'theme' (new theme or 
longer term theme), 'new approach' (with regard to the product or the advertising), 
'new strategy' (marketing or advertising), 'unusual' (an advertising strategy which is 
unusual in some way). 
With reference to a disruptive advertising approach, NUD*IST found no occurrences 
of the following word searches: i) new claim; ii) new focus; iii) new media; iv) new 
medium; v) new message; vi) new style; v) new vehicle. Documents listed as having 
been previously advertised (according to advertising purpose), and not categorised as 
'disruption' or 'convention', have therefore been categorised as 'refreshment'. In 
addition, there are a few cases where the advertising purpose was launching or 
introducing a new brand, and where the approach was one of refreshment, since they 
clearly did not overturn any advertising conventions. 
A summary of the advertising case studies and their respective advertising approach 
codings can be found in Appendix 9. The financial case study 'Direct Line 
Insurance' showed no word search evidence of having a disruptive advertising 
approach. However, it was coded under a disruptive approach due to a good 
understanding of the case. This highlights the disadvantages of relying solely on the 
abilities of the computer package to categorise the cases. Weber (1985) stressed the 
need to return to the original document to validate content analysis findings. 
Therefore, only a good understanding of each case entry combined with an 
understanding of the context of the word search finds and the limitations of the 
software have enabled the documents to be coded by the advertising approach. 
NUD*IST was asked to search for the following words in order to categorise 
documents by brand success: i) awareness; ii) spontaneous awareness; iii) prompted 
awareness; iv) sales; v) market share; vi) enquiries/inquiries; vii) new users; viii) 
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account; ix) usage; x) likeable; xi) image. The adworks awards state that success 
needs to be based on a broad understanding of various measures (Feldwick, 1990: 
xii). 
The remaining words searches 'familiar', 'similar' and 'competitive' help to give an 
idea of the nature of the product markets. The finds of 'familiar' referred to the 
importance of brand familiarity in the market, particularly in the financial market. 
The finds of both 'similar' (in terms of similar brands) and 'competitive' referred to 
the competitive nature of the market. The chosen product markets are all 
competitive, mature markets with many similar offerings. Advertising is important 
to differentiate one brand from the next. 
Once all 38 case studies had been appropriately coded in the specified categories, 
NUD*IST was asked to carry out a selection of 'index searches'. This facility 
enables the user to ask interesting questions about the relationships between 
categories, patterns of coding, the differences between documents or text coded at .the 
specific categories and so on (QSR NUD*IST 4.0 User Guide, 1997: 126). 
"Such que!itions are the ways we interrogate the emerging meanings, push theory 
forward and test and build on gue!i!ies .... the main limits of such searching are your 
design and implementation of the index system for the project and the extent of your 
coding" (QSR NUD*IST 4.0 User Guide, 1997: 126). 
'Index Search' provides a number of ways of asking questions about coding patterns. 
For the purposes of this research the 'Matrix, using intersect' option was the most 
appropriate choice. 
"Intersect will te!it a hypothesis that can be properly expressed in tenns of coding at 
two or more nodes" (QSR NUD*IST 4.0 User Guide, 1997: 134). 
This option enables the user to intersect the results of two or more nodes (as stated 
above), including the subcategories of these nodes (QSR NUD*IST 4.0 User Guide, 
1997). The results are represented in tabular format in Chapter 8, showing 
documents coded at the specified nodes. Examples of NUD*IST reports can be 
found in Appendix 8. 
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7.9.2 Focus Group Interviews 
After the generic, macro nature of phase 1, it was concluded that a more in-person 
perspective was appropriate in phase 2 to understand consumer attitudes to different 
advertising approaches. In particular, it was felt that exploratory research was needed 
to investigate consumer feelings and preferences shown towards these different 
advertising styles. In combination with this aim, there was a need to understand the 
nature of brand usage experience and brand choices in different product markets, and 
how these factors impact upon responses about advertisements. 
Focus groups were chosen as a suitable method for this second phase of research to 
explore individual attitudes to different advertising styles. "A focused group 
interview is a qualitative tool for collecting infomwtion in which a number of 
respondents simultaneously discuss a given topic under the guidance of a 
moderator" (Davidson, 1975 in Fern, 1983: 121). 
Focus group interviews are widely used as an exploratory technique when there is a 
need to understand the attitudes of participants and to learn about participant 
experiences and perspectives (Morgan, 1988). In particular, the focus group 
interview has been adopted as a major data gathering tool by market researchers who 
are interested in the appeal of advertising strategies or in consumer product 
preferences (Axelrod, 1975a). Focus groups provide the opportunity to observe a 
large amount of interaction on a topic in a limited period of time and at a lower cost 
compared to the individual interview for example (Morgan, 1988; Hedges, 1985). In 
addition, it is a useful technique to help generate hypotheses for further quantification 
and can form part of a larger effort to 'triangulate' different forms of data collection 
on the same topic (Denzin, 1978; Fielding and Fielding, 1986). In this project, a 
primary aim of using the focus groups was to help the construction of a more in-
depth survey (phase 3). The groups provided insight into the language used when 
informally discussing the advertisements. This can aid design of the questionnaire 
survey and ensures the wording of questions is meaningful (Smith, 1972). 
However, there are a number of drawbacks which must be recognised when using 
focus groups. The validity of responses in relation to actual behaviour by 
participants is always questionable (Hedges, 1985; Morgan, 1988). Interaction 
between participants can lead to biased responses (Fahad, 1986) and there is a risk 
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that social pressures condition responses in an artificial way compared to one-to-one 
interviews (Hedges, 1985). In addition, groups are not ideal for checking on 
awareness and knowledge. Once one member of the group has voiced a comment, it 
is difficult to know whether other members of the group would have said the same 
thing (Hedges, 1985). 
Overall, the researcher felt that the benefits of the technique outweighed the 
drawbacks for this particular project. It was felt that the stimulation of a group 
atmosphere would encourage participants to talk about their own attitudes and beliefs 
in relation to the advertising, and more vividly than comparative qualitative 
techniques such as the one-to-one interview. In this way it was hoped to gain greater 
insight into individual thoughts, feelings and behavioural intentions in relation to the 
advertising. 
The researcher acted in a moderator role during the groups in order to guide and 
facilitate the direction and depth of discussion (Fahad, 1986). A flexible approach 
was adopted to encourage differing individual viewpoints and avoid conflict between 
group members. In addition, the researcher attempted to minimise the influence of 
the monopolist (Smith, 1972) or self-appointed opinion leaders (Fahad, 1986) and 
encouraged the silent-shy and silent-aggressive members of the group (Smith, 1972). 
A total of eight focus group interviews were canied out, each lasting approximately 
30 minutes. Participants included 3 groups of undergraduate students, 1 group of 
University halls of resident wardens, two groups of postgraduate MBA students, one 
group of men and one-group of women. The groups were convened on an ad-hoc 
basis, prompted by their interest in advertising and advertising research. Although 
primarily student groups, it was felt that inclusion of some non-student groups at this 
exploratory phase of the research would provide useful comparisons. Merton et al. 
(1956) argued that groups will be more productive if members are homogeneous on a 
social and intellectual scale. The eight groups convened all shared a commonality in 
either age, education or comparative occupations. Each group consisted of 6-8 
participants, the optimum size to generate productive discussion (Hedges, 1985). 
Preparations were made by the researcher prior to each group interview to ensure 
minimum disruption. In particular, it was necessary to check that each venue 
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contained sufficient chairs and that all electrical equipment was m good working 
order (Dickens, 1982). The researcher also ensured that there were adequate 
refreshments for participants when necessary. 
It was decided that television advertisements would_ be used for the focus groups. 
The advertisements were chosen by the researcher from a library of videos based at 
Millward Brown Research International and represented four product markets already 
used in phase one of the research. These were the financial, tea, retail and washing 
powder markets. A total of eight advertisements were selected for use in the groups; 
four typified a conventional advertising approach and the other four typified a 
disruptive advertising approach. Each product market was represented by a 
conventional advertisement and a disruptive advertisement. Advertisements 
representing only one product market were shown in each group (Table 7 .2). 
ADVERTS VIEWED GROUP I GROUP2 
Financial Hall wardens/ mature students Men 
Tea Postgraduate/MBA Undergraduates 
Washing Powder Undergraduates Postgraduate/MBA 
Retail Women Underoraduates 
Table 7.2: Focus Group Participants and Adverts Viewed 
Two groups (group 1 and group 2) were shown and questioned on the financial 
advertisements, two groups on the tea advertisements, two groups on the washing 
powder advertisements and two groups on the retail advertisements. For each 
pr~duct market, group 1 was shown the conventional advertisement followed by the 
disruptive advertisement and group 2 was shown the disruptive advertisement 
followed by the conventional advertisement in an attempt to eliminate any response 
bias. 
There are many ways in which an advertisement can be disruptive according to the 
disruption literature, although there is no clear framework for deciding when this is 
so for different brands in different markets. Therefore, the disruptive advertisements 
used in the focus groups were those which had previously been used in phase 1 of 
this research, and which the advertising industry had perceived as overturning 
convention in some way. However, the drawback of using such advertisements is 
their age and the fact that over-time disruption becomes convention (Dru, 1996). The 
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selected conventional and disruptive advertisements are listed below with a brief 
description of why they are considered to represent these approaches: 
I. Financial 
a) Conventional advertisement: TSB Trust Company 
An IPA Advertising Works Award Winner in 1988, m which the campaign 
emphasised the conventional range of TSB savings, investment and msurance 
benefits. 
b) Disruptive advertisement: Direct Line Insurance 
An IPA Advertising Works Award Winner in 1992, in which the campaign aimed to 
increase consumer awareness of the direct insurance option in a very real way, even 
though the direct option had not been previously unavailable. In particular, the 
advertising offered direct insurance based on the unique propositions of convenience 
(immediate/by telephone) and low cost (no middleman), rather than emphasising the 
conventional range of insurance benefits such as service and interest rates. In this 
way, the campaign highlighted a new marketing idea with a tangible outcome -
immediate service, no middleman - using the medium of television. The result of 
this is not only disruption based around 'what to offer' consumers (the key disruption 
driver), but also disruption of the advertising 'message' (a secondary disruption 
driver). 
2. Tea 
a) Conventional advertisement: Tetley Tea (Tetley Flavour Dance) 
A traditional example of tea advertising which strived to create feelings of warmth, 
empathy and humour. The familiarity and consistency of this advertisement has been 
retained using the identifiable Tetley teafolk. 
b) Disruptive advertisement: Tetley Tea (Tetley Roundbags) 
An IPA entry in 1990, although not a winner. This campaign represented a new 
tangible idea - changing the conventional square shape of the tea bag to a new and 
differellf round shape. The advertising attempted to change consumer attitudes, 
encouraging consumers to believe that the round tea bag somehow fitted the cup 
better and therefore makes a better cup of tea. The advertising message and 
execution reflected these changes in shape and taste, with the cuddly, stop-at-home 
conservative tetley teafolk suddenly livening up to an up-to-date version of the 
beachboys' Get Around. Therefore, this campaign not only communicated product 
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disruption (the key disruption driver), but also overturned communication 
conventions of 'message'(communicates a new shaped teabag rather than focusing on 
taste) and 'execution'(lively rather than sedate). The advertising was also clever 
because it managed to maintain an important element of consistency (the tetley 
teafolk) in addition to being disruptive. 
3. Washing Powder 
a) Conventional advertisement: Persi/ 
Advertising which communicated the brand's cleaning power using a traditional soft 
and caring approach to sell the product. 
b) Disntptive advertisement: Radian Automatic 
An IPA Advertising Works Award Winner in 1990. This advertising campaign used 
an unconventional challenging and aggressive, hard sell approach to communicate 
the dual benefits of both dirt and odour removal. In this way, the campaign 
overturned communication conventions in the washing powder market, disrupting 
both the 'execution' (the key disruption driver: message is communicated in a 
challenging and aggressive way) and the 'message' (emphasises both dirt and odour 
removal) 
4. Retail 
a) Conventional advertisement: Iceland 
An IPA entry in 1992 - although not a winner. This campaign communicated the 
traditional retail benefits of quality, range, opening hours and price. 
b) Disntptive advertisemellf: Safeway 
An IPA Advertising Works Award Winner in 1996. This advertisement utilised the 
appeal of children to create a greater brand personality and appeal instead of focusing 
on the traditional benefits used in supermarket advertising listed in the Iceland 
example above. This campaign attempted to overturn consumer attitude conventions, 
and enhance feelings linked with the ambience of the store and the facilities offered 
(the key disruption driver). The advertising used children to emphasise the light-
hearted, enjoyable side of shopping at Safeway. In this way, there was also 
disruption of the 'message' convention- what the advertising is trying to say. 
Appendix lO shows the questions asked during the group interviews. Questions 1, 2, 
4 and 5 required only straightforward answers from respondents. Questions I and 4 
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attempted to ascertain whether participants had seen the adve11 before or not. 
Questions 2 and 5 attempted to find out the degree of participant familiarity with the 
advertised brand; for example, whether participants were aware of the brand or 
whether they used or had used it before. Thereafter, it was decided to leave the 
remaining questions open as a broad guide (Hedges, 1985) and use explanatory or 
focused probes to build on short or vague statements made by participants. In this 
way, the researcher was able to draw out or clarify unclear or incomplete responses 
(Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe, 1991). 
The best and most thorough way to record this information was to tape interviews 
and transcribe them. In this way, the tape could be played and replayed at leisure 
enabling all comments to be noted and correctly interpreted (Hedges, 1985). After a 
brief introduction by the researcher, participants were asked whether they objected to 
being taped during the interviews. There were no objections and therefore all 
interviews were taped, thereby enabling the researcher to concentrate on managing 
the discussion. It also aided the analytical process, which was reliant in part on the 
quantity and quality of information recorded during the interviews. The focus group 
transcriptions can be found in Appendix 11. 
The computer package NUD*IST was agam used to aid the mechanical and 
interpretative stages of analysis (Siedel and Clark, 1984). In particular, NUD*IST 
helped categorise participant responses to questions and issues, and aided 
comparisons across markets. However, manual analysis was also carried out in 
combination with computer coded analysis to draw out themes and patterns in the 
data and to maintain a broad view of participant responses. As a result, the 
researcher felt that the time-saving benefits of NUD*IST were limited for this phase 
of the research in comparison with phase l. 
Participant information and responses were coded by product market into one or 
more of the following categories: 
I. Familiar with advert: includes responses relating to whether or not the participant 
was familiar with the disruptive/conventional advertisement. 
2. Familiar with brand: includes responses relating to whether or not the participant 
was familiar with the brand shown in the disruptive/conventional advertisement. 
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3. Feelings about advert: includes responses relating to participant feelings about the 
advertisement after having seen it. 
4. Feelings about brand: includes responses relating to participant feelings about the 
brand after having seen the advertisement. 
5. Preferences: includes responses relating to whether participants preferred the 
disruptive advertisement or the conventional advertisement. 
6. Differences between adverts: includes participant responses relating to differences 
between the disruptive and the conventional advertisement. 
7. Loyalty: includes responses relating to brand loyalty feelings and attitudes. 
8. Other factors driving brand choice: includes responses relating to other factors 
(apart from advertising) driving brand choice. 
The structure of the questions used in the focus groups facilitate the above coding 
process, since many of the questions represent a separate response category. As 
previously mentioned, the primary aim of this stage of the research is to provide 
information for the next and final phase of the project. In particular, the results 
produced from this phase were to be used in the construction and wording of a large 
scale questionnaire survey in phase 3. It was hoped that this methodological 
triangulation (Todd, 1979) would help to counterbalance the strengths of each 
approach (Abrahamson, 1983). 
7.9.3 Questionnaire Survey 
The questionnaire aims to examine the attitudes and opinions of undergraduate 
students at the University of Plymouth, the target population for the survey. Limited 
resources combined with access to large numbers of students was the primary reason 
for this choice of population. In addition, the research is exploratory in nature and 
results based on a student population provide a starting point for further research 
investigating advertising approach and trial purchase. Respondents in the research 
were recruited on a convenience basis and included those students who study on 
courses in which access could be gained for purposes of the research. Access to the 
students relied on course tutors agreeing to incorporate the research as a useful 
element of the course. The survey also collected data on respondents relating to 
gender, course of study, year of study, age and nationality. 
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The decision to use a structured questionnaire, administered to groups of students, 
was based on a number of reasons. In particular, the questionnaire was designed to 
build on the qualitative findings in phase 2, and is appropriate to survey a large 
number of students in a specified period of time. The questionnaire was supervised 
by the researcher, providing help where needed (in a non-directive way) and ensuring 
respondents viewed the correct advertisements at the correct time and answered 
questions in the correct order. The researcher was also able to check finished 
questionnaires for completeness and obtain guaranteed responses from all members 
of each group. Closed questions were used to gauge respondent attitudes and 
opinions, as well as to ensure answers could be easily completed and analysed. 
The validity of the items included in a questionnaire 1s an extremely important 
consideration. Sarantakos (1994) argued that a valid measuring instrument produces 
true results that reflect the true situation and conditions of the environment it is 
supposed to study. He pointed to 2 ways for checking validity of an instrument: 
l. Empirical validation: if the measure produces findings which are supported by 
existing empirical evidence, then concurrent validity is assumed. In addition, if the 
findings are supported by later empirical evidence, then predictive validity is 
assumed. 
2. Theoretical validation: a general term which incorporates face validity, content 
validity and construct validity. Face validity is assumed if the instrument is 
measuring the kind of behaviour that it is expected to measure and the items seem 
plausible. Content validity is assumed if the instrument covers all possible aspects 
of the research topic. For example, in this research the topic is the influence of the 
advertising approach in a trial purchase context. Brand usage, brand awareness, 
brand image, product involvement and advertisement reactions are all important 
aspects of this research topic. Construct validity is assumed if the theoretical 
construct of the instrument is valid. For example, in this research, is the survey 
measuring the influence of the advertising approach in a trial purchase context? 
Bailey (1994) argued that prohlems can arise if there is no concensus regarding the 
definition of the concept being measured, the concept is multidimensional and 
consists of several subconcepts, or the measure is lengthy and complex. 
This phase tests all aspects of theoretical, rather than empirical validity. In addition, 
there are also the issues of reliability and external validity (Sarantakos, 1994; Bailey, 
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1994). Will the same results be obtained if the questionnaire was re-administered? 
(Henerson et al. 1987). Can the findings of the survey be generalised to the larger 
population? Bailey (1994) argued that non-probability sampling, such as the 
convenience sampling used for this research, is perfectly adequate if there is no 
desire to generalise findings beyond the sample. However, he maintained that 
although the sample may not be representative of the larger population, what is lost 
in sampling accuracy is saved in time and money. 
Despite the noted advantages of a large scale survey, there are also some 
disadvantages of such a research method which must be recognised. Data may be 
affected by the characteristics of respondents, such as their memory, knowledge and 
experience (Robson, 1993). Respondents may not report their beliefs and attitudes 
accurately (Robson, 1993) and it is not possible to understand the process by which 
people come to adopt particular values or behaviours (Williams, 1997). ln addition, 
partial response is quite possible (Sarantakos, 1994). However, the researcher .felt 
that the benefits of using a questionnaire to obtain guaranteed responses from large 
groups of students in a supervised environment definitely outweigh the drawbacks of 
this approach. 
7.9.3.1 Design ofthe Research Instrument 
There is no empirical research to date which measures the influence of the 
advertising approach in a trial purchase context. More specifically, there is no 
empirical research to date which compares the influence of a disruptive advertising 
approach and a conventional advertising approach on purchase intention. Therefore, 
it was decided to develop a research instrument with the aim of specifically 
measuring the role of the advertising approach in a trial purchase context. However, 
despite there being no specific existing measurement tool, previous research has been 
used to aid the development of particular sections of the survey, notably section I. 
The questions have been formulated using both current literature and focus group 
interviews. Current literature has been used to establish the important factors relating 
to the research topic (the influence of advertising approach in a trial purchase 
context) and focus group interviews have been used to explore associated issues 
raised in the literature review as well as to inform the design and wording of the 
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questionnaire survey. The choice of questions m the questionnaire survey are 
connected with some of the important factors identified, e.g. brand usage, brand 
awareness, product involvement, brand image and in-person needs,attitudes and 
values. 
The number of questions in each section varies, but amounts to 209 questions in 
total, including 4 questions requiring personal details of the respondents. The 
questionnaire is printed on lO single-sided numbered sheets and split into 5 sections 
(Appendix 12). It gathers information relating to 4 product markets previously used 
in phases l and 2 of the research: financial, tea, washing powder and retail. Within 
each section instructions are given explaining how to complete the questions. 
Section 1 aims to obtain information about respondents' involvement in each of the 
four markets and therefore provides general market information. It is necessary to 
first determine whether respondents are users or purchasers of the product and if so, 
the type and degree of their involvement before obtaining responses associated with 
brand and advertisement information within each of these markets. Section 2 then 
attempts to determine the extent of awareness, usage and perceived attitudes towards 
particular brands in each of the markets. Finally, sections 3-6 aim to gather 
respondent feelings and attitudes towards selected advertisements in each market, in 
addition to their brand consideration. These latter sections contain questions relating 
to each individual advertisement and also questions comparing the two 
advertisements in each market. 
As previously mentioned, section l attempts to obtain information regarding product 
involvement, and includes filter questions at the beginning of la-Id to ask the 
respondent whether they purchase/use the product. Respondents are asked to 
complete contingency questions 1-lO in these sections only if they respond positively 
to the filter questions. Section la (the financial market) also asks respondents 
whether they hold a current account. This additional question helps to explain later 
usage experience of TSB (section 2). Sections la-Id contain items used in two well 
known involvement studies. Items 1-7 in these sections aim to measure involvement 
in the product category and also in the product purchase. Items 2, 6 and 7 have been 
taken from the FCB questionnaire (Vaughn, 1980; 1986) and are associated with 
purchase decision involvement. Items 1, 3, 4 and 5 have been taken from Kapferer 
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and Laurent's involvement study (I 986) and are associated with product category 
involvement. The items represent a number of different antecedents of product 
involvement and product purchase involvement argued by Kapferer and Laurent 
(1985/86) and represented in the FCB questionnaire. The items and their antecedents 
are illustrated in Table 7.3 








I have a strong interest in .... Interest (centrality, ego importance of the Kapferer and 
_product class) Laurent 
Purchasing ... is a very Perceived importance of the purchase FCB 
important decision to me decision questionnaire 
I can't say I particularly like Pleasure (hedonic and rewarding value of Kapferer and 
purchasing ... the product class; emotional involvement Laurent 
in purchase) 
You can really tell a person by Sign (perceived sign value of the product Kapferer and 
the ... he/she picks out class) Laurent 
When you purchase ... it's not a Risk importance (perceived importance of Kapferer and 
big deal if you make a mistake negative consequences of mispurchase) Laurent 
I spend a lot of time deciding Risk probability (subjective probability of FCB 
which ... to buy mispurchase) questionnaire 
The ... I buy is mainly a The cognitive/rational importance of the FCB 
logical/objective decision purchase decision questionnaire 
Table 7.3: The Sources and Antecedents of Market Involvement 
Pilot testing reduced the number of overlapping antecedents from the two studies to 
the 7 items above. These items are ones which testing revealed to be most applicable 
and easily interpreted across the four markets and which cover all elements of 
involvement noted in the studies. Additional involvement items were not included as 
a check of these antecedents, since involvement is only one aspect of purchase 
intention being measured by the questionnaire, and there is a danger of unnecessarily 
lengthening the survey. The last 3 items in sections la-Id are also market related, 
but attempt to highlight the degree of brand loyalty in the market, and the influence 
of other people's recommendations on purchase choice. 
Section 2 gathers information about the respondents' brand awareness, usage 
experience and feelings associated with the brand, in that order. It is necessary to 
first be aware of a brand before using it or holding opinions about it (Ehrenberg, 
1974; Rossiter, 1987). It therefore seemed logical to place awareness questions first, 
before asking about usage experience and finally feelings associated with certain 
brands. The usage categories and items measuring overall brand image were 
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developed both from preceding focus groups m phase 2 and refined during pilot 
testing stages. 
Sections 3 to 6 attempt to measure respondent feelings about the advertisements 
shown for each market in addition to likely purchase intention. From phase 2, it was 
clear that there is a strong relationship between opinions of the advertisements and 
opinions of the brands. One objective of the survey was to see whether this same 
strong relationship existed between brand image and advertisement feelings if 
questions about the brands were presented before the advertisements were shown, 
rather than after, as with the focus groups. Respondents are first asked if they have 
seen the advertisements before, followed by questions relating to each individual 
advertisement and finally questions comparing the two advertisements. Questions in 
sections 3a, 4a, Sa and 6a ask respondents to judge each advertisement compared 
with advertisements for other brands in the market. This means that their responses 
are then comparable with advertising for rival brands, although it does assume that 
rival brand advertisements have been seen before. Similarly to section 2, items in 
sections 3-6 were developed from both phase 2 focus groups and current literature 
and refined during pilot testing. The literature described a number of advertisement 
qualities likely to generate trial in the marketplace: 
I. advertising which contains a beneficial point of difference (Olson, 1985) 
2. advertising which highlights the advantages of the product (Olson, 1985; Millward 
Brown, 1996; Farr, 1996); 
3. advertising which highlights a relevance of the product for the consumer or fulfils 
a relevant need (Oison, 1985; Light, 1997; Roth-Witty and Waiters, 1997; Davies, 
1997, Farr, 1996, Millward Brown, 1996); 
4. advertising where the product is shown in a credible and believable way, and 
advertising which deals directly with a viewer's concerns (Oison, 1985); and 
5. advertising which obtains and retains attention (Olson, 1985; Rossiter, 1987). 
The questions in sections 3a and 3b relate to the above, and include items which ask 
opinions of the advertisement's interest, liveliness, imaginativeness and 
memorability (factors which reflect the degree to which the advertisement is able to 
obtain and retain attention, and also whether the advertising is highlighting a 
relevance of the product for the participant). In addition, respondents are asked how 
informative and convincing they find the advert (reflecting the degree to which the 
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advertising is highlighting advantages of the product to the respondent and whether 
the advertising is showing the product in a credible and believable way). Although 
the advertisements chosen for each market represent different advertising approaches, 
respondents are also asked in section 3a how traditional/conventional they perc~ive 
the advertisement to be. The items comparing the advertisements in sections 3b, 4b, 
Sb and 6b act as both a check on preceding items in sections 3a, 4a, Sa and 6a 
respectively and also test whether respondents detect obvious style and content 
differences between the disruptive and conventional advertisement in each market 
(reflecting advertising which highlights a beneficial point of difference). 
Wi lliams (1997) argued that order of questions needs to be well planned, well laid-
out with clear, unambiguous instructions to respondents. The questionnaire has been 
designed to ensure easy completion, particularly since there are a large number of 
questions covering 4 different product markets. Bailey (1994) suggested that easy to 
answer questions, requiring little thought and based on fact rather than opinion 
should be placed at the beginning of the questionnaire. Therefore, respondents are 
asked to complete details of their gender, age, degree course and year of course 
before proceeding with the main questionnaire. As previously mentioned, general 
market information is obtained in section 1 before more specific brand and advert 
information in sections 2-6, in an attempt to obtain the optimum social-psychological 
question sequence (Williams, 1997). Attempts have been made to provide all 
possible answer categories in as clear and uncluttered a fashion as possible, with 
explicit instructions for the respondent (Bailey, 1994). Many questions have been 
presented in the same format to ensure straightforward completion. Sections la-Id 
are identical, as are sections 3-6. Only respondent details at the beginning of the 
questionnaire and brand usage questions in section 2 are presented in a completely 
different way from other parts of the survey. 
Closed questions have been used throughout the questionnaire because they are 
uncomplicated and quick to answer, require no writing (Oppenheim, 1992) and 
answers are easier to compare, code and analyse (Bailey, 1994). However, responses 
to closed questions can also lack spontaneity (Bailey, 1994) and the questions may 
irritate or frustrate respondents if they feel that there is no appropriate category for 
their response and no opportunity to clarify their response (Oppenheim, 1992). 
Respondents may also interpret the question differently, and the 'compartmentalised' 
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responses may be biased if people do not think carefully about the question asked 
(Williams, 1997). Despite the noted drawbacks, the researcher felt that it was 
beneficial to use closed questions for the advantageous reasons listed and to combine 
the findings with the more qualitative data obtained in phase 2. 
Most of the questions m the survey have been developed to gauge respondent 
attitudes and opinions rather than to test for objective facts. In sections 1a-1d and 
section 2 brand image and in sections 3b-6b students are asked to respond to a set of 
chosen statements using a five-point Likert scale. This scale ranges from strongly 
agree, which has been given a high scale score, to strongly disagree, which.has been 
given a low scale score. Likert scales have a high degree of validity and reliability 
and are relatively easy to construct (Sarantakos, 1994) although the scale tends to 
lack reproducibility (Oppenheim, 1992). Five points is the most frequently adopted 
number for Likert scales. A five-point scale provides more precise information 
regarding the respondent's agreement/disagreement (Oppenheim, 1992) although 
more than five responses may overtax a respondent's ability to differentiate 
(Sarantakos, 1994). Respondents are asked to indicate the extent of their agreement 
with the questions, which have been worded as statements, by circling the relevant 
number to the right of each statement. The exceptions are the Likert-style brand 
image questions in section 2, which ask respondents to place a number in the relevant 
box according to their agreement with the statement. The numbers correspond with 
the scale scores adopted by the other Likert-style questions. An additional response 
option is also provided for the brand image questions to cater for respondents who 
are unaware of the brand. A neutral response category has been included for all 
Likert-style questions. The Issue of whether to include a 'don't know/no 
opinion/neutral' category has been extensively discussed amongst researchers. 
Writers such as Bailey (1994) believed it was generally a good idea to include such a 
category if the respondent really had no opinion. However, the inclusion of a middle 
category increases the number of respondents who give a middle response (Presser 
and Schuman, 1980; Bailey 1987) and tends to alter the balance of 
agreement/disagreement responses (Bishop, Oldendick and Tuchfarber, 1983). 
Bailey (1994) argued that the issue has not definitely been resolved, and it is a 
decision that each researcher must make in constructing a questionnaire. 
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A semantic differential scale has been used in sections 3a, 4a, Sa and 6a. The scale 
consists of a number of opposite concepts with regard to the advertisements shown. 
Respondents were asked to circle an appropriate number on the scale based on their 
opinions of the advertisement compared with advertisements for other brands in the 
market. Similarly to the Likert-style questions, a high scale score of S indicates a 
positive opinion and a low scale score of 1 indicates a negative opinion. The scale is 
straightforward to construct, easy for the respondent to complete and enables 
concepts to be measured and compared (Sarantakos, 1994). In this research, the 
concepts also provide an idea of how the advertisement is perceived compared with 
rival brand advertisements. However, problems can occur if the definitions of 
concepts and their meanings vary from one respondent to another (Sarantakos, 1994). 
The concept of attitude is a construct involving many facets and manifestations, 
including a person's beliefs, values and cultural background (Dean and Whyte, 
1978). There does not appear to be universal agreement regarding the nature of 
certain attitudes, and behaviours, beliefs and feelings will not always coincide, even 
if it is assumed that they reflect a single attitude (Henerson et al. 1987). It is 
therefore necessary to rely on inference when measuring attitudes, although Henerson 
et al. (1987) argued that valid measurements of attitudes may be unsuccessful for a 
number of reasons. In particular, the relationship between attitudes and behaviour is 
often weak and has little predictive validity. The 'construct' is complex and unclear, 
and demonstrating construct validity demands the construct to be defined as precisely 
as possible. Respondents may fail to understand the question or they may try to 
respond in a socially desirable way: evaluation apprehension. In addition, 
measurement may rely on only a single question to detect the presence of an attitude 
(Robson, 1993) and the behaviour of researchers reporting and analysing the attitudes 
may not be totally objective (Henerson et al. 1987). 
Most of the questions which do not employ a Likert scale or a semantic differential 
scale require yes/no responses. Factual questions about brand usage in section 2 are 
the exception, and ask the respondent when he/she actually last used the brand. All 
of these questions which do not employ attitudinal scaling provide tick boxes for 
responses. These items include filter questions in sections la-Id, brand awareness 
and brand usage questions in section 2 and questions I and 2 at the beginning of 
sections 3a, 4a, Sa and 6a. A minimal amount of personal information is requested 
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by respondents, and there are attempts to exclude unnecessary detail (Oppenheim, 
1992). Respondents are not asked to give their names, because research has 
indicated that this can inhibit their response or cause them to omit items (Futrell and 
Swan, 1977). 
As discussed, the survey includes questions which vary by length and type in an 
attempt to make it more interesting and avoid establishing a response set. The 
researcher attempted to make the layout clear, simple and unambiguous (Williams, 
1997) and response categories were designed to provide all possible answers in an 
uncluttered fashion (Bailey, 1994 ). The questionnaire has been printed using black 
type on a white background. Section headings and response category headings are 
presented in bold type, and selected response categories shaded to make them more 
distinguishable for respondents and to reduce response error. 
7.9.3.2 Piloting of Survey 
Pilot testing was carried out in an attempt to identify any potential problems with the 
survey and to enable any necessary revisions to be made. Sarantakos (1994: 278) 
argued that "the purpose of pilot studies is to discover possible weaknesses, 
inadequacies, ambiguities and problems in all aspects of the research so that they 
can be corrected before actual data collection takes place". In particular, pretesting 
or pilot testing can highlight difficulties with the question layout, question wording, 
redundant questions, response categories, numbering and instructions to respondents 
(Bailey, 1994; Oppenheim, 1992). Pilot studies should also be conducted in the same 
manner as the final study, which highlights any problems with the survey length, 
duration and administration. The pilot version of the survey was initially tested on 3 
marketing experts from Plymouth Business School. These subjects were chosen 
because of their interest and knowledge in the area of study, and because of their 
accessibility. 
7.9.3.3 Modifications to Survey 
A number of modifications were made as a result of the pilot testing before the final 
version (discussed in section 7.9.3.1) was produced. The survey was initially 
designed to section all questions by market, which would have involved a lot of 
interruptions by the researcher showing the advertisements and have considerably 
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lengthened the time taken to complete the survey. Consequently, the overall 
structure and order of questions were re-arranged to gather information about market 
involvement, followed by information about brand awareness, usage and image and 
finally information relating to the advertisements shown (as detailed in previous 
sections). This structural change enabled the first two sections of the survey to be 
completed with minimal interference and also reduced the time taken to complete the 
survey. In addition, responses to brand awareness, usage and image questions could 
not be influenced by watching the advertisements. 
The response categories for brand usage were modified to take account of the 
different purchase patterns in the four markets. It was decided to adopt a usage scale 
based on the most recent usage experience, making it easier for respondents to report 
when they actually last used the brand rather than adopting ambiguous categories 
such as 'used before' or 'use sometimes' as reported in the focus groups. 
Modifications were made to the instructions in sections la to Id to make them more 
straightforward. In addition, redundant and repetitive questions in sections 3 to 6 
which extended the survey unnecessarily were eliminated. Respondent details were 
placed at the beginning of the survey rather than at the end to ensure their completion 
by students. After all modifications had been carried out, the revised survey was 
retested on 3 eo-workers and found to be satisfactory. 
7.9.3.4 Survey Procedure 
The survey was administered to groups of students during tutorial times, agreed by 
their tutors. The students were told that the exercise would take no longer than half 
an hour and would be an opportunity for them to take part in some live advertising 
research. Six groups of varying sizes participated in the research, which was held in 
differing classrooms on University premises according to room availability. The 
survey was supervised by the researcher to facilitate the process. This minimised any 
misunderstanding of questions on the part of the respondent and ensured the correct 
advertisements were shown at the correct times. As previously discussed, 
administering the questionnaire to groups of students ensured all respondents 
answered questions in the same order, with the same amount of time to do so. 
However, although it was possible to control large groups in this way and gain 
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guaranteed responses, Oppenheim (1992) noted that contamination through copying, 
talking or asking questions is a constant danger. 
Instructions were given to complete the 'respondent details sheet' followed by 
sections I and 2 immediately and then to stop and wait until the first advertisements 
were shown before completing further sections. Prior to completing sections 3 to 6, 
respondents were shown two television advertisements - one disruptive and one 
conventional - before each section respectively. Each section, representing a 
different product market, then asked questions relating to the advertisements. The 
brands shown in the advertisements were the same brands"'used in sections l and 2 
for comparative purposes. The advertisement order was altered for half of the 
respondent groups, with some respondent groups viewing the disruptive 
advertisement in each market first and other respondent groups viewing the 
conventional advertisement in each market first. This was possible because two 
different videos of the advertisements were created according to the required order of 
advertisements, i.e. whether the disruptive advertisement or the conventional 
advertisement was shown first in each market. However, for each video the market 
order of the advertisements was financial, tea, washing powder and retail to 
correspond with the order of the questions on the questionnaire survey. Only the 
results provided by British respondents were actually used to minimise any cultural 
influence on response. 
7.9.3.5 Coding and Analysis of Survey 
The statistical package for social scientists (SPSS) version 6.0 have been used to 
enter the coded data. Answers to questions using the Likert scale or the semantic 
differential scale were directly entered into SPSS as a result of pre-coding. Numbers 
l to 5 have been used for Likert scale answers ranging from 5 for strongly agree to I 
for strongly disagree. Similarly, numbers on the semantic differential scale range 
from 5 for a favourable response to l for an unfavourable response. All questions 
requiring Yes/No responses have been coded 1-2 respectively and usage questions in 
section 2 have been coded 1-6 (ranging from I =used in last week to 6=never used, 
never considered using). Gender was coded l-2 (!=male and 2=female), age was 
coded l-3 (l=under 21, 2=21-25 and 3=26+) and year of course was coded l-3 
(l=year l, 2=year 2 and 3=final year). A note was made of all the degree courses, 
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which were then coded 1-8 accordingly (see chapter 10, section 10.7). On the data 
sheet 210 variables were created; 209 from the questions and one more indicating the 
advertisement sequence used; that is whether the disruptive advertisement or the 
conventional advertisement was viewed first. Frequencies were then computed from 
the data summarising item responses and item means and standard deviations. 
Further analysis of means has been carried out using One-Way Analysis of Variance 
to test for response bias by gender, age and advert sequence. The Kolmogorov 
Smimov test and the Independent Samples T -test were then used to test for response 
differences by involvement and by advertisement familiarity. Finally, Exploratory 
Factor Analysis was applied to all items relating to image for each brand (in section 
2) and also to all items in sections 3a-6a relating to advertisement feelings. This 
analysis was carried out in an attempt to reduce the data to a more manageable set or 
variables (Kline, 1994). As a result of this process, 7 additional brand image 
variables were created and 8 additional advertisement involvement variables were 
created. The means and standard deviations of all the variables were computed. The 
factor analysis process is explained in detail in Chapter 10, section 10.8. At each 
stage of the analysis, the percentages used were valid percents, i.e. percentages of 
total responses given, with missing values discounted. 
Chapter 11 describes the more advanced regression analysis carried out. Multiple 
regression has been applied to the data set in order to determine which variables in 
each of the four markets exert the strongest influence on purchase intention and to 
more fully investigate how the advertisement approach affects purchase intention. 
This process has included separating the responses of involved subjects from the 
responses of uninvolved subjects due to conceptual differences between these two 
groups of people. The regression analysis incorporates the use of correlation 
matrices (to examine for evidence of intercorrelation between the independent 
variables), regression model indicators and regression model co-efficients (to 
determine which independent variables are most influential in the model and the 
extent to which they explain purchase intention). Variables have been entered using 
stepwise regression. This method of regression is an objective screening procedure 
which selects the most influential variables to be included in the model, and also 
screens variables for evidence of multicollinearity (Mendenhall and Sincich, 1993). 
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The analysis also involves the use of regression plots to detect for possible violation 
of regression assumptions. 
7.9.4 Triangulation of Data 
This research employs more than one method of data collection. This use of 
multiple, but independent measures in the same study is known as triangulation, and 
its application can prove very beneficial (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe, 1991). 
The use of several different methods can reduce inappropriate uncertainty (Robson, 
1993) and prevent the research becoming method bound (Abrahamson, 1983). The 
strengths of each method can be used to overcome the deficiencies of the other, and a 
variety of information can be obtained on the same issue (Biaikie, 1988; Burgess, 
1984). In addition, a higher degree of validity and reliability can be achieved 
(Biaikie, 1988; Burgess, 1984). 
Robson (1993) maintained that the use of multiple methods can be used for both 
complementary purposes and can enhance interpretability of a study. With relevance 
to this research, the questionnaire is the major focus of the study and the focus groups 
have been used to inform both the design and wording of the questionnaire. In this 
way, the qualitative nature of the focus groups both complement and enhance the 
interpretability of the larger scale questionnaire, particularly since the same 
advertisements have been employed for each phase. 
Despite the noted advantages of 'methodological triangulation' (Todd, 1979), writers 
such as Blaikie (1988) and Silverman (1985) believed that using more than one 
method of data collection does not necessarily produce more valid results. They 
argued the necessity of testing validity and reliability of all methods separately. 
Sarantakos (1994) suggested that triangulation can be difficult to replicate and is not 
necessarily more valuable than single-method procedures if based on the wrong 
conditions or wrong research foundations. 
In addition to inter-method triangulation already discussed, Denzin (1978) also 
pointed to the desirability of intra-method triangulation, which includes two or more 
techniques of the same method. However, due to time constraints it has only been 
possible to triangulate different methods of data collection for this research. It has 
been argued that the number of appropriate methods employed in each research 
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design must be evaluated in the context of the research project m question. All 
methods are useful, relevant and effective on their own, but can also supplement each 
other for some types of research (Sarantakos, 1994 ). 
7.10 SUMMARY 
This chapter has described how the literature surrounding the concept of brand 
loyalty, advertising strategy, individual response to advertising and theories about 
how advertising works have contributed to the formation of a number of research 
aims. Several gaps in the literature have been described and it is noted that there is a 
lack of empirical work to date specifically exploring the concept of disruptive 
advertising and its influence in the trial purchase process. 
This research project, therefore, aims to investigate the link between a brand 
situation, the chosen advertising strategy and the resulting brand success in order to 
understand the brand situations where a disruptive advertising approach may be more 
appropriate and successful than a conventional approach. The project also explores 
consumer attitudes toward both disruptive and conventional advertising, and 
investigates the impact of the advertising approach on purchase intention within 
different product markets compared with other important factors. 
A generic model of The Influence of Advertising Approach in a Trial Purchase 
Context' has been designed based on a synthesis of the literature. It shows the role of 
advertising approach in the purchase process, in addition to other influences. The 
research also addresses several hypotheses which have been developed from the 
model and which are outlined in this chapter. 
The choice of method for each phase of the research has been described in detail. In 
addition, some discussion of research philosophy is included. The following four 
chapters describe the results obtained from the methodology used. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
CONTENT ANALYSIS USING 
ADVERTISING CASE MATERIALS 
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8. CONTENT ANALYSIS USING ADVERTISING CASE 
MATERIALS 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
As discussed in chapter 6, the disruption literature introduces the concept and process 
of disruption adopted by the advertising agency BST.BDDP, although the literature 
appears extremely vague in a number of areas. In particular, there is a lack of 
empirical work on the brand/market situations for which a disruption approach would 
be appropriate and similarly when it would be inappropriate. The first phase of the 
research attempts to address this issue using selected product markets. This chapter 
outlines the specific aims and objectives, briefly describes the methods and sample 
used, and finally presents the results and discussion. The results refer back to the 
aims and objectives and suggestions are made for further research. 
8.2 AIMS & OBJECTIVES 
The main aim of phase I is to investigate the possible link between the brand 
situation, the chosen advertising strategy and the resulting brand success. Disruption, 
refreshment and convention are the three advertising approaches used in this phase of 
the research, reflecting the proposed model (Figure 7.1 ). It is necessary to look at the 
relationship in a 'macro' sense to gain some understanding of the brand situations in 
which a disruptive advertising approach is likely to be more appropriate and 
successful than a convention approach or a refreshment approach at stimulating 
brand success. 
The situation of a brand before advertising takes place involves many factors. 
Examples include brand share in the market, market growth, degree of innovation in 
the market, competitiveness, brand advertising heritage, degree and nature of product 
involvement, customer power and company culture. This research concentrates on 
mature, highly competitive markets which represent both high and low involvement 
purchases. Selected markets are also those in which disruptive advertising has 
already proved successful. Therefore, the brand situations in this research are 
primarily distinguished by level of product purchase involvement and brand 
advertising heritage. What is the purpose of the advertising? Is there a need to 
refresh previous advertising for the brand, or is the objective to launch a new brand 
with no previous advertising heritage? 
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This research attempts to investigate a number of relationships between the brand 
situation, the adopted advertising strategy and the brand success using existing 
advertising case materials. All case materials used demonstrate that advertising can 
make a measurable contribution to business success. In particular, the following are 
explored: 
l. Does the advertising approach differ between high and low involvement product 
markets? 
2. Does the advertising purpose differ between high and low involvement product 
markets? 
3. Does the measure of success differ between high and low involvement product 
markets? 
4. What is the relationship between the advertising approach and the advertising 
purpose? 
5. Has the tendency to adopt a particular advertising approach changed over time? 
6. Does the chosen advertising approach affect the measure of success used? 
7. Does the approach of the advertising influence the media used? 
8. Do the winning campaigns more frequently adopt a particular advertising 
approach? 
9. Does the purpose of the advertising affect the measure of success used? 
10. Does the purpose of the advertising influence the media used? 
8.3 SAMPLE 
Overall, 38 advertising case studies were used for this phase of the research. A total 
of 24 cases represent the financial market and the remaining 14 represent tea, coffee, 
petfood, washing powder and retail markets. The published Adworks series 1-9 
provide 25 of the case documents, and the remaining 13 have been obtained from the 
advertising agency BST.BDDP. The agency case materials include IPA case entries 
which failed to win IPA awards in their year of entry, and have not therefore, been 
published in the IPA Adworks books. 
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8.4 PROCEDURE 
Content analysis was used to help analyse the case studies, with the aid of the 
computer software package NUD*IST. Using NUD*IST, the case studies were 
categorised by: 
1. product market, 
2. year of entry, 
3. whether the case study was a winner or not, 
4. 5 of the 6 IPA entry categories prior to 1994, 
5. advertising strategy, subdivided by advertising purpose, advertising media and 
advertising approach, and 
6. brand success. 
It was a straightforward process to code documents by product market, year of entry, 
whether the case study was an IPA winner or not and by the entry categories prior to 
1994. However, content analysis was used to help code documents by advertising 
strategy and by brand success. This process involved asking NUD*IST to search the 
documents for particular words, indicating that a specific advertising approach had 
been adopted or that brand success had been measured in a particular way. More 
detail on the types of word searches carried out can be found in chapter 7. 
Following this coding process, NUD*IST was used to carry out a selection of index 
searches to explore relationships between the categories. The 'index search' method 
involves intersecting the results of two nodes or categories. The following 
intersections were carried out in an attempt to answer the questions in section 8.2: 
1. Product Market v Advertising Approach 
2. Product Market v Advertising Purpose 
3. Product Market v Brand Success 
4. Advertising Approach v Advertising Purpose 
5. Advertising Approach v Year of Entry 
6. Advertising Approach v Brand Success 
7. Advertising Purpose v Brand Success 
8. Advertising Purpose v Advertising Media 
9. Advertising Approach v Advertising Media 
lO.Advertising Approach v Winner or not 
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8.5 RESULTS 
This section presents the results of the NUD*IST 'matrix by intersect' finds. The 
results, summarised in Tables 8.1-8.13, in Word 6.0 table format, are discussed with 
reference to the aims and objectives in section 8.2. Examples of NUD*IST reports 
can be found in Appendix 8. It is assumed that the financial market represents a high 
involvement purchase, characterised by high cost, high risk and extended information 
searching. In contrast, it is assumed that the tea, coffee, petfood, washing powder 
and retail markets all represent low involvement purchases, characterised by the 
habit, routine nature of purchase and the low cost, low risk and simple decision 
strategies involved in the purchase (Foxall and Goldsmith, 1994; Kapferer and 
Laurent, 1986; Zaichkowsky, 1987). 
8.5.1 Product Market v Advertising Approach (Tables 8.1/8.2): Does 
advertising approach differ between high and low involvement product 
markets? 
Table 8.1 indicates that 83% of financial advertising campmgns incorporate an 
element of 'new news'. Many of these (58%) are presented within the boundaries of 
convention, whilst 25% represent a disruptive approach. Only a small proportion of 
the financial cases ( 17%) employed a conventional advertising approach. 
ADVERTISING APPROACH 
Disruption Refreshment Convention 
Total= 14 case Total= 16 case documents which Total = 8 case 
PRODUCT docume/1/s which take take this approach docume/1/s which rake 
MARKET this approach this approach 
Financial I) Direct Line 1) Alliance & Leicester (1988); 2) I) Alliance & Leicester 
Market Insurance (1992);2) Alliance & Leicester ( 1990); 3) ( 1992); 2) Barclaycard 
E & P Loans (1988); Bradford & Bingley ( 1986); 4) Co- (1996); 3) Lloyds Bank 
3) Mongage op Bank Visa Gold Card ( 1992); 5) (1992); 4) Prudential 
Corporation (1988); 4) Dunfermline Building Society ( 1992) 
Scottish Amicable (1994); 6) Equity & Law (1992); 
(1992); 5) The Co-op 7) Frizzell Insurance ( 1996); 8) 
Bank (1994); 6) TSB Halifax Building Society ( 1980); 
School Leaver 9) Halifax Building Society 
Campaign ( 1988). (1992); 10) Lloyds Bank (1984); 
11) National Savings Bank (1982); 
12) TSB Trust Company ( 1988); 
13) TSB Youth Recruitment 
(1994); 14) Visa UK (1994). 
TOTAL= 24 6 cases (25% high 14 cases (58% high involvement 4 cases ( 17% high 
high inv. cases involvemelll cases) cases) involveme/11 cases) 
Table 8.1: High Involvement Product Markets v Advertising Approach 
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Table 8.2 shows that more than half of the low involvement cases adopt a disruptive 
advertising approach (57%) compared with 14% which adopt a refreshment approach 
and 29% a conventional approach. However, the large proportion of disruptive 
advertising is represented by the petfood market (all petfood cases) and the retail 
market (60% retail cases). Tea, coffee and washing powder markets include cases 
driven by extremes of both convention and disruption. 
ADVERTISING APPROACH 
Disruption Refreshment Convention 
PRODUCT Total = 14 case documents Total = 16 case documems Total = 8 case documents 
MARKET which take this approach which take this approach which take this approach 
Tea Market I) Tetley Tea ( 1990) No case documents I) PG Tips (1990) 
Total = 2 cases 
Coffee Market No documents I) Red Mountain (1988) I) Gold Blend (1996) 
Total = 2 cases 
Petfood Market I) Choosy (1990); 2) Felix No documents No documents 
Total = 3 cases (1996); 3) Winalot Prime 
(1988) 
Washing I) Radion Automatic No documents I) Daz IPA Paper 
Powder Market (1990) 
Total = 2 cases 
Retail Market I) Marks & Spencer I) Pizza Hut (1994) I) Iceland (1992) 
Total= 5 cases (1994) 
2) Oddbins (1988) 
3) Sa few ay ( 1996) 
TOTAL= 14 8 cases (57% low 2 cases (14% low 4 cases (29% low 
Low i11v. cases i11 volveme111 cases) i11volveme111 cases) i11volveme111 cases) 
Table 8.2: Low Involvement Product Markets v Advertising Approach 
In summary, although there is evidence of different advertising approaches in all of 
the product markets, the results suggest a higher incidence of overturning advertising 
convention in low involvement product markets compared with high involvement 
product markets. However, it must be remembered that the results are based on a 
limited sample size, selected markets and weighted in favour of high involvement 
financial cases. A larger and less biased sample of cases is needed to confirm these 
findings. 
M.5.2 Product Market v Advertising l'urpose (Table M.3/M.4): Uoes advertising 
purpose differ between product markets? 
Table 8.3 indicates that just over half the high involvement financial case documents 
(54%) represent new campaigns for previously advertised brands, with 29% 
representing new brands/advertisers and 17% longer term campaigns. In contrast, the 
largest proportion of low involvement cases (Table 8.4) represent new brands or 
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advertisers (43%) with the remaining cases equally split between new campaigns for 
previously advertised brands (28%) and advertising over the longer term (28%). 
However, like the advertising approach, a larger sample with an even proportion of 
high and low involvement cases is needed to substantiate these generalisations. 
ADVERTISING PURPOSE 
New brands or New campaigns for previously Advertising over the 
advertisers advertised brands longer term 
Total= 13 case Total = 17 case documents with this Total = 8 case 
PRODUCT documents with this purpose documellls with this 
MARKET purpose purpose 
Financial I) Co-op Bank Visa I) Alliance & Leicester (1988); I) Alliance & Leicester 
Market Gold Card ( 1992); 2) Alliance & Leicester (1990); (1992); 2) Barclaycard 
2) Direct Line 3) Bradford & Bingley (1986); ( 1996); 3) Lloyds Bank 
Insurance (1992); 4) Dunfermline Building Society ( 1992); 4) Prudential 
3) E&P Loans (1994); 5) Halifax Building Society (1992). 
(1988); 4) Equity & (1992); 6) Lloyds Bank (1984); 
Law (1992); 5) 7) National Savings Bank (1982); 
Frizzell Insurance 8) Scottish Amicable ( 1992); 9) The 
( 1996); Co-op Bank ( 1994); 10) TSB School 
6) Halifax Building Leaver Campaign (1988); 11) TSB 
Society ( 1980); Trust Company (1988); 12) TSB 
7) Mortgage Youth Recruitment (1994); 13) Visa 
Corporation ( 1988). UK (1994). 
TOTAL= 24 7 cases (29% high 13 cases (54% high involvement 4 cases (17% high 
high inv. cases involvement cases) cases) involvement cases) 
Table 8.3: High Involvement Product Markets v Advertising Purpose 
ADVERTISING PURPOSE 
New brands or New campaigns for Advertising over the 
advertisers previously advertised brands longer term 
PRODUCT Total = 13 case Total= 17 case documents Total = 8 case 
MARKET documellls with this wirh This purpose documellls with rhis 
purpose purpose 
Tea Market No case documents I) Tetley Tea ( 1990) 1) PG Tips (1990) 
Total = 2 cases 
Coffee Market No documents I) Red Mountain ( 1988) I) Gold Blend (1996). 
Total = 2 cases 
Petfood I) Felix ( 1996); 2) 1) Choosy (1990). No documents 
Market Winalot Prime (1988). 
Total = 3 cases 
Washing 1) Radion Automatic No documents 1) Daz lP A Paper 
Powder market (1990). (1994). 
Total = 2 cases 
Retail Market 1) Marks & Spencer I) Saleway (1996). 1) Iceland ( 1992). 
Total = 5 cases (1994); 2) Oddbins 
( 1988); 3) Pizza Hut 
(1994). 
TOTAL= 14 6 cases (43% low 4 cases (28.5% low 4 cases (28.5% low 
low inv. cases involvement cases) involvement cases) involvement cases) 
Table 8.4: Low Involvement Product Markets v Advertising Purpose 
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8.5.3 Product Market v Brand Success (Tables 8.5/8.6): Does the measure of 
success differ between low and high involvement product markets? 
PRODUCT MARKET 
Tea Coffee Petfood Washing Retail TOTAL= 
MEASURE 2 case 2 case 3 case Powder 5 case 14 low inv. 
OF BRAND documents documems documents 2 case documems cases 
SUCCESS documents 
Awareness l) PG Tips I) Gold I) Choosy I) Daz IPA I) Iceland 13 cases 
37 case 2) Tetley Blend 2) Felix Paper 2) Oddbins (93% low 
documellts Tea 2) Red 3) Winalot 2) Radian 3) Pizza Hut involvement 
Mountain Prime Automatic 4) Safeway cases) 
Spontaneous I) PG Tips No No I) Daz IPA No 2 cases 
awareness Documents Documents Paper Documents (14% low 
9 case involvement 
documems cases) 
Prompted No No I) Felix No No 1 case 
awareness Documents Documents Documents Documents (7%low 
9 case involvement 
documents cases) 
Increased l) PG Tips I) Gold I) Choosy I) Daz IPA I) Iceland 14 cases 
Sales 2) Tetley Blend 2) Felix Paper 2) Marks & (100% low 
25 case Tea (1996) 3) Winalot 2) Radian Spencer involvement 
docunrellls 2) Red Prime Automatic 3) Oddbins cases) 
Mountain 4) Pizza Hut 
( 1988) 5) Safeway 
Increased No I) Red I) Felix I) Radian I) Safeway 5 case 
Market Share Documents Mountain 2) Winalot Automatic (36% low 
9 case (1988) Prime involvement 
documents cases) 
New No No No No No 0 cases 
Enquiries Documents Documents Documents Documents Documents 
6 case 
documems 
New Users No No No I) Daz IPA No I case 
2 case Documents Documents Documents Paper Documents (7% low 
documems involvement 
cases) 
New Account No No No No No 0 cases 
Openings Documents Documents Documents Documents Documents 
9 case 
documents 
Increased No No No No I) Pizza Hut 1 case 
Usage Documents Documents Documents Documents (7%low 
4 case involvement 
documents cases) 
Likeability I) Tetley I) Gold I) Choosy I) Daz IPA I) Marks & 6 cases 
9 case Tea Blend Paper Spencer (43% low 
documellls 2) Red involvement 
Mountain cases 
Improved I) PG Tips I) Gold I) Felix I) Daz IPA I) Iceland 13 cases 
Image 2) Tetley Blend 2) Winalot Paper 2) Marks & (93% low 
32 case Tea 2) Red Prime 2) Radian Spencer involvement 
documents Mountain Automatic 3) Oddbins cases) 
4) Pizza Hut 
5) Safeway 
Table 8.5: Low involvement Product Markets v Brand Success 
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PRODUCT MARKET 
MEASURE OF Financial market TOTAL= 24 
BRAND Total = 24 case documellfs high inv. 
SUCCESS cases 
Awareness All 24 Financial Case Studies 24 cases 
Total = 37 case (100% high 
documellls which involvement 
mellfion increased cases 
aware11ess 
Spontaneous I) Alliance & Leicester (1988); 2) Alliance & Leicester (1992); 7 cases 
awareness 3) Dunfermline Building Society (1994); 4) Mortgage Corporation (29o/ohigh 
Total= 9 (1988); 5) Scottish Amicable (1992); 6) The Co-op Bank (1994); involvement 
documellfs 7) TSB School Leaver Campaign ( 1988) cases) 
Prompted I) Alliance & Leicester ( 1988); 2) Alliance & Leicester ( 1992); 8 cases 
awareness 3) Barclaycard (1996); 4) Equity & Law (1992); 5) Mortgage (33% high 
Total= 9 Corporation ( 1988); 6) Scottish Amicable ( 1992); 7) The Co-op Bank involvement 
documellfs (1994); 8) Visa UK (1994). cases) 
Increased sales I) Bradford & Bingley (1986); 2)Dunfermline Building Society 10 cases 
Total= 25 (1994); 3)Equity & Law (1992); 4) Frizzell Insurance (1996); (42% high 
documellfs 5) Halifax Building Society (1992); 6) Lloyds Bank (1984); involvement 
7) Mortgage Corporation (1988); 8) Prudential (1992); 9) Scottish cases) 
Amicable (1992); 10) The Co-op Bank (1994); 11) TSB Trust 
Company (1988). 
Increased I) Alliance & Leicester (1992); 2) Dunfermline Building Society 4 cases 
market share (1994); 3) Equity & Law (1992); 4) Prudential (1992). (17% high 
Total= 9 involvement 
documents cases) 
New enquiries I) Alliance & Leicester (1988); 2) Alliance & Leicester (1990); 6 cases 
Total= 6 3) Co-op Bank Visa Gold ( 1992); 4) Direct Line Insurance ( 1992); (25o/ohigh 
documellfs 5) Frizzell Insurance ( 1996); 6) Mortgage Corporation ( 1988). involvement 
cases) 
'New users l) National Savings Bank ( 1982). 1 case 
Total= 2 (4% high 
documellfs involvement 
cases) 
New account I) Alliance & Leicester (1988); 2) Bradford & Bingley (1986); 9 cases 
openings 3) Co-op Bank Visa Gold Card (1992); 4) Halifax Building Society (38% high 
Total= 9 ( 1980); 5) Halifax Building Society ( 1992); 6) National Savings Bank involvement 
documents ( 1982); 7) The Co-op Bank ( 1994 ); 8) TSB School Leaver Campaign cases) 
(1988); 9) TSB Youth Recruitment. 
Increased usage I) Barclaycard (1996); 2) Scottish Amicable (1992); 3) Visa UK 3 cases 
Total= 4 (1994). (12.5o/ohigh 
documents involvement 
cases) 
Likeablility 1) Alliance & Leicester (1992); 2) Barclaycard (1996); 3) Bradford & 3 cases 
Total= 9 Bingley (1986). (12.5% high 
documellfs involvement 
cases) 
Improved image I) Alliance & Leicester ( 1988); 2) Alliance & Leicester (1990); 19 cases 
Total= 32 3) Alliance & Leicester (1992); 4) Barclaycard (1996); 5) Bradford & (79% high 
documents Bingley (1986); 6) Co-op Bank Visa Gold Card (1992); 7) Direct involvement 
Line Insurance (1992); 8) Dunfermline Building Society (1994); cases) 
9) Frizzell Insurance ( 1996); 10) Halifax Building Society ( 1992); 
11) Lloyds Bank (1984); 12) Lloyds Bank (1992); 13) Mortgage 
Corporation (1988); 14) Prudential (1992); 15) Scottish Amicable 
(1992); 16) The Co-op Bank (1994); 17) TSB School Leaver 
Campaign (1988); 18) TSB Trust Company (1988); 19) TSB Youth 
Recruitment ( 1994). 
Table 8.6: High Involvement Product Markets v Brand Success 
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Advertising and brand awareness are important success measures in all 6 product 
markets, as shown in Tables 8.5 and 8.6. In addition, many financial cases 
distinguish between success in terms of prompted awareness (29% of cases) and 
spontaneous awareness (33% of cases -Table 8.6), although there is less evidence of 
this in low involvement markets. 
After awareness, improved image is the second most popular success measure in the 
financial market, mentioned in 79% of the financial cases. Increased sales (42% 
cases), new account openings (38% cases) and new enquiries (25% cases) also 
represent important success indicators in the financial market. Increased market 
share, new users, increased usage and likeability are mentioned in terms of success, 
but in less than 20% of the high involvement cases. 
Table 8.5 shows that many low involvement cases similarly measure advertising 
success using increased sales (lOO% cases) and improved brand image (93% cases). 
Increased market share (36% cases) and likeability (43% cases) also represent 
important success indicators for low involvement markets. Like the financial market, 
new users and increased usage are mentioned in less than 20% of low involvement 
cases. 
New account openings and new enquiries are measures of success specific to the 
financial market, and do not apply to the low involvement markets chosen for this 
research. Similarly, measures such as likeability and increased market share are more 
frequently employed for low involvement campaigns. However, many high 
involvement and low involvement cases use increased awareness, increased sales and 
improved brand image as evidence of success. Therefore, it can be concluded that 
there are a few key success measures which are frequently used in both high and low 
involvement markets, and others which are specific to the product market or more 
appropriate in low involvement purchase situations compared with high involvement 
purchase situations, and vice versa. 
8.5.4 Advertising Approach v Advertising Purpose (Table 8.7): What is the 
relationship between advertising approach and advertising purpose? 
Table 8.7 illustrates the relationship between those cases adopting a particular 
advertising approach and those cases adopting a particular advertising purpose. As 
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previously explained in chapter 7, case documents representing advertising over the 
longer term have been coded as convention, reflecting a consistent-theme approach 
developed over years of advertising. 
ADVERTISING APPROACH 
Disruption Refreshment Convention 
Total= 14 case documellts Total= 16 case documents Total= 8 case 
ADVERTISING which take this approach whiclz take this approach documellts which take 
PURPOSE this approach 
New brands/ I) Direct Line Insurance I) Co-op Bank Visa Gold No case documents 
advertisers ( 1992); 2) E&P Loans Card ( 1992); 2) Equity & 
(1988); 3) Felix (1996); Law ( 1992); 3) Frizzell 
4) Marks & Spencer ( 1994); Insurance (1996 ); 
5) Mortgage Corporation 4) Halifax Building 
(1988); 6) Oddbins (1988); Society (1980); 5) Pizza 
7) Radion Automatic (1990); Hut (1994) 
8) Winalot Prime ( 1988) 
TOTAL= 13 new 8 cases (62% new brands/ 5 cases (38% of new 0 cases (Oo/o new 
brand/advertiser advertisers taking a brand/advertisers taking a brand/advertisers 
cases disruptive approach) refreshment approach) taking a convention 
approach) 
New campaigns I) Choosy (1990); I) Alliance & Leicester No case documents 
from previously 2) Safeway (1996); 3) ( 1988); 2) Alliance & 
advertised Scottish Amicable (1992); Leicester ( 1990); 
brands 4) Tetley Tea ( 1990); 5) The 3) Bradford & Bingley 
Co-op Bank (1994 ); 6) TSB (1986); 4) Dunfermline 
School Leaver Campaign Building Society ( 1994); 
(1988) 5) Halifax Building 
Society ( 1992); 6) Lloyds 
Bank ( 1984); 7) National 
Savings Bank ( 1982); 
8) Red Mountain ( 1988); 
9) TSB Trust Company 
(1988); 10) TSB Youth 
Recruitment (1994 ); 
11) Visa UK (1994). 
TOTAL= 17 6 cases (35% new 11 cases (65% new 0 cases (Oo/o new 
cases of new campaigns from previously campaigns from campaigns from 
campaigns from advertised brands taking a previously advertised previously advertised 
previously disruptive approach) brands taking a brands taking a 
advertised brands refreshment approach) convention approach) 
Advertising over No documents No documents I) Alliance & Leicester 
the longer term (1992); 2) Barclaycard 
(1996); 3) Daz IPA 
Paper (1994); 4) Gold 
Blend (1996); 5) 
Iceland (1992); 6) 
Lloyds Bank ( 1992); 
7) PG Tips (1990) 
8) Prudential ( 1992) 
TOTAL= 8 0 cases 0 cases 8 cases (1 00% longer 
cases of longer term advertising cases 
term advertisinf! taking this approach) 
Table 8.7: Advertising Approach v Advertising Purpose 
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New brands/advertisers exhibit a tendency towards a disruptive advertising approach 
(62% new brand/advertiser cases), although there is evidence that some of the new 
brands have been launched within the boundaries of convention, and have taken a 
refreshment approach (38% new brand/advertiser cases). There is a tendency 
towards a refreshment approach for previously advertised brands which are launching 
new campaigns (65% cases). However, some re-advertised brands have taken a 
disruptive approach (35% ). 
Therefore, it can be seen that the advertising approach is strongly linked to the 
purpose of the advertising. Cases reflecting a longer term advertising purpose also 
take a conventional advertising approach. Previously advertised brands which are 
launching new campaigns are most likely to adopt a refreshment approach, and new 
brands or brands which have not been previously advertised are most likely to adopt 
a disruptive approach. 
8.5.5 Advertising Approach v Year of Entry (Table 8.8): Has the tendency to 
adopt a particular advertising approach changed over the years? 
The time period under analysis here is 1980-1996. This represents the time period in 
which the Adworks awards have been operational. The selected cases and their year 
of entry are shown in Table 8.8. Unfortunately, only 4 of the selected cases were 
entered in the time period between 1980 and 1988, and all 4 cases also represent a 
refreshment approach. The majority of case documents (89%) are dated 1988-1996. 
These later cases tend to be more detailed and better written compared with the early 
adworks winners and therefore more comparable with each other regarding the case 
argument and presentation. 
Between 1988 and 1996- in particular 1994- a consistent stream of cases adopt a 
refreshment approach. From 1990 onwards, there appears to be strong evidence of 
cases adopting consistent, conventional approaches, although prior to 1990 there are 
no cases representing this approach (Table 8.8). This pattern reflects the introduction 
of the 'longer and broader' category in 1988, and the opportunity for IPA entries to 
illustrate advertising effectiveness through long-term competitiveness, resilience and 
brand leverage. 
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There are no 'disruption' cases pre-1988. This partially reflects the lack of pre-1988 
cases analysed, and partially the evolving views of the IPA regarding 'what 
constitutes advertising effectiveness'. Similarly to the introduction of the 'longer and 
broader' category in 1988, and the recognition that advertising can be effective by 
adding value over the longer term rather than just increasing sales over the short-
term, there has also been gradual recognition by the IPA that advertising can be 
effective via breaking 'new' ground and overturning convention. In fact, the judging 
criteria in more recent IPA awards (1990 onwards) required judges to look 
favourably upon papers which add something 'new' or 'original' to our knowledge. 
Table 8.8 shows that a number of selected cases in 1988 (62%) adopt an 
unconventional approach in some way, with a steady stream of cases adopting this 
approach in years thereafter. 
ADVERTISING APPROACH 
Disruption Refreshment Convention 
YEAR OF Tow/ = 14 case documents Total = 16 case documems Total = 8 case documellts 
ENTRY takin!i this approach wkin~ this approach taking this approach 
1980 No documents I) Halifax Building Society No documents 
I document 
1982 No documents I) National Savings Bank No documents 
I docume/11 
1984 No documents I) Lloyds Bank No documents 
I docume/11 
1986 No documents I) Bradford & Bingley No documents 
I document 
1988 I) E&P Loans; I) Alliance & Leicester: No documents 
8 documems 2) Mortgage Corporation: 2) Red Mountain: 3) TSB 
3) Oddbins: 4) TSB School Trust Company 
Leaver Campaign: 
5) Winalot Prime 
1990 I) Choosy: 2) Radion I) Alliance & Leicester I) PG Tips 
5 documents Automatic: 3) Tetley Tea 
1992 I) Direct Line Insurance I) Co-op Bank Visa Gold I) Alliance & Leicester 
9 documellts 2) Scottish Amicable Card; 2) Equity & Law: 2) Iceland: 3) Lloyds Bank: 
3) Halifax Building Society 4) Prudential 
1994 I) Marks & Spencer: I) Dunfermline Building I) Daz IPA Paper 
7 documents 2) The Co-op Bank Society: 2) Pizza Hut: 
3) TSB Youth Recruitment: 
4) Visa UK 
1996 I) Felix: 2) Safeway I) Frizzell Insurance I) Barclaycard: 
5 documents 2) Gold Blend 
Table 8.8: Advertising Approach v Year of Entry 
In general therefore, the results suggest that a wider range of approaches have been 
adopted over time. These include a disruptive approach by some brands, compared 
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with consistent, theme advertising by other brands to distinguish themselves from the 
competition. 
It must be stressed that these generalisations are derived from a relatively small 
sample of selected case studies that have been manually coded into the 'advertising 
approach' categories. They also reflect evolving IPA award criteria of what 
determines advertising effectiveness. However, the small sample size has enabled 
each case to be assessed in a comprehensive manner - and as such has helped the 
advertising approach coding process. 
8.5.6 Advertising Approach v Brand Success (Table 8.9): Does the advertising 
approach affect the measure of success used? 
Awareness is a popular measure of brand success used by all refreshment and 
convention cases and by 93% of disruption cases. It is not affected by advertising 
approach. Table 8.9 indicates that cases adopting a disruption or a convention 
approach are more likely to further distinguish between spontaneous or prompted 
awareness, compared with cases adopting a refreshment approach. Improved image 
and increased sales are further success measures frequently used by cases 
representing all advertising approaches. All convention cases, 86% of disruption 
cases and 75% of refreshment cases mention improved image in relation to brand 
success. However, a greater proportion of disruptive cases refer to increased sales as 
a measure of brand success (79%), compared with convention cases (62% mention 
sales) and refreshment cases (50% mention sales). 
In addition to increased awareness, increased sales and improved brand image, 
increased market share is mentioned in relation to brand success in nearly 30% of 
disruption cases, 25% convention cases and 19% refreshment cases. New account 
openings (reflecting the number of financial cases taking a refreshment approach) are 
referred to in 44% refreshment cases, compared with only 14% disruption cases and 
no conventional cases. Similarly, new enquiries are mentioned in 25% refreshment 
cases compared with 14% disruption cases and no conventional cases. 'Likeability' 
is a popular success measure in 50% of convention cases, compared to only 21% 
disruption cases and 13% refreshment cases. The advertising must be liked if it is to 
be developed into a long term consistent theme. Advertising likeability has been 
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referred to as the most important influence on advertising effectiveness (Biel, 1990), 
and therefore an important ingredient for long-term success. 
ADVERTISING APPROACH 
Disruption Refreshment Convention 
MEASURE Total= 14 case Total = 16 case documents Total= 8 case 
OF BRAND documems taking this taking this approach documents taking this 
SUCCESS approach approach 
Awareness I) Choosy (1990); 2) I) Alliance & Leicester ( 1988); I) Alliance & Leicester 
Direct Line Insurance 2) Alliance & Leicester ( 1990); ( 1992); 2) Barclaycard 
(1992); 3) E&P Loans 3) Bradford & Bingley (1986); 4) ( 1996); 3) Daz IPA 
(1988); 4) Felix (1996); Co-op Bank Visa Gold Card Paper ( 1994); 4) Gold 
5) Mortgage (1992); 5) Dunfermline Building Blend ( 1996); 5) 
Corporation ( 1988); 6) Society (1994); 6) Equity & Law Iceland ( 1992); 6) 
Oddbins (1988); 7) (1992); 7) Frizzell Insurance Lloyds Bank ( 1992); 7) 
Radion Automatic (1996); 8) Halifax Building PG Tips ( 1990); 
( 1990); 8) Safeway Society ( 1980); 9) Halifax 8) Prudential ( 1992). 
( 1996); 9) Scottish Building Society ( 1992); I 0) 
Amicable (1992); 10) Lloyds Bank (1984); 11) 
Tetley Tea ( 1990); 11) National Savings Bank (1982); 
The Co-op Bank 12) Pizza Hut (1994); 13) Red 
(1994); 12) TSB School Mountain (1988); 14) TSB Trust 
Leaver Campaign Company 1988; 15) TSB Youth 
(1988); 13) Winalot Recruitment (1994); 16) Visa UK 
Prime (1988) (1994). 
TOTAL =37 13 cases (93% cases 16 cases (100% cases taking a 8 cases (100% cases 
case documents taking a disruption refreshment approach use taking a convemion 
use awareness approach use awareness as a measure of approach use 
as a measure of awareness as a brand success) awareness as a 
brand success measure of brand measure of brand 
success) success) 
Spontaneous I) Mortgage 1) Alliance & Leicester (1988); 1) Alliance & Leicester 
Awareness Corporation ( 1988); 2) 2) Dunfermline Building Society (1992); 2) Daz IPA 
Scottish Amicable (1994). Paper ( 1994); 
( 1992); 3 )The Co-op 3) PG Tips (1990). 
Bank (1994); 4) TSB 
School Leaver 
Campail/,n ( 1988). 
TOTAL=9 4 cases (29% 2 cases ( 12.5% refreshment 3 cases (37.5% 
case documents disruption cases) cases) convention cases) 
Prompted 1) Felix (1996); 2) I) Alliance & Leicester (1988); 1) Alliance & Leicester 
Awareness Mortgage Corporation 2) Equity & Law (1992); 3) Visa ( 1992); 2) Barclaycard 
(1988); 3) Scottish UK (1994). (1996). 
Amicable ( 1992); 
4) The Co-op Bank 
(1994). 
TOTAL=9 4 cases (29% 3 cases (19% refreshment cases) 2 cases (25% 
case documents disruption cases) convention cases) 
Table 8.9: Advertising Approach v Brand Success 
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Increased I) Choosy (1990); 2) I) Bradford & Bingley (1986); 2) I) Daz IPA Paper 
Sales Felix ( 1996); 3) Marks Dunfermline Building Society (1994); 2) Gold Blend 
& Spencer (1994); 4) (1994); 3) Equity & Law ( 1992); ( 1996); 3) Iceland 
Mortgage Corporation 4) Frizzell Insurance (1996); (1992); 4) PG Tips 
(1988); 5) Oddbins 5) Halifax Building Society (1990); 5) Prudential 
( 1988); 6) Radion (1992); 6) Lloyds Bank (1984); (1990). 
Automatic ( 1990); 7) Pizza Hut (1994); 8) Red 
7) Safeway (1996); Mountain (I 988); TSB Trust 
8) Scottish Amicable Company ( 1988). 
( 1992); 9) Tetley Tea 
(1990); 10) The Co-op 
Bank (1994); 11) 
Winalot Prime (1988). 
TOTAL =25 11 cases (79% 8 cases (50% refreshment cases) 5 cases (63% 
case documents disruotion cases) convention cases) 
Increased I) Felix ( 1996); 2) I) Dunfermline Building Society 1) Alliance & Leicester 
Market Share Radion Automatic (1994); 2) Equity & Law (1992); ( 1992); 2) Prudential 
(1990); 3) Safeway 3) Red Mountain (1988). ( 1992). 
(1996); 4) Winalot 
Prime (1988). 
TOTAL=9 4 cases (29% 3 cases ( 19% refreshment cases) 2 cases (25% 
case documents disruotion cases) convention cases) 
New Enquiries I) Direct Line Insurance 1) Alliance & Leicester (1988); No Documents. 
( 1992); 2) Mortgage 2) Alliance & Leicester ( 1990); 
Corporation (1988). 3) Co-op Bank Visa Gold Card 
( 1992); 4) Frizzell Insurance 
(1996). 
TOTAL=6 2 case documellts ( 14% 4 case documents (25% 0 case documents 
case documents disruotion cases) refreshment cases) 
New Users No Documents I) National Savings Bank ( 1982). I) Daz IPA Paper 
(1994). 
TOTAL =2 0 cases 1 case (6% refreshment cases) 1 case (12.5% 
case documents convention cases) 
New Account 1) The Co-op Bank 1) Alliance & Leicester (1988); No Documents. 
Openings (1994); 2) TSB School 2) Bradford & Bingley ( 1986); 3) 
Leaver Campaign Co-op Bank Visa Gold Card 
( 1988). (1992); 4) Halifax Building 
Society (1980); 5) Halifax 
Building Society ( 1992); 6) 
National Savings Bank (1982); 7) 
TSB Youth Recruitment (1994). 
TOTAL=9 2 cases (14% 7 cases (44% refreshment cases) 0 cases. 
case documents disruotion cases) 
Increased I) Scottish Amicable 1) Pizza Hut (1994); 2) Visa UK 1) Barclaycard ( 1996). 
Usa2e (1992). (1994). 
TOTAL=4 1 case (7% disruption 2 cases (12.5% refreshment 1 case (12.5% 
case documents cases) cases) convention cases) 
Likeability I) Choosy ( 1990); 1) Bradford & Bingley (1986); I) Alliance & Leicester 
2) Marks & Spencer 2) Red Mountain (1988). (1992); 2) Barclaycard 
( 1994); 3) Tetley Tea (1996); 3) Daz IPA 
(I 990). Paper ( 1994 ); 4) Gold 
Blend (1996). 
TOTAL =9 3 case documents (21% 2 case documents (12.5% 4 case documents 
case documents disruption cases) refreshment cases) (50% convention 
cases) 
Table 8.9: Advertising Approach v Brand Success (contd) 
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Improved 1) Direct Line Insurance 1) Alliance & Leicester (1988); I) Alliance & Leicester 
Image (1992); 2) Felix (1996); 2) Alliance & Leicester (1990); ( 1992); 2) Barclaycard 
3) Marks & Spencer 3) Bradford & Bingley (1986); (1996); 3) Daz IPA 
(1994); 4) Mortgage 4) Co-op Bank Visa Gold Card Paper (1994); 
Corporation (1988); ( 1992); 5) Dunfermline Building 4) Gold Blend ( 1996); 
5) Oddbins ( 1988); Society (1994); 6) Frizzell 5) Iceland ( 1992); 
6) Radion Automatic Insurance (1996); 7) Halifax 6) Lloyds Bank ( 1992); 
( 1990); 7) Safeway Building Society (1992); 7) PG Tips (1990); 
(1996); 8) Scottish 8) Lloyds Bank (1984); 9) Pizza 8) Prudential ( 1992). 
Amicable ( 1992); Hut (1994); 10) Red Mountain 
9) Tetley Tea ( 1990); ( 1988); 11) TSB Trust Company 
10) The Co-op Bank (1988); 12) TSB Youth 
(1994 ); 11) TSB School Recruitment (1994). 
Leaver Campaign 
(1988); 12) Winalot 
Prime ( 1988). 
TOTAL =32 12 cases (86% 12 cases (75% refreshmefll 8 cases (100% 
case documeflls disruptiofl cases) cases) cof!Vefltiofl cases) 
Table 8.9: Advertising Approach v Brand Success (contd) 
In summary, the most frequently applied success measures for a disruption approach 
are increased awareness, increased sales, improved brand image and increased 
market share. Increased awareness, new account openings, improved image and 
increased sales are most notable for cases taking a refreshment approach. 
Awareness, sales, image and also advertising likeability are notable measures for 
cases taking a convention approach. The success measures increased awareness, 
increased sales and improved brand image do not, therefore, appear to be highly 
dependent on advertising approach. However, additional measures do seem to vary 
by advertising approach; in particular, likeability and new account openings. New 
users and increased usage are mentioned in less than 20% cases adopting each 
approach. 
8.5.7 Advertising Approach v Advertising Media (Table 8.10): Does 
advertising approach influence the media used? 
All case studies adopting a conventional advertising approach use television as an 
advenising medium (Table 8.10). This compares with 87.5% of refreshment case 
studies and 71% of disruptive case studies that employ television advertising. These 
results indicate a greater likelihood of using television, the more conventional the 
advertising approach. Similarly, the use of radio as a medium is also employed in a 
greater number of conventional case studies (37%) compared with refreshment case 
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studies (25%) and disruptive case studies (14%), indicating a greater likelihood of 
using radio, the more conventional the advertising approach. 
ADVERTISING APPROACH 
ADVERTISING Disruption Refreshment Convention 
MEDIA Total = 14 documellls Total= 16 documents Total = 8 documents 
Television 1) Direct Line 1) Alliance & Leicester ( 1988); 1) Alliance & 
Insurance (1992); 2) Alliance & Leicester (1990); Leicester (1988); 
2) Felix ( 1996); 3) 3) Bradford & Bingley ( 1986); 2) Barclaycard (1996); 
Mortgage Corporation 4) Dunfermline Building Society 3) Daz lP A Paper 
(1988); 4) Radian (1994); 5) Equity & Law ( 1992); (1994); 4) Gold Blend 
Automatic ( 1990); 6) Frizzelllnsurance (1996); (1996); 
5) Safeway ( 1996); 7) Halifax Building Society 5) Iceland (1992); 
6) Scottish Amicable (1980); 8) Halifax Building 6) Lloyds Bank 
( 1992); 7) Tetley Tea Society (1992); 9) Lloyds Bank (1992); 7) PG Tips 
(1990); 8) The Co-op (1984); 10) Pizza Hut (1994); ( 1990); 8) Prudential 
Bank (1994 ); 9) TSB 11) Red Mountain ( 1988); 12) (1992). 
School Leaver TSB Trust Company (1988); 13) 
Campaign (1988); 10) TSB Youth Recruitment (1994); 
Winalot Prime (1988). 14) Visa UK (1994). 
TOTAL= 32 case 10 case documents 14 case documents (87.5% 8 case documents 
documents use (71% disruption cases) refreshment cases) ( /00% convention 
television cases) 
Radio 1) Radian Automatic 1) Frizzell Insurance (1996); 1) Iceland (1992); 2) 
( 1990); 2) TSB School 2) Pizza Hut ( 1994); 3) Red PG Tips (1990); 
Leaver Campaign Mountain (1988); 4) TSB Youth 3) Prudential (1992). 
( 1988) Recruitment ( 1994). 
TOTAL= 9 case 2 case documents 4 case documents (25% 3 case documellts 
documents (14% disruption cases) refreshment cases) (37.5% convention 
cases) 
Press 1) Direct Line I) Alliance & Leicester ( 1988); 1) Gold Blend (1996); 
Insurance (1992); 2) Alliance & Leicester ( 1990); 2) Iceland ( 1992). 
2) Felix ( 1996); 3) Bradford & Bingley ( 1986); 
3) Marks & Spencer 4) Co-op Bank Visa Gold Card 
( 1994); 4) Mortgage (1992); 5) Equity & Law (1992); 
Corporation ( 1988); 6) Frizzell Insurance ( 1996); 
5) The Co-op Bank 7) Halifax Building Society 
(1994); 6) TSB School (1980); 8) Lloyds Bank (1984); 
Leaver Campaign 9) National Savings Bank 
( 1988) (1982); 10) Pizza Hut (1994); 
11) Red Mountain (1988); 12) 
TSB Youth Recruitment ( 1994 ). 
TOTAL= 20 case 6 case documents 12 case do£uments (75% 2 case documents 
documents ( 43% disruption cases) refreshment cases) (25% convention 
cases) 
Magazines 1) Marks & Spencer 1) National Savings Bank No Documents 
(1994); 2) Mortgage ( 1982); 2)TSB Youth 
Corporation ( 1988); Recruitment ( 1994). 
3) The Co-op Bank 
(1994); 4) TSB School 
Leaver Campaign 
(1988). 
TOTAL= 6 case 4 case documents 2 case documents (12.5% No documents 
documents (29% disruption cases) refreshment cases) 
Table 8.10: Advertising Approach v Advertising Media 
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Posters 1) Choosy (1990); 1) Dunfermline Building Society 1) Prudential (I 992). 
2) Radion Automatic (1994); 2) Pizza Hut (1994); 
( 1990). 3) Red Mountain (1988); 4) TSB 
Youth Recruitment (1994 ); 
5) Visa UK ( 1994). 
TOTAL= 8 case 2 case documents 5 case documellls (31% 1 case document 
documents ( 14% disruption cases) refreshment cases) (12.5% convention 
cases) 
Cinema 1) The Co-op Bank 1) Red Mountain (I 988); 2) TSB No Documents 
( 1994); 2) TSB School Youth Recruitment (1994). 
Leaver Campaign 
(1988) 
TOTAL= 4 case 2 case documents 2 case documents (12.5% No documents 
documents (14% disruption cases) refreshment cases) 
Table 8.10: Advertising Approach v Advertising Media (contd) 
In contrast, cases adopting a refreshment approach demonstrate a greater tendency 
towards the use of the press (75% cases) compared with cases adopting a disruptive 
approach (43% cases) and cases adopting a convention approach (25% cases), 
although it must be noted that male/female press may actually refer to magazines. 
Cases which mention magazines as part of the media strategy are more likely to be 
disruptive, with 67% of all cases which used magazines adopting this approach. No 
cases adopting a conventional approach employed magazines and only 12.5% 
refreshment cases chose this form of media. These results suggest that the more 
disruptive the advertising, the more likely that the choice of media will include 
magazines. 
Table 8.10 also shows that cases utilising a refreshment approach are more likely to 
employ posters compared with those utilising a disruptive approach or a conventional 
approach. A total of 62.5% of all campaigns using posters adopted a refreshment 
approach, compared with 25% following disruptive campaigns and 12.5% utilising 
conventional campaigns. Finally, the few cases using cinema as the medium either 
follow a refreshment approach or adopt a disruption approach, i.e. cases containing 
new news. In summary, it would appear that the type of advertising approach does 
have some influence on the medium or combination of media used. 
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8.5.8 Advertising Approach v Winner or Not (Table 8.11): Do winning 
campaigns more frequently adopt a particular advertising approach? 
Overall, 86% of disruption case studies are IPA winners. Disruptive advertising was 
involved in nearly half of the 25 IPA winning campaigns (Table 8.11) compared with 
a third that adopted a refreshment approach (36% of winning campaigns) and a sixth 
that adopted a convention approach (16% of winning campaigns). There appears to 
be an even split between the number of convention cases which are IPA winners and 
those which are not. Similarly, there is only a slightly greater chance (56%) of a 
refreshment case being a winner than not a winner. Therefore, the results strongly 
indicate that cases adopting a disruption approach are more likely to be an IPA 
wmner. 
ADVERTISING APPROACH 
WINNER Disruption Refreshment Convention 
OR NOT Toral = 14 case documents Total = 16 case documellls Total = 8 case 
documellls 
IPA Winner I) Choosy ( 1990); I) Alliance & Leicester I) Alliance & 
2) Direct Line Insurance ( 1988); 2) Alliance & Leicester ( 1992); 
( 1992); 3) E&P Loans Leicester ( 1990); 3) 2) Barclaycard 
( 1988); 4) Felix ( 1996); Bradford & Bingley (1986); (1996); 3) Gold Blend 
5) Mortgage Corporation 4) Frizzell Insurance (1996); 4) PG Tips 
(1988); 6) Oddbins (1988); (1996); 5) Halifax Building (1990). 
7) Radian Automatic ( 1990); Society (1980); 6) Lloyds 
8) Safeway (1996); Bank (1984); 7) National 
9) Scottish Amicable ( 1992); Savings Bank ( 1982); 
10) The Co-op Bank (1994); 8) Red Mountain ( 1988); 
11) TSB School Leaver 9) TSB Trust Company 
Campaign ( 1988); ( 1988). 
12) Winalot Prime ( 1988). 
TOTAL =25 12 case documents (86% 9 case documents (56% 4 case documents 
winners disruption cases) refreshment cases) (50% convention 
cases) 
Not a winner I) Marks & Spencer ( 1994 ); I) Co-op Bank Visa Gold I) Daz IPA Paper 
2) Tetley Tea ( 1990). Card (1992); (1994); 2) Iceland 
2) Dunfermline Building (1992); 3) Lloyds 
Society (1994); 3) Equity & Bank (1992); 
Law ( 1992); 4) Halifax 4) Prudential (1992). 
Building Society (1992); 
5) Pizza Hut (1994); 
6) TSB Youth Recruitment 
(1994); 7) Visa UK (1994). 
TOTAL= 13 2 case documents ( 14% 7 case documents (44% 4 case documellts 
non· winners disruption cases) refreshment cases) (50% convention 
cases) 
Table 8.11: Advertising Approach v Winner or Not 
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8.5.9 Advertising Purpose v Brand Success (Table 8.12): Does the purpose of 
the advertising affect the measure of success used? 
ADVERTISING PURPOSE 
New brands or New campaigns for Advertising over the 
Advertisers previously advertised brands longer term 
MEASURE Total = 13 case Total= 17 case documents Total = 8 case documents 
OF BRAND documents with this with this purpose with this purpose 
SUCCESS purpose 
Awareness I) Co-op Bank Visa I) Alliance & Leicester ( 1988); I) Alliance & Leicester 
Gold Card ( 1992); 2) 2) Alliance & Leicester (1990); ( 1992); 2) Barclaycard 
Direct Line Insurance 3) Bradford & Bingley (1986); (1996); 3) Daz IPA Paper 
( 1992); 3) E&P Loans 4) Choosy ( 1990); 5) (1994); 4) Gold Blend 
(1988); 4) Equity & Dunfermline Building Society (1996); 5) Iceland (1992); 
Law (1992); 5) Felix (1994); 6) Halifax Building 6) Lloyds Bank ( 1992); 7) 
(1996); 6) Frizzell Society (1992); 7) Lloyds Bank PG Tips (1990); 8) 
Insurance (1996); 7) (1984); 8) National Savings Prudential (1992). 
Halifax Building Bank ( 1982); 9) Red Mountain 
Society (1980); 8) (1988); 10) Safeway (1996); 
Mortgage Corporation 11) Scottish Amicable (1992); 
( 1988); 9) Odd bins 12) Tetley Tea (1990); 13) The 
(1988); 10) Pizza Hut Co-op Bank (1994); 14) TSB 
(1994); 11) Radian School Leaver Campaign 
Automatic (1990); 12) ( 1988); IS) TSB Trust 
Winalot Prime ( 1988). Company (1988); 16) TSB 
Youth Recruitment (1994 ); 17) 
Visa UK (1994). 
TOTAL =37 12 cases (92% new 17 cases (100% new 8 cases (100% longer 
documents brands/advertisers use campaigns for previously term advertising 
awareness as a advertised brands use campaigns use awareness 
measure of brand awareness as a measure of as a measure of brand 
success) brand success) success) 
Spontaneous I) Mortgage I) Alliance & Leicester ( 1988); I) Alliance & Leicester 
Awareness Corporation (1988) 2) Dunfermline Building (1992); 2) Daz IPA Paper 
Society (1994); 3) Scottish (1994); 3) PG Tips 
Amicable (1992); 4) The Co-op ( 1990). 
Bank ( 1994 ); 5) TSB School 
Leaver Campaign (1988). 
TOTAL =9 1 case (8% new brand 5 cases (29% new campaigns 3 cases (37.5% cases of 
documents /advertiser cases) for previously advertised advertising over the 
brands) longer term) 
Prompted I) Equity & Law I) Alliance & Leicester (1988); I) Alliance & Leicester 
Awareness (1992); 2) Felix 2) Scottish Amicable ( 1992); 3) ( 1992); 2) Barclaycard 
(1996); 3) Mortgage The Co-op Bank (1994); 4) ( 1996). 
Corporation ( 1988). Visa UK (1994). 
TOTAL =9 3 cases (23% new 4 cases (23.5% new 2 cases (25% cases of 
documents brand/advertiser cases) campaigns for previously advertising over the 
advertised brands) longer term) 
Table 8.12: Advertising Purpose v Brand Success 
Awareness is clearly an important success measure whatever the advertising purpose 
(Table 8.12), with 92% new brands/advertisers, 100% new campaigns for previously 
advertised brands and 100% conventional campaigns employing this as a measure of 
success. In addition, 37.5% cases adopting a convention approach more specifically 
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mention spontaneous awareness with regard to brand success, compared with 29% 
new campaigns for previously advertised brands and 8% new brand/advertiser cases. 
Increased I) Equity & Law I) Bradford & Bingley (1986); I) Daz lP A Paper 
Sales ( 1992); 2) Felix 2) Choosy (1990); (1994); 2) Gold Blend 
(1996); 3) Frizzell 3) Dunfermline Building (1996); 3) Iceland 
Insurance (1996); Society ( 1994); 4) Halifax (1992); 4) PG Tips 
4) Marks & Spencer Building Society (1992); (1990); 5) Prudential 
( 1994); 5) Mortgage 5) Lloyds Bank (1984); 6) Red (1992). 
Corporation; Mountain ( 1988); 7) Sa few ay 
6) Oddbins ( 1988); (1996); 8) Scottish Amicable 
7) Pizza Hut ( 1994 ); (1992); 9) Tetley Tea ( 1990); 
8) Radion Automatic; 10) The Co-op Bank ( 1994); 
9) Winalot Prime 11) TSB Trust Company ( 1988). 
(1988). 
TOTAL =25 9 cases (69% new 11 cases (65% 11ew campaigns 5 cases (62.5% cases of 
documents brand/advertiser cases) for previously advertised advertising over the 
brands) lo111:er term) 
Increased I) Equity & Law I) Dunfermline Building I) Alliance & Leicester 
Market (1992); 2) Felix Society (1994); 2) Red ( 1992); 2) Prudential 
Share ( 1996); 3) Radion Mountain (1988); 3) Safeway (1992). 
Automatic (1990); 4) (1996). 
Winalot Prime ( 1988). 
TOTAL=9 4 cases (31% new 3 cases (18% new campaigns 2 cases (25% cases of 
documents brands/advertisers for previously advertised advertising over the 
cases) brands) /on~:er term) 
New I) Co-op Bank Visa I) Alliance & Leicester ( 1988); No Documents. 
Enquiries Gold Card ( 1992); 2) Alliance & Leicester ( 1990). 
2) Direct Line 
Insurance (1992); 
3) Frizzell Insurance 
(1996); 4) Mortgage 
Corporation ( 1988). 
TOTAL =6 4 cases (31% new 2 cases (12% new campaigns 0 cases 
documents brands/advertiser for previously advertised 
cases) brands) 
New Users No Documents I) National Savings Bank I) Daz lP A Paper (1994) 
(1982). 
TOTAL=2 0 cases 1 case (6% new campaigiiS for 1 case (12.5% cases of 
case previously advertised brands) advertising over the 
documents longer term) 
New Account 1) Co-op Bank Visa I) Alliance & Leicester (1988); No Documents. 
Openings Gold Card (1992); 2) 2) Bradford & Bingley (1986); 
Halifax Building 3) Halifax Building Society 
Society ( 1980). (1992); 4) National Savings 
Bank ( 1982); 5) The Co-op 
Bank (1994); 6) TSB School 
Leaver Campaign ( 1988); 7) 
TSB Youth Recruitment ( 1994). 
TOTAL =9 2 cases (15% new 7 cases (41% new campaigns 0 cases 
case brand/advertiser cases) for previously advertised 
documents brands) 
Increased I) Pizza Hut ( 1994 ). I) Scottish Amicable (1992); I) Barclaycard (1996). 
Usage 2) Visa UK ( 1994). 
TOTAL =4 1 case (8% new brand/ 2 cases (12% new campaigns 1 case (12.5% cases of 
case advertiser cases) for previously advertised advertising over the 
documents brands) /on~:er term) 
Table 8.12: Advertising Purpose v Brand Success (contd) 
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Likeability I) Marks & Spencer I) Bradford & Bingley ( 1986); I) Alliance & Leicester 
(1994). 2) Choosy (1990); 3) Red ( 1992); 2) Barclaycard 
Mountain ( 1988); 4) Tetley Tea (1996); 3) Daz IPA 
( 1990). Paper ( 1994); 4) Gold 
Blend ( 1996). 
TOTAL=9 1 case (8% new brand/ 4 cases (24% new campaigns 4 cases (50% cases of 
documents advertiser cases) for previously advertised advertising over the 
brands) longer term) 
Improved I) Co-op Bank Visa I) Alliance & Leicester (1988); I) Alliance & Leicester 
Image Gold Card ( 1992); 2) 2) Alliance & Leicester ( 1990); (1992); 2) Barclaycard 
Direct Line Insurance 3) Bradford & Bingley (1986); (1996); 3) Daz IPA 
(1992); 3) Felix 4) Dunfermline Building Paper (1994); 4) Gold 
( 1996); 4) Frizzell Society (1994); 5) Halifax Blend ( 1996); 5) Iceland 
Insurance (1996); Building Society ( 1992); 6) (1992); 6) Lloyds Bank 
5) Marks & Spencer Lloyds Bank ( 1984 ); 7) Red ( 1992); 7) PG Tips 
(1994); 6) Mortgage Mountain (1988); 8) Safeway (1990); 8) Prudential 
Corporation (1988); ( 1996); 9) Scottish Amicable (1992). 
7) Oddbins ( 1988); (1992); 10) Tetley Tea (1990); 
8) Pizza Hut ( 1994); 11) The Co-op Bank (1994); 12) 
9) Radian Automatic TSB School Leaver Campaign; 
( 1990); 10) Winalot 13) TSB Trust Company 
Prime ( 1988). (1988); 14)TSB Youth 
Recruitment ( 1994). 
TOTAL =32 10 cases (77% new 14 cases (82% new campaigns 8 cases (100% cases of 
documents brand/ advertiser for previously advertised advertising over the 
cases) brands) longer term) 
Table 8.12: Advertising Purpose v Brand Success (contd) 
Prompted awareness is mentioned by approximately equal proportions (23-25%) of 
cases representing the three different purposes of advertising. Improved brand image 
and increased sales are also mentioned in many case studies across all 3 advertising 
purposes. Improved brand image is mentioned in 100% of cases representing 
advertising over the longer term, 82% of cases representing new campaigns for 
previously advertised brands and 77% of cases representing new brands/advertisers. 
Increased sales is mentioned in 62.5% of cases representing advertising over the 
longer term, 65% new campaigns for previously advertised brands and 69% new 
brands/advertisers. Therefore, improved brand image appears to vary by advertising 
purpose more significantly than increased sales. 
Likeability is mentioned in relation to success in 50% of cases illustrating advertising 
over the longer term, compared with 24% of new campaigns for previously 
advertised brands and 8% of new brand advertiser campaigns. Therefore, likeability 
appears to be a more popular success measure for conventional campaigns, both long 
term and updated campaigns for previously advertised brands, rather than cases 
representing new brands/advertisers. 
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Market share appears to be a relatively more popular success measure for new brands 
advertisers (31%) compared with updated campaigns ( 18%) and longer term 
campaigns (25% ). Fewer than 20% of cases representing new brands/advertisers, 
new campaigns for previously advertised brands and advertising over the longer term 
remarked upon new users or increased usage in relation to brand success. In 
addition, the few campaigns which do mention new enquiries all contain new news -
31% new brands/advertisers and 12% new campaigns for previously advertised 
brands. Similarly, cases which refer to new account openings are also driven by new 
news and represent new campaigns for previously advertised brands ( 41%) or new 
brands/advertisers ( 15% ). 
Similarly to the advertising approach, there appears to be a few key success measures 
mentioned in many cases representing a variety of advertising purposes. These 
include increased awareness, increased sales and improved brand image. However, 
likeability, increased market share, new account openings and new enquiries do vary 
by advertising purpose, as discussed previously. In addition, new users and increased 
usage are not widely mentioned for any of the different advertising purposes. 
8.5.10 Advertising Purpose v Advertising Media (Table 8.13): Does the 
purpose of the advertising influence the media used? 
It can be seen from Table 8.13 that television is used by all longer term advertising 
campaigns, by 88% of new campaigns for previously advertised brands and by 69% 
of new brands or new advertisers. These results suggest that there is a greater 
likelihood that television is involved if the advertising is consistent and established, 
and also if the brand has been advertised before compared to brands which are being 
newly advertised. Radio is also employed as an advertising medium in a greater 
proportion of longer term campaigns (37.5%) compared to campaigns for previously 
advertised brands ( 18%) and for new brands (23% ). 
A greater proportion of new brands/new advertisers make use of the press for 
advertising (69% ), compared with new campaigns for previously advertised brands 
(53%) and longer term campaigns (25%). These results suggest that the press is more 
likely to be used for new campaigns, compared with longer term, established 
campaigns. Few cases mentioned that magazines were employed as the advertising 
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medium, although 67% of campaigns that did employ magazines were new 
campaigns for previously advertised brands. The remaining 33% of campaigns 
utilising magazines represent new brands/new advertisers. 
campaigns used magazines. 
No longer term 
ADVERTISING PURPOSE 
New brands or New campaigns for previously Advertising over the 
advertisers advertised brands longer term 
Total = /3 case Total= 17 case documems with Total = 8 case documents 
documellls with this this purpose with this purpose 
MEDIA purpose 
Television I) Direct Line I) Alliance & Leicester (1988); I) Alliance & Leicester 
rrv Insurance (1992); 2) Alliance & Leicester ( 1990); (1992); 2) Barclaycard 
2) Equity & Law 3) Bradford & Bingley (1986); (1996); 3) Daz IPA Paper 
( 1992); 3) Felix 4) Dunfermline Building (1994); 4) Gold Blend 
( 1996); 4) Frizzell Society (1994); 5) Halifax (1996); 5) Iceland (1992); 
Insurance (1996); Building Society (1992); 6) Lloyds Bank ( 1992); 
5) Halifax Building 6) Lloyds Bank (1984); 7) Red 7) PG Tips ( 1990); 
Society ( 1980); Mountain (1988); 8) Safeway 8) Prudential ( 1992). 
6) Mortgage ( 1996); 9) Scottish Amicable 
Corporation ( 1988); (1992); 10) Tetley Tea ( 1990); 
7) Pizza Hut ( 1994 ); 11) The Co-op Bank ( 1994 ); 
8) Radian Automatic 12) TSB School Leaver 
( 1990); 9) Winalot Campaign ( 1988); 13)TSB 
Prime ( 1988). Trust Company (1988); 14) 
TSB Youth Recruitment (1994); 
15) Visa UK ( 1994). 
TOTAL =32 9 cases (69% new 15 cases (88% new campaigns 8 cases (100% cases of 
documents brand/advertiser for previously advertised advertising over the 
cases use TV as brands use TV as advertising longer term use TV as 
advertising media) media) advertising media) 
Radio I) Frizzell Insurance I) Red Mountain (1988); I) Iceland ( 1992); 2) PG 
( 1996); 2) Pizza Hut 2) TSB School Leaver Tips ( 1990); 3) Prudential 
(1994); 3) Radian Campaign ( 1988); 3) TSB ( 1992). 
Automatic ( 1990). Youth Recruitment (1994). 
TOTAL= 9 3 cases (23% new 3 cases (18% new campaigns 3 cases (37.5% cases of 
documents brand/advertiser for previously advertised advertising over the 
cases) brands) longer term) 
Press I) Co-op Bank Visa I) Alliance & Leicester ( 1988); I) Gold Blend ( 1996); 
Gold Card ( 1992); 2) 2) Alliance & Leicester ( 1990); 2) Iceland ( 1992). 
Direct Line Insurance 3) Bradford & Bingley ( 1986); 
(1992); 3) Equity & 4) Lloyds Bank (1984); 5) 
Law (1992); 4) Felix National Savings Bank ( 1982); 
( 1996); 5) Frizzell 6) Red Mountain ( 1988); 7) The 
Insurance (1996); 6) Co-op Bank ( 1994); 8) TSB 
Halifax Building School Leaver Campaign 
Society ( 1980); 7) ( 1988); 9) TSB Youth 
Marks & Spencer Recruitment (1994). 
(1994 ); 8) Mortgage 
Corporation ( 1988); 
9) Pizza Hut (1994). 
TOTAL =20 9 case (69% new 9 cases (53% new campaigns 2 cases (25% cases of 
documents brand/ advertiser for previously advertised advertising over the 
cases) brands) longer term) 
Table 8.13: Advertising Purpose v Advertising Media 
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Magazines I) Marks & Spencer I) National Savings Bank No Documents. 
(1994 ); 2) Mortgage (1982): 2) The Co-op Bank 
Corporation ( 1988). (1994); 3) TSB School Leaver 
Campaign ( 1988); 4) TSB 
Youth Recruitment (1994). 
TOTAL=6 2 cases (15% new 4 cases (23% new campaigns 0 cases 
documents brand/advertiser for previously advertised 
cases) brands) 
Posters I) Pizza Hut (1994); I) Choosy (1990); 2) I) Prudential (1992). 
2) Radian Automatic Dunfermline Building Society 
(1990). ( 1994); 3) Red Mountain 
( 1988); 4) TSB Youth 
Recruitment (1994); 5) Visa UK 
( 1994). 
TOTAL =8 2 cases (15% new 5 cases (29% new campaigns I case (12.5% cases of 
documents brand/advertiser for previously advertised advertising over the 
cases) brands) lonl[er term) 
Cinema No Documents. I) Red Mountain ( 1988); 2) The No Documents. 
Co-op Bank ( 1994); 3) TSB 
School Leaver Campaign 
(1988); 4) TSB Youth 
Recruitment (1994). 
TOTAL=4 0 cases 4 cases (23% new campaigns 0 cases 
documents for previously advertised 
brands) 
Table 8.13: Advertising Purpose v Advertising Media (contd) 
Most campaigns which employed posters (63%) represent new campatgns for 
previously advertised brands, and all cases which mention cinema represent this 
advertising purpose. In summary, the advertising purpose does appear to influence 
the media used. 
8.6 DISCUSSION 
The content analysis has revealed a number of patterns linking brand situation, 
advertising strategy and brand success. 
There is evidence of different advertising approaches being adopted in both low 
involvement and high involvement markets, although the sample results suggest that 
a disruptive approach is the most frequently adopted advertising approach in low 
involvement product markets compared with refreshment and conventional 
approaches. In contrast, a refreshment approach is more popular with high 
involvement cases. Advertising purpose also appears to vary by product market, with 
a majority of high involvement cases representing new campaigns for previously 
advertised brands and a majority of low involvement cases representing new 
brands/new advertisers. 
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The results show that the advertising approach is strongly linked to the advertising 
purpose. Cases reflecting a longer term advertising purpose also adopt a conventional 
advertising approach whereas previously advertised brands which are launching new 
campaigns are more likely to utilise a refreshment approach (65% cases); and new 
brands/advertisers are most likely to adopt a disruptive advertising approach (62% ). 
These findings are reflected in the relationships between product market v 
advertising approach and product market v advertising purpose. For example, the 
results suggest that low involvement cases are more likely to represent new brands/ 
advertisers and adopt a disruptive approach, whilst high involvement cases are more 
likely to represent new campaigns for previously advertised brands and adopt a 
refreshment approach. The longer term cases demonstrating a conventional approach 
are just as likely to be high involvement or low involvement. 
Increased awareness, increased sales and improved brand image are success measures 
used in a large number of both high involvement and low involvement case studies, 
and are also adopted by cases illustrating different advertising approaches and 
different advertising purposes. However, measures of success, such as increased 
market share and likeability, are mentioned in a significantly greater proportion of 
low involvement cases compared with high involvement cases. Likeability is popular 
for cases with a longer term purpose and representing a conventional advertising 
approach. Market share is marginally more popular with new brand/advertiser cases 
adopting a disruptive approach. New account openings and new enquiries are 
success measures specifically used by the high involvement financial market only. 
New users and increased brand usage are mentioned as measures of success in less 
than 20% cases by product market, advertising approach and advertising purpose. 
The sample results indicate greater extremes of approach being adopted over time. 
Pre-1988, a refreshment approach was the most popular, with a continuous stream of 
cases adopting this approach thereafter. There is no evidence of cases adopting a 
disruptive approach until the 1988 Adworks awards and no evidence of cases 
adopting a conventional approach until the 1990 Adworks awards. However, the IPA 
awards have evolved over the years since 1980 and have continued to question 'what 
constitutes advertising effectiveness'. This prompted the introduction of the 'Longer 
and Broader' category in 1990, including cases demonstrating long-term 
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competitiveness, resilience and brand leverage through advertising, rather than the 
bias towards advertising which boosts sales in the short-term. The re-organisation of 
entry categories in 1994 has been a further attempt to recognise that different 
advertising approaches can be effective for different brands in different situations. 
The new entry categories distinguish between cases driven by 'new news' and cases 
running along a consistent theme (Baker, 1994). More recent awards have also asked 
judges to look positively upon cases which add something original or new to our 
knowledge. 
The evidence seems to suggest that cases adopting a disruptive approach are more 
likely to be award winning campaigns, compared with cases adopting a conventional 
or a refreshment approach. The refreshment and conventional approaches contain 
similar proportions of winning and non-winning cases. However, some caution is 
necessary because the findings may be affected by the proportion of winning cases 
(66%) to non-winning cases (34%) present in the sample. In addition, the non-
winning cases are mostly failed IPA entries in the years 1992 or 1994. 
Both the advertising approach and the advertising purpose appear to influence the 
advertising media employed. Television has proved more likely to be used for longer 
term advertising campaigns, or brands which have been advertised before, compared 
with new brands/advertisers. 1n addition, televised campaigns are least likely to 
adopt a disruptive approach, compared with a refreshment approach or a 
conventional approach. Radio similarly appears to be popular with longer term 
campaigns and those which adopt a conventional approach compared with a 
refreshment approach or a disruption approach. 
New brand/new advertiser cases are more likely to use the press as an advertising 
medium compared with new campaigns for previously advertised brands and longer 
term campaigns. In comparison, new campaigns for previously advertised brands are 
more likely to use posters or cinema compared with new brands/advertisers and 
longer-term campmgns. Cases adopting a refreshment approach demonstrate a 
greater tendency toward using the press or posters, whilst cases using cinema 
advertising adopt disruptive or refreshment approaches, rather than conventional 
approaches. Finally, cases using magazines are likely to be new campaigns for 
previously advertised brands or new brands/advertisers, and the approach is most 
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likely to be disruption. There is also evidence of refreshment approaches for 
campaigns using magazines. 
Table 8.14 summarises the conclusions discussed insofar as the advertising approach 
is concerned and Table 8.15 gives an at-a-glance review of the characteristics of the 
various advertising approaches. Moreover, Appendix 9 summarises all the cases by 
advertising approach. 
8.6.1 Disruptive Approach: A Summary 
From Table 8.14 and Table 8.15 it is evident that a disruptive approach is more likely 
to be adopted for low involvement product markets (57% disruptive cases are low 
involvement); to be a new brand or new advertiser (57% disruptive cases are new 
brands/new advertisers); to date back no earlier than 1988; to use awareness (93% 
disruptive cases), improved image (86% disruptive cases) and increased sales (79% 
disruptive cases) as measures of brand success; to use television (71% disruptive 
cases), the press (43% disruptive cases) or magazines (29% disruptive cases) as 
advertising media; and more likely to be an IPA award winner (86% disruptive cases 
are IPA award winning campaigns). 
8.6.2 Refreshment Approach: A Summary 
A refreshment approach is more likely to represent high involvement markets (87.5% 
refreshment cases are high involvement); represent a campaign for a previously 
advertised brand (69% refreshment cases are new campaigns for previously 
advertised brands); have been consistently adopted over the years; use awareness 
(lOO% refreshment cases), improved image (75% refreshment cases) and increased 
sales (50% refreshment cases) as measures of brand success; use television (87.5% 
refreshment cases), the press (75% refreshment cases) and posters (31% refreshment 
cases) as advertising media; and be marginally more likely to be adopted by an IPA 
winner (56% refreshment cases are winning campaigns) compared with non-winning 
campaigns (44% refreshment cases are not winning campaigns). 
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ADVERTISING APPROACH 
Disruption Refreshment Convention 
PRODUCT MARKET: 
I. High Involvement 43% disruptive cases 87.5% refreshment cases SO% convention cases 
2. Low involvement 57% disruptive cases 12.5% refreshment cases SO% convention cases 
ADVERTISING 
PURPOSE: 
I. New brands/advertisers 57% disruptive cases 31% refreshment cases 0% convention cases 
2. Previously advertised 43% disruptive cases 69% refreshment cases 0% convention cases 
brands - new campaigns 
3. Longer term advertising 0% disruptive cases 0% refreshment cases 100% convention cases 
YEAR OF ENTRY: 
I. 1980 0% disruptive cases 6% refreshment cases 0% convention cases 
2. 1982 0% disruptive cases 6% refreshment cases 0% convention cases 
3. 1984 0% disruptive cases 6% refreshment cases 0% convention cases 
4. 1986 0% disruptive cases 6% refreshment cases 0% convention cases 
5. 1988 36% disruptive cases 19% refreshment cases 0% convention cases 
6. 1990 21 o/o disruptive cases 6% refreshment cases 12.5% cases 
7. 1992 14% disruptive cases 19% refreshment cases SO% convention cases 
8. 1994 14% disruptive cases 25% refreshment cases 12.5% cases 
9. 1996 14% disruptive cases 7% refreshment cases 25% convention cases 
BRAND SUCCESS: 
I. Awareness 93% disruptive cases I 00% refreshment cases 100% convention cases 
2. Spontaneous awareness 29% disruptive cases 12.5% refreshment cases 37.5% cases 
3~ Prompted awareness 29% disruptive cases 19% refreshment cases 25% convention cases 
4. Increased sales 79% disruptive cases SO% refreshment cases 63% convention cases 
5. Increased market share 29% disruptive cases 19% refreshment cases 25% convention cases 
6. New enquiries 14% disruptive cases 25% refreshment cases 0% convention cases 
7. New users 0% disruptive cases 6% refreshment cases 12.5% cases 
8. New account openings 14% disruptive cases 44% refreshment cases 0% convention cases 
9. Increased usage 7% disruptive cases 12.5% refreshment cases 12.5% cases 
10. Likeability 21% disruptive cases 12.5% refreshment cases SO% convention cases 
11. Improved image 86% disruptive cases 75% refreshment cases 100% convention cases 
ADVERTISING MEDIA: 
I. Television 71% disruptive cases 87.5% refreshment cases 100% convention cases 
2. Radio 14% disruptive cases 25% refreshment cases 37.5% cases 
3. Press 43% disruptive cases 75% refreshment cases 25% convention cases 
4. Magazines 29% disruptive cases 12.5% refreshment cases 0% convention cases 
5. Posters 14% disruptive cases 31% refreshment cases 12.5% cases 
6. Cinema 14% disruptive cases 12.5% refreshment cases 0% convention cases 
WINNER OR NOT: 
I. Winner 86% disruptive cases 56% refreshment cases SO% convention cases 
2. Not a winner 14% disruptive cases 44% refreshment cases SO% convention cases 
Table 8.14: Summary Table by Advertising Approach 
8.6.3 Conventional Approach: A Summary 
A conventional approach is just as likely to be adopted in high involvement product 
markets (50% conventional campaigns are high involvement) as in low involvement 
product markets (50% conventional campaigns are low involvement); to be utilised 
for longer term advertising purposes (100% conventional cases are longer term 
campaigns); to date back to no earlier than 1990; to use awareness (100% 
conventional cases), improved image (lOO% conventional cases) increased sales 
(63% conventional campaigns) and likeability (50% conventional cases) as measures 
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of success; to use television (LOO% conventional cases) and radio (37 .5% 
conventional cases) as advertising media; and just as likely to represent an IPA award 
winner (50% conventional cases) compared with non-winning campaigns (50% 
conventional cases). 
ADVERTISING APPROACH 
CHARACTERISTIC Convention Refreshment Disruption 
Product market High & low involvement High involvement Low involvement 
product markets product markets product markets 
Application Longer term advertising Previously advertised New brands/ new 
brands advertisers 
Period adopted 1990 onwards Consistently adopted 1988 onwards 
Measures of success Awareness; image; sales; Awareness; image; Awareness; image; 
likeability sales sales 
Advertising Media TV/radio TV /press/posters TV /press/magazines 
IPA Award Winner 3 2 I 
Rank 
Table 8.15: At-a-glance Review of the 'Characteristics' of the Various Advertising 
Approaches 
Although some general patterns have been identified linking brand situation, 
advertising strategy and brand success, the results should only be considered as a 
guide. There are a number of limitations associated with this phase of research 
(section 12.3) and implications for additional research (section 12.4). Further phases 
of research will concentrate only on the two extremes of disruption and convention 
because refreshment is essentially an approach within the boundaries of convention. 
8.7 SUMMARY 
This chapter has explored the link between brand situation, advertising strategy and 
brand success using existing advertising case materials. In particular, there were 
attempts to characterise the brand situations where a disruptive advertising approach 
has been appropriate and where it has not. Content analysis using the qualitative 
computer package NUD*IST has been employed to aid analysis. 
The results suggest that a disruptive approach is more likely to be adopted for low 
involvement product markets; to be a new brand or advertiser; to date back to no 
earlier than 1988; to use awareness, improved image and increased sales as measures 
of brand success; to use television, the press and/or magazines as advertising media; 
and to gain an IPA award. 
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A refreshment approach is more likely to represent high involvement product 
markets; to apply to campaigns for previously advertised brands; to have been 
consistently adopted over the years; to use awareness, improved image and increased 
sales as measures of brand success; to use television, press and/or posters as 
advertising media; and to be marginally more likely to be adopted by an IPA winner 
compared with non-winning campaigns. 
A conventional approach is just as likely to apply to high involvement product 
markets or low involvement product markets; to represent a longer term advertising 
purpose; to date back to no earlier than 1990; to use awareness, improved image, 
increased sales and likeability as measures of brand success; to use television and/or 
radio as advertising media; and to be just as likely to represent an IPA award winner 
compared with non-winning campaigns. 
In addition to the advertising approach, there also appears to be a variation in the 
advertising purpose by product market and by media. However, the relatively limited 
number of cases reviewed suggest that the results should only be viewed as a guide. 
Indeed, there are many implications for further research. The next phases of research 
will focus on only disruption and convention approaches because a refreshment 
approach is really a subcategory of convention. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEWS 
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9. FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEWS 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 9 investigates consumer reactions and attitudes towards advertising stimuli. 
Focus group interviews are used to explore feelings about contrasting advertising 
approaches and the factors driving brand choice in different markets. In addition, the 
interviews examine brand usage experience and tendencies towards brand loyalty in 
selected markets. Presentation of the results is influenced by the question structure 
and comparisons are made within and between markets regarding advertisement and 
brand familiarity, reactions to advertisements, brand loyalty tendencies and additional 
factors driving brand choice. 
9.2 AIMS & OBJECTIVES 
The focus group interviews have been conducted to gain an in-person perspective in 
the research, in contrast with the general macro perspective of phase I. In particular, 
it is hoped to gain some understanding of consumer attitudes towards different 
advertising approaches in different product markets, and also to explore individual 
brand usage and brand choices in these markets. A further aim of the interviews is to 
facilitate the design and wording of an in-depth questionnaire survey, to be used in 
phase 3. This phase and phase 3 of the research concentrate on only the two 
extremes of advertising approach: disruption (an approach which disturbs advertising 
conventions in the market) and convention (consistent, theme advertising). 
Refreshment advertising does not actually overturn any accepted ideas in the market, 
and is therefore an approach which is said to lie within the boundaries of convention. 
Refreshment represents consistent, conventional advertising with some 'new news' 
to renew interest in the brand. 
In particular, the focus groups explore the following objectives: 
• What is the nature of participant familiarity with the advertisements? Does this 
vary by advertising approach? Does this vary by product market? 
• What is the nature of participant familiarity with the brand shown in the 
advertisements? Does this vary by advertising approach or by product market? 
• What feelings and attitudes do the advertisements stimulate? How do those 
attitudes link in with feelings about the advertised brand? How do feelings about 
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the disruptive advertisement compare with feelings about the conventional 
advertisement? How do these feelings compare across product markets? 
• Do participants recognise the key disruption driver in each disruptive 
advertisement (i.e. the unconventional point of difference)? 
• What is the nature of participant preferences regarding the advertisements shown 
to them? Does this vary by advertising approach or by product market? 
• What other factors seem to be an influence on brand choice in the chosen 
markets? What similarities and differences exist across markets? 
• What do participants indicate about the nature of brand loyalty in the chosen 
product markets? 
9.3 SAMPLE 
Adverts Group No. of Gender Split Age Range 
Viewed Participants 
Financial I 6 Male: 3 (50%) <25: I (17%) 
Female: 3 (50%) 25-35:·3 (50%) 
36-45:·2 (33%) 
2 6 Male: 6 (100%) 55+: 6 ( 100%) 
Female: 0 (0%) 
Tea I 7 Male: 5 (71 %) <25: I ( 14%) 
Female: 2 (29%) 25-35: 5 (72%) 
36-45: I ( 14%) 
2 6 Male: 2 (33%) <25: 6 ( 100%) 
Female: 4 ( 6 7 '7o) 
Washing I 8 Male: 6 (75%) <25: 7 (87.5%) 
Powder Female: 2 (25%) 25-35: I (12.5%) 
2 6 Male: 4 (67%) <25: 2 (33%) 
Female: 2 (33%) 25-35: 3 (50%) 
36-45: I (17%) 
Retail I 7 Male: 0 (0%) <25: I ( 14%) 
Female: 7 (100%) 25-35: 2 (29%) 
36-45: I (14%) 
46-55: 3 (43%) 
2 6 Male: 0 (0%) <25: 6 ( 100%) 
Female: 6 (100%) 
TOTAL 52 Male: 26 (50%) <25: 24 (46%) 
Female: 26 (50%) 25-35: 14 (27%) 
36-45: 5 (10%) 
46-55: 3 (6%) 
55+: 6 (11 %) 
Table 9.1: Gender and Age Range of Focus Group Participants 
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A total of 8 focus groups were convened on an ad-hoc basis for the purposes of the 
research, with a total of 6-8 participants per group. Three of the groups include only 
undergraduate students, one group consists of University halls of resident wardens, 
two represent postgraduate MBA students, one comprises only men and the final 
group consists of only women. Table 9.1 summarises the gender and age range of the 
participants based on information provided prior to commencing the interviews. In 
general, the age of participants is biased towards 24 years old or less. The overall 
sample contains equal numbers of males and females, although there is not an even 
distribution of males and females in each group. 
9.4 PROCEDURE 
The television advertisements used for the focus group interviews represent the 
financial, tea, retail and washing powder markets. A total of eight advertisements 
were used in the groups, four adopting a conventional advertising approach and four 
adopting a disruptive advertising approach. Each product market is represented by a 
conventional advertisement and a disruptive advertisement. Each focus group was 
shown advertisements representing only one product market, with group 1 viewing 
the conventional advertisement first and group 2 viewing the disruptive 
advertisement first. Appendix 10 shows the question structure used in the groups. 
The duration of each interview was approximately half an hour. All interviews have 
been taped and transcribed. The transcriptions can be found in Appendix 11. 
9.5 RESULTS 
This section describes the focus group findings. Presentation of the results is guided 
by the question structure (Appendix 10). In general, discussion centres on the issues 
and themes indicated by the questions, and any relationships between these themes. 
The questions and responses which strongly overlap are presented in the same section 
to aid analysis. Responses to questions 3b and 6b (how convincing did you find the 
advertisement?) are discussed in the section 9.5.3 (advertisement and brand feelings). 
Similarly, the overlapping responses to questions 7 (how would you compare the first 
advertisement with the second?) and question 8 (did you notice any differences 
between the advertising style in the two advertisements?) are combined in section 
9.5.4, and responses to question 10 (would the fact that you prefer the first/second 
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advertisement be more likely to make you try the first/second brand?) are discussed 
in section 9.5.5. Finally, answers to question 11 (would you say that advertising has 
influenced your brand choice in the ??? market?) are strongly linked with answers to 
question 13 (what factors apart from advertising would drive your brand choice in the 
??? market?), and discussed in section 9.5.7. 
9.5.1 Familiarity with Advertisements 
Participant familiarity with the advertisements can be seen in Table 9.2. Familiarity 
reflects whether or not the participants remember having seen the advertisement or 
not. 
Product Type of Advert Group YES NO TOTAL 
Market 
Financial Disruption I 6 0 6 
(Direct Line) 
2 6 0 6 
TOTAL 12 (100%) 0 (0%) 12 (100%) 
Convention (TSB) I 4 2 6 
2 2 4 6 
TOTAL 6 (50%) 6 (50%) 12 (100%) 
Tea Disruption (Tetley I 3 4 7 
Round bags) 
2 4 2 6 
TOTAL 7 (54%) 6 (46o/o) 13 (100%) 
Convention (Tetley I 5 2 7 
Flavour Dance) 
2 2 4 6 
TOTAL 7 (54%) 6 (46%) 13 (100%) 
Washing Disruption (Radion) I 2 6 8 
Powder 
2 3 3 6 
TOTAL 5 (36%) 9 (64%) 14 (100%) 
Convention (Persil) I 8 0 8 
2 6 0 6 
TOTAL 14 (100%) 0 (0%) 14 (100%) 
Retail Disruption I 7 0 7 
(Safeway) 
2 6 0 6 
TOTAL 13 (100%) 0 (0%) 13 (100%) 
Convention I 0 6 6 
(Iceland) 
2 0 6 6 
TOTAL 0 (0%) 12 (100%) 12 (100%) 
NB. The numbers under the Yes/No columns reflect the number of participants. 
Table 9.2: Participant Familiarity with Advertisements 
In general, it can be seen that familiarity is higher for the disruptive advertisement 
than the conventional advertisement in the financial market (100% v 50%) and the 
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retail-market{100% v 0%); equally-familiar in the tea market (54%) and-less familiar 
than the conventional advertisement in the washing powder market (36% v 100%). In 
particular it is noted that 100% of participants previously remember viewing the 
disruptive advertisement in the retail market and the financial market, and all 
participants respond that they do not remember viewing the conventional 
advertisement in the retail market. However, the responses may be affected by the 
age of the advertisements. The most recent advertisement to be aired is Safeway 
(1994) and some of the others are considerably older. However, Persil, the oldest 
advertisement to be shown to the focus groups (1986), prompted 100% participant 
familiarity. 
9.5.2 Familiarity with Brands 
This section illustrates the degree of participant familiarity with the brands shown in 
the advertisements. If participants respond that they are familiar with the brand, the 
researcher has used probes to discover the nature of this familiarity. 
Table 9.3 shows all participants to be aware of the disruptive brand (Direct Line), 
although no-one had used the advertised service (motor insurance) before. The 
conventional brand (TSB) appears to be more familiar for its banking and financial 
services but little known for its insurance. 50% of participants indicate that they 
regularly use other services provided by TSB (most of these indications from group 1 
participants) and 33% of participants indicate that they have used other services 
before (all of these indications from group 2 participants). There are no participants 
who are unfamiliar with either brand. 
Brand Group Heard of Used Use Used other Use other Not 
(No. of not used insurance insurance services services heard 
members) before regularly before regularly of or 
used 
Disruption I (6) 6 0 0 0 0 0 
(Direct Line) 
2 (6) 6 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 12 12 0(0%) 0 (0%) 0(0%) 0(0%) 0 (0%) 
(100%) 
Convention I (6) I 0 0 0 5 0 
(TSB) 
2 (6) I 0 0 4 I 0 
TOTAL 12 2 (17%) 0 (0%) 0(0%) 4 (33%) 6 (50%) 0(0%) 
Table 9.3: Participant Familiarity with Financial Brands 
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Table ~9.4 shows~participant- familiarity with Tetley, the -brand-used~~in both the 
disruptive and the conventional tea advertisements. All participants state that they are 
familiar with the brand and 69% of participants indicate that they have previously 
used the brand, or regularly use it. The remaining 31% state that they are familiar 
with the brand, but have not actually used it. There do not appear to be any 
significant differences between the responses of group 1 and group 2. 
Brand Group Heard of Used before Use Not heard 
(No. of not used regularly of or used 
members) 
Disruption (Tetley) I (7) 2 4 I 0 
2 (6) 2 4 0 0 
TOTAL 13 4 (31 %) 8 (61 %) 1 (8%) 0(0%) 
Convention (Tetley) I (7) 2 4 I 0 
2 (6) 2 4 0 0 
TOTAL 13 4 (31 %) 8 (61 %) 1 (8%) 0(0%) 
NB. Tetley represents D1srupuon brand and conventiOn brand 
Table 9.4: Participant Familiarity with the Tea Brand 
Table 9.5 indicates that the majority of participants (86%) have heard of the 
disruptive brand of washing powder (Radion) but that only 7% have used it. In 
addition, 7% of participants have not even heard of the brand. In contrast, 57% of 
participants have used the conventional brand of washing powder (Persil) before 
(mostly group 1 participants), 7% participants have used it regularly and the 
remainder have heard of it, but not used it. The nature of brand familiarity is different 
for the conventional brand (Persil) with a higher degree of usage experience, 
compared with the disruptive brand (Radion). This may be affected by the 
continuous, periodic television advertising of Persil compared with more sporadic 
advertising by Radion. 
Brand Group (No. Heard of Used Use Not heard 
of members) not used before regularly of or used 
Disruption I (8) 8 0 0 0 
(Radian) 
2 (6) 4 I 0 I 
TOTAL 12 (86%) 1 (7%) 0 (0%) 1 (7%) 
Convention l (8) 2 6 0 0 
(Persil) 
2 (6) 3 2 l 0 
TOTAL TOTAL 5 (36%) 8 (57%) 1 (7%) 0(0%) 
Table 9.5: Participant Familiarity with Washing Powder Brands 
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-Table 9,6 shows that brand usage experience (in varying degrees) is higher for the 
disruptive retail brand (Safeway) than for the conventional retail brand (Iceland). 
92% of participants have shopped in Safeway, or currently shop in Safeway (includes 
responses to used before, use regularly, use sometimes and use occasionally) 
compared to only 39% of participants who shop or have shopped in Iceland. Nearly 
two thirds of participants state that they have only heard of the conventional brand 
(Iceland) and most of the remainder indicate that they have only used the brand 
occasionally. This may be affected by the fact that Iceland sells only frozen food, 
whereas a wider range of products can be purchased at Safeway. No participants 
indicate that they are unfamiliar with either brand. Moreover, there do not appear to 
be significant differences between group I and group 2 responses. 
Brand Group Heard Used Use Use Use Not 
(No. of of, not before regularly sometimes occasionally heard of 
members) used or used 
Disruption I (7) I 3 0 I 2 0 
(Safeway) 
2 (6) 0 2 I 3 0 0 
TOTAL 13 1 (8%) 5 (38%) 1 (8%) 4 (31 %) 2 (15%) 0 (0%) 
Convention I (7) 2 I 0 0 4 0 
(Iceland) 
2 (6) 6 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 13 8 (61 %) 1 (8%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 4 (31 %) 0 (0%) 
Table 9.6: Participant Familiarity with Retail Brands 
Overall, there is a high degree of familiarity with all brands in the 4 markets. All 
participants confirm at least brand awareness, with the exception of Radian, where 
one participant in group 2 admits to not having heard of the brand. In general, there 
is greater evidence of previous usage in the low involvement markets (retail, tea, 
washing powder) compared with the high involvement financial market. However, 
many participants in both financial groups state that they have used TSB services 
(other than insurance) either regularly or in the past, in particular banking services 
and cashpoint services. This contrasts with Direct Line, which is primarily used for 
insurance purposes and therefore provides less opportunities for usage. 
9.5.3 Advertisement and Brand Feelings 
This section examines participant feelings surrounding the disruptive and 
conventional advertisements and the brands portrayed in the advertisements. The 
results for all 4 disruptive advertisements are firstly described followed by those 
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- -associated with the disruptive brands. Thereafter, thoughts associated with the 
conventional advertisements and brands are presented, before a final comparison 
between the two advertisement approaches. 
9.5.3.1 Disruptive Advertisements and Brands 
The type and nature of feelings linked with the four disruptive advertisements are 
summarised in Tables 9.7-9.10. 
Financial Market POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
(Direct Line) 
GROUP I Memorable- jingle/impact of red Annoying/irritating 
telephone 
Makes an impact - perhaps tempts a Uninteresting in general 
quote 
GROUP2 Clear message Uninteresting 
Memorable- jingle/impact of red Impersonal - would rather speak 
telephone to someone face to face than via 
a telephone 
Shows human response to the problem 
Table 9.7: Participant Feelings about the Disruptive Financial Advertisement 
Table 9.7 indicates that participants in both groups express positive and negative 
feelings about the disruptive financial advertisement, Direct Line. Positive 
comments refer to the impact, clear message and memorability of the advertisement, 
mainly from the music and gimmicky Direct Line telephone. Negative comments 
refer to the uninteresting nature of the advertisement (and the fact that participants 
find the financial insurance market uninteresting) as well as the impersonal nature of 
using a company such as Direct Line where an individual's financial situation cannot 
be discussed face to face. A participant in group I states that although the 
advertisement is memorable because of the music and gimmicky little red telephone, 
it is also annoying for the same reasons. It should be noted that the negative 
comments are strongly related to the negative feelings about the financial insurance 
market as a whole rather than the advertisement itself, whereas the positive 
comments refer only to the advertisement. 
Generally positive feelings are also expressed about the tea advertisement (see Table 
9.8). Both groups like the lively music used and comment that the advertisement is 
fun to watch. Participants also indicate that the message about the new round shape 
is clear and stimulates their interest. In addition, they refer to the differing style of 
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the advertisement compared with the traditional, sedate tea advertisements, and. the. 
typical 'Yorkshire feel' of previous Tetley advertisements. A negative remark by a 
member of group 2 points to the fact that although a new product is being advertised, 
there is no explanation for the new round shaped teabag and why it might be better 
than the previously square shaped teabags. Participants in group 1 assert that 
although they like watching the advertisement, it wouldn't encourage purchase of the 
new teabags. 
Tea Market POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
(Tetley Round bags) 
GROUP I Lively, upbeat music- attention grabbing Would not necessarily induce 
purchase 
Clear message, specifically advertising new 
product 
Upliftinw happy/ cheery 
Humorous 
Memorable/ increasing awareness of product 
Unconventional- not so typically Yorkshire 
GROUP2 Catchy music Doesn't explain the benefit of 
changing to round shape 
Lively/ happy/likeable/ fun to watch 
Different from normal tea adverts - music 
more lively, advertising something different 
Obviously launching a new product 
Table 9.8: Participant feelings about the Disruptive Tea Advertisement 
Washing Powder POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
Market (Radion) 
GROUP I Cheap packaging 
Cheap/ tacky/lower class style 
Old/outdated/unoriginal 
Low quality substitute 
Irritatinwtedious/falselpathetic 
Unamusing!uninteresting 
Message very basic- lacking in 'higher' benefits 
Suspicious of claims 
GROUP2 Cheap/ tacky/ aimed at uneducated people 
Not advertising anything different/ not innovative 
Disjointed/ inappropriate style/ structure (Newsroom 
'breaking stories' fails) 
Uninterestinw outdated 
Table 9.9: Participant Feelings about the Disruptive Washing Powder 
Advertisement 
In contrast with the mostly positive feelings linked with the disruptive retail and tea 
advertisements, participants express entirely negative feelings about the disruptive 
washing powder advertisement, Radion (Table 9.9). In particular, both groups refer 
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to the uninteresting and irritating nature of the advertisement as well as. its cheap 
quality and style. Participants do not find anything unique about the 'dual benefits' 
message, and a member of group I points to the lack of higher/additional benefits to 
attract consumers. Members of each group also mention the advertisement's lower 
class consumer targets and old/outdated image. It should be recognised that these 
particular comments are biased to some degree because both groups comprise 
educated participants, who have some knowledge of the marketing process as a 
whole and how advertising can be used to enhance brand image and encourage brand 
triaL 
Retail Market POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
(Safeway) 
GROUP I Amusing/ funny/light-heaned 
Involving- like a story 
Memorable 
Likeable- esp. Harry (the main character) 
Aimed at adults 
Shows facilities offered, store ambience - easy to relate to 
Improves perceptions of shopping experience 
GROUP2 Enjoyable/ entertaining/ funny 
Continuous/ effective/ enhances anticipation for next Safeway 
advert 
Likeable (esp. Harry)- feel good factor 
Associate Safe way with Harry 
Involving- keeps you interested, captures your attention 
Memorable·- increases awareness for Safeway 
Convincing/ believable- can relate to the brand from store 
images and facilities shown 
Higher level advertising 
Table 9.10: Participant Feelings about the Disruptive Retail Advertisement 
It can be seen from Table 9.10 that both groups voice similar positive feelings about 
the Safeway advertisement In particular, statements relating to the amusing/ 
entertaining nature of the advertisement and the fact that participants believe it to be 
both memorable, involving and believable. Each group refers to the likeable, amusing 
'Harry' character in the advertisement and link Safeway with this character. 
Perceptions of the advertisement appear to be enhanced by store images and facilities 
shown in the advertisement and its noted 'story structure' (the fact that it has a 
beginning, middle and an end as the viewer is taken through Harry's' shopping 
experience from entering the store to paying at the checkout). Participants comment 
that they can relate to the shopping experience portrayed. Members of group 2 
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perceive the 'shopping experience' focus of the-Safeway advertising to be 'higher 
level' compared with the focus on food presented by Iceland. 
Overall, positive feelings about disruptive advertisements appear to dominate in the 
retail and tea markets. In contrast, the disruptive advertisement shown in the 
washing powder market provokes only negative feelings. There are some positive 
and some negative feelings linked with the disruptive financial advertisement, 
although the negative feelings are largely a result of negative feelings toward the 
financial insurance market as a whole. 
Tables 9.11-9.14 illustrate participant feelings about the brands shown in the 
disruptive advertisements. 
Financial Market POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
(Direct Line) 
GROUP I Tempted to get a quote (increased Impersonal/lack of trust when 
consideration of brand) dealing with company by phone 
Increased awareness of brand/ Irritating/annoying 
better known 
Convenient/less hassle 
GROUP2 Gives an impression of quick and Impersonal/ lack of trust when 
efficient service dealing with com_Qany by phone 
Convenient/less hassle Can the brand be relied on in real 
life circumstances? 
Immediate response 
A brand you remember for future 
use- increased awareness 
Table 9.11: Participant Feelings about the Disruptive Financial Brand 
Participant feelings towards Direct Line (Table 9.11) also largely reflect participant 
feelings towards the advertisement (Table 9.7). In general, participants seem to feel 
that using the brand will be convenient and efficient, and refer to an increased brand 
awareness via the advertising. However, many participants also comment that they 
like to deal with insurance matters face to face rather than via the telephone. This 
preferred personal relationship with a representative of the company or a broker 
appears to be an important factor affecting brand choice in this market, as indicated 
by some of the financial case studies used in phase 1 of the research. 
Table 9.12 shows a mixture of positive and negative feelings towards Tetley. 
Despite the disruptive, executional style and innovative new round-shaped teabags 
used in the Tetley Roundbags advertisement, the continued presence of the Tetley 
teafolk maintains some degree of convention or theme to the Tetley advertisements. 
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Therefore, some participants still feel the-brand to befamiliar, cosy and_re-assuring. 
A member of group I reveals that he would consider purchasing Tetley if other 
incentives were also available. However, others comment that the brand is 
uninteresting, unexciting and with no particular benefit of purchase compared with 
rival tea brands. This reflects general views of the 'boring' tea market (Massey, 
1992). 
Tea Market POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
(Tetley) 
GROUP I Cosy and re-assuring A brand which is being forced to 
defend its market share by using 
variations on a theme 
Increased consideration of brand at Lousy - doesn't live up to expectations 
purchase 
No class 
Target market unclear 
GROUP2 Familiar and re-assuring A uninteresting product and an 
uninteresting brand 
Easily recognisable and associated with Need to substantiate brand image with 
the cosy Tetley teafolk more obvious benefits of purchase than 
just a change in shape 
Table 9.12: Participant Feelings about the Disruptive/Conventional Tea Brand 
Participants express entirely negative feelings towards the Radian brand (Table 9.13). 
This corresponds with the negative feelings towards the Radian advert (Table 9.9). 
Comments describing the tacky and irritating nature of the advertisements can be 
linked with comments describing the cheap, low quality and unreliable nature of the 
brand, a poor alternative to other washing powder brands. Participants indicate that 
they are unconvinced and suspicious of the advertising claims about the brand. 
Washing Powder Market POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
(Radion) 
GROUP I Would avoid using the brand 
Packaging is controversial and cheap 
Adverts give a cheap/low quality brand image 
A lower class substitute to existing brands - not 
tempted to try 




GROUP2 A second rate alternative to existing washing 
powder brands 
Table 9.13: Participant Feelings about the Disruptive Washing Powder Brand 
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It can be seen- from Table 9.14 that participants in both groups communicate entirely 
positive feelings about Safeway (the disruptive retail brand). It appears that positive 
feelings expressed towards the advertisement (Table 9.10) have in turn created 
positive feelings and increased future consideration of the Safeway brand. 
Retail Market POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
(Safeway) 
GROUP I The quality of the store (brand) is apparent from the advert 
Advert shows store- seems realistic/convincing/can relate 
to 
GROUP2 The advertising seems 'higher level' indicating the quality 
of the store (brand) 
Advert shows store - seems believable/ can relate to 
Advert shows the wide range of facilities offered- may 
tempt me to shop there (increasing consideration of the 
brand) 
I like the advert, it tends to give good feelings toward the 
brand 
I like Harry in the advert- you associate him with Safeway 
- positive feelings for the brand 
Table 9.14: Participant Feelings about the Disruptive Retail Brand 
In summary, participants express a mixture of both positive and negative feelings 
towards the disruptive financial and tea advertisements, entirely negative feelings 
towards the disruptive washing powder advertisement and entirely positive feelings 
towards the disruptive retail advertisement. It appears that feelings about the 
disruptive brands support feelings about the disruptive advertisements, with a strong 
relationship between the two. 
9.5.3.2 Conventional Advertisements and Brands 
The type and nature of feelings about the four conventional advertisements shown 
can be seen in Tables 9.15-9.18. Table 9.15 shows that feelings expressed towards 
the conventional financial advertisement (TSB) are almost entirely negative. 
Although a participant in group I comments that the advertisement helps to increase 
awareness of TSB, the general feelings from both groups centre on the 
advertisement's disinterest, uncoordinated approach and lack of realism. Members 
of group 1 indicate that they are unconvinced by the advertisement and a member of 
group 2 states that the advertisement encourages him to avoid the brand. This 
contrasts with some of the very positive feelings expressed towards the disruptive 
financial advertisement, Direct Line. Although both are old, more comments are 
made about the outdated nature of the TSB advertisement (1988) compared with the 
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Direct Line advertisement (1990). However, these comments are also .likely to be 
affected by the lack of television advertising by TSB in recent years compared with 
on-going television advertising by Direct Line. 
Financial Market POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
(TSB) 
GROUP I Increases general Uninteresting/ Dull 
awareness ofTSB 
Unclear/ confused message 
Lacked general information about dealing with 
enquiries 
Unrealistic/ unconvincing 
GROUP2 Would make me avoid TSB 
Unclear/ confused message 
Messy/ irritating approach - tried to cover too 
many topics 
Seemed too lon11; 
Uninteresting/ boring 
Old /dated 
Did not emphasise any additional benefit/ 
advantage over other insurance companies 
Table 9.15: Participant Feelings about the Conventional Financial Advertisement 
Tea Market (Tetley POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
Flavour Dance) 
GROUP I Jolly/ cheery Not interested 
Jaunty tune 
Cosy/ makes me feel like a cup of tea 
Familiar as Tetley adverts! easily reco11;nisable 
Same style as other Tetley adverts 
Maintains awareness of Tetley 
GROUP2 Informative - reminding viewers about the Allied Lyons symbol off-
benefits of Tetley putting at end of advert 
Boring/ uninteresting 
Old fashioned 
Table 9.16: Participant Feelings about the Conventional Tea Advertisement 
Table 9.16 summarises participant feelings about the conventional tea advertisement, 
Tetley Flavour Dance. Group 1 express mostly positive comments,. referring to the 
cosy, cheery feelings stimulated by the advertisement and other positive feelings 
relating to the familiar, recognisable style of the advertisement. Group 2, shown the 
disruptive tea advertisement first, generally make fewer comments about the 
conventional tea advertisement. Instead they tend to refer back to the disruptive 
advertisement, Tetley Roundbags. This seems to affect the balance of positive and 
negative comments about Tetley Flavour Dance, as compared with Group 1, who are 
generally very positive about both advertisements. It should be noted that the Tetley 
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brand-is-used in both the disruptive and the conventional tea advertisement, and this 
affects participant comments and comparisons between the two advertisements. 
Washing Powder Market POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
(Persil) 
GROUP I Cheeky/ amusing Bad pack design 
Involving/ watchable Seen the advert too much 
(outdated) 
Likeable- a story/ theme Needed to show more after effects 
from usin~ the brand 
Easy to relate to (convincing/ Not visually appealing 
realistic/ reliable) 
Convincing message 
Maintains awareness of Persil 
GROUP2 Funny/ humorous/ bright Outdated/ old 
Enjoyable to watch Not totally convinced of superior 
results 
Convincing/ credible message 
Style/ structure of advert appeals 
(the story type structure) 
Table 9.17: Participant Feelings about the Conventional Washing Powder 
Advertisement 
Table 9.17 shows participant feelings about the conventional washing powder 
advertisement, Persil. This evokes mostly positive comments, in contrast to the 
disruptive washing powder advertisement, Radion. Members of both groups mention 
that the Persil advertisement is enjoyable and amusing to watch with an appealing 
story-type structure. Similar comments occurred with the observed story structure of 
the Safeway advertisement. Group members acknowledge the credible message: 
Persil can be trusted to clean clothes to a high standard. Negative statements refer to 
the advertisement being outdated and not necessarily tempting purchase, despite 
being enjoyable to watch. In addition, a member of group 1 remarks upon the poor 
pack design. 
It can be seen from Table 9.18 that the conventional retail advertisement, Iceland, has 
generated mostly negative feelings. This contrasts with the entirely positive feelings 
expressed towards the disruptive retail advertisement, Safeway. Both groups 
comment that they feel the Iceland advertisement is uninteresting, unconvincing and 
easily forgettable. Although a member of group 2 points to the wide range of food 
portrayed, there is a general feeling that the advertisement should have promoted 
additional benefits of shopping with Iceland. Overall, participants are generally 
unimpressed with the advertisement and the cheap image of Iceland it depicts. 
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Retail Market POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
(Iceland) 
GROUP I Aimed at children- food shown in advert inappropriate for 
children 
Didn't impress/ annoying/ uninteresting 
Not at all memorable 
Unconvincing - would not tempt me to shop there 
GROUP2 Range of food Tacky/ cheesy/ cheap 
well portrayed 
Uninterestin_g/ unappealin~ 
Not at all catchy/ not memorable 
Not very informative about the store/didn't promote the store 
itself enou~h. just the food 
Table 9.18: Participant Feelings about the Conventional Retail Advertisement 
In summary, participants express mostly negative thoughts about the conventional 
financial and retail advertisements and both positive and negative thoughts about the 
conventional washing powder and tea advertisements. Although many positive 
comments are made about the conventional Tetley advertisement, opinions are less 
enthusiastic compared with the disruptive Tetley advertisement. Overall, the 
disruptive advertisements appear to stimulate more positive feelings in all product 
markets, except washing powder, than the conventional advertisements. 
Participant feelings about the brands shown in the conventional advertisements are 
illustrated in Tables 9.19-9.22. Table 9.19 shows that participants have only negative 
feelings towards TSB. The negative feelings expressed towards the advert (Table 
9.15) coincide with negative feelings expressed towards the brand. In particular, 
both groups indicate that they feel unsure, confused and untrusting of the brand. 
Financial Market (TSB) POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
GROUP I Confused/unclear image - what does brand 
stand for? 
Unsure of service etc. provided 
GROUP2 Muddled/ confused image 
Untrustworthy 
Inconsistent/ unreliable 
Table 9.19: Participant Feelings about the Conventional Financial Brand 
Table 9.20 is identical to Table 9.16 and shows participant feelings toward Tetley 
(see previous discussion about feelings toward disruptive brands). Feelings about 
Persil can be seen in Table 9.21. Participants in group 1 appear to trust and identify 
with the established brand and feel it to be of reliable quality, although participants in 
group 2 question its reliability and performance compared with rival brands. 
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Therefore; there is some evidence to suggest that positive feelings towards the advert 
have created positive feelings towards the brand, although suspicion about superior 
performance still remains. 
Tea Market (Tetley) POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
GROUP! Cosy and re-assuring A brand which is being forced to 
defend its market share by using 
variations on a theme 
Increased consideration of brand at Lousy - doesn't live up to 
purchase expectations 
No class 
Tar):(et market unclear 
GROUP2 Familiar and re-assuring A uninteresting product and an 
uninteresting brand 
Easily recognisable and associated Need to substantiate brand image 
with the cosy Tetley teafolk with more obvious benefits of 
purchase than just a change in shape 
Table 9.20: Participant Feelings about the Disruptive/Conventional Tea Brand 
Washing Powder Market POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
(Persil) -
GROUP I Established/ familiar 
Awareness high- well known 
Reliable quality 
Lifestyle brand - used by people 
of different ages 
Can relate to the brand/ trust 
brand 
GROUP2 Suspicious/ cynical of superior 
performance compared to 
substitutes (no feelings of trust/ 
loyalty) 
Table 9.21: Participant Feelings about the Conventional Washing Powder Brand 
Retail Market (Iceland) POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
GROUP I Cheap/ unfashionable image 
Suspicious and unsure of store (brand) quality/ 
ambience 
Adverts irritating/ annoyjng so irritated by brand 
GROUP2 Unappealing 
Not aimed at our generation - outdated/ unfashionable 
Few feelings towards the brand due to advert focus on 
food sold, not on the store itself- no loyalty 
Table 9.22: Participant Feelings about the Conventional Retail Brand 
It can be seen from Table 9.22 that participants in both groups hold entirely negative 
opinions of Iceland, referring to its cheap, unfashionable image as well as to 
suspicion regarding store ambience. A member of group 2 mentions that the 
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advertisement appears outdated and aimed at mothers. Afurther member of group 2 
points to the lack of Iceland's 'store focus', and remarks that it is difficult to develop 
feelings of loyalty towards a brand which does not promote itself. These comments 
reflect feelings about the advertisement (Table 9.18). 
In summary, the conventional financial and retail brands prompt entirely negative 
feelings whereas the tea and washing powder brands arouse mixed positive and 
negative opinions. It is notable that group 1 participants viewing the washing powder 
advertisements are positive about the brand, Persil, whilst group 2 are not. Feelings 
about the brand largely support feelings about the relevant advertisements, although 
the positive feelings expressed towards the advertisements do not necessarily 
convince participants to try the brands. 
9.5.3.3 Comparing Feelings between Disruption and Convention 
In addition to the apparent strong relationship between feelings towards the 
disruptive advertisement and feelings towards the disruptive brand, there also appears 
to be a strong relationship between feelings towards the conventional advertisement 
and feelings towards the conventional brand. Positive advertisement feelings 
coincide with largely positive feelings towards the brand, although participants admit 
that this would not necessarily encourage them to try the brand, but would be more 
likely to increase their 'brand consideration'. In the same way, negative 
advertisement feelings coincide with largely negative feelings towards the brand. In 
general, the disruptive advertisements appear to stimulate more positive feelings in 
all product markets, except washing powder, than the conventional advertisements. 
Similarly, there are more positive comments linked with disruptive brands than 
conventional brands in the financial and retail markets, but not with the washing 
powder market. A range of positive and negative comments are expressed about 
Tetley, which represents the disruptive and conventional brand of tea. 
There are varied responses to the question 'how convincing did you find the 
advertisement?'. Responses to this question are related to advertisement likeability 
and, more importantly, to existing usage experience of brands in the product market. 
Participants appear to be more convinced by the advertisement if they like and enjoy 
watching the advertisement, but indicate that it would not necessarily encourage them 
to try the brand. Some participants explain that although they like the advertisement, 
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they are not convinced that the advertised brand is better than competitor brands, 
especially if they have used a variety of different brands in the product market. 
Participants viewing the financial advertisements are particularly cynical, and 
comment that they are not at all convinced by either advertisement. Indeed, these 
participants refer to other factors surrounding insurance purchase which are more 
likely to increase their brand consideration (see section 9.5.7). 
9.5.4 Differences between Disruptive and Conventional Advertisements 
This section compares the disruptive and conventional advertisements in each market 
and in particular the differences mentioned by participants. 
9.5.4.1 Financial Market 
Table 9.23 illustrates that participants in both groups mention immediate impact, 
memorability and the clear, simplistic style with regard to the disruptive Direct Line 
advertisement, compared with the forgettable and confusing nature of the 
conventional TSB advertisement. 
Financial DISRUPTION (Direct Line) CONVENTION (TSB) 
Insurance Market 
GROUP I More memorable Uingle) Less memorable/ Easy to forget 
Greater impact - funny/ gimmicky Made little impact 
The first to advertise direct insurance One of many brands to advertise 
general insurance 
Simple, obvious approach to More sophisticated/ intelligent approach 
advertise direct car insurance to advertise various types of insurance on 
offer 
More focused (car insurance) Less focused (general insurance) 
GROUP2 Immediate impact/ attention No initial impact, fails to catch viewers' 
grabbing! catches interest interest 
Clear message Confused/ muddled message 
Brighter/ breezier/ more simplistic/ Rambling! unclear/ unfocused, too much 
focused crammed in advert 
Realistic/ relevant/ urgent - a typical Outdated/ not so relevant or realistic/less 
situation which happens to us urgency- may possibly happen to us 
Involving! personal - shows human Not involving/ Easy to forget/ not so easy 
response to the situation to relate to 
Table 9.23: Differences between the Disruptive and Conventional Financial 
Advertisements 
At least one member of each group identifies the unconventional point of difference-
the fact that motor insurance can be dealt with directly, via the telephone, thereby 
benefiting the consumer in terms of convenience and cost - and a participant in 
group 1 mentions that Direct Line were the first to advertise insurance in this way. 
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Although the competitive edge of Direct Line has now been reduced, with many 
companies advertising 'direct insurance', it appears that Direct Line are still 
perceived as owning the tenitory of Direct Insurance. A member of group 2 refers to 
the appeal of the Direct Line advertisement compared with the TSB advertisement. 
He argues that the Direct Line advertisement possesses an urgency and relevance by 
presenting a situation which typically happens to us. In contrast, he states that the 
TSB advertisement does not possess this urgency and relevance, encouraging an 
attitude of 'it may possibly happen to us'. 
9.5.4.2 Tea Market 
Tea Market DISRUPTION (Tetley Roundbaes) CONVENTION (Tetley Flavour Dance) 
GROUP I Music more attention grabbing Music less lively/ more sedate 
Uplifting/ reviving/ lively feel Soothing/ calming feel 
Aimed at younger people Aimed at older people 
Revolutionary (new) advertising style- Familiar (conventional) advertising style-
less typically up-north Yorkshire typically up-north Y orkshirelwholesome 
/wholesome feel feel 
Sydney not the focal character/ target of Sydney the traditional focal character/ 
fun target of fun 
New round shaped tea bags Traditional square shaped tea bags 
Advert made you feel less like a cup of tea Advert made you feel more like a cup of tea 
GROUP2 Lively, catchy music Typical more sedate Tetley music 
Round shaped tea bags- something new, Square shaped tea bags - familiar and 
different, exciting traditional 
Advert is giving first knowledge of a new Advert is reminding viewers of an existing 
product product 
Less informative about the benefits/ More informative about the benefits/ 
advantage of the new product advantage of the familiar product 
Table 9.24: Differences between the Disruptive and Conventional Tea 
Advertisements 
A number of participants in both tea groups correctly identify the unconventional 
point of difference used to advertise Tetley Roundbags, namely the revolutionary 
new round shape compared with the traditional square shaped teabag (Table 9.24). In 
addition, there is recognition that the advertisement is executionally disruptive, with 
comments refening to the uplifting and lively music rather than the traditionally 
sedate music. A member of group 1 remarks that the liveliness of the Tetley 
Roundbags advertisement does not encourage feelings for a cup of tea, whereas the 
traditionally soothing and sedate nature of Tetley Flavour Dance does encourage 
feelings for a cup of tea. One participant in group 2 makes an interesting comment 
about a Tetley teafolk character named Sydney. In many of the more conventional 
Tetley advertisements, including Tetley Flavour Dance, Sydney's character is the 
target of fun. However, in the more unconventional Tetley Roundbags 
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advertisements, this is-not the case. In addition, a further- member of group 2 refers 
to the lack of information about the benefits of the new round shape in Tetley 
Roundbags, compared with clearly presented benefits of the square teabags in Tetley 
Flavour Dance. 
9.5.4.3 Washing Powder Market 
Washing DISRUPTION (Radion) CONVENTION (Persil) 
Powder Market 
GROUP I Aggressive selling of brand, introducing Reminding viewers of brand, 
brand maintaining awareness 
Emphasises basic message! benefits - Communicates at a higher level, re-
cleans your clothes, makes them smell establishing the brand as a household 
nice name 
Uninteresting! boring to watch- no feel Amusing! entertaining to watch - feel 
good factor good factor 
Lack of structure Story/ sitcom structure 
Not involving to watch Involving to watch 
Building awareness of a new brand Re-inforcing awareness of an existing 
brand 
GROUP2 Boring/uninteresting to watch Funny/ humorous to watch 
Lacks a story structure Reflects a story structure 
Insulting/ irritating/ unappealing Subdued/ conventionaV conservative 
Leaves the brand lacking in credibility Improves the credibility of the brand 
Table 9.25: Differences between Disruptive and Conventional Washing Powder 
Advertisements 
Participants viewing the washing powder advertisements point to the initating, 
insulting and aggressive style of the disruptive advertisement, Radion, compared with 
the entertaining and humorous nature of the conventional advertisement, Persil 
(Table 9.25). Therefore, although the participants are successful in their 
identification of the key disruption driver - the unconventional, aggressive approach 
taken by Radion compared with the traditional gentle approach taken by Persil - they 
do not perceive the unique benefits of dirt and odour removal as original or 
innovative. A member of group 1 refers to this message as 'basic' compared with 
enhancing brand awareness like Persil. Participants also point to the lack of structure, 
lack of credibility and uninvolving nature of the Radion advertisement compared 
with the appealing and involving story structure used in the Persil advertisement. 
The Persil advertisement is perceived as credible, and re-inforces the awareness of 
the brand in general. 
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9.5.4.4 Retail-Market 
Table 9.26 shows that participants in both groups identify the disruptive 
advertisement, Safeway, to be more attention grabbing, memorable and appealing to 
watch than the conventional advertisement, Iceland. The unconventional way in 
which the Safeway advertisement highlights store image/personality by taking the 
viewer through the shopping experience is recognised by both groups. Participants 
mention that they like and identify with the 'Harry' character used in the 
advertisement, which appeals as a result of its story structure and feel-good factor. 
This contrasts with the conventional style of the Iceland advertisement which focuses 
on portraying the range of food and prices offered, rather than on the image and 
personality of the store. Participants also recognise that the two advertisements are 
aimed at different types of people, with Safeway having a wider appeal. 
Retail Market DISRUPTION {Safewav) CONVENTION {Iceland) 
GROUP 1 Aimed at adults Aimed at children 
More memorable Less memorable 
Humorous/ amusing/ witty Not humorous/ amusing/ witty 
A definite story line No storyline 
Shows store layout/ ambience. Viewer No idea of store layout, just random 
can get an idea of shopping experience pictures of food. Viewer cannot get an idea 
of shopping experience 
GROUP2 Appeals to many people Does not appeal to many people 
Focuses on store layout/ ambience! feel Focuses on the range of food offered 
Shows the facilities offered Does not show facilities offered 
More attention grabbing/ involving Not at all attention grabbing/ involving 
Much thought behind the message and Less thought behind image and message in 
image portrayed advert. Focuses on advertising the food 
range. 
Table 9.26: Differences between the Disruptive and Conventional Retail 
Advertisements 
9.5.4.5 Overall 
The results suggest that the key disruptions (the unconventional points of difference) 
used in all the disruptive advertisements have been identified by participants in both 
groups. However, group I participants viewing the Radion advert perceive the 
claims of odour and dirt removal as basic and unoriginal, and members of group 2 do 
not even mention the message! Nevertheless, participants indicate that all disruptive 
advertisements, except washing powder, are more involving and memorable than 
their conventional counterparts. In particular, participant opinions of the 
advertisements appear to be enhanced when a story structure is used, as it has been in 
the Safeway advertisement and the Persil advertisement. The story structure 
stimulates an entertaining feel-good factor. 
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9.s:s Advertisement Preferences 
Advertisement preferences in each market are summarised in Table 9.27. The 
disruptive advertisement is significantly preferred by participants over the 
conventional advertisement in all markets except washing powder, where the 
conventional advertisement prevailed. It is interesting to note that 2 participants 
viewing the tea advertisements claim that they have no preference for either 
advertisement. This is likely to be because both advertisements represent Tetley, and 
maintain some consistency using the Tetley teafolk. 
Product Group Disruptive Conventional Neither one TOTAL 
Market Advert Advert preferred 
Financial I 5 1 0 6 
2 6 0 0 6 
TOTAL 11 (92%) 1 (8%) 0 (0%) 12 (100%) 
Tea 1 5 0 2 7 
2 6 0 0 6 
TOTAL 11 (85%) 0(0%) 2 (15%) 13 (100%) 
Washing 1 0 8 0 8 
Powder 
2 0 5 1 6 
TOTAL 0 (0%) 13 (93%) 1 (7%) 14 (100%) 
Retail I 7 0 0 7 
2 6 0 0 6 
TOTAL 13 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 13 (100%) 
Table 9.27: Advertisement Preferences 
Some participants assert that they would be more likely to try the brand in their 
preferred advertisement, if it was a choice between the two brands. However, most 
participants refer to previous usage experience and sticking with brands known to be 
'reliable', rather than trying either of the advertised brands. In addition, other factors 
such as cost are sometimes particularly important, for example when choosing 
financial insurance. 
9.5.6 Brand Loyalty 
Table 9.28 shows loyalty patterns by product market. Overall, there appears to be a 
tendency towards split loyalty in all markets except washing powder, where 71% of 
participants indicate that they purchase one brand/non-brand. It should be noted that 
the tendency towards split loyalty is particularly strong in the high involvement 
financial market (92% participants), compared with a weaker majority in the low 
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involvement tea market (58% participants) and the low involvement retail market 
(62% participants). 
There also appears to be some group differences regarding loyalty. For the tea 
market, a majority of group 1 state that they are loyal to one brand/non-brand, 
whereas a majority of group 2 state that they have a tendency towards split loyalty. 
Similarly, for the retail market, a majority of group 1 admit loyalty to one brand/non-
brand, whereas all of group 2 have a tendency toward split loyalty. 
Product Market Group Loyal to one Split Loyalty to No listed TOTAL 
brand/non-brand many brands answer 
Financial I I 5 0 6 
2 0 6 0 6 
TOTAL I (8%) 11 (92%) 0 (0%) 12 (100%) 
Tea I 4 2 0 6 
2 I 5 0 6 
TOTAL 5 (42%) 7 (58%) 0 (0%) 12 (100%) 
Washing Powder I 5 3 0 8 
2 5 0 I 6 
TOTAL 10 (71 %) 3 (25%) I (7%) 14 (100%) 
Retail I 5 2 0 7 
2 0 6 0 6 
TOTAL 5 (38%) 8 (62%) 0 (0%) 13 (100%) 
Table 9.28: Brand Loyalty Patterns 
9.5.7 Advertising and Other Factors driving Brand Choice 
There are varied responses when participants are asked if advertising influences their 
brand choice in the financial/tea/washing powder/retail markets. Participants viewing 
the financial advertisements comment that advertising has little or no influence on 
their brand choice, and it is other factors such as cost and service which are more 
important. However, there is acknowledgement that financial advertising can help 
increase awareness of brands. 
Similarly, participants viewing the tea advertisements believe that advertising does 
not influence their purchase choice, and maintain that factors such as special offers 
and satisfactory usage experience are more important. Only one participant reveals 
that tea advertising has influenced brand choice. 
Some members of group 1 do admit that advertising influences their choice of 
washing powder, although members of group 2 refer to factors such as cost and 
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parental influence as most important. Participants in both groups refer to increased 
brand awareness via the advertising. 
Members of retail groups 1 and 2 acknowledge that advertising has influenced their 
awareness and brand consideration at some time, particularly when special offers are 
advertised. However, additional factors such as location and convenience are 
perceived to be the most important drivers of brand choice. 
Table 9.29 summarises other factors perceived as significant drivers of brand choice 
in the four markets. For each group interviewed, two numbers are shown for each 
factor under each product market. The first refers to the number of times this factor 
is mentioned by each group and the second, in brackets, refers to the percentage of 
group members who mention the factor. NI A is recorded if the factor is not 
mentioned by participants as an influence on brand choice. 
Factor Group Financial Tea Washing Retail 
Market Market Powder Market Market 
Service(s) I 13 (83%) NIA NIA NIA 
2 18 (100%) NIA NIA 3 (33%) 
Cost/price/offers 1 16 (100%) 7 (57%) . 13(88%) 17 (100%) 
2 9 (50%) 10 (100%) 7 (67%) 2 (33%) 
Convenience 1 2(17%) NIA 1 (12.5%) * see location 
2 4 (50%) NIA 2 (33%) * see location 
Habit/ Usage experience 1 13 (67%) 7 (43%) 4 (37.5%) 4 (43%) 
2 4 (50%) 6 (50%) 7 (67%) 4 (50%) 
Recommendations/ Past I 1 (17%) 1 (14%) 3 (37.5%) NIA 
Performance/Word of mouth 
2 5 (83%) NIA 1 (17%) NIA 
Parental Influence 1 NIA NIA 6 (62.5%) NIA 
2 NIA 1 (17%) 2 (33%) 1 (17%) 
Store Layout I NIA NIA NIA 5 (29%) 
2 NIA NIA NIA 1 ( 17%) 
Selection/ choice/ quality 1 NIA NIA NIA 14 (100%) 
2 NIA NIA NIA 3 (50%) 
Location 1 NIA NIA NIA 8 (43%) 
2 NIA NIA NIA 4 (50%) 
Table 9.29: Other Factors Driving Brand Choice 
It can be seen that service (both of the company chosen and also the personal services 
of the broker) is a highly influential factor affecting brand choice in the financial 
insurance market, with many mentions by participants in both groups. 
Cost/price/offers and habit/past usage experience are also important, especially with 
members of group 1. These participants indicate that unsatisfactory past experience 
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with an insurance company has caused them to renew their insurance with a different 
company instead of habitually staying with the same company. Other factors 
influencing brand choice in this market, albeit less strongly, are convenience (the 
amount of time and effort involved in brand choice) and word-of-mouth/ 
recommendations/past performance of the company (particularly with group 2) - have 
they produced the goods over the last 10 years? With regard to convenience, 
comments refer to the off-putting lengthy and involved process when choosing 
insurance and the attraction of a company, such as Direct Line, which cuts out the 
middleman and quickens up this process. 
Cost/price/offers (especially with members of group 2) and habit/past usage 
experience are the most influential factors on brand choice in the tea market. In 
particular, comments refer to the attraction of special offers/reduced prices on brands 
of tea and past experience with 'taste'. A couple of participants also indicate that 
their parent's brand choice and recommendations from friends have been influential 
in their choice of tea, but not as significantly as price and past usage experience. 
Many participants (particularly in group 1) similarly mention that cost/price/offers 
strongly influence choice of washing powder. Habit/past usage experience (smell 
being very important) and parental choices are also significant. In addition, word-of-
mouth/recommendations and convenience are mentioned, but fewer times by fewer 
participants, and therefore represent weaker influences on brand choice in this 
market. With regard to convenience, a participant in group 1 refers to the attraction 
of purchasing an all-in-one washing powder and fabric softener, and two group 2 
participants refer to the convenience of purchasing an available brand when carrying 
out their weekly grocery shopping. 
Finally, in addition to cost/price/offers (stressed by group 1), the strongest influences 
on brand choice in the retail market are the selection/choice/quality of goods in the 
chosen store (particularly for group 1) and convenience/location of the store (for both 
groups). Some participants also mention store layout and habit/past usage 
experience, but these factors appear to influence brand choice less strongly than price 
and selection. Service provided in the chosen store and parental brand choices are 
mentioned by a few participants in group 2, but do not appear to be primary 
influencing factors. 
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Overall, cost/price/offers seem to have an important influence on brand choice across 
all markets. In addition, habit/past usage experience is typically of strong or medium 
influence in all markets. Therefore, these two factors are to be regarded as primary 
influencing factors for consumers in all four markets. It should also be noted that 
service is an important influence on brand choice in the high involvement financial 
market, but not the lower involvement markets. Both the retail market and the 
financial market appear to have a wider variety of factors affecting brand choice than 
the tea market and the washing powder market. 
9.6 DISCUSSION 
The results show that advertisement familiarity is higher for disruptive 
advertisements than conventional advertisements in the financial and retail markets, 
equally familiar in the tea market and lower for disruptive advertisements than 
conventional advertisements in the washing powder market. 
As previously mentioned, these results may be affected by the age of the 
advertisements, with some disruptive advertisements being aired more recently than 
the conventional advertisements. The Safeway advertisement dates back to 1994 and 
Direct Line to 1990, compared with Iceland in 1992 and TSB in 1988. However the 
same pattern does not exist in the tea and washing powder markets. The tea 
advertisements are equally familiar, with 54% of participants admitting that they 
have seen the advertisements before even though the disruptive tea advertisement, 
Tetley Roundbags, was more recently aired in 1989 compared with Tetley Flavour 
Dance in 1986. In addition, the conventional washing powder advertisement, Persil, 
is familiar with all participants in groups 1 and 2, and less recently aired than the 
disruptive advertisement, Radion. The Radion advertisement is only familiar to 36% 
of participants. Another factor which may affect advertisement familiarity is the age 
of the participants. However, there does not appear to be any consistent evidence 
across markets that groups consisting of older participants are more likely to have 
watched the oldest advertisements shown to them. 
Brand familiarity is high in all product markets. All participants state that they are at 
least aware of the brands, with the exception of Radion, where one participant admits 
to not having heard of the brand. As previously discussed, the advertisements aired 
are now outdated, and all the chosen brands - disruptive and conventional - are now 
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established in their markets. There is evidence of more recent television advertising 
in the past few years from all brands, which is likely to have contributed to the high 
levels of overall brand awareness in this research. 
The greater levels of previous usage for the low involvement brands is affected by 
the frequent purchase and low cost nature of low involvement purchases compared 
with high involvement purchases. Consequently, these low involvement product 
categories possess high levels of enduring involvement compared with temporary or 
situational involvement associated with many high involvement product categories, 
including financial insurance (Bloch & Richins, 1983; Zaichkowsky, 1985). In 
addition, factors such as reduced prices and special offers significantly affect the 
usage of low involvement products (see section 9.5.7). Cost is also a key influence 
on purchase choice in the high involvement financial insurance market. However, 
there is very little on-going interest in finance, except around the time when purchase 
is being considered (Stockdale, 1995). 
It is difficult to compare brand usage between the disruptive and conventional brands 
used in this research. As previously stated, TSB appears to be recognised for its 
banking rather than insurance, compared with insurance for Direct Line. This 
contributes to the higher levels of previous TSB usage compared with Direct Line 
usage. The retail brands Safeway and Iceland also differ in their offers. Iceland is a 
frozen food specialist generally visited less frequently in comparison with Safeway, 
which sells a wide variety of frequently purchased groceries in addition to frozen 
foods. The usage patterns of the groups reflects the different offers. Brand 
familiarity is not comparable for the tea market because Tetley is the tea brand 
advertised in both the disruptive and the conventional advertisements. Only Radion 
and Persil are comparable washing powders with the same basic 'cleaning' offers. 
In this research, current or previous usage of Persil, the conventional brand, is much 
greater than Radion, the disruptive brand. A factor which may these affect these 
differences in usage is Persil's years of heritage. Persil is a market leader in the 
washing powder market and is widely known and trusted (Feldwick (Ed), 1990). In 
contrast, Radion has few years of heritage, only being introduced by Lever Brothers 
in 1989 to complement their existing portfolio of detergents, including Persil. 
Persil's long-established image as a market leader and universally appealing soft and 
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caring brand is an important factor contributing to the significant past usage patterns 
of Persil compared with Radion. This is acknowledged by group 1, with comments 
referring to Persil as an established and familiar brand which can be trusted. 
The disruptive advertisements appear to stimulate more positive feelings in all 
product markets, except washing powder, than conventional advertisements. 
The positive feelings for both disruptive retail and tea advertisements generally refer 
to the memorable and entertaining nature of the advertisement, and the ability of the 
advertisement to hold the viewer's attention. In addition to the likeable executions 
and the feel-good nature of the tea and retail advertisements, participants comment 
on the advertising information, reflecting the ability of the advertisement to hold both 
an emotional and a rational appeal. Agres (1987) argued that advertisement 
effectiveness is enhanced if adverts elicit both affective and cognitive responses. The 
Safeway advertisement in particular, uses an emotional approach to communicate 
brand differentiation. Research by Rosenberg et al. (1991) illustrated that the use of 
an emotional approach to communicate a differentiating message can produce higher 
persuasion scores. However, a member of tea group 1 comments that the Tetley 
advertisement would not necessarily induce purchase, and a member of group 2 is 
cynical about the benefits of the new round shape. 
The negative feelings expressed towards the conventional retail advertisement 
(Iceland) reflects 'dislikeability' of both the content and the executional style. In 
addition, participants do not find the advert to be meaningful or convincing. A 
member of group 2 compares Iceland with Safeway, and comments that the Iceland 
advertisement is less effective because it does not promote the store itself, but the 
products sold in the store. In contrast, there are many positive feelings expressed 
toward the conventional Tetley Flavour Dance advertisement. Comments refer to the 
familiar, jolly executional style. These comments are mostly from group 1, who 
vtew the conventional advertisement before the disruptive advertisement. 
Participants in group 2 are less enthusiastic about the conventional advertisement 
after viewing Tetley Roundbags, and draw attention to the old-fashioned, 
uninteresting style of Tetley Flavour Dance. 
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The entirely negative feelings expressed towards the disruptive washing powder 
advert, Radion, focus in particular on the irritating, cheap and outdated executional 
style of the advertisement. In addition, participants mention that the actual 
advertising message is unoriginal and basic. These comments reflect a dislike of 
both the symbolic and instrumental stimuli in the advertisement (Franzen, 1994). In 
consequence, participants are suspicious and unconvinced of the advertising claims. 
Meaningful advertising which is informative and believable is the most important 
factor affecting advertising likeability (Biel and Bridgewater, 1990). In this situation 
it is clear that the suspicion of advertising claims is linked with the dislike of the 
advertisement. In comparison, participants express a mixture of both positive and 
negative feelings toward the conventional Persil advertisement. Both groups of 
participants acknowledge that the advertisement is both entertaining and amusing, 
and refer to the likeable story-structure. Similarly to Safeway, the advertisement 
attempts to appeal to consumers using an emotional approach. In addition, some 
participants are convinced that Persil is a reliable brand and will clean clothes to a 
high standard, but others are cynical that the brand is superior to rival brands. Both 
groups also comment on the fact that the advertisement is outdated. Broadbent 
(1992) argued that the appeal of familiar advertising can become less relevant or can 
simply wear out....values need updating. Changes should be made to refresh 
continuous advertising, ensuring the ideas are kept vivid and alive (McDonald, 
1992). 
The disruptive financial advertisement, Direct Line, arouses a combination of both 
positive and negative comments. The positive comments refer, in particular, to the 
clear message and immediate impact: the ability of the advertisement to hold the 
viewer's interest. The advertisement is primarily information loaded (Branthwaite 
and Swindells, 1997). It represents a new marketing idea and possesses a high 
rational/functional emphasis. A member of group 2 argues that the advertisement 
presents a realistic situation, thereby creating a relevance for the consumer. 
Perceived relevance is an important stage in the bonding process (Farr, 1996). 
Franzen (1994) argued that message likeability is important if product purchase is 
rational and involves instrumental values. Both groups refer to the memorable little 
red telephone and the accompanying jingle, which has since become a powerful 
brand mnemonic (Stockdale, 1995). The negative comments reflect a general 
disinterest in the financial market. Research has demonstrated that there is a 
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consistent correlation between a person's involvement in a product category and their 
intrinsic level of interest in its advertising, and clearly, most of the time most people 
are uninvolved with financial markets (Stockdale, 1995). In contrast, the 
conventional financial advertisement (TSB) provokes almost entirely negative 
comments, particularly about the unclear/confused message and the messy approach 
of trying to cover too many topics in one advertisement. A participant in group 1 
remarks that the advertisement lacks general information about dealing with 
enquiries, and a participant in group 2 comments that the advertisement does not 
present any particular advantage over rival insurance companies. These opinions, 
combined with the general disinterest in insurance advertising contributes to 
members of both groups stating they are unconvinced by the advertisement and/or 
that it would make them avoid the brand. 
There appears to be a strong relationship between the comments expressed about the 
disruptive and conventional advertisements, and comments expressed about the 
respective brands in the advertisements. In general, positive feelings expressed about 
the advertisements coincide with positive comments expressed toward the respective 
brands and vice versa. Shimp (1981) argued that the positive feelings and likeability 
attached to particular advertisements can be transferred to the brand. Similarly, Aad 
(attitude toward the advertisement) can directly affect brand attitude (Mackenzie, 
Lutz and Belch, 1986; Brown and Stayman, 1992). 
Participants comment positively about the disruptive retail brand, Safeway, and 
negatively about the disruptive washing powder brand, Radion. Positive remarks 
about Safeway include references to the apparent quality of the store from the 
advertisement, and the belief in the store and what it offers. Participants in group 2 
also mention that the advertisement encourages a feel-good feeling about the brand. 
Thorson and Friestad ( 1989) suggested that emotions encountered during television 
advertisements condition later feelings about the advert and the brand. The negative 
comments about Radion, particularly by group 1, refer to the cheap and lower class 
image of the brand compared with rivals, and suspicion relating to brand claims. 
This re-inforces comments about the advertisement. After viewing the 
advertisement, a participant in group 1 states that he would be more likely to avoid 
using the brand! This supports previous research which suggests that advertisement 
dislikeability has a very negative affect on persuasion (McCollum Spielman 
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Worldwide, 1991). Another negative comment by group 1 refers to the cheap and 
controversial Radian packaging, rather than the intended 'excitement', 'powerful 
cleaning' and 'modernity' it is intended to symbolise (Feldwick (Ed), 1990, Radian 
Case Study). 
The conventional retail brand, Iceland, prompts remarks which re-inforce opinions 
about the Iceland advertisement. Participants in both groups are suspicious of the 
brand and the quality of foods provided by the store. Comments also refer to the 
cheap, outdated and unappealing nature of the brand, and a participant in group 
states that the brand is initating because the advertisement is initating. 
The Persil brand prompts a mixture of positive and negative remarks from both 
groups. Participants in group 1 express positive feelings toward the brand and 
participants in group 2 do not. As previously mentioned, members of group 1 appear 
to trust the brand and f'.":el it to be reliable because it is a familiar and well known 
brand name with universal appeal. Advertising which has the ability to build high 
involvement creativity rather than focusing on a unique product attribute will 
inevitably enhance interest in and status for the brand from target consumers (Farr, 
1996). However, participants in group 2 are cynical about the performance of Persil 
and do not perceive it to be superior to rival brands. Products such as washing 
powder have little opportunity to differentiate themselves from competitor offerings, 
and must concentrate on giving the product a perceived edge to attract consumers and 
charge a premium price. Vivid advertising memories and usage experience 
confirming beliefs about the brand are important advertising tools in this process 
(Farr, 1996). 
There are a mixture of positive and negative feelings expressed toward the disruptive 
financial brand, Direct Line, and the disruptive/conventional tea brand, Tetley. 
Despite mainly positive comments about the Tetley Roundbags advert in particular, 
participants voice more cynicism regarding the brand. Comments from both groups 
refer to the re-assuring and familiar identity of Tetley, and a member of group 1 
states that he would consider purchasing the brand in the future if other incentives 
were also available. This supports research which shows that brand sales can 
increase if there is a synergy between consumer promotions and TV theme 
advertising (Lodish and Lubetkin, 1992; Sylvester, 1992; McDonald, 1992). 
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However, other comments refer to the lower class and uninteresting nature of the 
brand. A member of group 1 with past usage experience of the brand, is not 
impressed by Tetley. Research has shown that a strong correlation exists between 
actual use of a product, how often the product is used and associations with the brand 
(Castleberg and Ehrenberg, 1990). Users who reject the brand as a result of negative 
trial experience also tend to avoid the advertising (Schlinger, 1979). Trial may be the 
result of in-store promotions, demonstrations or sampling, but it helps if the 
advertising has influenced consumer attitude toward the brand in such situations 
(Rossiter, 1987). A member of group 2 refers to the new round shape, indicating that 
more obvious benefits of purchase are needed to enhance brand image. This 
represents evidence that liking an advertisement does not necessarily mean that there 
is liking for the brand. The brand needs to hold a relevance for the consumer. 
Relevance is only created if people perceive the brand as offering a rational or 
emotional benefit, and being in the right price bracket (Farr, 1996). 
Positive remarks expressed toward Direct Line refer to the convenience and ease of 
using the brand, and the quick and efficient service provided. The message is 
absorbed by consumers, and the advertisement is primarily information loaded 
(Branthwaite and Swindells, 1997). A participant in group 1 admits that he has been 
tempted to get a quote from them in the past, and a participant in group 2 refers to 
increased awareness of the brand via the advertisement, with possible future brand 
consideration. These comments suggest the advertising is working as a weak force 
(Ehrenberg, 1997d; Jones, 1990, 1991; McDonald, 1992; Prue, 1998). The negative 
comments express cynicism regarding the impersonal nature of using the brand, and 
lack of trust when speaking to an employee over the phone. In addition, a member of 
group 2 mentions the practical aspect of financial insurance - can the brand be relied 
on in real life circumstances? Ultimately, only brand usage experience can answer 
this question. 
Opinions of TSB, the conventional financial brand, reflect views expressed toward 
the TSB advertisement. In particular, comments referring to the confused/ 
inconsistent/unclear brand image correspond with comments about the confused/ 
unclear advertisement message. A participant in group 1 states that she is unsure of 
the service provided by TSB and participants in group 2 perceive TSB to be 
unreliable. 
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These results reveal a common similarity across markets. As previously mentioned, 
there is a strong relationship between advertisement feelings and brand feelings. In 
addition, largely positive feelings appear to increase future brand consideration, 
whilst negative feelings decrease future brand consideration. Many participants 
making negative remarks are suspicious of brand claims. 
The results show that the key disruptions used in the disruptive advertisements are 
mentioned by participants in both groups, although the advertisements are not 
obviously perceived as disruptive due to their age. Disruption renews brand interest 
by encouraging people to think about the brand in a new way. Brands need to be 
nourished with ideas and new initiatives to prevent complacency. Failure to disrupt 
will cause consumers to lose interest in brands (Dru, 1996). The disruptions are 
reviewed again as follows: 
1. Insurance: Direct Line advertising highlights convenience and cost with regard 
to motor insurance, compared with the more conventional offers of service and 
interest. TSB advertising shows the conventional range of savings, investment 
and insurance benefits. 
2. Tea: Tetley Roundbags advertises a new round shaped teabag combined with a 
more lively, upbeat execution. Tetley Flavour Dance advertises square shaped 
teabags in a familiar and sedate way. 
3. Washing Powder: Radian advertising uses an aggressive, hard-sell approach to 
communicate dual benefits of dirt and odour removal. Persil advertising uses a 
traditional soft and caring approach to communicate the brand's cleaning power. 
4. Retail: Safeway advertising utilises the appeal of children to create a greater 
brand personality and appeal instead of focusing on the traditional benefits used in 
supermarket advertising. Iceland advertising communicates the traditional retail 
benefits of quality, range, opening hours and price. 
It is interesting to note that although many companies now advertise direct insurance, 
a remark by a member of group 1 indicates that Direct Line are still perceived by 
some as 'owning' direct insurance. It should also be noted that the aggressive style 
of Radian advertising (the key disruption driver), is mentioned by members of both 
groups although the dual benefit of dirt and odour removal (a secondary disruption 
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driver) is not perceived as original. Members of group 1 perceive this offer as 'basic' 
and members of group 2 do not mention it at all. 
In general, the disruptive advertisement is significantly preferred over the 
conventional advertisement in all markets except washing powder. This supports the 
feelings expressed toward the advertisements. Advertising which is intrinsically 
different is more likely to make an impression on the consumer and will more 
effectively increase advertising awareness and perhaps brand awareness (Deighton et 
al., 1994). Although some participants comment that their preferred advertisement 
is more likely to stimulate purchase intention for the brand, they mention other 
important influences which affect their brand choice, in particular cost and usage 
experience. 
Overall, there appears to be a tendency toward split loyalty in all markets, except 
washing powder. This split loyalty is particularly strong in the financial market. 
Consumers are shopping around, demanding better products at lower prices and their 
loyalty is increasingly short-term (Owens, 1995). These findings support research by 
Ehrenberg and Barnard (1997a), which showed that most consumers are multibrand 
buyers, with a low incidence of single brand loyalty. In addition, they argued that 
few consumers remain 100% loyal to a brand over longer time periods such as a year. 
Within any brand repertoire, a consumer has three or four brands which he switches 
between. Similarly, Hallberg ( 1995) suggested that consumers do not appear to 
continually purchase a favourite brand, but instead regularly purchase a number of 
brands from their repertoire. Disruptive advertising may be more likely to influence 
consumers with this tendency toward split loyalty. However, even though there is a 
tendency toward split loyalty when both group I and group 2 are accounted for, there 
are some differences between group responses in the tea and retail markets. In 
general, a large proportion of group I in each market indicate a tendency toward 
loyalty to one brand/non-brand, whilst most or all of group 2 indicate a tendency 
toward split loyalty. 
There is limited recognition that advertising influences brand choice directly, 
particularly in the high involvement financial market. For the low involvement 
markets, a few participants do admit that advertising has influenced their brand 
choice. However, across all markets there is recognition by participants that 
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advertising has increased brand awareness and possible future brand consideration. 
Advertising can help establish source credibility and a predisposition to favourable 
usage, influencing further purchase (Smith and Swinyard, 1983). Ehrenberg et al. 
(1997) argued that advertising rarely acts as a strong force, radically changing 
consumers' thoughts, feelings and actions. Instead, advertising ensures the brand 
remains in consumers' minds and consumers' consideration sets. For the retail 
market, some participants reveal that advertising can directly influence choice of 
store if special offers are advertised. For example, in-store promotions and 
temporary price reductions may tempt the consumer to try a different brand from the 
norm (Ehrenberg, 1991 ). 
Cost/price/offers and habit/past usage experience are significant influences on brand 
choice across all markets used in the research, although references vary by group. 
Store location, layout and selection is also of particular influence in the retail market 
and parental brand choices appear to be significant in the washing powder market. 
Many comments reveal that service of the company or broker is very important when 
purchasing insurance. With regard to the financial market, Stockdale (1995:21) 
argued that consumers have become more sophisticated and knowledgeable .... "they 
have developed a nose for a good deal, and their expectations of service and product 
perfomwnce have become ever more demanding". Owens (1995) confirmed that 
consumers are finding it increasingly difficult to differentiate between major 
financial suppliers and price is consequently becoming the lead factor affecting brand 
choice in financial services advertising. 
9.7 SUMMARY 
This chapter has described the results of focus group interviews. The interviews 
were used to explore consumer attitudes and reactions to contrasting advertising 
approaches. In addition, the interviews reveal consumer familiarity and opinions of 
the advertised brands, their brand loyalty tendencies in the selected markets and 
additional factors driving brand choice. 
Although there are a number of limitations associated with this research phase (see 
section 12.5), the findings aid comparisons between consumer attitudes and reactions 
toward disruptive and conventional advertising approaches. 
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The disruptive advertisements in the financial and retail markets are more familiar to 
participants than the conventional advertisements. The disruptive advertisement is 
equally familiar to participants in the tea market and less familiar than the 
conventional advertisement in the washing powder market. Brand familiarity is high 
in all product markets, although there is more evidence of previous usage in low 
involvement markets. 
The disruptive advertisements appear to provoke more positive comments than 
conventional advertisements in all product markets except washing powder. Positive 
comments from groups watching low involvement advertisements (tea, washing 
powder, retail) include references to the likeable executions in particular, whereas 
positive comments from groups watching the high involvement insurance 
advertisements more of~en emphasise message likeability, since purchase is 
essentially rational. In contrast, negative remarks refer to 'dislikeability' of the 
execution and the message for low involvement advertisements and dislikeability of 
the message in particular for the high involvement advertisements. Participants state 
that they are unconvinced of advertisement claims. 
The results show that there is a strong relationship between comments expressed 
about the advertisements and feelings toward the brands. In general, positive 
advertisement feelings coincide with positive brand feelings, and negative 
advertisement feelings coincide with negative brand feelings. In addition, positive 
feelings appear to increase future brand consideration, whilst negative feelings 
decrease future brand consideration. The disruptive advertisement in each market is 
significantly preferred over the conventional advertisement in all markets except 
washing powder, supporting feelings expressed toward the advertisements. The key 
disruption drivers in the disruptive advertisements are mentioned by at least one 
member of each group, although the advertisements themselves are not obviously 
perceived as disruptive. 
There is a tendency toward split loyalty in all markets except washing powder, 
particularly in the financial insurance market. Few participants admit that advertising 
has influenced brand choice directly, although there is recognition that advertising 
increases brand awareness and possible future brand consideration, especially in 
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combination with promotional offers. Cost/price/offers and habit/past usage 
experience are significant influencing factors on brand choice across all markets used 
in the research. In addition, participants reveal that store location and layout affects 
brand choice in the retail market, service of a broker/company affects brand choice in 
the financial market and parental influence affects brand choice in the washing 
powder market. 
In general, there are few significant differences between group 1 and group 2 
responses in each market. However, the following should be noted: 
1. Group 1, who view the conventional advertisement first, express mostly positive 
comments about Tetley Flavour Dance. However, group 2, who view the 
disruptive Tetley advertisement first, express mostly negative comments about 
Tetley Flavour Dance, constantly comparing it to Tetley Roundbags. 
2. Group 1 are positive about Persil, believing it to be a reliable and trustworthy 
brand. However, group 2 remain suspicious of Persil's performance compared 
with rival brands. 
3. A majority of group 1 in both the tea and retail market reveal that they are loyal to 
one brand/non-brand, whereas most group 2 members in both the tea and retail 
market state that they have a tendency toward split loyalty. 
4. The number of mentions/no: of participants who refer to particular factors 






10. QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY: PART 1 
10.1 INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 10 (part 1) and chapter 1 1 (part 2) describe the third phase of the research, a 
supervised survey using undergraduate students at the University of Plymouth. The 
broad aim of this survey is to identify the primary contributory factors of purchase 
intention within and across different markets. In particular, the survey aims to 
investigate the influence of advertising approach on purchase intention within each of 
the markets in comparison with other influencing factors. Advertising can nudge a 
consumer's propensity to buy a brand or be more likely to purchase a brand on the 
next purchase occasion (Ehrenberg and Bamard, 1997b). Chapter 10 explains the 
results of the survey using individual item analysis, before carrying out some 
analysis of means and some data reduction techniques. Chapter 11 then goes on to 
describe how multiple regression has been used to more specifically determine the 
primary contributory factors of purchase intention in each of the four markets, and 
the influence of advertising approach in this process. 
The survey includes questions relating to market involvement, brand awareness, 
brand usage, brand image, advertisement feelings, and questions comparing the 
advertisements shown in each of the markets. Intention to purchase is used as the 
primary indicator of trial in each market. Only after initial purchase can any 
stronger, more committed relationship with the brand be developed through 
continued purchase (Ehrenberg, 1974; Ehrenberg, 1997a). 
In this chapter the responses to individual items are summarised. Appendix 13 
provides a detailed item analysis including type of item response, means and 
standard deviations, with responses split by product involvement. Further analysis of 
means are presented using One-Way Analysis of Variance to test for significant 
response bias by gender, age and advert sequence. In addition, both the Kolmogorov 
Smimov test and the Independent Samples T -test have been used to test for response 
differences by involvement and by advertisement familiarity. Finally, Exploratory 
Factor Analysis is undertaken in an attempt to reduce some of the overlapping items 
to a more manageable set of variables. The discussion section brings together the 
findings of the chapter before a summary is presented. 
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I 0.2 AIMS & OBJECTIVES 
Overall, the survey aims to identify the primary contributory factors of purchase 
intention within and across different markets, and the influence of advertising 
approach in this process. In part I, individual item analysis is used to investigate: 
I. the nature of product involvement, brand image, brand usage and advertisement 
feelings and attitudes within each market. 
2. the nature of brand loyalty within and across markets. 
3. whether product involvement has a significant effect on brand image, brand usage 
and purchase intention within and across markets. 
4. the extent to which the disruptive advertisement is perceived as disruptive and the 
conventional advertisement is perceived as conventional. 
5. whether there is a preference for disruptive advertising or conventional advertising 
within and across markets. 
6. whether discontinuous advertising 1s more successful than conventional 
advertising at stimulating purchase intention within and across markets. 
10.3 SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Undergraduate students at the University of Plymouth represent the target population 
for the survey. Respondents in the research have been recruited on a convenience 
basis and include those students who study on courses in which access can be gained 
for purposes ofthe research. Six groups of varying sizes participated in the research, 
totalling 180 respondents. Access to the students relied on course tutors agreeing to 
incorporate the research as a useful element of the course. The survey also collects 
data on respondents relating to gender, course of study, year of study, age and 
nationality. 
10.4 PILOT STUDY 
Pilot testing was carried out in an attempt to identify any potential problems with the 
survey and enable necessary revisions to be made. In particular, pretesting or pilot 
testing highlights difficulties with the question layout, question wording, redundant 
questions, response categories, numbering and instructions to respondents (Bailey, 
1994; Oppenheim, 1992). Pi lot studies should also be conducted in the same manner 
as the final study, which highlights any problems with the survey length, duration 
and administration. Three marketing experts from Plymouth Business School 
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initially piloted the survey, and were chosen because of their interest and knowledge 
in the area of study, and because of their accessibility. 
A number of modifications were made as a result of the pilot testing. Firstly the 
overall structure and order of questions was amended. Instead of sectioning all 
questions and advertisements by market, which involves many interruptions and 
lengthens the time taken to complete the survey, the question layout was re-arranged 
to gather information about market involvement, followed by information about 
brand awareness, usage and image and finally information relating to the 
advertisements shown. This structural change enables the first two sections of the 
survey to be completed with minimal interference and reduces the time required to 
complete the survey. In addition, responses to brand awareness, usage and image 
questions could not be influenced by watching the advertisements. 
The response categories for brand usage were modified and it was decided to adopt a 
usage scale based on previous usage experience. This enables respondents to report 
when they actually last used the brand rather than attempting to approximately 
specify how often they use the brand. Finally, modifications were made to the 
instructions in sections 1 a-1 d, and redundant and repetitive questions which extended 
the survey unnecessarily were eliminated. Respondent details were placed at the 
beginning of the survey rather than at the end to ensure completion by students. After 
all modifications had been carried out, the revised survey was retested on 3 eo-
workers and found to be satisfactory. 
10.5 RESPONSE RATE 
A total sample of 180 British undergraduate students took part in the research. 
Tables 1 O.l to l 0.4 show respondents split by gender, age, degree course and year of 
course. 
GENDER No: of Respondents % of Respondents 
Male 126 70.0 
Female 54 30.0 
TOTAL 180 100 
Table 10.1: Respondents split by Gender 
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AGE No: of Respondents % of Respondents 
Under 21 67 37.2 
21-25 96 53.3 
26+ 17 9.4 
TOTAL 180 100 
Table 10.2: Respondents split by Age 
DEGREE COURSE Code No: of %of 
Respondents Respondents 
Business Studies/ Combined Business I 69 38.3 
International Business Studies 3 20 11.1 
Business Administration 8 19 10.6 
Business Information Management Systems 4 10 5.6 
Design, Technology and Business 5 15 8.3 
Marketing 2 17 9.4 
Computing Systems and Networks 7 13 7.2 
Engineering 6 17 9.4 
TOTAL 180 100 
Table 10.3: Respondents split by Degree Course 
DEGREE YEAR No: of Respondents % of Respondents 
Year I 93 51.7 
Year 2 2 1.1 
Final Year 85 47.2 
TOTAL 180 100 
Table 10.4: Respondents split by Degree Year 
The above tables show that respondents are heavily male biased (Table 10.1 ), 
studying on primarily business related courses (Table 1 0.3) and represent students in 
their first and third years of study (Table 10.4). The male bias is strongly linked with 
the nature of the degree courses used, which include computing, technology and 
engineering in addition to business. It can be seen that over half the respondents 
(53%) fall into the 21-25 age bracket, with 37% under 21 and the smallest proportion 
(9%) over the age of 26 (Table 10.2). Further analysis of gender and age influence is 
presented in section 10.7. 
Overall, surveys were completed satisfactorily, although individual items were left 
unanswered in some cases and there are a high proportion of neutral responses for 
some items. The next section will attempt to summarise results by individual item. 
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10.6 A SUMMARY OF INDIVIDUAL ITEM ANALYSIS 
This section summarises the individual item analysis, although Appendix 13 presents 
a detailed analysis by individual item with results presented in sections as they 
appear on the questionnaire. 
I 0.6.1 Section 1 
The FCB involvement study and the Kapferer and Laurent involvement study 
(previously discussed) have been used to interpret responses in section 1. Responses 
in section 1 a reveal opinions and attitudes from respondents about involvement in the 
insurance market. Purchasing insurance is seen as an important decision of high risk 
and negative consequences if mispurchase occurs. It is felt that purchasing insurance 
is a rational/logical decision rather than a pleasurable one and there is no strong sign 
value attached to purchase. In combination with the high risk nature of the purchase, 
recommendations from others is perceived as important. Respondents indicate that 
they have not tried many brands, although were not particularly loyal to one brand 
either. 
Responses in section 1 b reveal opm10ns and attitudes from subjects about 
involvement in the tea market. Unlike insurance, tea is seen as an unimportant, low 
risk purchase decision, and subjects attach few negative consequences ifmispurchase 
takes place. The likelihood of this is high, with respondents spending little time on 
their purchase choice. In combination with the low risk nature of the purchase, 
recommendations from others is not perceived as important. There are mixed 
opinions regarding emotions attached to purchase, although respondents feel tea to be 
marginally more of a rational/logical decision. Similarly to insurance, there appears 
to be no strong sign value attached to purchase and no particular loyalty to one brand 
of tea. However, unlike insurance respondents indicate that they have tried many 
brands of tea. 
Responses in section 1 c reveal opt mons and attitudes from subjects about 
involvement in the washing powder market. Similarly to tea, washing powder is 
perceived as an unimportant, low risk purchase decision. Little time is spent on 
purchase, although there are few negative consequences if mispurchase takes place. 
Recommendations from other people and the perceived sign value of the product 
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class are not deemed important by respondents. In addition, it is felt that purchasing 
washing powder is more of a logical/objective decision rather than an enjoyable 
purchase based on feeling and emotion. There are mixed feelings regarding loyalty 
to one brand of washing powder, although a slightly larger proportion of respondents 
indicate that they have tried many different brands of washing powder. 
Responses in section )d reveal opinions and attitudes from subjects about 
involvement in the retail market. Similarly to tea and washing powder, choosing 
which supermarket to shop at is perceived as a unimportant, low risk purchase 
decision. Little time is spent deciding where to shop and there are few negative 
consequences if the wrong store is chosen. Recommendations from other people and 
the perceived sign value of the product class are not deemed important by 
respondents. There are mixed opinions regarding the pleasure and emotion involved 
whilst supermarket shopping, although respondents indicate that their choice of 
supermarket is largely a rational/logical decision. Many subjects respond that they 
have tried many different supermarkets, and also that they tend to be loyal to one. 
There is no strong interest in the product class for any of the 4 product markets, 
although responses are marginally favourable (mean > 3.0) for the financial, tea and 
retail markets and unfavourable (mean < 3.0) for the washing powder market. In 
addition, there is no strong sign value attached to any of the products. Brands which 
are very similar to one another in a market are less likely to have sign value and less 
likely to allow one's self expression (Kapferer and Laurent, 1986). Purchasing 
insurance and washing powder are perceived as highly logical/objective decisions, 
whilst there are mixed rational/emotional feelings involved with tea purchase. In 
contrast to purchasing products, supermarket shopping is a different concept. Whilst 
choice of supermarket is perceived as a rational decision, there are mixed 
rational/emotional feelings involved with the shopping experience. 
Responses to questions in section 1 indicate that purchasing insurance is a high-
involvement, rational decision, demonstrated by the perceived importance of the 
purchase decision, the high risk nature of the purchase and the perceived negative 
consequences of mispurchase. However, low levels of purchase frequency means 
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that there is likely to be a low level of enduring, on-going involvement m the 
insurance market. 
In contrast, tea and washing powder are low involvement purchase decisions, 
demonstrated by the lack of importance and time associated with the purchase 
decision, the perceived low risk nature of the purchase and few negative 
consequences of mispurchase. Respondent opinions suggest that washing powder is 
a rational purchase, and there are mixed rational/emotional feelings associated with 
tea purchase. In contrast with insurance, tea and washing powder are both products 
which are frequently purchased suggesting high enduring involvement, despite a low 
level of purchase involvement. 
Similarly to tea and washing powder, choice of supennarket appears to be a low 
involvement decision. Despite being a rational choice, opinions indicate that there 
are some emotions/feelings involved during the shopping experience. In addition, 
there is likely to be high enduring involvement as a result of on-going, frequent 
supennarket use. 
The retail market appears to be the only market where a large proportion of 
respondents are loyal to one brand (mean > 3.0). In the washing powder and tea 
markets there are approximately equal numbers of respondents who have agreed/ 
strongly agreed and disagreed/strongly disagreed that they are loyal to one brand. In 
contrast, there are a large proportion of respondents who disagree/strongly disagree 
that they are loyal to one brand in the financial insurance market. In all low 
involvement purchase markets (tea, washing powder and retail) respondents indicate 
that they have tried many different brands. 
1 0.6.2 Section 2 
There is nearly I 00% awareness for all brands used in this research. Usage 
experience of the 7 brands is reflected by the nature of the product market and 
associated purchase frequency. Responses to brand usage items illustrate far less 
recent usage experience with infrequently purchased financial brands TSB and Direct 
Line in comparison with more recently used tea, washing powder and retail brands. 
However, Radion and Iceland both appear to have low levels of recent usage. Usage 
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patterns for Iceland may be affected by the relevance of the store offer and the extent 
to which it meets respondent needs (as previously discussed in chapter 9). In 
comparison with mainstream retail outlets like Safeway, which sell a wide variety of 
products, Iceland is primarily a frozen food outlet suited to bulk-buying by families. 
Usage responses for Radion may be affected by the way respondents perceive the 
brand in comparison with more frequently advertised rival brands such as Persil, 
Ariel and Daz. Apart from TSB, fewer involved respondents indicate that they had 
never used, never considered using the brand in comparison with the overall sample. 
The opposite is true for uninvolved respondents. 
Responses to brand image items reveal favourable feelings toward brands Tetley, 
Persil and Safeway, and unfavourable feelings toward brands Radion and Iceland. 
There appears to be mixed feelings toward financial brands TSB and Direct Line. 
These brand feelings may be linked to prior usage experience or lack of usage 
experience, as discussed above. Aggregation of items into a brand image variable 
confirm favourable brand images for Safeway and Direct Line (mean> 3.0) and very 
favourable brand images for Persil and Tetley (mean > 3.5). However, aggregation 
also confirms unfavourable brand images for Radion and Iceland (mean < 3.0), and 
neutral feeling toward TSB (mean = 3.0). The item 'the brand is familiar to me' is 
not represented by the brand image variable. The overall mean for this item is > 4.0 
for all brands, suggesting that all brands are familiar to respondents. 
In companson with overall responses, involved respondents appear to hold less 
favourable feelings towards brands TSB, Direct Line and Radion and more 
favourable feelings toward brands Tetley and Persil. The opposite is true for 
uninvolved respondents. Near I 00% involvement in the retail market explains 
virtually identical mean scores for involved respondents compared with mean scores 
for the overall sample. 
1 0.6.3 Section 3 
A greater proportion of respondents reveal that they have seen the disruptive 
advertisement before (Direct Line: 95%) compared with the conventional 
advertisement (TSB: 25%). Marginally more uninvolved respondents answer 
positively to this question for both brands compared with involved respondents. 
However, the age of the adverts may have affected responses to this question. The 
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TSB advert was aired on television in 1988, whilst the Direct Line advert was more 
recently aired in 1990. In addition, a consistent stream of Direct Line advertisements 
have been aired since 1990 in comparison with TSB. 
Using advertisement involvement variables, it can be seen that there is a bias toward 
favourable feeling for the TSB advert (mean > 3.0) and a bias toward unfavourable 
feelings for the Direct Line advert (mean< 3.0). However, many respondents do feel 
that the Direct Line advertisement is informative. These results reflect mixed 
responses for brand image items in section 2. However, after aggregation the brand 
image variables show that there is a favourable brand image for Direct Line and a 
neutral brand image for TSB, which does not reflect the advertisement involvement 
variables. Opinions suggest that the TSB advert is in fact more unconventional than 
traditional, and that the Direct Line advert is more traditional than unconventional. 
Compared with a Jack of recent television advertising by TSB, there has been a 
continuous stream of Direct Line advertisements in which the style of the advertising 
will have become more conventional for viewers. For both brands TSB and Direct 
Line, subjects respond that they are more unlikely to try the brand (mean < 3.0). 
However, responses show that subjects are more unlikely to try TSB (mean = 2.37) 
in comparison with Direct Line (mean= 2.87). 
Responses to individual items and advertisement involvement variables illustrate that 
mean scores for involved respondents are generally lower than overall mean scores, 
and mean scores for uninvolved respondents are generally higher than overall mean 
scores. This indicates that involved respondents hold less favourable feelings 
towards the adverts and are less likely to try the brands compared with the overall 
sample, and vice versa for uninvolved respondents. 
Responses in section 3b confirm opinions in section 3a. The TSB advert is perceived 
as more preferable to watch, involving more thought, although the Direct Line advert 
is perceived as more relevant. Participants feel that the style of the TSB advert is less 
familiar to them than the Direct Line advert, and are more likely to trial Direct Line 
compared with TSB. Overall, many participants agree or strongly agree that both the 
content and style of the advertisements is different. This is even more notable by 
involved participants, who have higher mean scores for both of these items. For 
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items I, 5 and 6, involved respondents have a slightly lower mean score compared 
with the overall sample, and uninvolved respondents have a slightly higher mean 
score compared with the overall sample. 
I 0.6.4 Section 4 
Similarly to the financial market, a majority of respondents reveal that they have seen 
the disruptive tea advertisement before (Tetley roundbags: 83%) compared with the 
conventional advertisement (Tetley squarebags: 43%). In contrast with the financial 
market, marginally more involved respondents answer positively to this question 
compared with uninvolved respondents. Again, the age of the adverts may have 
affected familiarity with the adverts. Tetley squarebags was aired on television in 
1986, whilst Tetley roundbags was not aired until 1989. 
Using advertisement involvement variables, it can be seen that there is a bias toward 
favourable feeling for the Tetley squarebags advert (mean > 3.0) and extremely 
favourable feeling for the Tetley roundbags advert (mean > 4.0). This supports the 
'very favourable' brand image score for Tetley. In addition, the Tetley roundbags 
advert is perceived as being more informative and more convincing than the 
squarebags advert. Respondents successfully identify the squarebags advert to be on 
the more conventional side (mean > 3.0) and the roundbags advert to be on the more 
unconventional side (mean< 3.0). In terms of purchase intention, respondents reveal 
a positive likelihood of trying roundbags (mean = 3.47) compared with squarebags 
(mean= 2.86). 
Responses to individual items and advertisement involvement variables illustrate that 
mean scores for involved subjects are generally higher than overall mean scores, and 
mean scores for uninvolved subjects are generally lower than overall mean scores. 
This indicates that involved subjects hold more favourable feelings towards the 
adverts and are more likely to try the brands compared with the overall sample, and 
vice versa for uninvolved subjects. The only exceptions are items relating to advert 
type (No. 7a and 7b) in which the mean scores for involved and uninvolved subjects 
are nearly identical. 
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Responses in section 3b confirm opinions in section 3a. The roundbags advert is 
perceived as more preferable to watch, involving more thought, and having more 
relevance. Respondents feel that the style of the squarebags advert is less familiar to 
them than the roundbags advert, and are more likely to trial roundbags compared 
with squarebags. However, many respondents disagree or strongly disagree that both 
the content and style of the advertisements is different. Uninvolved mean scores are 
higher than overall mean scores for items 2, 3, 6 and 7 and lower than overall mean 
scores for items I, 4, and 5 and vice versa for involved mean scores. 
1 0.6.5 Section 5 
In contrast with the tea and insurance markets, a majority of respondents reveal that 
they have seen the conventional advertisement before (Persil: 95.4%) compared with 
the disruptive advertisement (Radion: 62.4%), despite the fact that the Radion advert 
was more recently aired on television in 1989 compared with the Persil advert in 
1986. For both adverts, there are more involved respondents who answer positively 
to this question compared with uninvolved respondents. For Radion, there are 
notably fewer uninvolved respondents who have seen the advert before (50%) 
compared with involved respondents (65%). 
Using advertisement involvement variables, it can be seen that there are extremely 
favourable feelings toward the Persil advert (mean> 3.5) and extremely unfavourable 
feelings toward the Radion advert (mean < 2.5). This reflects the very favourable 
brand image for Persil and the unfavourable brand image for Radion. However, 
many respondents do feel that the Radion advert is informative (mean > 3.0), whilst 
the Persil advert is viewed as less informative (mean< 3.0). In addition to extremely 
high advertisement involvement with the Persil advert, respondents feel that the 
advert is quite convincing with a positive likelihood of trying the brand (mean> 3.0). 
In contrast, the Radion advert is deemed unconvincing with a negative likelihood of 
trying the brand (mean < 3.0). Opinions also reveal that the Radion advert is more 
conventional (mean> 3.0) than the Persil advert (mean< 3.0). 
Responses to individual items and advertisement involvement variables illustrate that 
mean scores for involved subjects are generally identical or nearly identical with 
overall mean scores for both brands. All uninvolved mean scores for Persil are lower 
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than overall mean scores, whilst uninvolved mean scores for Radion are sometimes 
higher and sometimes lower than overall mean scores. Uninvolved respondents 
appear to have higher advertisement involvement with the Radion advert and find it 
marginally more informative than those involved in the market. However, 
uninvolved respondents also find the Radion advert to be less convincing, less 
conventional and are less likely to try the brand. 
Responses in section 3b confirm op1mons m section 3a. The Persil advert is 
perceived as more preferable to watch, involving more thought, and having more 
relevance. Respondents feel that the style of the Radion advert is less familiar to 
them than the Persil advert, and are more likely to trial Persil compared with Radion. 
In addition, the content and style difference between the two adverts is strongly 
recognised. The mean scores for involved respondents are higher than overall mean 
scores for all items except item 4 'the content of the Persil advert is very different to 
the content of the Radion advert', and vice versa for uninvolved respondents . .This 
suggests that involved subjects respond more strongly in favour ofPersil. 
1 0.6.6 Section 6 
Similarly to the tea and insurance market, a greater proportion of respondents reveal 
that they have seen the disruptive advertisement before (Safeway: 94%), compared 
.with the conventional advertisement (Iceland: 59%). Responses may be affected by 
the age of the adverts. Iceland was aired on television in 1992, whilst Safeway was 
more recently aired in 1994. Marginally more involved respondents have seen the 
Safeway advert before compared with the overall sample, and marginally fewer 
involved respondents have seen the Iceland advert before compared with the 
responses from the overall sample. However, only 4 subjects respond that they do 
not shop in supermarkets, representing nearly I 00% involvement in the market. 
Using advertisement involvement variables, it can be seen that there are extremely 
favourable feelings toward the Safeway advert (mean > 3.5) and extremely 
unfavourable feelings toward the Iceland advert (mean < 2.5). This reflects the 
favourable brand image for Safeway and the unfavourable brand image for Iceland. 
In addition, the Safeway advert is perceived as informative, convincing and likely to 
encourage trial of the brand (mean > 3.0). In contrast, the Iceland advert is not 
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perceived to be particularly informative, convincing or likely to encourage trial of the 
brand. Respondents have successfully identified the Safeway advert to be on the 
more unconventional side (mean < 3.0) and the Iceland advert to be on the more 
conventional side (mean> 3.0). 
Responses in section 3b confirm opinions in section 3a. The Safeway advert is 
perceived as more preferable to watch, involving more thought, and having more 
relevance. Subjects feel that the style of the Iceland advert is less familiar to them 
than the style of the Safeway advert, and are more likely to trial Safeway compared 
with Iceland. In addition, the content and style difference between the two adverts is 
strongly recognised. 
10.7 FURTHER ANALYSIS OF MEANS 
10. 7.1 Using One-Way Analysis of Variance 
Further analysis of means was carried out on all items to test for any significant 
response bias by gender, age and advert sequence. A One-Way Analysis of Variance 
(ANOV A) was used to test whether group means on the factors differ significantly 
from each other (Green, Salkind and Akey, 1997). It is recognised that an 
Independent Samples T-test could alternatively have been used to assess whether 
gender group means and advert sequence group means differ significantly from each 
other, because only 2 levels of these factors are present. However, the Independent 
Samples T -test could not be used on the factor age, where there are 3 levels. 
Therefore, to be consistent, it was decided to use ANOV A for further analysis on all 
three of the factors. 
10. 7.1.1 Gender 
A One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was carried out on all items with 
gender to test for any significant response bias. The F-ratio was used as the indicator 
to test for any significant difference. In addition, it was also necessary to ensure 
there was no violation of Levenes test of homogeneity of variance, since one of the 
major assumptions underlying analysis of variance is that the samples are drawn 
from populations of equal variances (Pagano, 1990; Green, Salkind and Akey, 1997). 
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The results contain many items with a gender response bias (where either F-prob < 
O.OS and/or Levenes p<O.OS). In particular, items relating to retail involvement 
(section Id, questions (a), I, 4, S, 7, 8), retail responses to the advertisements (section 
6a, questions I, I a-Sa, 8a, I b-6b, 8b; section 6b, questions 2-3) and some washing 
powder responses (section Sa, questions 2, la; section Sb, questions 2, 4-7). In 
addition, selected items in the financial and tea markets show significant gender 
response bias (section 2 awareness, question 2; section 2 image, Tetley item 4; 
section 3a, items 1-2, I b, 3a, 3b; section 4a, items I, I b-3b, Sb ). 
In general, all items showing a gender response bias have a higher female mean than 
male mean, indicating that females appear to respond to these items more favourably. 
The few items which prove to have a significantly higher male mean are all in the 
retail market: 
I. 'Do you shop at Supermarkets?' (section Id: a). This indicates that males are less 
likely to shop at supermarkets because yes is coded I and no is coded 2. 
2. 'I have seen the Iceland advert before' (section 6a: I). This indicates that more 
females than males have seen the Iceland advert before because yes is coded I and 
no is coded 2. 
3. 'There is more thought behind the Iceland advert compared with the Safeway 
advert' (section 6b: 2). This indicates that males respond more favourably to this 
item and are more likely to agree with the statement. 
4. 'I preferred watching the Iceland advert in comparison with the Safeway advert' 
(section 6b: 7). Similarly, more males agree with this statement. 
10. 7.1.2 Age 
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOV A) was also carried out on all items with age 
to test for any significant response bias, using the F ratio and Levenes test of 
homogeneity of variance as indicators of difference. Similarly to gender, the results 
contain many items with an age response bias. Items relating to financial 
involvement are particularly notable (section I a, items 1-13). Many items in other 
markets also hold a significant age response bias. 
I. Tea market: section I b, items b, c, 4; section 2 image, Tetley item 3; section 4a, 
items I, I b, 8b; section 4b, item 6. 
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2. Washing powder market: section I c, items 3-4, 6; section 2 awareness, item 4; 
section 2, Radion usage; section 2 image, Persil items I, 3, 4, and Radion item 5; 
section 5a, item l, 2, 2a, 6a, 3b. 
3. Retail market: section Id, items a, l-2, 4, 6-8; section 2 image, Iceland item I; 
section 6a, items 2, la, 7a, 8a, lb-4b, 6b; section 6b, items 3-7. 
4. Financial market: section 2 awareness, item 2; section 2 image, TSB item l and 
Direct Line item 2; section 3a, items 2, la, 3a, 4a, 6a, 8a, 3b; section 3b, item I. 
Further analysis of the means showing significant age differences indicate that 
financial market involvement appears to increase with age, with the highest mean 
responses occurring in the 26+ age bracket. This appears to indicate more favourable 
attitudes the older you are. However, this pattern was not repeated with financial 
advertisement feelings where participants in the 26+ age bracket possessed the lowest 
mean responses. In the same way, the above listed items relating to involvement and 
image in the tea market show a higher mean response in the 26+ age bracket, whereas 
questions relating to tea advertisement feelings possessed more favourable responses 
from respondents in the <21 age bracket. 
In contrast, the majority of the selected items in the washing powder market and the 
retail market appear to have the highest mean responses from respondents in the 21-
25 age bracket. 
10. 7.1.3 Advert Sequence 
Finally, a one-way analysis of vanance (ANOV A) was used to test for any 
significant response bias by advert sequence. All items in sections 3 to 6 were tested 
using the F ratio and Levenes test of homogeneity of variance as indicators of 
difference. The following items in these sections were found to have significantly 
different mean responses: 
1. Financial market: section 3a, items 1 a, 2a, 6a; section 3b, item 3. 
2. Tea market: section 4a, items 2a, 3a, 7b; section 4b, items 2, 6, 7. 
3. Washing Powder Market: section 5a, items 5a, 6a, 2b, 3b, 8b; section 5b, items 3, 
6. 
4. Retail Market: section 6b, items 4, 6, 7. 
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It can be seen that advert sequence does affect mean response for a number of items. 
In the tea market, mean responses of group 2 are consistently higher for the above 
listed questions (disruption advert shown before the conventional advert in each 
market). This is also true for the selected financial items in section 3a. In contrast, 
all items showing a significant mean difference in the washing powder market have 
greater mean responses in group I (conventional advert shown before the disruptive 
advert in each market). The few items in the retail market show no consistent pattern 
in terms of mean response. 
In general, there does not appear to be any consistent, systematic differences across 
markets, and the data was therefore viewed as acceptable for this research. The 
sequence of the adverts is something which further research will have to take into 
consideration. It is necessary to consider other aspects of the adverts themselves in 
combination with the advert sequence to draw more conclusions from these results. 
It is accepted that the sample is a convenience sample with age and gender bias. 
Further research should attempt to take this into consideration and use a more 
representative sample of the undergraduate student population. 
10.7.2 Using the Kolmogorov Smirnov Test and the Independent Samples T-
Test 
10. 7.2.1 lllvolvemellt 
Both the Kolmogorov Smirnov (K-S) test and the Independent Samples T -test were 
used to test for differences between the responses of involved respondents and 
uninvolved respondents in each market except the retail market. All items in sections 
2 to 6 relating to the financial, tea and washing powder markets were tested, except 
for items relating to brand awareness. The K-S test, which is concerned with the 
agreement between 2 cumulative distributions, is particularly appropriate when there 
are 2 independent samples of ordinal data (Cooper & Emory, 1995). The test does 
not require the assumption of a normal population (Bialock, 1979) and it is used to 
determine whether the distribution of an ordinal variable differs significantly 
between 2 unrelated samples (Cramer, 1997). The null hypothesis - that the 2 
samples have been drawn from identical populations - can be rejected if the 
cumulative distributions show a large enough maximum deviation, D. Appendix 14 
contains all relevant output and indicates those items showing a significantly large 
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deviation at the 5% level. In addition, significant K-S statistics can be found in table 
10.5. 
Market Section No. Brand/ Item l'-Test K-S 
Advert Mean Statistic 
Difference 
Financial 2 4 TSB it is a brand I feel! can trust 0.32* 1.07 
2 2 Direct Line it is a brand which appeals to me 0.39* 0.84 
Tea 2 - Tetley Degree of Tetley usage - 1.88* 2.96* 
2 2 Tetley it is a brand which appeals to me 0.88* 2.37* 
2 4 Tetley It is a brand I feel I can trust 0.36* 1.38* 
2 6 Tetley I feel that the brand is re-assuring 0.38* 0.95 
4a Sa Tetley Likely/unlikely to make me try 0.47* 1.12 
squarebags the brand 
4a 8b Tetley Likely/unlikely to make me try 0.63* 1.08 
roundbags the brand 
4b 2 Tetley There is more thought behind the - 0.36* 1.25 
adverts square bags advert compared with 
the roundbags advert 
Washing 2 5 Persil The brand name is familiar to me 0.29* 0.99 
Powder 
2 4 Persil it is a brand I feel I can trust 0.36* 0.63 
* stgmficant at the 5% level 
Table 10.5: Product Involvement: Items showing significant response differences 
using either the T -test and/or the Kolmogorov Smimov Test 
The T-test has also been used to highlight any differences in response between 
involved and uninvolved respondents on the same items. This test is robust and is 
still suitable to use even if there are moderate violations of the assumptions: 
normality and homogeneity of variance (Pagano, 1990; Kinnear & Gray, 1995). 
Therefore, providing the samples are moderate to large (n>15 cases per group) this 
test will still yield accurate results if the test variables are not normally distributed. 
In addition, the T -test procedure is able to compute both a traditional T -test which 
assumes equal population variances and an approximate T-test if variances are 
sufficiently different and there are unequal sample sizes (Green, Salkind & Akey, 
1997). Furthermore, it provides a more powerful indicator of response differences 
than the K-S test. The Levenes test was used to examine whether the variances were 
equal at the 95% level of confidence and thereafter the appropriate statistic was used 
to test the significance of the t-value. Items showing mean differences which are 
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statistically significant at the 5% level are presented in Table I 0.5. Positive 
differences confirm a higher mean for involved subjects and negative differences 
confirm a higher mean for uninvolved subjects. 
Table I 0.5 shows 3 items, all in the tea market, where the cumulative frequency 
distributions for the 2 samples are not in agreement. In addition, the T-test highlights 
items in all 3 markets where there are significant mean differences between involved 
respondents and uninvolved respondents. All items listed except two confirm a 
higher mean for involved respondents. The item 'degree of Tetley usage' has a 
negative mean difference, which suggests that involved respondents are likely to 
have used the brand more recently than uninvolved respondents. The item 'there is 
more thought behind the squarebags advert compared with the roundbags advert' also 
shows a negative mean difference suggesting that involved respondents are less 
likely to agree with this statement. 
The item 'It is a brand I feel I can trust' is the only item which appears across 
markets showing significant mean differences between involved and uninvolved 
respondents. This item was mentioned in relation to well established brands TSB, 
Tetley and Persil, with higher means for involved respondents in each case. In 
general, items which do show a difference are more favourably answered by involved 
respondents. 
10. 7.2.2 Advert Familiarity 
A Kolmogorov Smimov test and an Independent Samples T-test were also used to 
test for any response differences between respondents who indicated that they had 
seen the advert before and respondents who were unfamiliar with the advertisement. 
Tests were carried out in each market, incorporating all items in sections 3 to 6. 
Appendix 14 contains relevant K-S output and indicates those items showing a 
significantly large deviation at the 5% level. These significant K-S statistics can also 
be found in tables I 0.6-1 0.8. The T -test was applied to the same items and the 
Levenes test was used to examine whether the variances were equal at the 95% level 
of confidence. Thereafter, the appropriate statistic was used to test the significance 
of the t-value. Items showing mean differences which are statistically significant at 
the 5% level are presented in Tables 10.7, 10.8 and 10.9. Positive differences 
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confirm a higher mean for respondents familiar with the advertisement tested and 
negative differences confirm a higher mean for respondents unfamiliar with the 
advertisement tested. 
Table I 0.6 lists items showing mean differences in the financial market. In each 
case, there is a more favourable response towards the advert tested if the advert is 
familiar to the respondent. For example, the first item in the table shows that 
respondents who have seen the TSB advert before have a higher mean score to the 
item 'The TSB advert holds more relevance for me than the Direct Line advert' 
compared with respondents who have not seen the advert before. This demonstrates 
more favourable feelings towards the TSB advert from those respondents familiar 
with the advert. Similarly, those respondents who have seen the Direct Line advert 
before have a lower mean score for the item 'The TSB advert is more likely to 
encourage me to try the brand than the Direct Line advert'. This demonstrates more 
favourable feelings towards the Direct Line advert from those respondents familiar 
with the advert. The K-S test revealed only one financial item where there was a 
significant deviation between the two samples. This item (No.I, section 3b, shown 
in Table I 0.6) also has a significant t-value. 
Section No. Advert tested Item T-Test Mean K-S 
Difference Statistic 
3b I TSB The TSB advert holds more 0.52* 1.44* 
relevance for me than the Direct 
Line advert 
3a 2b Direct Line Memorable/Easy to forget 1.04* 1.07 
3a 5b Direct Line Lively/sedate 0.73* 0.79 
3a 8b Direct Line Likely/unlikely to try the brand 0.81* 0.96 
3b 2 Direct Line There is more thought behind -0.50* 0.72 
the TSB advert compared with 
the Direct Line advert 
3b 6 Direct Line The TSB advert is more likely -1.12* 1.26 
to encourage me to try the brand 
than the Direct Line advert 
* stgmficant at the 5% level 
Table 10.6: Financial advert familiarity: Items showing significant response 
differences using either the T-test and/or the Kolmogorov Smimov test 
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Section No. Advert tested Item T-Test Mean K-S 
Difference Statistic 
4a la Tetley Interesting/uninteresting 0.43* 1.46* 
squarebags 
4a 2a Tetley Memorable/easy to forget 0.44* 1.32 
squarebags 
4a Sa Tetley Lively/sedate 0.3S* 1.3S 
squarebags 
4a 6a Tetley Convincing/unconvincing 0.39* 0.90 
squarebags 
4a Sa Tetley Likely/unlikely to make me 0.3S* O.S2 
squarebags try the brand 
4a 3b Tetley Informative/uninformative 0.41* 0.73 
roundbags 
4b 2 Tetley There is more thought behind • O.S3* 1.03 
roundbags the square bags ad. compared 
with the roundbags ad. 
• stgmficant at the S% level 
Table 10.7: Tea advert familiarity: Items showing significant response differences 
using either the T-test and/or the Kolmogorov Smimov test 
Table 10.7 illustrates items showing significant mean differences in the tea market. 
Similarly to the financial market, all items listed show more favourable responses 
from those subjects who have seen the advert before compared with those subjects 
who are unfamiliar with the advert. However, there is only one item in the table 
which has a significant K-S statistic at the 5% level, highlighting disagreement 
between the two cumulative distributions. 
Section No. Advert tested Item T-Test Mean K-S 
Difference Statistic 
Sa 2a Persil Memorable/easy to forget 0.68* 0.84 
Sa Sa Persil Lively/sedate 0.83* 1.01 
Sb I Persil The Persil advert hold more 0.91* 1.02 
relevance for me than the 
Radion advert 
Sa 2b Radion Memorable/easy to forget 0.13* 1.20 
Sa 3b Radion Informative/uninformative 0.38* 1.19 
Sa Sb Radion Lively/sedate 0.30* 1.07 
Sa 8b Radion Likely/unlikely to make me 0.33* 1.2S 
try the brand 
Sb s Radion The style of the Persil advert . 0.30* 0.63 
is more familiar to me than the 
style of the Radion advert 
* stgmficant at the S% level 
Table 10.8: Washing powder advert familiarity: Items showing significant response 
differences using either the T -test and/or the Kolmogorov Smimov test 
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Table I 0.8 shows items with significant mean differences in the washing powder 
market. Again, responses towards the advert tested are more favourable from 
subjects familiar with the advert compared with responses from subjects who have 
not seen the advert before. The K-S test did not reveal any items in this market 
showing a significant deviation between the two samples. 
Neither of the two tests have revealed significant response differences for items in 
the retail market. In general, the K-S test has highlighted very few items across all 4 
markets where the samples have not been drawn from identical populations. 
However, the T -test has revealed that there are significant mean differences for some 
items in 3 of the markets, although there does not appear to be any consistency of 
chosen items across markets. The only similarities are the items 'memorable/easy to 
forget', 'lively/sedate' and 'likely/unlikely to make me try the brand', where there are 
significant mean differences for at least one of the adverts in the financial, tea and 
washing powder markets. It can be seen in tables I 0.6-10.8 that the items presented 
demonstrate more favourable responses towards the advert from those subjects 
familiar with the advert. 
10.8 FACTOR ANALYSIS 
Exploratory factor analysis was undertaken using principal components analysis of 
items, in an attempt to reduce some of the overlapping items to a more manageable 
set of variables. All responses to negatively phrased items in the data set were 
inverted to ensure straightforward comparability with positively phrased items. This 
was canied out in an attempt to avoid any confusion in subsequent analysis. 
The items identified for inclusion in the process were items relating to each brand's 
image (section 2 image, items 1-6) and items relating to feelings about the 
advertisements in each market (sections 3a, 4a, Sa, 6a). If successful, it was hoped 
factor analysis would provide a basis for using variables representing perceived 
image for each brand and advertisement feelings for each brand. In each of the 
following stages of factor analysis, 0.3 is taken as the criterion for salient loading. 
Kline (1994) argues that there are less than 5 chances in 100 that a correlation of0.30 
or bigger will occur on sample sizes> I 00. 
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10.8.1 Brand Image 
Exploratory factor analysis was undertaken on all items relating to image for each 
brand. Table 10.9 shows these items. 
No. Item 
I I feel that the brand has a poor quality image 
2 It is a brand which appeals to me 
3 The brand is just a second-rate alternative to rival brands 
4 It is a brand I fee I I can trust 
5 The brand name is familiar to me 
6 I feel that the brand is re-assuring 
Table 10.9: Brand Image Items 
An initial (unrotated) solution identified 2 principle components (factors with 
eigenvalues > 1) for some of the brands (TSB, Tetley, Radian, Iceland, Safeway) and 
a 1 principle component (factor) for others (Direct Line, Persil). Orthogonal 
(varimax) rotation confirmed these one and two factor structures. In addition, item 5 
loaded strongly onto a second factor in each of the 2 factor solutions (loading > 0.8). 
For the one factor structures, there was a noticeably lower loading for Persil, item 5, 
(loading > 0.3) compared with the other 5 items (all loadings > 0.6), although this 
was not repeated for Direct Line. 
A measure of internal (scale) reliability (Cronbach a) was also applied to the 6 items 
for each brand. For each set of six items the internal reliability is adequate, with a 
exceeding the 0. 70 threshold argued by Nunnally ( 1978). However, further 
examination suggests that the scale reliability could be improved if item 5 ('The 
brand name is familiar to me') is discarded in each case, except Direct Line. In 
comparison to the other items, item 5 does not measure strength of brand 
feeling/perceived brand image. In addition, the removal of item 3 could improve 
scale reliability for TSB, but not for the other brands. Therefore, for the sake of 
consistency between brands, it was decided to proceed with items 1, 2, 3, 4, 6. 
An initial (unrotated) solution on the remaining 5 items was conducted, identifying a 
single factor in each case (eigenvalue > 1). Application of orthogonal (varimax) 
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rotation shows no change to the factor matrices, and as such it was disregarded. 
Examination of the scree plots also supports the single factor structures. 
Brand Eigenvalue "/o variance a 
TSB 2.53 50.6 0.75 
Direct Line 2.33 46.5 0.70 
Tetley 2.49 49.8 0.74 
Persil 2.52 50.3 0.75 
Radian 2.59 51.7 0.76 
Iceland 2.71 54.1 0.78 
Safeway 2.67 53.3 0.78 
Table 10.10: Explained Variance and Internal Reliability of Brand Image Variables 
Each item loads adequately onto one factor (loadings > 0.5) and communality 
between items is satisfactory. The internal reliability for 5 items has increased 
compared with the 6 item analysis for all brands except Direct Line, and further 
examination suggests that scale reliability could not be improved for Tetley, Persil, 
Radion, Iceland and Safeway (overall a> individual item a). The removal of item 3 
('The brand is just a second-rate alternative to rival brands') could improve scale 
reliability for brands TSB and Direct Line, although the individual a for this item 
proves only marginally higher than the overall a for the 5 items. Therefore, for the 
sake of consistency with the other brands it was decided that these five aggregated 
items would represent perceived brand image for each of the 7 brands, and be used as 
such in further analysis. Table I 0.10 shows the percentage of variance explained by 
each of these 5 item variables in addition to the overall a scores for each brand. 
Table I 0.11 shows the means and standard deviations of the aggregated brand image 
variables and Figure I 0.1 shows the means of these variables. The results include 
scores for all respondents (shown in italics in Table 10.11), scores for involved 
respondents only and scores for uninvolved respondents only. 
Overall, the scores show that Tetley, Persil, Safeway and Direct Line hold favourable 
brand images (mean > 3.0) with notably high mean scores for Persil and Tetley 
(mean > 3.5). In contrast, Radion and Iceland hold unfavourable brand images 
(mean < 3.0) and feeling toward TSB appears to be neutral. Involved mean scores 
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reflect the overall mean scores for brands Radion, Iceland and Safeway, are less than 
overall mean scores for brands TSB and Direct Line and are greater than overall 
mean scores for brands Tetley and Persil. In contrast, uninvolved mean scores are 
greater than overall mean scores for brands TSB, Direct Line and Radion and less 
than overall mean scores for brands Tetley and Persil. The standard deviations of the 
variables also show that there is less variability in response compared with individual 
items. 
• Overall 0 Involved 0 Not Involved 
Safeway ! 
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Figure 10.1: Brand Image Variables by Mean 
Variable Mean Std. Cases 
Deviation 
TSB Image 3.00 0.67 180 
Involved 2.89 0.66 89 
Not Involved 3. 11 0.68 91 
Direct Line Image 3.25 0.66 177 
Involved 3.23 0.70 89 
Not Involved 3.27 0.62 88 
Tetley Image 3.65 0.65 180 
Involved 3.76 0.65 135 
Not Involved 3.33 0.56 45 
Persillmage 3.70 0.64 179 
Involved 3.75 0.62 145 
Not Involved 3.49 0.69 34 
Radion Image 2.61 0.69 176 
Involved 2.60 0.70 142 
Not Involved 2.67 0.66 34 
Iceland Image 2.85 0.67 179 
Involved 2.85 0.68 175 
Safeway Image 3.32 0.69 180 
Involved 3.32 0.69 176 
Table 10.11: Brand Image Variables by Mean and Standard Deviation 
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1 0.8.2 Advertisement Involvement 
Exploratory factor analysis was undertaken on responses to items shown in table 
10.12 for each of the 8 advertisements. An initial solution identified 2 principal 
components (factors) for each set of 8 items (eigenvalues > 1 ). 
Orthogonal (varimax) rotation was then applied to increase the interpretability of the 
factors. Analysis of the rotated solutions shows that items 1 ,2,4 and 5 load highly 
onto factor 1 (Ioadings > 0.5) in each case. Items 1 and 2 also load highly onto factor 
2 for Persil and Safeway. Items 3 and 6 appear to load highly onto factor 1 with 
certain brands (Persil, Iceland, Safeway) or onto factor 2 with other brands (TSB, 
Direct Line, Tetley Square, Radion). Item 3 loads significantly onto both factors for 
Tetley Round. Item 7 appears to load highly onto factor 2, although for some brands 
(TSB, Direct Line, Tetley Square, Radion) it loads onto both factors. Similarly item 
8 loads onto factor 1 and factor 2 for some brands (TSB, Direct Line, Tetley Square, 
Radion, Safeway) and factor 1 only for others (Iceland, Persil, Tetley Round). 
No. Item 
I Interesting ....... Uninteresting 
2 Memorable ...... Easy to forget 
3 Informative ..... Uninformative 
4 Imaginative ..... Unimaginative 
5 Lively .............. Sedate 
6 Convincing ...... Unconvincing 
7 Conventional ... Unconventional 
8 Likely/unlikely to make me try the brand 
Table 10.12: Advertisement Involvement Items 
Using Cronbach a, the internal reliability of each set of 8 items was tested. Although 
the overall a for each set is adequate (a> 0.7), it is clear that scale reliability can be 
improved if item 7 is removed in each case. Further examination of the 8 items 
suggests that item 8 should be not be included in the variable since it does not 
measure strength of feelings for the advertisement. Inconsistent loading onto factors 
also indicates poor suitability This item, an indicator of the respondent's purchase 
intention, is an important single item for later analysis. Similarly, it was decided that 
items 3, 6 and 7 should not be included in the variable due to inconsistent loading 
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and the effect on scale reliability of item 7. Items 3 (informative) and 6 (convincing) 
represent the more rational feelings after viewing the advert in comparison with 
items 1, 2, 4 and 5 which represent the more enjoyable, emotional reactions as a 
result of viewing the advert. 
An initial (unrotated) solution on the remaining items I, 2, 4 and 5 was carried out 
identifying a single factor in each case (eigenvalue > 1). Examination of the scree 
plots supported these single factor structures. Application of orthogonal (varimax) 
rotation shows no change to the factor matrices. In each case all 4 items load highly 
onto the factor (loadings > 0.75) and communality with other items is favourable ( > 
0.6). The internal reliability of the four items is more than adequate for all brands (a 
> 0. 7) and cannot be further improved, except very marginally for Safeway if item 5 
is removed. 
It was therefore decided that these four aggregated items would represent a measure 
of advertisement involvement for each of the 8 advertisements, and be used as such 
in further analysis. This involvement represents the respondent's emotional 
enjoyment from watching the advert. Table 10.13 shows the percentage of variance 
explained by each of these four item variables in addition to their overall a scores. 
Brand Eigenvalue 0/o Variance a 
TSB 2.82 70.6 0.86 
Direct Line 2.50 62.5 0.80 
Tetley Square 2.99 74.8 0.89 
Tetley Round 2.94 73.6 0.88 
Persil 3.08 77.0 0.90 
Radian 2.64 66.2 0.83 
Iceland 3.01 75.2 0.89 
Safeway 3.06 76.4 0.90 
Table 10.13: Explained Variance and Internal Reliaoility of Advertisement 
Involvement Variables 
Table 10.14 shows the means and standard deviations of the aggregated 
advertisement involvement variables and Figure 10.2 shows the means of these 
variables. Similarly to brand image, the results include scores for all respondents 
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(shown in italics in Table 1 0.14), scores for involved respondents only and scores for 
uninvolved respondents only. Overall, TSB, Tetley squarebags, Tetley roundbags, 
Persil and Safeway hold favourable mean scores for advertisement involvement 
(mean > 3.0) with notably high scores for Tetley roundbags, Persil and Safeway 
(mean > 3.5). In contrast, Direct Line, Radion and Iceland hold unfavourable mean 
scores for advertisement involvement (mean < 3.0) with notably low scores for 
Radion and Iceland (mean < 2.5). 
Variable Mean Std. Deviation Cases 
TSB Adfeel 3.18 0.93 179 
Involved 3.12 0.99 88 
Not involved 3.25 0.88 91 
Direct Line Adfeel 2.92 0.85 177 
Involved 2.86 0.90 87 
Not involved 2.98 0.79 90 
Tetley Square Adfeel 3.10 0.95 180 
Involved 3.14 0.88 135 
Not involved 3.01 1.13 45 
Tetley Round Adfeel 4.21 0.73 179 
Involved 4.25 0.61 135 
Not involved 4.09 1.01 44 
Persil Adfeel 3.70 0.88 177 
Involved 3.71 0.86 143 
Not involved 3.65 0.96 34 
Radian Adfeel 2.06 0.81 179 
Involved 2.06 0.82 145 
Not involved 2.10 0.81 34 . 
Iceland Adfeel 2.40 0.87 179 
Involved 2.42 0.87 175 
Safeway Adfeel 3.90 0.83 179 
Involved 3.91 0.80 175 
Table 10.l4: Advertisement Involvement Variables by Mean and Standard 
Deviation 
Involved mean scores essentially reflect the overall mean scores for the Persil, 
Radion, Iceland and Safeway adverts, are less than overall mean scores for the TSB 
and Direct Line adverts and are greater than overall mean scores for the Tetley 
roundbags and Tetley squarebags adverts. In contrast, uninvolved mean scores are 
greater than overall mean scores for the TSB, Direct Line and Radion adverts and 
less than overall mean scores for the adverts Tetley squarebags, Tetley roundbags 
and Persil. The standard deviations of the variables also show that there is less 
variability in response compared with individual items. 
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• Overall 0 Involved 0 Not Involved 
Safeway I I I 
I 
Iceland I I I I I I 
I I I 
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Figure 10.2: Advertisement Involvement Variables by Mean 
10.9 DISCUSSION 
This research confirms that it is lack of importance and time associated with the 
purchase decision, the perceived low risk nature of purchase and few consequences 
of mispurchase which are the particular facets indicating the low involvement nature 
of the tea, retail and washing powder market. In contrast, the perceived importance 
of the purchase decision, the riskiness of the purchase (due to expense) and the 
perceived negative consequences of mispurchase are the particular facets indicating 
the high involvement nature of the financial insurance market. Interest in the product 
class and the sign value of the product class are not strong indicators of involvement 
in any of the four markets. This is reflected by the perceived logicaVobjective 
purchase rationale for insurance, washing powder and choice of supermarket, 
although respondents indicate that there are mixed rational and emotional feelings 
involved with tea purchase. 
The results show that there is little evidence of brand loyalty in any of the 4 markets, 
except retail. The retail market is the only market where large numbers of 
respondents agree/strongly agree they are loyal to one brand. In contrast, many 
respondents indicate that they have tried different brands in all 3 low involvement 
markets, but not in the high involvement insurance market. This may be because the 
low involvement markets are characterised by lack oftime and importance associated 
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with purchase, the perceived low risk nature of the purchase and few negative 
consequences of mispurchase compared with high involvement markets. In addition, 
purchase frequency is high compared with high involvement markets. 
The near 100% awareness for all brands used in the research means that it is not 
possible to use brand awareness as an independent variable for further analysis in 
chapter 11. However, the item 'the brand is familiar to me' can be used instead, and 
represents the degree to which respondents are aware of the brands. The mean scores 
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Figure 10.3: Brands and their Purchase Intention 
Table 10.15 shows how each of the advertisements are perceived in terms of 
approach, involvement and purchase intention and Figure 10.3 above shows each of 
the brands and their purchase intention mean scores. It is interesting to note that in 
all low involvement markets, there appears to be a strong relationship between brand 
image and advertisement involvement. The advertisements which prove most 
enjoyable to watch with respondents and most likely to encourage purchase are the 
adverts which are perceived as being more disruptive, rather than more conventional. 
These adverts also represent brands with the most favourable brand images. This is 
not necessarily the case in the high involvement financial market. 
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Advert Intended Perceived Advert Feelings flnvolvement Purchase 
Advert Advert Intention 
Approach Approach 
TSB Conventional Disruptive Favourable advert involvement Unlikely 
(mean= 3.18}, but not perceived very (mean= 
informative or convincing. More 2.37) 
preferable to watch than Direct Line. 
Direct Line Disruptive Conventional Unfavourable advert involvement Unlikely 
(mean= 2.92}, but perceived as (mean= 
informative. 2.87) 
Squarebags Conventional Conventional Favourable advert involvement Unlikely 
(mean= 3.10), and marginal feelings (mean= 
regarding informative/ convincing 2.86) 
Roundbags Disruptive Disruptive V. favourable advert involvement Likely 
(mean= 4.21 ), and perceived as (mean= 
informative and convincing. More 3.47) 
preferable to watch than square bags. 
Persil Conventional Disruptive V. favourable advert involvement Likely 
(mean= 3.70), and perceived as (mean= 
convincing but not informative. More 3.18) 
preferable to watch than Radion. 
Radion Disruptive Conventional Unfavourable advert involvement Unlikely 
(mean= 2.06) and perceived as (mean= 
informative but not convincing. 1.85) 
Iceland Conventional Conventional Unfavourable advert involvement Unlikely 
(mean= 2.40) and not perceived as (mean= 
very informative or convincing. 2.33) 
Safeway Disruptive Disruptive V. favourable advert involvement Likely 
(mean= 3.90) and perceived as (mean= 
informative and convincing. More 3.42) 
preferable to watch than Iceland. 
Table 10.15: Summary Table showing Brands, their Intended and Perceived 
Advertising Approach, Advertisement Feelings and Purchase Intention 
For the retail and tea markets, the perceived advertising approach confirms the 
intended advertising approach, although this is not the case in the financial and 
washing powder markets. This provides little help when trying to determine when a 
supposedly disruptive approach should be applied. Factors such as the age of the 
adverts, familiarity with the advertising style and the perceived approach of the 
advertising are likely to affect responses. Disruptive campaigns are only perceived 
as new, innovative and radical for a limited amount of time. Over time disruption 
becomes convention, and it becomes necessary to re-disrupt the brand or the market 
(Internal Disruption Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995). Advert familiarity may have 
some effect on opinions regarding advertising approach. In each market, purchase 
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intention is higher for the advert which greater numbers of respondents are familiar 
with. 
Product involvement does appear to affect opinions of brand image, brand usage, 
advertisement feelings and purchase intention. The T-test highlights particular items 
in each market showing significant differences by product involvement (although the 
K-S test revealed very few response differences by involvement). All selected items 
are more favourably answered by involved respondents. Overall analysis reveals 
conceptual differences between respondents who are involved in the market and 
respondents who are not involved in the market. In general, product involvement 
affects usage experience, opinions of brand image and opinions of adverts in all 
markets. In the insurance market involved subjects appear to respond more 
unfavourably to questions about brand usage, brand image and the adverts shown. 
The opposite is true of involved respondents in the tea market. There are mixed 
responses from subjects in the washing powder market. Involved subjects respond 
more favourably than uninvolved subjects to questions about Persil, although this is 
not necessarily the case with Radion. It is not possible to make conclusions about the 
effect of product involvement in the retail market since nearly all respondents are 
deemed involved in the market. 
Tests using analysis of variance do reveal some response bias by gender, age and 
advert sequence. There is a significant difference between male responses and 
female responses for selected items in all markets. However, the retail market holds 
the most significant gender differences. In general, all items showing a gender 
response bias have a higher female mean, indicating that females appear to respond 
to these items more favourably. The few items which have a significantly higher 
male mean are all in the retail market. 
There are also significant differences in response by age for selected items in all 
markets. Responses suggest that financial involvement appears to increase with age, 
with the highest mean responses occurring in the 26+ age bracket. In contrast, 
respondents in the 26+ age bracket respond more unfavourably to financial 
advertisement items (section 3) than those in younger age categories. Selected 
involvement and image items in the tea market have higher mean responses in the 
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26+ age bracket, whereas questions relating to tea advertisement feelings possess 
more favourable responses from subjects in the <21 age bracket. In contrast, many 
of the items showing an age response bias in the washing powder market and the 
retail market have higher mean responses from subjects in the 21-25 age bracket. 
Advert sequence does affect mean response for selected items m all markets. 
Responses to items in the tea and financial market are more favourable from subjects 
who view the disruptive advertisement first, whilst responses to items in the washing 
powder market are more favourable from subjects who view the conventional 
advertisement first. There is no consistent pattern in terms of mean response for 
selected items in the retail market. 
As a result of these mean differences (gender, age, advert sequence) it is not possible 
to generalise the findings and the survey is unlikely to yield consistent results if re-
administered. 
Advert familiarity does appear to affect mean response for selected items m the 
financial, "tea and washing powder markets. All items showing a difference 
demonstrate more favourable responses towards the advert from those subjects 
familiar with the advert. The items 'memorable/easy to forget', 'lively/sedate' and 
'likely/unlikely to make me try the brand' are the only items which hold a significant 
mean difference for at least one of the adverts in the financial, tea and washing 
powder markets. There does not appear to be any consistency with other items 
selected across markets. 
The next chapter will attempt to more fully explore the relationship between 
purchase intention, brand usage, brand image and advertisement feelings. Further 
analysis will concentrate only on the differences between involved and uninvolved 
respondents, rather than the sample as a whole due to obvious conceptual differences 
between the two groups. Unfortunately, only involved respondents can be analysed 
for the retail market due to insufficient numbers of uninvolved respondents. 
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10.10 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE DATA AND FOCUS 
GROUP DATA 
The findings from the focus group interviews have been compared with the findings 
from the questionnaire survey. Although many similarities exist, there are also some 
differences in the results. 
Using past literature, the focus groups assume that the financial market is associated 
with high purchase involvement but low levels of enduring involvement, whereas the 
tea, retail and washing powder markets are associated with low purchase 
involvement and high enduring involvement. Data taken from the questionnaire 
verify these involvement differences between the markets. In addition, the 
questionnaire data confirms that financial msurance and washing powder are 
perceived as rational objective purchases, although there are mixed feelings 
regarding tea purchase. Some respondents perceive tea as more of a rational 
purchase and some regard it as more of an emotional purchase. A majority of 
respondents perceive choice of supermarket as a rational decision, although there are 
mixed feelings regarding the shopping experience. 
The focus group interviews reveal that there is 100% brand awareness, with the 
exception of Radion, where 1 participant has not heard of the brand. Similarly, the 
questionnaire verifies 100% brand awareness, with the exceptions of Radion (97.2%) 
and Direct Line (97.8%). Both research methods show that brand usage experience 
is affected by the nature of the product market and associated purchase frequency. In 
general, there has been a higher degree of usage and more frequent usage with low 
involvement tea, washing powder and retail brands compared with high involvement 
financial insurance brands. However, the results illustrate that TSB has been more 
recently used and is more often used compared with Direct Line. The questionnaire 
also shows that there is less evidence of recent usage for brands Radion and Iceland 
compared with the other low involvement brands. The focus groups confirm these 
low levels of previous usage for Radion, although there is more evidence of recent 
usage for Iceland. However, the focus group participants who have used Iceland are 
all in group 2 and do not represent the student population, but an older, female age 
group. 
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The focus groups and the questionnaire both verify that advertisement familiarity is 
higher for the disruptive advertisement compared with the conventional 
advertisement in the financial and retail markets, and higher for the conventional 
advertisement compared with the disruptive advertisement in the washing powder 
market. However, whilst the questionnaire confirms higher advertisement familiarity 
for the disruptive tea advertisement, the focus groups demonstrate that participants 
are equally familiar with both the disruptive tea advertisement and the conventional 
tea advertisement. 
Both research methods demonstrate that participants/respondents express many 
similar reactions toward the advertisements. However, there are also some 
differences between the findings of the focus groups and the findings of the 
questionnaire survey with regard to advertisement feelings. 
The focus group findings show that the TSB advert provokes almost entirely negative 
comments from participants. In particular, the unclear, confused message and 
advertisement approach. As a result, members state they are unconvinced by the 
advert. Similarly, the questionnaire findings reveal that the TSB advert is perceived 
as uninformative and unconvincing, although the advert holds a favourable 
advertisement involvement score. This represents the emotional enjoyment from 
watching the advert, and is largely the product of interesting, memorable, lively and 
imaginative executions. The Direct Line advert is perceived as informative, but 
holds an unfavourable advertisement involvement score according to questionnaire 
results. Focus group interviews confirm a mixture of both positive comments 
(referring to the clear message, immediate impact and relevance of the advert) and 
negative comments (referring to the general disinterest in financial adverts). 
The Persil advert is given a very favourable advertisement involvement score by 
survey respondents, and is perceived as convincing but not very informative. 
Members of the focus groups express mixed feelings about the Persil advert. There 
is acknowledgement that the advert is both entertaining and amusing with a likeable 
story structure, and participants state that they find the advertisement message 
convincing. However, members of group 2 express cynicism regarding Persil's 
performance compared with rival brands, and a member of group 1 is not convinced 
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about the after effects from using the brand. The Radion advert is given a very 
unfavourable advertisement involvement score, and perceived as informative but not 
convincing by survey respondents. Similarly, focus group members refer to the 
irritating, cheap, outdated executional style and the unconvincing advertisement 
claims. Members do refer to the message, but perceive it to be basic and unoriginal. 
Tetley squarebags scores favourably for advertisement involvement, although 
feelings are marginal regarding the informative content and how convincing the 
advert is perceived to be. Similarly, the focus group interviews stimulate positive 
comments about the lively executional style, although there are also negative 
comments about the old-fashioned style and uninteresting appeal of the advert. In 
contrast with the questionnaire findings, a member of group 2 mentions the 
informative element of the advert - that it reminds viewers about the benefits of 
Tetley tea. Tetley roundbags obtains an extremely favourable score for 
advertisement involvement from the questionnaire, as well as being perceived as both 
informative and convincing. The focus group interviews arouse positive feedback 
regarding the executional style and the new round shape. However, participants are 
cynical regarding purchase and a member of group 2 comments that the advert 
neglects to include the benefits of the new round shape. 
The focus groups show that there are entirely negative feelings for the Iceland advert, 
relating to both the executional style and the content. Participants indicate that they 
do not find the advert to be either meaningful or convincing. The survey findings 
verify these opm10ns, with scores indicating unfavourable advertisement 
involvement, and that respondents find the advert to be uninformative and 
unconvmcmg. The interviews reveal that the Safeway advert provokes positive 
comments referring to the likeable executions and informative content, and 
participants remark that the advert is very convincing. Similarly, the questionnaire 
survey confirms these views, with a very favourable advertisement involvement 
score and respondents indicating that they also find the advert to be both informative 
and convincing. 
Both the questionnaire and the focus groups demonstrate that Radion and Iceland 
hold unfavourable brand images, and that Safeway holds a favourable brand image. 
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The results of the questionnaire also show that Tetley and Persil have very favourable 
brand images. However, although there are positive comments about these brands 
from focus group members, there is also cynicism regarding the brands' superior 
performance compared with rival brands. Both research methods reveal mixed 
feelings regarding Direct Line's brand image, and there are contrasting opinions 
about TSB's brand image. Similarly to Direct Line, the questionnaire shows mixed 
feelings for TSB, although focus groups stimulate negative opinions ofTSB. 
The results of the focus groups and the questionnaire survey show that there is a 
strong relationship between feelings for the adverts and feelings about the brand. In 
general, positive feelings expressed toward the advertisements coincide with positive 
feelings about the brands, negative feelings expressed toward the advertisements 
coincide with negative feelings about the brands and mixed feelings expressed 
toward the advertisements coincide with mixed feelings about the brands. The 
results are similar for the two approaches despite the questionnaire asking 
respondents about the brands before showing the advertisements and the focus 
groups asking participants about the brands after showing the advertisements. The 
exception is the financial brand TSB. The questionnaire reveals mixed feelings 
toward the TSB advert, with favourable advertisement involvement, although it is 
perceived as uninformative and unconvincing, and reflected in a neutral brand image. 
The focus groups however reveal negative feelings toward the advert and brand. 
Both research methods demonstrate the same advertisement preferences in low 
involvement markets. The disruptive advertisement is preferred in the tea and retail 
markets and the conventional advertisement is preferred in the washing· powder 
market. However, for the high involvement financial market focus group participants 
prefer the disruptive advertisement and survey respondents prefer the conventional 
advertisement. 
The questionnaire and the focus groups reveal some information about likely 
purchase intention m each market. Questionnaire respondents indicate that the 
disruptive tea advert (Tetley roundbags) is more likely to encourage purchase 
compared with the conventional tea advert (Tetley squarebags), and individual advert 
scores confirm a favourable likelihood of trying Tetley roundbags, but unfavourable 
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likelihood of trying Tetley squarebags. Focus group participants express some 
comments in favour of trying the brand, but other comments indicate that there is no 
advantage in buying Tetley compared with rival brands. Survey respondents reveal 
that the conventional washing powder advert (Persil) is far more likely to encourage 
purchase compared with the disruptive washing powder advert (Radion), and 
individual advert scores confirm a favourable likelihood of trying Persil compared 
with an extremely unfavourable likelihood of trying Radion. Focus group 
participants confirm that they are very unlikely to try Radion, and indicate that there 
is more likelihood of trying Persil. Questionnaire respondents and focus group 
participants reveal that they are more likely to try the disruptive retail brand 
(Safeway) compared with the conventional retail brand (Iceland). Individual advert 
scores confirm favourable purchase intention for Safeway and unfavourable purchase 
intention for Iceland. Questionnaire scores also reveal that the disruptive financial 
advert (Direct Line) is more likely to instigate purchase intention compared with the 
conventional financial advert (TSB). Individual advert scores reveal unfavourable 
purchase intention for both Direct Line and TSB, although purchase intention is more 
unlikely for TSB. Focus groups confirm that there is some brand consideration for 
Direct Line, although less for TSB. 
The questionnaire survey reveals little evidence of brand loyalty across markets. 
Only the retail market appears to have a majority of respondents who agree/strongly 
agree that they are loyal to one brand. The focus group interviews similarly reveal a 
tendency toward split loyalty in the financial and tea markets. However, in contrast 
with the survey results, the interviews reveal a tendency toward split loyalty in the 
retail market and a tendency toward loyalty in the washing powder market (although 
there are differences in response between groups). 
The questionnaire survey suggests that the disruptive financial and washing powder 
adverts are perceived as more conventional than the intended conventional financial 
and washing powder adverts. In contrast, the disruptive tea and retail advert have 
been correctly identified as disruptive compared with the conventional tea and retail 
adverts. A majority of respondents agree that content and style differences exist 
between the disruptive and the conventional adverts in all markets except tea, where 
the Tetley teafolk maintain an element of consistency in both the conventional and 
_ disrupti\'.e adverts. _The focus grou].JS show that participants _successfully identify the 
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unconventional point of difference in each disruptive advertisement. However, the 
adverts do not appear to be perceived as disruptive because participants consistently 
remark about the age of the adverts, and the fact that they are now outdated. Clearly, 
these results demonstrate that the length of time an advert is perceived as disruptive 
is critical. 
10.11 SUMMARY 
This chapter describes the procedure and findings from a supervised questionnaire 
survey. The survey was carried out to provide triangulation of data with the focus 
group interviews in phase 2. Many similarities were found between the results of the 
focus groups and the results of the questionnaire survey, although a few differences 
also emerged. 
The survey shows that in all low involvement markets the adverts which prove most 
favourable/enjoyable to watch with subjects and most likely to encourage purchase 
intention are the adverts which are perceived as being more disruptive rather than 
more conventional. These adverts also represent brands with the most favourable 
Images. This suggests that there is an association between brand image and 
enjoyability/emotions from watching the advert (advertisement involvement). The 
perceived advertising approach confirms the intended advertising approach in the tea 
and retail markets. However this is not the case in the washing powder and financial 
markets. 
Product involvement does appear to affect opinions of brand image, brand usage, 
advertisement feelings and purchase intention. Conceptually, these two groups of 
people are different, and selected items show a significant difference in response by 
product involvement. Unlike the tea market, involved subjects in the financial 
insurance market appear to respond more unfavourably to questions about brand 
usage, brand image and the adverts shown compared with non-involved subjects. 
Responses in the washing powder market are mixed. Involved subjects give more 
favourable responses for Persil (image, usage and advertisement involvement), but 
not necessarily for Radion. 
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The sample is not representative of the undergraduate student population at the 
University of Plymouth, and there is evidence of age and gender bias. In addition, 
advert familiarity and the sequence of the adverts shown does affect mean response 
for selected items across the markets. However, despite this, there is little 






11. QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY: PART 2 
11.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter more fully investigates the influence of advertising strategy in a trial 
purchase context, and in particular how advertisement approach affects purchase 
intention, building on the results of the previous chapter. Multiple regression has 
been applied to the survey results to determine which variables in each of the four 
markets exert the strongest influence on purchase intention and therefore brand 
consideration. The conceptual differences in opinion between involved respondents 
and uninvolved respondents are evident from chapter 10, and it was therefore decided 
to investigate whether there are significantly different influences on the purchase 
intention from these two groups of people. 
Two regression models have been produced for each advertisement (apart from retail 
advertisements): one for involved respondents and one for uninvolved respondents. 
The results of the regression are presented using correlation matrices (to examine for 
evidence of intercorrelation between the independent variables), regression model 
indicators and regression model coefficients (to determine which independent 
variables are most influential in the model and the extent to which they explain 
purchase intention). Regression plots have been used to detect for possible violation 
of regression assumptions. The final sections outline the main conclusions from the 
chapter and summarise the principal points from the chapter. 
11.2 AIMS & OBJECTIVES 
In this research, multiple regression is applied to the survey results to primarily 
address the problem of 'explanation' rather than 'prediction'. It is used as a means of 
objectively assessing the degree and character of the relationship between the 
dependent variable (purchase intention) and the independent variables. In particular, 
the use of regression aims to confirm: 
l. the importance of the independent variables towards explaining purchase 
intention. More specifically, interest will focus on the proportion of variance in 
purchase intention explained by the independent variables, namely brand usage, 
brand image, brand name familiarity, advertisement involvement, advertisement 
information and advertisement believability for each brand in each market. 
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2. the nature of the relationships found between the independent variables and 
purchase intention. 
3. the nature of the relationships among independent variables in their prediction of 
purchase intention. 
4. whether the disruptive advertisements are more successful than the conventional 
advertisements at predicting purchase intention within and across markets. 
5. whether product involvement has a significant effect on independent variables 
influencing purchase intention within and across markets. 
6. whether the level of product involvement (high/low) has a significant effect on the 
independent variables which influence purchase intention within and across 
markets. 
11.3 PROCEDURE 
Multiple regression has been used in this research to determine which variables in 
each market prove strong influences on purchase intention (the dependent variable) 
and which variables in each market prove weak influences. A technique called 
LISREL (an acronym for linear structural relationships) could alternatively have been 
used to determine the influential variables and their effect on purchase intention. 
This technique is widely used to explain causality among constructs that cannot be 
directly measured. However, LISREL was not available for use at the University of 
Plymouth Business School when the research was being carried out. 
Multiple regression IS a technique which aims to assess the total proportion of 
variance in the dependent variable which can be explained by all the independent 
variables together, taking their correlation into account (Sapsford and Jupp, 1996). 
The multiple regression equation is given below (Mendenhall and Sincich, 1993; 
Barry and Feldman, 1985). 
The regression constant W0) represents the intercept value at which Y (the dependent 
variable) crosses theY axis when the independent variables (x 1, x2 .••..•.• xk) are equal 
to zero. The partial regression coefficients (~ 1 , ~ 2 and ~3) represent Y in terms of the 
independent variables. More specifically, the partial coefficient ~ 1 symbolises the 
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slope of the relationship between the independent variable x 1 and the dependent 
variable Y, holding all other variables constant. The error or residual term (E) depicts 
the effects on Y of variables not explicitly included in the equation and/or a residual 
random element in the dependent variables. 
Although primarily a parametric technique designed for ratio and interval level data, 
regression can also be used for ordinal data (Sapsford and Jupp, 1996). Sapsford 
and Jupp (1996) argued that it is acceptable to treat rating or rank scales as interval 
data from a pragmatic point of view and assume equidistance between the values. 
They suggested that statistical evidence over the years appears to justify this 
assumption of equality of equal intervals within rating scales. However, they also 
emphasised that there is the possibility of data misinterpretation if these assumptions 
are made. 
Building on the arguments put forward by Sapsford and Jupp (1996), Cramer (l994) 
questioned the necessity of the following conditions for the employment of 
parametric tests: 
1. variables are measured with an equal or interval scale; 
2. the samples are drawn from populations of equal variances; 
3. the samples are drawn from populations whose distributions are normal. 
Cramer referred to Lord (1953) "and the suggestion that parametric tests can also be 
used on ordinal variables since the tests apply to numbers and not to what those 
numbers refer". 
Firstly, it has been necessary to study the intercorrelation between all the independent 
variables. These variables can be seen in Table 11.1 and represent brand usage 
experience, overall brand image, brand name familiarity, advertisement involvement, 
the informative nature of the advert and the believability of the advert. It had been 
hoped to use brand awareness as an independent variable, but the near 100% 
awareness of all brands meant that this was not possible. Brand name familiarity has 
been used instead of brand awareness, and represents the degree to which 
respondents are aware of the brands. The pearson product moment correlation 
coefficient has been used to investigate the relationships between all the independent 
variables before the relevant variables were selected for entry into each model. 
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Market Advert Independent Variables Abbreviations 
Financial TSB I. TSB usage experience (Section 2 usage) Usage 
2. TSB brand image Image 
3. TSB brand name familiarity (Section 2 image, No.S) Familiar 
4. TSB advertisement involvement Ad feel 
s. TSB advert information (Section 3a, No.3a) Inform 
6. TSB advert believability (Section 3a, No.6a) Convincing 
Financial Direct Line I. Direct Line usage experience (Section 2 usage) Usage 
2. Direct Line brand image Image 
3. Direct Line brand name familiarity (Section 2 image) Familiar 
4. Direct Line advertisement involvement Ad feel 
s. Direct Line advert information (Section 3a, No.3b) Inform 
6. Direct Line advert believability (Section 3a, No.6b) Convincing_ 
Tea Tetley I. Tetley squarebags usage experience (Section 2 usage) Usage 
Squarebags 2. Tetley squarebags brand image Image 
3. Tetley squarebags brand name familiarity (Section 2) Familiar 
4. Tetley squarebags advertisement involvement Ad feel 
s. Tetley squarebags advert information (Section 4a, No. Inform 
3a) 
6. Tetley squarebags advert believability (Section 4a, No. Convincing 
6a) 
Tea Tetley I. Tetley roundbags usage experience (Section 2 usage) Usage 
Roundbags 2. Tetley roundbags brand image Image 
3. Tetley roundbags brand name familiarity (Section 2) Familiar 
4. Tetley roundbags advertisement involvement Ad feel 
S. Tetley roundbags advert information (Section 4a, No. Inform 
3b) 
6. Tetley roundbags advert believability (Section 4a, No. Convincing 
6b) 
Washing Persil I. Persil usage experience (Section 2 usage) Usage 
Powder 2. Persil brand image Image 
3. Persil brand name familiarity (Section 2 image, No.S) Familiar 
4. Persil advertisement involvement Ad feel 
s. Persil advert information (Section Sa, No.3a) Inform 
6. Persil advert believability (Section Sa, No.6a) Convincing 
Washing Radian I. Radian usage experience (Section 2 usage) Usage 
Powder 2. Radian brand image Image 
3. Radian brand name familiarity (Section 2 image, No.S) Familiar 
4. Radian advertisement involvement Ad feel 
s. Radian advert information (Section Sa, No.3b) Inform 
6. Radian advert believability (Section Sa, No.6b) Convincing 
Retail Iceland I. Iceland usage experience (Section 2 usage) Usage 
2. Iceland brand image Image 
3. Iceland brand name familiarity (Section 2 image. No.S) Familiar 
4. Iceland advertisement involvement Ad feel 
s. Iceland advert information (Section 6a, No.3a) Inform 
6. Iceland advert believability (Section 6a, No.6a) Convincing 
Retail Safeway I. Safeway usage experience (Section 2 usage) Usage 
2. Safeway brand image Image 
3. Safeway brand name familiarity (Section 2 image) Familiar 
4. Safeway advertisement involvement Ad feel 
S. Safeway advert information (Section 6a, No. 3b) Inform 
6. Safeway advert believability (Section 6a, No. 6b) Convincing 
Table 11.1: Independent variables for Model Entry 
The process of aggregating variables for brand image and advertisement involvement 
minimises the effect of multicollinearity (where two variables are similar and affect 
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total explained variance given by the regression equation in the same way), although 
inspection of the bivariate correlations can provide evidence of any further 
multicollinearity. The bivariate correlation matrices have also been used to 
investigate any relationship between the dependent variable in each market ('likely to 
make me try the brand', questions Sa and Sb in sections 3a, 4a, Sa and 6a) and the 
independent variables in each market. Correlation between two variables is not 
sufficient to establish causality between them (Pagano, 1990), and further evidence 
and subjective judgement are also needed to confirm the type of relationship between 
the variables. Scatterplots have been used to confirm a linear relationship between 
independent variables showing a significant relationship (p<0.05) with the dependent 
variable. 
Regression models have been calculated for involved participants and uninvolved 
participants for brands in the financial, tea and washing powder markets. Regression 
models for ·involved participants only have been calculated for retail brands. 
Therefore, a total of 14 regression models have been calculated: 2 models for each of 
the brands in the financial, tea and washing powder markets and 1 model for each of 
the retail brands. 
Variables have been entered using stepwise regression. This method of regression is 
an objective screening procedure which selects the most influential independent 
variables to be included in the model. The independent variable with the greatest 
contribution is added first. Other independent variables are then considered for 
inclusion based on their incremental contribution over the variable(s) already in the 
model (Hair et a!, 1998). The stepwise procedure tests the parameters associated 
with each variable in the presence of all other variables already in the model. In this 
way, it screens the variables for evidence of multicollinearity (Mendenhall and 
Sincich, 1993). The results. have been interpreted using the following statistics 
(Sapsford and Jupp, 1996; Tacq, 1997): 
1. R Square: to determine the proportion of variance in purchase intention explained 
by the variables. 
2. Adjusted R Square: interpreted the same as R square, but becomes smaller as 
there are fewer observations per independent variable. Where the R square is 
affected by the number of independent variables relative to sample size, the 
adjusted R square makes allowances for each specific number of independent 
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variables and the sample size upon which each model is based. In this way, the 
adjusted R square compensates for overfitting of the data. 
3. The F statistic: to test for the significance of R-square. A significant R-square 
proves there is an association between the independent variable (X) entered into 
the model and the dependent variable (Y). 
4. The beta coefficient: to determine the independent contribution of each variable to 
the explanation, controlling for any overlap with all other variables in the 
equation. The larger the beta, the larger the effect of that independent variable on 
the dependent variable. 
5. The t-test: If the t statistic is significant (t < 0.05), then inclusion of the variable in 
the equation improves the explanation. If not, the explanation would be just as 
good if that variable were left out of the equation. It is important to check that the 
t statistic is still significant after all variables have been entered into the model. 
This ensures that variables entered on earlier steps still improve the explanation in 
combination with variables entered on a later step. 
In addition, it has been necessary to ensure that the following assumptions of 
regression were not violated (Pagano, 1990; Green, Salkind & Akey, 1997; Cramer, 
1994; Barry and Feldman, 1985; Hair et al, 1998)): 
1. the relationship between the dependent variable and the independent variables is 
linear. More specifically, the regression coefficient is constant across the range of 
values for the independent variable, and the ratio of change in Y associated with a 
small increase in X is the same regardless of the value of X. 
2. all variables must be measured without error, particularly the dependent variable. 
3. for each set of values for the independent variables the residuals are normally 
distributed with mean= 0, and there is no excessive influence from outliers. 
4. for each set of values for the independent variables, the variance of the residuals is 
constant and there is no evidence of 'heteroscedastity', where the scatter around 
the trend is uneven. 
5. for any two sets of values for the independent variables, the residual terms are 
uncorrelated and thus there is no autocorrelation. 
6. independent variables do not exhibit high 'multicollinearity', or excessively strong 
association with each other. 
7. the cases represent a random sample from the population and the scores on the 
dependent variable are independent of each other. 
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The following residual plots have been used to ensure no violation of the above 
assumptions: 
• Standardised residuals have been plotted against standardised predicted values and 
against the dependent variable to confirm that there is no systematic relationship 
between them. 
• A casewise plot highlighting any residual scores more than 3 standard deviations 
from mean 0. If any cases of this nature have been found, the procedure has been 
repeated removing the excessive influence. 
• A histogram of standardised residuals has been produced to ensure the residuals 
are normally distributed, and dispersed in a random pattern around mean 0. 
• A normal probability plot has been produced showing a plot of two cumulative 
distributions against each other. The X axis shows cumulative probabilities of 
occurrence of standardised residuals in expected, ideal cases of normality, and the 
Y axis shows the same cumulative probabilities in the observed situation. If the 
distribution is normal, the residual line closely follows the diagonal. 
11.4 RESULTS 
11.4.1 Intercorrelation between the Variables 
Tables 11.2 to 11.15 show the correlations of all independent variables and the 
dependent variable for each brand. The results have been split by involvement for all 
brands except the retail brands. There is evidence of some significant relationships 
between the independent variables, shown by correlations in italics (p<0.05). 
However, any correlation suggests some multicollinearity, and it is therefore 
expected that there will be some evidence of interrelationships between the 
independent variables. 
It should be noted that all coded responses to brand usage items in the data set have 
been inverted to ensure comparability with other independent variables. This has 




P. Intent Usa e Familia r lma e Ad feel Inform Convince 
P. lntent * 
Usage -0.06 * 
Name 0.06 0.08 * 
Image 0.07 0.22 0.27 * 
Ad feel 0.61 - 0. 13 0.10 0.09 * 
Inform 0.35 - 0. 14 0.03 0.22 0.36 * 
Convince 0.54 - 0. 13 -0.00 0.05 0.59 0.4 / * 
Table 11.2: TSB (involved): Correlations of all IndeQendent Variables and the 
DeQendent Variable (N = 89) 
P. lntent Usa e Familiar lma e Adfeel Inform Convince 
P. Intent * 
Usage 0. 16 * 
Name -0.13 0.08 * 
Image 0.21 0.35 0.27 * 
Adfeel 0.47 0.04 0.06 0.28 * 
Inform 0.21 0.10 -0.02 0. 14 0.22 * 
Convince 0.34 0. 16 - 0.02 0.25 0.24 0.24 * 
Table 11.3: TSB (non-involved): Correlations of all lndeQendent Variables and the 
DeQendent Variable (N = 91) 
P. Intent Usa e Familiar Ima e Ad feel Inform Convince 
P. Intent * 
Usage 0.07 * 
Name 0.21 0.20 * 
Image 0.21 0.34 0.40 * 
Ad feel 0.69 0.06 0.17 0.12 * 
Inform 0.46 0.10 0.21 0.11 0.58 * 
Convince 0.46 0.02 0.32 0.20 0.36 0.44 * 
Table 11.4: Direct Line (involved): Correlations of all IndeQendent Variables and 
the DeQendent Variable (N = 89) 
P. Intent Usa e Familiar Ima e Ad feel Inform Convince 
P. Intent * 
Usage 0.08 * 
Name 0.24 - 0. 14 * 
Image 0.42 0.31 0.25 * 
Ad feel 0.43 0.09 - 0.04 0.30 * 
Inform 0.41 0.11 0.07 0.27 0.40 * 
Convince 0.44 0.18 0.09 0.32 0.31 0.44 * 
Table 11.5: Direct Line (non -involved): Correlations of all IndeQendent Variables 
and the DeQendent Variable (N = 91) 
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Tea Market 
P. Intent Usa e Familiar lma e Ad feel Inform Convince 
P. Intent * 
Usage 0.12 * 
Name 0.04 -0.02 * 
Image 0.21 0.48 0.26 * 
Adfeel 0.53 -0.06 -0.06 0.01 * 
Inform 0.30 0.01 -0.08 -0.06 0.23 * 
Convince 0.41 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.29 0.37 * 
Table 11.6: Tetley sguarebags (involved}: Correlations of all Inde12endent Variables 
and the De12endent Variable (N = 135} 
P. Intent Usa e Familiar Ima e Adfeel Inform Convince 
P. Intent * 
Usage 0.09 * 
Name 0.36 0.14 * 
Image 0.24 0.46 0.33 * 
Ad feel 0.6/ -0.00 0.44 0.24 * 
Inform 0.45 -0.09 0.48 0.03 0.58 * 
Convince 0.56 -0.07 0.50 0.12 0.59 0.44 * 
Table 11.7: Tetley sguarebags (non-involved): Correlations of all Inde12endent 
Variables and the De(2endent Variable (N = 35} 
P. Intent Usa e Familiar Ima e Adfeel Inform Convince 
P. Intent * 
Usage 0.18 * 
Name 0.07 -0.02 * 
Image 0.30 0.48 0.26 * 
Adfeel 0.48 0.01 0.02 0.06 * 
Inform 0.34 -0.05 0.13 0.01 0.42 * 
Convince 0.39 0.11 0.03 0.11 0.22 0.42 * 
Table 11.8: Tetley roundbags (involved}: Correlations of all Inde12endent Variables 
and the De12endent Variable (N = 135} 
P. Intent Usa e Familiar lma e Adfeel Inform Convince 
P. Intent * 
Usage 0.33 * 
Name 0.28 0.14 * 
Image 0.34 0.46 0.33 * 
Adfeel 0.48 0.00 0.52 0.21 * 
Inform 0.30 - 0.15 0.39 0.09 0.68 * 
Convince 0.44 -0.05 0.28 0.08 0.59 0.57 * 
Table 11.9: Tetley roundbags (non-involved}: Correlations of all Inde12endent 
Variables and the De12endent Variable (N = 45) 
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Washing Powder Market 
P. Intent Usa e Familiar lma e Adfeel Inform Convince 
P.lntent * 
Usage 0.26 * 
Name 0.01 -0.07 * 
Image 0.38 0.38 0.24 * 
Adfeel 0.58 0.14 0.15 0.30 * 
Inform 0.40 0.09 0.11 0.17 0.43 * 
Convince 0.43 0.09 0.02 0.31 0.42 0.24 * 
Table 11.10: Persil (involved): Correlations of all IndeQendent Variables and the 
DeQendent Variable (N = 146) 
P. Intent Usa e Familiar lma e Adfeel Inform Convince 
P. Intent * 
Usage 0.25 * 
Name 0.24 0.07 * 
Image 0.31 0.44 0.33 * 
Adfeel 0.61 0.04 0.51 0.14 * 
Inform 0.41 0.33 0.32 0.18 0.45 * 
Convince 0.65 0.31 0.25 0.26 0.59 0.47 * 
Table 11.11: Persil (non-involved): Correlations of all IndeQendent Variables and 
the DeQendent Variable (N = 34) 
P. Intent Usa e Familiar lma e Adfeel Inform Convince 
P. Intent * 
Usage 0.20 * 
Name - 0.12 0.11 * 
Image 0.17 0.41 0.13 * 
Adfeel 0.62 0.09 - 0.12 0.07 • 
Inform 0.30 0.10 0.00 -0.04 0.39 * 
Convince 0.62 0.12 -0.08 0.16 0.51 0.35 * 
Table 11.12: Radion (involved): Correlations of all Inde~ndent Variables and the 
DeQendent Variable (N = 146) 
P. Intent Usa e Familiar Ima e Adfeel Inform Convince 
P.Intent * 
Usage -0.06 * 
Name 0.29 0.29 * 
Image 0.31 0.28 0.05 * 
Adfeel 0.66 -0.18 0.42 0.02 * 
Inform 0.12 0.33 0.27 0.18 -0.09 * 
Convince 0.24 0.08 0.03 -0.08 0.13 0.38 * 
Table 11.13: Radion (non-involved): Correlations of all IndeQendent Variables and 
the DeQendent Variable (N = 34) 
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Retail Market 
P.lntent Usa e Familiar lma e Adfeel Inform Convince 
P. Intent * 
Usage 0.32 * 
Name 0.18 0.16 * 
Image 0.31 0.36 0./9 * 
Adfeel 0.57 0.20 0.12 0.22 * 
Inform 0.41 0.05 0.24 0.23 0.53 * 
Convince 0.54 0.09 0.12 0.20 0.47 0.56 * 
Table 11.14: Iceland (involved}: Correlations of all IndeQendent Variables and the 
DeQendent Variable (N- 176} 
P.Intent Usa e Familiar lma e Adfeel Inform Convince 
P.Intent * 
Usage 0.32 * 
Name 0.10 0.02 * 
Image 0.35 0.47 0.16 * 
Ad feel 0.57 0.27 0.07 0.20 * 
Inform 0.37 0.23 0.18 0.20 0.49 * 
Convince 0.40 0.25 0.11 0.25 0.47 0.53 * 
Table 11.15: Safewa:r (involved): Correlations of alllndeQendent Variables and the 
DeQendent Variable (N = 176} 
Variables showing the greatest multicollinearity in all markets (correlations> 0.5) are 
advertisement involvement variables, advertisement believability variables and 
advertisement information variables. The only correlation greater than 0.6, and 
therefore considered significant multicollinearity (Tacq, 1997) is between 
advertisement involvement and advertisement information for Tetley Roundbags 
(non-involved). This correlation is based upon only 45 participants, and it is 
recognised that a larger data set reduces the likelihood of multicollinearity. 
However, there is likely to be natural relationship between advertisement 
involvement variables, advertisement information variables and advertisement 
believability variables because they are all variables relating to the adverts shown and 
presented in the same section of the questionnaire. 
The above tables also highlight the significant relationships between independent 
variables (in italics) with the dependent variable (purchase intention). Appendix 15 
shows scatterplots of the dependent variable plotted against each independent 
variable included in the regression model(s). In some cases where the correlation 
coefficient is very weak, there does not appear to be a linear relationship between the 
dependent variable and the independent variable. However, the scatterplots do not 
suggest any strong deviations from a linear pattern. 
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11.4.2 Regression Models 
Tables 11.16 to 11.36 highlight the important regression model indicators for each 
brand. The results shown represent models before and after outliers have been 
removed. Each model is based upon a sample size shown below the table, with 
missing values discarded. 
11.4.2.1 Financial Market 
Table 1l.l6 shows regression model indicators for all participants involved in the 






















7.12 (4.38) .000 (.000) 
2.68 .009 
Key: Step = Order of variables entered into the model 




AdjRsq = Adjusted R square 
F = F statistic 
SigF = Significance of the F statistic 
Variable In= Variable entered into the model at each step 
Beta = Beta coefficient of the variable entered at each step 
T = T statistic at each step (and after all variables have been added into the model) 
SigT =Significance of the T statistic at each step (and after all variables have been added 
into the model) 
Table 11.16: TSB (involved) Regression Model Indicators 
Rsq AdjRsq F SigF Variable In Beta T SigT 
.40 .39 55.19 .000 Convince .63 7.43 (4.01) .000 (.000) 
.48 .46 37.83 .000 Adfeel .36 3.57 .001 
N = 87 (Case 25 = o1111ier) Key: See table 11.16 
Table 11.17: TSB (involved) Regression Model Indicators 
Stepwise multiple regression shows that the strongest predictor of purchase intention 
for TSB (involved) is advertisement involvement (F=50.75, p<O.OOO; T=7.12, 
p<O.OOO) accounting for 37% of the variance (Table ll.l6). Advertisement 
believability enters on step 2, adding a further 5% of variance (T=2.68, p<0.009). No 
other variables enter into the equation. Overall, therefore, these two significant 
variables account for 42% of the variance in purchase intention, or 41% if the 
adjusted R square is used. However, when case 25 is removed from the data set, 
advertisement believability is shown as the strongest predictor of purchase intention 
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for TSB (involved) (F=55.19, p<O.OOO; T=7.43, p<O.OOO) accounting for 40% of the 
variance (Table 11.17). Advertisement involvement enters on step 2, adding a 
further 8% of variance (T=3.57, p<O.OOl). No other variables enter the equation. 
Therefore, these two significant variables account for 48% of the variance in 
purchase intention, or 46% if adjusted. The removal of case 25 has changed the 
order of influence from the independent variables and improved the overall 
explanation by 6% (or 5% if adjusted). 
Ste(! Rsg AdjRsg F SigF Variable In Beta T SigT 
I .22 .21 25.07 .000 Ad feel .47 5.01 (4.39) .000 (.000) 
2 .27 .26 16.41 .000 Convince .24 2.51 .014 
N= 91 Key: See table 11.16 
Table 11.18: TSB (non-involved} Regression Model Indicators 
For TSB (non-involved), the strongest predictor of purchase intention is 
advertisement involvement (F=25.07, p<O.OOO; T=5.01, p<O.OOO) accounting for 
22% of the variance (Table 11.18). Advertisement believability enters on step 2, 
adding a further 5% of variance (T=2.51, p<0.014). No other variables enter into the 
equation, and no outliers are detected. Overall, these two variables account for 27% 
of the variance in purchase intention, or 26% if the adjusted R square is used. 
Therefore, the involved model for TSB explains nearly twice as much variance in 
purchase intention compared with the non-involved model using the independent 
variables advertisement involvement and advertisement believability. 
Step Rsq AdjRsg F 
I .47 .47 76.58 
2 .53 .52 47.03 
N= 87 
SigF Variable In Beta T 
.000 Adfeel .69 8.75 (7.48) 
.000 Convince .25 3.11 




Table 11.19: Direct Line (involved} Regression Model Indicators 
Ste(! Rsg AdjRsg F SigF Variable In Beta T SigT 
I .51 .51 88.44 .000 Ad feel .72 9.40 (8.12) .000 (.000) 
2 .57 .56 54.35 .000 Convince .25 3.22 .002 
N = 86 (Cases 39 = outlier) Key: See table 11.16 
Table 11.20: Direct Line (involved} Regression Model Indicators 
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Slel! Rsg AdjRsg F SigF Variable In Beta T SigT 
I .54 .53 95.96 .000 Ad feel .73 9.80 (8.51) .000 (.000) 
2 .60 .60 62.74 .000 Convince .28 3.77 .000 
N = 85 (Cases 39, 3 = outliers) Key: See table 11.16 
Table 11.21: Direct Line (involved) Regression Model Indicators 
Slel! Rsg AdjRsg F SigF Variable In Beta T SigT 
I .55 .55 101.44 .000 Ad feel .74 10.07 (8.81) .000 (.000) 
2 .64 .63 71.69 .000 Convince .31 4.39 .000 
N = 84 (Cases 39, 3. 56= olllliers) Key: See table 11.16 
Table 11.22: Direct Line (involved) Regression Model Indicators 
The strongest predictor of purchase intention for Direct Line (involved) is 
advertisement involvement (F=76.58, p<O.OOO; T=8.75, p<O.OOO) explaining 47% of 
the variance (Table 11.19). Advertisement believability enters on step 2, adding a 
further 6% of variance (T=3.11, p<0.003), with no other variables entering into the 
explanation. A total of 53% of the variance in purchase intention is explained by 
advertisement involvement and advertisement believability, or 52% if the adjusted R 
square is used. However, when case 39 is discarded, the explanation in purchase 
intention accounted for by these two independent variables rises to 57% (56% -
adjusted R square, Table 11.20), with increased R-squares, F statistics, betas and t-
values at each step. At this stage another outlier (case 3) is detected and discarded, 
further improving the explanation in purchase intention to 60% (Table 11.21). 
Finally, when the case 56 is removed a total of 64% in purchase intention is 
accounted for by advertisement involvement and advertisement believability (63% 
adjusted R square), with increase R-squares, F-statistics, betas and t-values at each 
step. No further outliers are detected by the casewise plot. The order of influence by 
the independent variables has not been affected by the removal of outliers at each 
stage. 
Stel! Rsg AdjRsg F SigF Variable In Beta T SigT 
I .23 .22 25.73 .000 Convince .48 5.07 (3.43) .000 (.001) 
2 .35 .33 22.17 .000 Ad feel .35 3.81 (3.27) .000 (.002) 
3 .39 .36 17.47 .000 Image .22 2.37 .020 
N= 87 Key: See table 11.16 
Table 11.23: Direct Line (non-involved) Regression Model Indicators 
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For Direct Line (non-involved), stepwise multiple regression shows that the strongest 
predictor of purchase intention is advertisement believability (F=25.73, p<O.OOO; 
T=5.07, p<O.OOO) accounting for 23% of the variance (Table 11.23). Adve.rtisement 
involvement enters on step 2, adding a further 12% of variance (T=3.81, p<O.OOO). 
Finally, brand image enters on step 3 adding a further 4% of variance (T=2.37, 
p<0.020). No outliers are detected by the casewise plot. Therefore, overall, these 3 
significant independent variables account for 39% of variance in purchase intention, 
or 36% if the adjusted R square is used. 
Similarly to TSB, the involved model for Direct Line explains a greater proportion of 
variance in purchase intention compared with the non-involved model using the 
independent variables advertisement involvement and advertisement believability. 
Brand image is shown to have some influence on purchase intention for Direct Line 
(non-involved participants). In addition, a greater proportion of variance in purchase 
intention is accounted for by Direct Line (involved) compared with TSB (involved) 
and Direct Line (non-involved) compared with TSB (non-involved) using the 
independent variables entered into the model(s). 
11.4.2.2 Tea Market 
SteJ.! Rsg AdjRsg F SigF Variable In Beta T SigT 
I .29 .28 53.13 .000 Ad feel .53 7.29 (6.38) .000 (.000) 
2 .36 .35 36.44 .000 Convince .28 3.79 (3.74) .000 (.000) 
3 .39 .38 28.27 .000 lma~e .19 2.84 .005 
N = 135 Key: See TSB table 11.16 
Table 11.24: Tetley Sguarebags (involved) Regression Model Indicators 
The strongest predictor of purchase intention for Tetley squarebags (involved) is 
advertisement involvement (F=53.13, p<O.OOO; T=7.29, p<O.OOO) accounting for 
29% of the variance (Table 11.24). Advertisement believability enters on step 2, 
adding a further 7% of variance (T=3.79, p<O.OOO) and brand image enters on step 3, 
adding a further 3% of variance (T=2.84, p<O.OOO). No outliers are detected by the 
casewise plot. Overall, 39% of variance in purchase intention can be explained by 












SigF Variable In Beta T SigT 
.000 Adfeel .61 5.07 (3.02) .000 (.004) 
.000 Convince .30 2.09 .043 
Key: See table 11.16 
Table 11.25: Tetley Sguarebags (non-involved) Regression Model Indicators 
For Tetley squarebags (non-involved), the strongest predictor of purchase intention is 
again advertisement involvement (F=25.69, p<O.OOO; T=5.07, p<O.OOO) accounting 
for 37% of the variance (Table 11.25). Advertisement believability enters on step 2, 
adding a further 6% of variance (T=2.09, p<0.043). No other variables enter into the 
equation. No outliers are detected, and therefore, these 2 independent variables 
account for 43% of the variance in purchase intention (41% adjusted R square). In 
comparison with Tetley squarebags (involved), the model for Tetley squarebags 
(non-involved) accounts for a greater degree of variance in purchase intention using 
the independent variables entered into the model. Advertisement involvement and 
advertisement believability are the two primary influences for each model. 
Ste2 Rsg AdjRsg F SigF Variable In Beta T SigT 
I .23 .22 39.07 .000 Ad feel .48 6.25 (5.58) .000 (.000) 
2 .31 .30 29.56 .000 Convince .29 3.96 (3.78) .000 (.000) 
3 .37 .36 25.52 .000 Irna11;e .25 3.51 .000 
N= 135 Key: See table 11.16 
Table 11.26: Tetley Roundbags (involved) Regression Model Indicators 
Multiple regression shows that the strongest predictor of purchase intention for 
Tetley round bags (involved) is advertisement involvement (F=39.07, p<O.OOO; 
T=6.25, p<O.OOO) accounting for 22% of the variance (Table 11.26). Advertisement 
believability enters on step 2, adding a further 8% of variance (T=3.96, p<O.OOO) and 
brand image enters on step 3 adding a further 5% of variance (T=3.51, p<O.OOO). No 
more variables enter into the equation, and no outliers are detected by the casewise 
plot. Therefore 37% of variance in purchase intention can be explained by these 3 
significant variables (36% adjusted R square). 
Ste2 Rsg Ad,iRsg F SigF Variable In Beta T SigT 
I .23 .21 12.52 .001 Ad feel .48 3.54 (3.89) .001 (.000) 
2 .38 .35 12.60 .000 Usage .39 3.16 .003 
N= 44 Key: See table 11.16 
Table 11.27: Tetley Roundbags (non-involved) Regression Model Indicators 
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For Tetley roundbags (non-involved), the strongest predictor of purchase intention is 
advertisement involvement (F=12.52, p<O.OOL; T=3.54, p<0.001) accounting for 
23% of the variance (Table 11.27). Brand usage enters on step 2 (T=3.16, p<0.003) 
adding a further 15% of variance. No more variables enter into the equation, and no 
outliers are detected. The overall variance in purchase intention accounted for by 
these 2 significant variables totals 38% (35% adjusted R square). 
The model for Tetley roundbags (non-involved) accounts for a marginally greater 
degree of variance in purchase intention using the independent variables entered into 
the model. However, when the adjusted R square is used, the involved model 
accounts for a marginally greater degree of variance in purchase intention. Brand 
usage experience is perceived to be an important factor influencing purchase 
intention for non-involved participants. In addition, a greater proportion of variance 
in purchase intention is accounted for by Tetley squarebags (involved) compared 
with Tetley roundbags (involved) and Tetley squarebags (non"involved) compared 
with Tetley roundbags (non-involved) using the independent variables entered into 
the model(s). Feelings about brand image appears to add more to the explanation for 
Roundbags (involved) compared with Squarebags (involved). 
11.4.2.3 Washing Powder Market 
Ste~ Rsg AdjRsg F SigF Variable In Beta T SigT 
I .34 .34 71.91 .000 Ad feel .58 8.48 (4.76) .000 (.000) 
2 .39 .38 43.54 .000 Image .23 3.22 ( 1.68) .002 (.095) 
3 .42 .41 33.12 .000 Inform .20 2.81 (2.72) .006 (.007) 
4 .45 .43 27.39 .000 Convince .18 2.51 (2.65) .013 (.009) 
5 .47 .45 23.67 .000 Usage .16 2.31 .023 
N = /43 Key: See table 11.16 
Table 11.28: Persil (involved) Regression Model Indicators 
Ste~ Rsg AdjRsg F SigF Variable In Beta T SigT 
I .37 .37 81.18 .000 Ad feel .61 9.01 (5.40) .000 (.000) 
2 .43 .42 50.90 .000 Usage .24 3.65 (3.78) .000 (.000) 
3 .48 .47 41.77 .000 Inform .26 3.73 (3.65) .000 (.000) 
4 .52 .50 36.19 .000 Convince .22 3.26 .001 
N = 142 (Case /0 = outlier) Key: See table 11.16 
Table 11.29: Persil (involved) Regression Model Indicators 
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Ste11 Rsq AdjRsg F SigF Variable In Beta T SigT 
I .39 .38 87.38 .000 Ad feel .62 9.35 (5.39) .000 (.000) 
2 .45 .44 55.22 .000 Image .25 3.80 (2.14) .000 (.034) 
3 .50 .49 45.03 .000 Inform .25 3.75 (3.76) .000 (.000) 
4 .53 .51 37.38 .000 Usage .17 2.78 (2.96) .006 (.004) 
5 .55 .53 32.72 .000 Convince .18 2.68 .008 
N = 141 (Cases 10, 3 = outliers) Key: See table 11.16 
Table 11.30: Persil (involved) Regression Model Indicators 
Stepwise multiple regresston illustrates that advertisement involvement is the 
strongest predictor of purchase intention for Persil (involved) (F=71.91, p<O.OOO; 
T=8.48, p<O.OOO) accounting for 39% of the variance (Table 11.28). Brand image 
enters on step 2 (T=3.22, p>0.002) adding a further 5% of variance, and 
advertisement information enters on step 3 (T=2.81, p<0.006) adding a further 3% of 
variance. Advertisement believability is entered on step 4 adding 3% of variance, 
and brand usage experience enters on step 5 increasing overall variance by 2%. No 
other variables enter into the model. Overall therefore, these 5 significant variables 
account for 47% of the variance in purchase intention (45% adjusted R square) . 
The casewise plot reveals case 10 to be an outlier. When case 10 is discarded, the 
overall explanation of variance in purchase intention increases by 5% to 52% (50% 
adjusted R square - Table 11.29). All the same variables are present in the model 
except brand image. At this stage case 3 is highlighted as an outlier and removed 
from the analysis. Table 11.30 shows that after all outliers have been discarded, 
advertisement involvement remains as the strongest predictor of purchase intention 
for Persil (involved) (F=87.38, p<O.OOO; T=9.35, p<O.OOO) accounting for 39% of the 
variance. Brand image enters on step 2 (T=3.80, p<O.OOO) accounting for a further 
6% of variance (T=3.80, p<O.OOO) and advertisement information enters on step 3 
(T=3.75, p<O.OOO) accounting for a further 5% of variance. Brand usage experience 
is entered on step 4 (T=2.78, p<0.006) explaining a further 3% of variance, and 
advertisement believability enters on step 5 (T=2.68, p<0.008) explaining a further 
2% of variance. Overall, these 5 significant variables account for 55% of the 
variance in purchase intention (53% adjusted R square). 
For Persil (non-involved), Table 11.31 illustrates that advertisement believability is 
the strongest predictor of purchase intention (F=23.79, p<O.OOO; T=4.87, p<O.OOO). 
Advertisement involvement is entered on step 2 (T=2.12, p<0.042) accounting for a 
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further 7% of variance. No more variables were enter into the model, and no outliers 
are detected by the casewise plot. Overall, these 2 significant variables account for 
50% of the variance in purchase intention (47% adjusted R square). The Persil 
(involved) model explains a greater proportion of the overall variance in purchase 
intention compared with the Persil (non-involved) model. However, the overall 
variance in purchase intention for Persil (non-involved) is accounted for by only two 
significant variables (advertisement involvement and advertisement believability), In 
contrast, the overall variance in purchase intention for Persil (involved) is also 
accounted for by advertisement information, brand image and brand usage 
experience. 
Ste~ Rsg AdjRsg F SigF Variable In Beta T SigT 
I .43 .41 23.79 .000 Convince .65 4.87 (2.87) .000 (.007) 
2 .SO .47 15.45 .000 Ad feel .34 2.12 .042 
N= 34 
.. 
Key: See table 11.16 
Table 11.31: Persil (non-involved} Regression Model Indicators 
The model obtained for Radion (involved) using stepwise multiple regression shows 
that advertisement believability is the strongest predictor of purchase intention 
(F=93.80, p<O.OOO; T=9.69, p<O.OOO) explaining 41% of the variance (Table 11.32). 
Advertisement involvement enters on step 2 (T=5.85, p<O.OOO), adding a further 12% 
of the variance. No other independent variables enter into the model and no outliers 
are detected by the casewise plot. Overall therefore, these 2 variables account for 



























Table 11.32: Radion (involved} Regression Model Indicators 
~S~t~e~p--~Rs~g--~A~~Rsg __ ~F~~~S~i~g~F--~V~a~r~ia~b~Ie~I~n~~B~et~a~~T~------~s,i.g~T ____ _ 
I .44 .42 24.98 .000 Adfeel .66 5.00 .000 
N= 34 Key: See table 11.16 
Table 11.33: Radion (non-involved} Regression Model Indicators 
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Table 11.33 shows that advertisement involvement is the only variable entered into 
the Radion (non-involved) model to explain purchase intention (F=24.98, p<O.OOO; 
T=S.OO, p<O.OOO). This variable accounts for 44% of the variance in purchase 
intention (42% adjusted R square). No outliers are present. 
Similarly to Persil, the Radion (involved) model explains a greater proportion of the 
variance in purchase intention compared with the Radion (non-involved) model. In 
addition, the Radion (involved) model has more influential variables than the Radion 
(non-involved) model. A greater proportion of variance in purchase intention is 
accounted for by Persil (involved) compared with Radion (involved) and Persil (non-
involved) compared with Radion (non-involved) using the independent variables 
entered into the model(s). Advertisement involvement is a significant influencing 
factor in all 4 washing powder models, and advertisement believability is influential 
in all models except Radion (non-involved). However, there appears to be many 
other significant influencing factors for Persil (involved). 
11.4.2.4 Retail Market 
Ste(! Rsg AdjRsg F SigF Variable In Beta T SigT 
I .33 .32 83.03 .000 Ad feel .57 9.11 (5.61) .000 (.000) 
2 .42 .41 60.82 .000 Convince .34 5.13 (5.38) .000 (.000) 
3 .47 .46 49.24 .000 Usa!!e .23 3.95 .000 
N= 174 Key: See table 11.16 
Table 11.34: Iceland (involved} Regression Model Indicators 
Ste(! Rsg AdjRsg F SigF Variable In Beta T SigT 
I .38 .37 102.28 .000 Ad feel .61 10.11 (6.49) .000 (.000) 
2 .49 .48 80.18 .000 Convince .38 6.05 (6.36) .000 (.000) 
3 .53 .53 64.03 .000 Usa!!e .22 4.10 .000 
N = 173 (Case 162 = outlier) Key: See table 11.16 
Table 11.35: Iceland (involved} Regression Model Indicators 
Table 11.34 illustrates that the strongest predictor of purchase intention for Iceland 
(Involved) is advertisement involvement (F=83.03, p<O.OOO, T=9.11, p<O.OOO) 
accounting for 33% of the variance. Advertisement believability enters on step 2 
(T=5.13, p<O.OOO) adding a further 9% of the variance, and brand usage experience 
enters on step 3 (T=3.95, p<O.OOO) adding a further 5% of the variance. Overall, the 
3 significant variables account for 47% of the variance in purchase intention (46% 
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adjusted R square). However, the casewise plot highlights case 162 as an outlier. 
When this case is removed from the analysis, the overall variance in purchase 
intention explained by these 3 variables increases to 53% (Table 11.35). 
Ste~ Rsg AdjRsg F SigF Variable In Beta T SigT 
I .32 .32 82.75 .000 Ad feel .57 9.10 (8.48) .000 (.000) 
2 .38 .38 53.34 .000 Image .25 4.06 .000 
N = 175 Key: See table 11.16 
Table 11.36: Safewa~ {involved) Regression Model Indicators 
Table 11.36 shows that the strongest predictor of purchase intention for Safeway 
(involved) is advertisement involvement (F=82.75, p<O.OOO; T=9.10, p<O.OOO) 
accounting for 32% of the variance. Brand image enters on step 2 (T=4.06, p<O.OOO) 
adding a further 6% of the variance. No other variables enter into the model and the 
casewise plot does not reveal any evidence of outliers. Overall, therefore, these 2 
significant variables account for 38% of the variance in purchase intention. 
It can be seen that a greater proportion of purchase intention is explained by the 
Iceland (involved) model in comparison with the Safeway (involved) model using the 
independent variables entered into the models. Advertisement involvement is the 
primary influencing variable for each of these retail models, although additional 
influencing variables differ between the two brands. 
The models obtained for each of the brands are shown in Table 11.37. The 
regression coefficients for each of the models are specific to the sample used and 
cannot be generalised to the population. As previously stated, this research addresses 
the problem of explanation rather than prediction, and will consequently focus on the 
regression model indicators rather than the regression model coefficients in order to 




Involved Y = 0.05 + 0.43(Convince) + 0.35(Adfeel) 
Non-involved Y = 0.18 + 0.48(Adfeel) + 0.28(Convince) 
Direct Line 
Involved Y = -0.10 + 0.73(Adfeel) + 0.31(Convince) 
Non-involved Y = -0.56 + 0.41(Adfeel) + 0.34 (Convince)+ 0.38 (Image) 
Tetley 
Squarebags 
Involved Y = -0.66 + 0.51 (Adfeel) + 0.30(1mage) + 0.30(Convince) 
Non-involved Y = 0.28 + 0.45(Adfeel) + 0.30(Convince) 
Tetley 
Round bags 
Involved Y = -1.83 + 0.69(Adfeel) + 0.40(Image) + 0.31 (Convince) 
Non-involved Y = 1.91 + 0.61(Adfeel) + 0.29(Usage) 
Persil 
Involved Y = 0.49 + 0.46(Adfeel) + 0.28(1nform) + 0.24(lmage)+ 0.19(Convince) + 
0.12(Usage) 
Non-involved Y = 0.38 + 0.4l(Convince) + 0.37(Adfeel) 
Radian 
Involved Y = 0.06 + 0.40(Convince) + 0.43(Adfeel) 
Non-involved Y = 0.28 + 0.73(Adfeel) 
Iceland 
Involved Y = 0.81 + 0.46(Adfeel) + 0.39(Convince) + 0.16(Usage) 
Safeway 
Involved Y = -0.62 + 0.70(Adfeel) + 0.39(1mage) 
Table 11.37: Regression Models 
11.4.3 Residual Plots 
The residual plots provide strong evidence of heteroscedastity in all 14 models. The 
plot of standardised predicted values against standardised residuals show evidence of 
a relationship in all 14 cases, indicating that there is association between the 
independent variables and residual values. In addition, the plot of standardised 
residuals against each dependent variable shows a strong positive relationship in all 
14 cases. Appendix 16 shows these residual plots. 
It was decided to further investigate the extent of heteroscedastity between the 
dependent variables and residuals. Pearson product moment correlation coefficients 
were calculated between unstandardised residuals and the dependent variable for 
each case to reveal the true relationship between them. For each model, a strong or 
reasonably strong positive relationship between the two is evident. These 
correlations are shown in Table 11.38, with any outliers discarded. This implies that 
as intention to purchase increases, the model is less reliable with greater variance in 
response. However, this relationship also implies that the model is very reliable 





Direct Line Involved 
Direct Line Non-involved 
Tetley Squarebags Involved 
Tetley Squarebags Non-involved 
Tetley Roundbags Involved 
Tetley Roundbags Non-involved 
Persil Involved 





Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient 
r = 0.72 
r = 0.85 
r = 0.60 
r = 0.78 
r = 0.78 
r = 0.75 
r = 0.79 
r = 0.79 
r = 0.67 
r = 0.71 
r = 0.70 
r = 0.75 
r = 0.68 
r = 0.78 
Table 11.38: Relationship between Unstandardised ResiduaJs and Purchase 
Intention 
Histograms of standardised residuals and normal probability plots have been used to 
test the normality of residuals (Appendix 16). All outliers have been removed. The 
histogram provides a simple visual check for an approximately normal disttibution. 
However, it is difficult to use for small samples where the distribution is not 
adequately formed. In general, normal probability plots are more robust to use 
because the standardised residuals are compared with the normal distribution (Hair et 
al, 1998). 
It can be seen from the histograms and the normal probability plots that all involved 
models except Tetley roundbags appear to have residuals which approximate to a 
normal distribution with mean = 0. The histogram for Tetley roundbags (involved) is 
negatively skewed and the normal probability plot shows that the points do not fit 
well to the line. Both plots therefore illustrate deviations from normality. The 
histogram for Safeway (involved) also appears to be negatively skewed, although the 
normal probability plot appears to more closely approximate to a normal distribution . 
In companson with most involved models, the histograms show that the non-
involved models have a poorer distribution of residuals which do not appear to fall in 
a random pattern around mean = 0, despite a stated residual mean of 0. The normal 
probability plots reflect this normality violation with points scattered in more distinct 
patterns away from the line. The reason for this may be the relatively small sample 
size for non-involved models compared with involved models. The fin ancial market 
is the only market where the sample sizes are approximately equal for involved and 
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non-involved models. However, in this market the plots illustrate that involved 
models more closely approximate to a normal distribution compared with non-
involved models. Histograms of standardised residuals illustrate the negative skew 
for both financial non-involved models, and normal probability plots illustrate the 
poor fit of the residual line for these models. 
11.5 DISCUSSION 
All independent variables show a positive relationship with the dependent variable, 
purchase intention. This implies that as the level of each independent variable 
increases, so does the level of the dependent variable. However, the partial 
regression coefficients in each model are not high, indicating a weak positive 
relationship. 
Advertisement involvement is a primary influence on purchase intention in all 
markets. In 10 of the regression models, this variable explains a larger proportion of 
the variance in purchase intention compared with the other independent variables. 
The 4 exceptions are TSB (involved), Direct Line (non-involved), Persil (non-
involved) and Radion (involved) where advertisement believability explains the most 
variance in purchase intention compared with the other independent variables. 
Advertisement believability is an important contributor in all models except Tetley 
Round (non-involved), Radion (non-involved) and Safeway (involved). 
The correlation matrices show that these two independent variables, advertisement 
believability and advertisement involvement, are significantly correlated with each 
other for all models. In particular, the models TSB involved (r = 0.59), Tetley 
squarebags non-involved (r = 0.59), Tetley roundbags non-involved (r = 0.59), Persil 
involved (r = 0.42), Persil non-involved (r = 0.59), Radion involved (r = 0.51), 
Iceland involved (r = 0.47) and Safeway involved (r = 0.47) all have notably high 
intercorrelations. The beta-coefficients and the t-values reflect these high 
intercorrelations. When both of these variables are present in the model, the beta 
coefficient and the t-statistic of the first variable entered into the model are 
dramatically reduced when the second enters the model. This shows that the 
independent contribution of the first variable is reduced to control for the overlap 
between the two variables. However, in each case the !-statistic for advertisement 
involvement and advertisement believability remain significant when both are 
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present in the model. This illustrates the important contribution of each variable 
towards improving the explanation. 
The correlation matrices also highlight the existence of a significant positive 
relationship between the independent variables advertisement believability and 
advertisement information in all cases, and between advertisement involvement and 
advertisement information m all cases except Radion (non-involved). However, 
advertisement information is not a contributory factor in the models, with the 
exception of Persil involved. This suggests that in a multivariate context, the 
variable is not needed as a result of the inclusion of advertisement involvement and 
advertisement believability in the models. 
In the low involvement tea and washing powder markets, the involved models 
contain a greater number of independent variables in comparison with the non-
involved models. However, in the high involvement financial market this is not the 
case. The Direct Line non-involved model contains a greater number of independent 
variables in comparison with the Direct Line involved model, and the TSB involved 
and non-involved models contain the same number of independent variables. It is 
not possible to comment on the retail market, where only involved model information 
exists. These findings imply that both product involvement and the level of product 
involvement affects the number of variables used to explain purchase intention. 
The models for both Tetley squarebags (involved) and Tetley roundbags (involved) 
include brand image as an important influence on purchase intention in addition to 
the variables advertisement involvement and advertisement believability, which are 
present in the non-involved models. The Persil involved model includes the 
variables brand image, advertisement information and brand usage experience in 
addition to the variables advertisement involvement and advertisement believability 
present in the non-involved model. The Radion involved model includes the variable 
advertisement believability in addition to advertisement involvement present in the 
non-involved model. The Iceland involved model includes the variable brand usage 
experience in addition to variables advertisement involvement and advertisement 
believability, and the Safeway involved model includes the variable brand image in 
addition to advertisement involvement. At least one model in each market includes 
brand image as a contributory factor, although there is no consistency of other 
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additional influences across markets and brands. In each case these additional 
influences have small partial R square results and explain only a small proportion of 
variance in purchase intention compared with the much larger contributions from 
advertisement involvement and advertisement believability. 
The involved models in the financial and washing powder markets have higher 
overall R square results in comparison with the non-involved models. In contrast, 
involved models in the tea market have lower overall R square results in comparison 
with non-involved models. However, the adjusted R square affects the comparison 
of Tetley Roundbags involved and non-involved models, where the overall 
explanation is almost identical. In general, the adjusted R square slightly reduces the 
overall explanation in all markets except the retail market, and this reduction is 
greater for non-involved models, where the sample size is smaller. The difference 
between involved and non-involved models, cannot be tested for the retail market. 
However, product involvement does appear to affect the explanation of purchase 
intention in the remaining 3 markets. 
All models representing a conventional advertisement approach in low involvement 
tea, washing powder and retail markets have higher overall R square results 
compared with models representing a disruptive approach. This applies to both the 
involved and non-involved models (i.e. where R square is greater for the 
conventional involved model compared with the disruptive involved model and also 
for the conventional uninvolved model compared with the disruptive uninvolved 
model). Therefore, for conventional models in low involvement markets, more 
variation in purchase intention can be explained by the independent variables 
compared with the disruptive models. In contrast, the opposite is true in the high 
involvement financial market where the conventional model TSB has a lower overall 
R square result compared with the disruptive model Direct Line. Similarly, this 
applies to both involved and non-involved models. The adjusted R square results in 
each situation confirm these patterns. 
These findings imply that advertising approach does affect overall explanation of 
purchase intention. However, further research needs to test if these patterns apply to 
other conventional and disruptive adverts, both within the markets used in this 
research and also within other markets not used in this research. There is also the 
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question of perceived advertising approach and how this affects the results. Clearly, 
the intended advertising approach in this research is not always perceived as such, an 
important factor being the age of the adverts. Further research needs to ensure the 
adverts are perceived as conventional or disruptive before attempting to measure 
purchase intention. 
The overall R square results indicate that there is a substantial proportion of the 
variance in purchase intention which has not been accounted for by the independent 
variables. The Direct Line involved model shows the highest overall R square of 
64%. The independent variables account for at least 50% of the explanation in 
purchase intention for models Persil involved, Radion involved and Iceland involved. 
The other models all explain less than 50% of variance in purchase intention. The 
literature and focus group interviews (phase 2) suggest that there are other important 
influences on purchase intention in addition to the independent variables included in 
the model. In particular, the price of the brand, the availability of the brand and the 
existence of rival brands all affect likelihood of purchase (Ehrenberg, 1974, 1991; 
Ehrenberg and Bamard, 1997b; Gordon, 1994). 
The overall R square may also be affected by measurement error in the variables 
and/or misspecification of the functional form of the equation. Measurement error is 
the degree to which the variable is an accurate and consistent measure of the concept 
being studied (Hair et al, 1998). Barry and Feldman (1985) distinguished between 
two types of measurement error: 
1) Non-random measurement error exists if other variables are systematically 
measured in addition to the theoretical concept of interest. This is primarily an issue 
of validity which can lead to biased, uninterpretable regression coefficients. 
2) The presence of random measurement error can affect the estimated parameters of 
the regression model. Random measurement error can occur if the response 
categories are not well defined for respondents or respondents are not responding 
truthfully for some reason. In addition, there may be errors in recording and coding 
data. A further possibility is trying to measure an unobservable abstract concept with 
a simple observable property. For example, in this research the true concept of 
interest is trial purchase. However, trial purchase and the influences associated with 
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this are multidimensional. Purchase intention has therefore been used as a primary 
indicator of trial, and it has been necessary to rely on conceptual and empirical 
indicators to measure this variable. Hair et al ( 1998) argued that it is necessary to 
obtain the best dependent and independent measures based on conceptual and 
empirical factors. The indicators which have been used in the survey are feelings 
toward the adverts, brand attitude, product involvement and previous brand usage. 
The reliability of each indicator is the proportion of variance of each indicator which 
reflects the true variable. These indicators and their contribution to R square have 
been presented above. 
It is possible that there may be some degree of random measurement error present in 
the survey. In particular, this error may be present as a result of potential bias in 
student responses and the complicated nature of the concept of interest. The strategy 
of data collection (supervised group sessions) and the coding process were both 
chosen to minimise the intrusion of additional random error. The reported presence 
of heteroscedastity affects the functional form of the overall equation and also 
contributes to low R square results (see chapter 12, section 12.5 for more detail of 
reasons behind the heteroscedastity). 
The histograms of standardised residuals and the normal probability plots illustrate 
violation of normality from all non-involved models. Regression is a technique 
which is extremely robust to non-normal errors and normalising transformations are 
only really necessary when the distribution of residuals is highly skewed (Mendenhall 
and Sincich, 1993, Barry and Feldman, 1985). However, the normality assumption is 
critical with small samples (n < 20). For larger sample sizes normality violation will 
not affect the estimated parameters of regression model (Barry and Feldman, 1985). 
In this research, sample sizes for all models (involved and non-involved) have n > 
20, ensuring that the estimated parameters are unaffected. 
The scores of the dependent variables are independent of each other, although the 
cases do not represent a random sample from the student population, with evidence 
of gender, age and degree course bias. Therefore, the results are not representative, 




Multiple regression has been used to provide further explanation of the factors 
influencing purchase intention in each market. The advertising approach does appear 
to affect the overall explanation of purchase intention. Models representing a 
conventional approach in low involvement markets have higher overall R square 
results compared with models representing a disruptive approach. The opposite is 
true of models in the high involvement financial market. The overall R square results 
also indicate that is a substantial proportion of variance in purchase intention which 
has not been accounted for by independent variables. 
All regression models show that the independent variables have a positive 
relationship with the dependent variable. Advertisement involvement is a primary 
influence on purchase intention in all markets. Advertisement believability is the 
second most common contributor across markets, although it is not present. in all 
models. The advertisement related variables are all significantly correlated with each 
other, although advertisement information does not appear in any regression models, 
except Persil. In addition to advertising variables, brand image is the only other 
explanatory variable which appears in at least one model in each market. 
The existence of product involvement does appear to affect the overall explanation of 
purchase intention, although the nature of the effect cannot be confined to high/low 
involvement product markets. In addition, both the existence of product involvement 
and the level of product involvement (high/low) affect the number of independent 
variables used to explain purchase intention. For example, in low involvement 
markets, involved models contain more independent variables to explain purchase 
intention compared with non-involved models. This is not the case in high 
involvement markets. 
Measurement error is likely to be present in the results. This error can be attributed 
to guessing/untruthful responses by students and attempting to measure an abstract 
concept such as trial, and survey design. Measurement error affects the estimated 
parameters of the model and the interpretation of the regression coefficients. The 
presence of heteroscedastity in the results reflects this measurement error. 
Heteroscedastity affects the functional form of the equation and contributes to the 
lowering the R square results which have been reported. 
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Histograms of standardised residuals and normal probability plots reveal normality 
violation for non-involved models. However, this is not critical for the results of this 
research because all sample sizes are greater than 20 and regression analysis is quite 
robust against violations of normality. 
The results are based on classifications according to age, gender and degree course 
and cannot be generalised to the undergraduate student population at the University 
of Plymouth. Further research needs to be carried out on a wider sample of students 
to validate the relationships found. 
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12. CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER 
RESEARCH 
12.1 INTRODUCTION 
This thesis has examined the development of the concept of disruptive advertising 
and its role in the trial purchase process. Literature surrounding this concept has 
been explored and discussed and a model of 'the influence of advertising approach in 
a trial purchase context' has been constructed from the literature. More specifically, 
the research has compared the appropriateness of a disruptive approach compared 
with a more consistent conventional approach both in different brand situations and 
with regard to trial. This concluding chapter presents a revised version of the model 
which more clearly emphasises the thrust of the research. The results show that the 
nature of product involvement influences intention to purchase a brand and that the 
advertising approach adopted affects intention to purchase a brand. However, it has 
not been possible to outline clear rules for applying disruption on an operational basis 
and the results raise questions regarding whether an advertisement is perceived to be 
disruptive and for how long it is perceived to be disruptive. In addition, it appears 
that the concept of disruption is comparable to straightforward repositioning theory. 
It is suggested that the findings from this research be viewed as a starting point for 
further investigation into the relationship between the advertising approach adopted 
and trial purchase. 
12.2 A REVISED MODEL: THE INFLUENCE OF ADVERTISING 
APPROACH IN A TRIAL PURCHASE CONTEXT 
A revised version of 'The Influence of Advertising Approach in a Trial Purchase 
Context' is presented in Figure 12.1. The model possesses many of the 
characteristics of the original model (Figure 7.1), but has been modified slightly to 
reflect the thrust of the research rather than just factors which emerged from existing 
literature. The following changes are evident: 
1. Refreshment has been omitted from the model because it falls within the 
boundaries of a conventional approach. After phase 1 of the research a decision 
was made to concentrate on only the two extremes of Disruption and Convention 
in phases 2 and 3 of the research. 
2. It is recognised that external factors such as market growth and distribution 
amongst others, are very important in the purchase process. However, the 
research has concentrated primarily on internal or in-person factors affecting 
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intention to purchase and trial rather than these externally constrained factors, 
although phase 1 of the research attempted to look at relationships at a more 
macro level, albeit with limited success in terms of future guidance. The revised 
model has therefore separated internal and external categories to reflect thjs. 
Brand Strategy 
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Figure 12.1: A Revised Model: The Influence of Advertising Approach in a Trial 
Purchase Context 
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In addition to presenting the revised model, it is advantageous to briefly re-visit the 
aims of the research as a helpful prelude to reviewing the hypotheses and discussing 
the overall conclusions of the research. 
The first aim was to investigate the link between brand situation, chosen advertising 
strategy and resulting brand success in order to understand the brand situations in 
which a disruptive advertising approach can be more suitable than a conventional 
advertising approach. Existing advertising case materials were utilised to study a 
number of relationships between brand situation, advertising strategy and brand 
success. The research concentrated on selected product markets, all of which were 
mature and highly competitive, and which represented both high and low 
involvement purchases. Therefore, brand situations for this project were primarily 
distinguished by the level of purchase involvement and the brand advertising 
heritage, although it is recognised that the situation of the brand before advertising 
incorporates many factors. 
The second aim, which utilised focus groups, was to gain some understanding of 
consumer attitudes towards a disruptive advertising approach compared with a more 
conventional advertising approach in different product markets. This exploratory 
phase of the research has provided useful findings in its own right and also underpins 
the more in-depth study of consumer attitudes, needs and values towards different 
advertising approaches. 
A third aim of the research focused on investigating the influence of advertising 
approach on purchase intention compared with other primary influencing factors. 
Phase 3 of the research involved a supervised survey, where the structure and 
questions adopted attempted to build on the findings of the focus group interviews in 
phase 2. Intention to purchase has been used as the primary indicator of trial in each 
market due to the inability of actually observing purchase. 
The final mm of the study was to question the 'disruptive advertising concept' 
adopted by the agency BST-BDDP. Is the concept of disruptive advertising just an 
elaborate repackaging of positioning theory? How can it be defined conceptually? In 
what situations should this approach be applied? Are there in fact any rules or 
guidelines for applying a disruptive rather than a more conventional approach? What 
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does the research suggest about the suitability of a disruptive approach and its 
effectiveness at stimulating intention to purchase? 
On a conceptual level this research has treated disruption as a process which is based 
on the challengeable nature of individual perceptions determining market participant 
behaviour. A disruptive advertising approach is therefore one which attempts to 
disturb conventions or norms (people's own perceptions of what is acceptable) in a 
market in the battle to win consumers. This research has concentrated on disruption 
at an advertising level and has used examples where advertising/communication 
conventions in the market have been overturned. 
Product purchase involvement rather than product category involvement has also 
been a primary focus in this research (unless otherwise stated). High involvement 
markets refer to those products where purchases are characterised by high cost, high 
risk and extended information searching, whilst low involvement markets refer to 
those products where purchases are characterised by habit, routine, low cost, low risk 
and simple decision strategies. In this study the financial market (specifically 
insurance) represented high involvement purchases whilst the tea, washing powder 
and retail markets represented low involvement purchases. 
12.3 A REVIEW OF THE HYPOTHESES 
This study has attempted to address the influence of the advertising approach in a 
trial purchase context using four hypotheses. All the hypotheses are linked with 
advertising and its role in influencing trial. The hypotheses, which have been tested 
using a questionnaire survey, are as follows: 
H 1: The choice of a disruptive or conventional advertising approach influences 
intention to purchase a brand. 
H2: The nature of product involvement influences intention to purchase a brand. 
H3: Levels of brand awareness are afimction of the advertising approach. 
H4: Purchase intention is a composite of product involvement, brand name 
familiarity, brand image, brand usage experience and feelings/attitudes towards the 
advertisement. 
The results of this research suggest that the first two hypotheses cannot be rejected. 
It can be concluded that the choice of a disruptive or conventional advertising 
approach does affect intention to purchase a brand and that the nature of product 
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involvement does influence intention to purchase a brand. However, in contrast with 
HI and H2 it is not possible to accept H3 and H4. 
Regression analysis on the questionnaire survey data demonstrates that the intended 
advertising approach (disruptive or conventional) does appear to affect the overall 
explanation of purchase intention, the main indicator of trial in this research. For 
conventional models in low involvement markets, more variation in purchase 
intention can be explained by the independent variables compared with the disruptive 
models (both involved and non-involved models). This seems to imply that for low 
involvement purchases, a conventional advertising approach is more effective at 
stimulating intention to purchase, particularly since the advertisement variables used 
(reflecting feelings/attitudes towards the advertisement) are the most important 
variables in the explanation compared with other factors such as usage experience 
and brand image. However, this difference in the overall explanation of purchase 
intention between disruptive and conventional models is arguably marginal in some 
cases. In contrast, the conventional models in the high involvement financial 
insurance market account for less variation in purchase intention compared with the 
disruptive models (both involved and non-involved models) implying that a 
disruptive advertising approach is more effective at stimulating intention to purchase 
for high involvement purchases. However, more examples of high involvement 
purchases are needed to substantiate this. 
The results also illustrate that participants in phase 2 of this research and respondents 
in phase 3 of this research do not always perceive the advertising approach as 
intended. The survey reveals that the perceived advertising approach only confirms 
the intended advertising approach in the retail and tea markets but not in the financial 
and washing powder markets. Unfortunately this provides little guidance regarding 
the suitability of adopting different advertising approaches for different brands. 
Clearly, there are questions for the brand manager regarding the use of advertising 
approach in different product markets and its influence on trial. Which important 
variables not included in this research explain a large proportion of variance in 
purchase intention for disruptive models compared with conventional models? The 
advertisements used in this research are all outdated and the results have shown that 
they are not all seen as particularly disruptive. Therefore, although the results 
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suggest that the advertising approach does affect intention to purchase a brand, 
further investigation utilising more recent advertisements actually perceived as 
disruptive is needed in comparison with conventional advertisements in the same 
market. As previously mentioned, the results -of this study unfortunately provide 
little guidance about the suitability of a disruptive approach and its effectiveness at 
stimulating trial purchase. 
Individual item results show that the existence of product involvement does appear to 
affect intention to purchase in all markets included in the research (except retail 
where it was not possible to test for involvement differences). Item analysis reveals 
conceptual differences between respondents according to whether they are involved 
in the market. In general, product involvement affects usage experience, opinions of 
brand image, opinions of advertisements and purchase intention in all markets. The 
results show that involved subjects respond more favourably to the item 'likely to 
make me try the brand' for all low involvement purchase brands (Tetley, Persil, 
Radian) and vice versa for high involvement purchase brands (TSB, Direct Line). 
The T-test highlights particular items in each market showing significant differences 
by product involvement. All selected items are more favourably answered by 
involved respondents; these items include 'likely to make me try the brand' for both 
Tetley squarebags and Tetley roundbags. 
Regression analysis confirms that both the existence of product involvement and the 
level of product involvement influences the number of independent variables 
explaining purchase intention. The research has shown that involved models in the 
financial and washing powder markets explain a greater proportion of variance in 
purchase intention compared with the non-involved models. This indicates that 
intention to purchase is influenced more significantly by in-person factors (such as 
awareness, advertising, past usage experience and attitudes towards the brand) for 
those people who are currently purchasers/users of the product. Intention to purchase 
is influenced less heavily by internal factors (used in the research) for those people 
who are not currently purchasers/users of brands in the market (and are therefore 
uninvolved in the market). Perhaps external factors may have more influence on 
purchase intention for those currently uninvolved in the market. 
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In contrast to the financial and washing powder markets, the non-involved models in 
the tea market explain a greater proportion of variance in purchase intention than the 
involved models, although the difference is marginal. The in-person variables used 
in the research provide a low overall explanation of purchase intention in the tea 
market (both involved and non-involved models) suggesting that other variables not 
included in the research may have more influence in this market. 
Involved models contain more independent variables to explain purchase intention 
compared with non-involved models in low involvement markets. This is not the 
case in the high involvement financial market. This finding suggests that for low 
involvement purchases, there is a greater combination of in-person influences on 
purchase intention for those who are currently purchasers/users than for those who 
are not. However, purchase intention in the financial market is more complicated 
and is also likely to be heavily influenced by external as well as internal factors 
whether currently involved in the market or not. In general, a combination of both 
internal and external factors will influence intention to purchase a brand in each 
market and this is likely to vary from market to market. 
This influence of product involvement on intention to purchase a brand raises 
questions regarding brand strategy. For a low involvement brand, a brand manager 
should clearly try to increase involvement with the purchase, with the product 
category in general and increase advertising for the brand to enhance positive brand 
attitudes and brand image. For high involvement purchases, there is a need to 
enhance emotional ties and attitudes towards the brand to maintain continuous 
purchase involvement and brand involvement with loyal consumers as well as attract 
non-loyal consumers. Highly-involving and creative advertising is one method of 
achieving emotional ties with the brand. This type of advertising can also be 
effective at maintaining continuous awareness of the brand in the consumer's mind 
and therefore ensuring continuous brand involvement. 
It is not possible to accept H3 because the results confirm nearly lOO% awareness of 
all the brands used in the research - both disruptive and conventional brands. The 
individual item 'the brand is familiar to me', which measures the degree of 
respondents' brand familiarity, reflects these high levels of brand awareness. The 
mean score for this item illustrates that respondents are either familiar or very 
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familiar with all the brands used in the research. All of these brands are now 
established in their markets, and have been available to consumers for some time. 
Therefore, it has not been possible to successfully measure the levels of brand 
awareness based on the advertising approach used. Further research investigating a 
disruptive advertising approach would need to test awareness levels associated with a 
disruptive advertisement (whilst the advertisement is still deemed as disruptive) 
compared with a conventional advertisement within the same market and within 
specific timescales. 
Similarly, it is not possible to accept H4. The results illustrate that intention to 
purchase varies by product involvement and feelings/attitudes towards the 
advertisement (because advertisement involvement and advertisement believability 
are important variables included in the models). In addition, the results also illustrate 
that purchase intention holds a positive relationship with the variables that represent 
brand name familiarity, brand image and brand usage experience. However, not all 
of these variables have been included in the regression models, implying that 
purchase intention is not a composite of all these variables for all brands. Advert 
involvement (which measures enjoyment from watching the advertisement) and 
advert believability (which measures the extent to which the advertisement is 
perceived as convincing/believable) are the most influential variables on purchase 
intention across the markets. Brand image and brand usage experience are the other 
variables which are notable influences on purchase intention for selected models. 
Obviously external factors are also important at stimulating intention to purchase and 
it appears that different combinations of these internal and external factors are likely 
to vary in their influence on purchase intention for different products and different 
brands. 
12.4 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 
This research, although it has not been able to provide conclusive evidence as to the 
situations in which a disruptive advertising approach should be applied, has 
nevertheless been valuable in providing insights into the role of advertising approach 
within a trial purchase context and the issues associated with this. For example, the 
research does provide an understanding of the attitudes and preferences towards both 
conventional and disruptive advertising approaches and the effect of other in-person 
factors in the purchase process. It is the first research of its kind to investigate the 
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concept of disruption in advertising using empirical research. The findings are useful 
because they highlight that advertising approach does affect intention to purchase a 
brand, although it is not possible to outline clear rules for applying disruption, i.e. the 
brand situations which require a disruptive rather than a more conventional approach. 
Therefore, although a conceptual definition of disruption has been proposed for the 
purposes of this study (based on an understanding of literature provided by the 
agency), little can be recommended to managers regarding disruption on an 
operational basis. 
The concept of disruption originated with the advertising agency· BST-BDDP, 
although it proved to be vague in a number of areas and in many ways it appeared to 
be comparable with a strategy of repositioning. This study has provided little 
evidence to support the concept, other than as an elaborate repackaging of 
repositioning theory. The crux of positioning theory is based upon a brand being able 
to secure a unique position in the mind of the consumer. It is a way of giving the 
brand a distinct meaning for consumers so that they distinguish it from rival brands 
(O'Shaughnessy, 1995) and it can be on a tangible basis- akin to product-based/first-
at-bat disruption - or on an intangible basis - akin to disruptions based upon 
consumers' usage and attitudes. It can be argued that all of the disruptive 
advertisements used in the research are really just examples of the brand being 
repositioned in the market at the time. For example, Direct Line used advertising to 
position itself as the company to own direct car insurance in the minds of customers 
and Tetley used advertising to position itself as the company to own round teabags. 
Safeway repositioned itself based upon the shopping experience and Radion was 
positioned to own odour removal and enhance cleaning power where the advertising 
attempted to promote modernity, vigour and uncompromising cleaning power. 
Phase l of the research is linked to the first aim of the research, namely to investigate 
the relationships between brands, the advertising strategy adopted for those brands 
and the success achieved by those brands. In addition to disruption and convention, 
this phase of the research included refreshment as a third category of advertising 
approach, although phases 2 and 3 of the research concentrate on only the two 
extremes of disruption and convention. The results show that both the advertising 
approach and the advertising purpose (which are strongly linked) vary with the level 
of product purchase involvement and that there is evidence of greater extremes of 
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approach being adopted over time. The success measures, increased awareness, 
increased sales and improved brand image, are popular with all brands, although the 
results suggest that adopting a disruptive advertising approach is more likely to lead 
to an award winning campaign. 
The results also suggest some guidelines regarding the different types of media used 
for brands with different advertising approaches and different advertising purposes. 
From the study, it is proposed that a disruptive approach is more likely to be adopted 
for those brands which are new or newly advertised and for brands with low purchase 
involvement. Disruption is an approach which has been adopted for campaigns 
dating back to 1988 onwards using advertising, primarily television, but also the 
press and magazines as media vehicles. In contrast, a conventional approach is more 
likely to be adopted for brands which are being advertised over the longer term and 
for brands with low or high purchase involvement. There is evidence of this 
approach being adopted since 1990. Television is an important media vehicle for 
conventional campaigns and sometimes radio is also used. Finally, a refreshment 
approach is common for brands which have been previously advertised and for 
brands with high purchase involvement. It is an approach which the study shows to 
have been consistently adopted over the years and uses television, the press and 
sometimes posters as media vehicles. 
The findings from this phase of the research should be used only as a guide for any 
further research because of the limited sample size and generalised comparisons. In 
addition, the case materials do not provide examples of campaigns which have failed. 
Although some conclusions based on advertising approach have been suggested 
above, they should not be looked upon as concrete recommendations for the 
application of an advertising approach in different brand situations. Any further 
research would need to use a wider selection of markets and brands and a broader 
definition of brand situation to classify brands more specifically. 
Phase 2 of the project is linked with the second aim of the research - to explore 
consumer attitudes, needs and values towards different advertising approaches. A 
number of conclusions can be made relating to this phase of the research, which 
utilised focus group interviews. The results suggest that, with the exception of 
washing powder, it is the disruptive advertisement which is most preferable to watch 
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and which provokes more positive comments. The positive comments generally refer 
to the memorable, entertaining nature of the advertisement and the ability of the 
advertisement to hold the viewer's attention. Participants appear to find the story 
style of presentation particularly appealing. Negative attitudes reflect a dislike of 
both the content and the style of the advertisement. The results similarly suggest that 
it is the disruptive advertisement which is more likely to tempt purchase compared 
with the conventional advertisement in all markets except washing powder. 
The key disruption drivers in the disruptive advertisements (outlined in chapter 7) are 
mentioned by at least one member of each focus group, although participants do not 
obviously perceive the disruptive advertisements as radical and unconventional due 
to their age and more recent brand development in the market. 
It is clear that there is a strong relationship between comments expressed about the 
advertisements and feelings towards the brands in all the markets used in the 
research. Increased future brand consideration is linked to positive attitudes towards 
an advertisement, positive attitudes towards the brand and is highest for the preferred 
advertisement. The opposite is true for negative feelings associated with the 
advertisement and brand. 
Awareness is high for all brands, and the majority of markets tested showed a 
tendency towards multibrand loyalty, where participants indicated that there was a 
number of brands in any one market which they purchase or have purchased. 
Comments from participants also indicated that satisfactory past usage experience 
with the brand significantly affects brand choice across all markets used in the 
research. 
The external factors which appear to be strong influences on intention to purchase 
include price (across all markets), service (for insurance), store location/ 
layout/selection (for brand choices in the retail market) and parental brand choices 
(for the washing powder market). 
Phase 3 of the research is linked with the third mm of the study, which was to 
investigate the influence of advertising approach on purchase intention compared 
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with other factors. A number of conclusions can be made relating to this phase of the 
research, some of which build on the conclusions from phase 2. 
Responses from subjects have shown that indicators of market involvement are all 
purchase related rather than category related. For example, issues such as the time 
associated with the purchase decision, the riskiness associated with a purchase and 
the perceived consequences of mispurchase, which distinguish the low involvement 
nature of the tea, washing powder and retail markets from the high involvement 
nature of the financial insurance market. The results show that interest in the product 
class and the sign value of the product class (which reflect involvement in the 
product category) are not strong indicators of involvement in any of the four product 
markets. This is reflected by the purchase decision being perceived as primarily 
rational rather than emotional for insurance, washing powder and choice of 
supermarket, although responses suggest that there are mixed rational and emotional 
feelings associated with tea purchase. 
The results demonstrate that involvement in the market does affect attitudes towards 
brand image, brand usage, advertisement feelings and intention to purchase. 
Individual item analysis reveals conceptual differences between involved respondents 
and those respondents who are not involved in the market, and the t-test highlights 
particular items in each market showing significant differences by product 
involvement. It appears that in-person factors more significantly influence purchase 
intention for those individuals involved (i.e. purchasers/users) in the financial 
insurance market and the washing powder market than those not involved in these 
respective markets. In the tea market there are marginal differences between the 
explanation of purchase intention for those involved in the market and those not 
involved in the market and the results suggest that external variables may have an 
important influence on intention to purchase in this market. 
The level of purchase involvement as well as the existence of purchase involvement 
affects the combination of influences on intention to purchase. For low involvement 
purchases, there is a greater combination of internal influences on purchase intention 
for those who are currently purchasers or users of the product compared with those 
who are not. However, the results suggest that both internal and external factors will 
significantly influence purchase intention in the financial insurance market for 
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individuals who are currently involved in the market and for those who are not 
currently involved in the market. These findings indicate that the combination of 
internal and external factors affecting intention to purchase will vary by market. 
Similarly to the results from phase 2, respondents in phase 3 of the research show 
that brand awareness is high in all product markets. However, awareness of the 
advertisements is not consistent across markets in terms of approach, i.e. in some 
cases awareness of the disruptive advertisement was higher and in some cases 
awareness of the conventional advertisement was higher. 
The results from the questionnaire survey again support the findings from the focus 
group interviews in phase 2 and reveal that there is a strong relationship between 
comments expressed about the advertisements and feelings towards the brands. In 
general, positive feelings associated with an advertisement coincide with positive 
brand feelings, whilst negative advertisement feelings coincide with negative brand 
feelings. 
Brand usage expenence is affected by the nature of the product market and the 
associated purchase frequency. The findings reveal that there is a higher degree of 
usage/more frequent usage with low involvement tea, washing powder and retail 
brands than with high involvement insurance brands. For high involvement 
purchases, there is a lower frequency of usage and therefore a lower likelihood of 
product experience. However, it was difficult to compare directly the usage between 
disruptive and conventional brands in each market as a result of their incomparable 
brand offers. 
Purchase intention is positively influenced by all independent variables used in the 
research, although advertisement variables - representing the emotional enjoyment 
from watching the advertisement and the extent to which the advertisement is 
perceived as convincing - are the strongest influences on purchase intention 
compared with the other in-person variables used, indicating that advertising 
approach is likely to have a significant effect on intention to purchase a brand. The 
results show that an intended conventional approach is more effective than a 
disruptive approach at stimulating intention to purchase for low involvement 
products, although the difference in the overall explanation of purchase intention is 
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very marginal in some cases. In contrast, the results indicate that a disruptive 
advertising approach is more effective at stimulating intention to purchase in the high 
involvement insurance market. However, more examples of high involvement 
purchases are needed to substantiate these findings. In addition, the intended 
advertising approach is not always perceived as such. The perceived advertising 
approach confirms the intended advertising approach in the retail and tea markets, 
but the opposite is true in the financial and washing powder markets. 
12.5 LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH 
There are a number of limitations associated with particular stages of the research. 
These limitations represent a combination of external constraints and shortcomings 
associated with research design, and are described below. 
Although some general patterns have been identified linking brand situation, 
advertising strategy and brand success in phase 1, the findings need to be viewed 
with caution for a number of reasons. 
Firstly, the sample size is relatively small (only 38 cases are included), and the 
selection of cases is unbalanced. The case materials are based on only 6 product 
markets, and 5 of these markets represent low involvement purchases. Within the 
sample, the financial market is the only market representing high involvement 
purchases, although there is a greater proportion of financial cases (63%) compared 
with low involvement cases (37%). 
Secondly, the conclusions have been based on success cases only because the IPA 
case materials are designed to demonstrate advertising success. Therefore, the 
research does not provide an opportunity to compare the ingredients of successful 
advertising with those for failed advertising in particular brand situations. In 
addition, the IPA case entries cannot simply be defined as successful or unsuccessful 
just because they have or have not won an IPA award. Case materials are written 
post-hoc by a representative of the client. The information may therefore be 
exaggerated, biased, unreliable or omit important data. Advertising success consists 
of a spectrum of outcomes (Fletcher, 1997) where success may be defined in a 
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number of ways; for example, maintaining cun·ent profit levels rather than increasing 
profit levels in the face of competition. 
Although the aims of the IPA awards have remained unchanged since 1980, the 
awards themselves have evolved over the years in their attempt to continually update 
the measurement of advertising effectiveness and to develop what is submitted, 
rewarded and published. Entry categories have been gradually revised since 1980 
and underwent complete re-organisation in 1994. This re-organisation means that 
entries now attempt to illustrate how different advertising approaches can be 
effective for different advertising roles. This contrasts with the construction of 
earlier categories (see chapter 7, section 7.9.1). In addition, the more recent case 
materials included in the research are of a higher quality with regard to detail and 
writing style. Therefore, earlier cases are not strictly comparable with the later cases. 
The results reflect very basic comparisons. They do not include any detail regarding 
the different types of disruption driving the disruptive cases, or any detail regarding 
how chosen media were employed in the campaigns. For example, there is no 
analysis of when or how often television advertisements were aired. In the same 
way, there is no analysis of the types of magazine or press used in the campaigns. 
Cases have been manually coded into categories representing advertising strategy and 
brand success. The cases represent inconsistent writing styles and consequently a 
variety of key words with similar meanings were used to categorise data. Therefore, 
there is a possibility that manual error could have occurred during this coding 
procedure. 
In phases 2 and 3 of the research, further limitations can be identified. Similarly to 
phase 1, only selected product markets have been used and the results cannot be 
generalised, based on only 4 markets, with a high degree of confidence. The markets 
are also biased in favour of low purchase involvement, with 3 low involvement 
markets and only one high involvement market used in phases 2 and 3 of the 
research. Ideally, such a study should have included a greater number and variety of 
markets in order to increase the applicability of the results to a wide range of 
markets. 
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In phase 2, the advertisements for each market were viewed by only 2 focus groups, 
with each group consisting of 6-8 participants. The overall sample of participants are 
biased towards under 25 years old and although there are equal numbers of males and 
females in the sample as a whole, there is not an even distribution of males and 
females in each focus group. Therefore, whilst the findings are relevant to the 
sample of people involved, their wider applicability can only be substantiated if a 
greater number of groups view the advertisements for each market and if the sample 
is less biased. 
The advertisements used in the research are restricted to television advertisements 
only, although it must be recognised that disruptive advertising can take place via 
different media. All the advertisements are now outdated; indeed, a number of the 
participants comment upon the age of the advertisements, particularly those for 
Radion, Iceland and TSB. More importantly, the age of the advertisements affects 
perceptions of their 'disruptive power'. Although the disruption driver in each 
advertisement was identified by each focus group, the advertisements were not 
obviously perceived as radical and unconventional. 
The disruption literature explains that there needs to be a clear understanding of a 
brand's position in the disruption cycle. Brand advertising will only be perceived as 
disruptive for a limited time period, and this time period is dependent upon the brand 
dynamics and brand development in the marketplace (Internal Disruption 
Documents, BST.BDDP, 1995). All the brands used in the research are now 
established in their markets and there is evidence of more recent television 
advertising in the past few years from all brands. The fact that the disruptive 
advertisements used in the research are now not perceived as disruptive affects the 
validity of the findings and comparisons based on advertising approach. For 
example, is the research truly measuring the role of advertising approach in the trial 
purchase process? This is confirmed by the questionnaire survey, where responses 
show that the disruptive advertisement is not always perceived as being disruptive 
and the conventional advertisement is not always perceived as being conventional. 
The issue of brand 'offers' has also been raised with regard to this research. In each 
market, except washing powder, the brand offers are not directly comparable, thereby 
affecting stated levels of brand usage. For example, TSB is more widely recognised 
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and used for its banking rather than its insurance, whilst Direct Line is associated 
with insurance. Iceland is a frozen food specialist and used less frequently than 
Safeway, which sells a wide variety of both frequently purchased goods as well as 
frozen foods. The brand offer cannot be compared for the tea market because Tetley 
is the brand advertised in both the disruptive and the conventional advertisements. 
Tests in phase 3 using analysis of variance reveal some response bias by gender, age 
and advert sequence. It is recognised that the sample was chosen on a convenience 
basis, and consequently the findings are not representative for the University of 
Plymouth undergraduate student population as a whole. The degree of confidence 
that the findings are applicable to a wider population is therefore low and a wider 
survey may not yield results consistent with those found in this research. 
Instead of applying regression analysis to the survey data, another technique called 
LISREL - an acronym for linear structural relationships - may have been a more 
appropriate technique to use. This technique is extremely complicated but can be 
used to explain causality among constructs that cannot be directly measured, for 
example the differing influences on trial purchase in this study. However, 
unfortunately LISREL could not be obtained for this research. 
Although purchase intention has been used as an indicator of trial purchase in this 
research, there is no definitive way of knowing whether purchase will actually take 
place or whether any continued usage will develop from the purchase. The survey by 
itself cannot claim content validity because the concept of trial purchase possibly 
leading to brand loyalty is complicated and involves many contributory factors, only 
some of which are measured in this survey. Whilst product involvement, advertising 
and brand awareness, attitudes/opinions towards the different advertising approaches, 
purchase intention and previous usage experience have been measured, there are no 
questions directly relating to external factors such as price, availability or competitor 
offerings. The survey has therefore been useful at focusing on the measurement of 
in-person factors associated with trial, but is not fully comprehensive because 
externally determined factors have not been included. 
Indeed, the overall R square results confirm that there is a substantial proportion of 
variance in purchase intention which has not been accounted for by the independent 
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variables, and that there are other variables which are also important in the purchase 
process but not included in the research. In addition, the usefulness and 
measurement accuracy of the contributory factors in the survey is questionable, 
particularly brand usage experience. In hindsight, it may have been advantageous to 
measure how frequently respondents use the brands rather than how recently 
respondents used the brands, or both, because the advantages of measuring how 
recently respondents used the brand does not provide an indication of how often the 
brand is used and whether any preference towards the brand has been formed. In 
other words, the latter aspects would have given a clearer indication regarding 
purchase preferences. 
Random measurement error is likely to be present in the survey results for a number 
of reasons. Firstly, student responses may be biased and untruthful rather than 
reflecting their true opinions. The design of the survey is also likely to contribute to 
the presence of some measurement error. The dependent variable (purchase 
intention) is biased because it does not reflect the true contributions of all the 
independent variables. The advertisement variables are the primary contributory 
factors explaining purchase intention compared with usage, image and brand 
familiarity, because the variable measuring intention to purchase is placed at the end 
of the section of questions relating to the advertisements shown. However, the 
dependent variable does reflect the reactions to different advertising approaches in 
each market, which is the major focus of the research. Finally, some random 
measurement error is also likely to be present because the research is attempting to 
measure the unobservable outcome, trial purchase. Measurement error affects the 
extent to which the variable is an accurate and consistent measure of the concept 
being studied (Hair et al. 1998). The existence of any measurement error necessarily 
affects the estimated parameters of the model and the interpretation of the regression 
coefficients. As measurement error increases, the predictive power of the 
independent variables decreases. Therefore, it is vital to obtain the best dependent 
and independent measures based on conceptual and empirical factors (Hair et al. 
1998). 
The presence of heteroscedastity in the results reflects this random measurement 
error. Heteroscedastity affects the functional form of the equation and contributes to 
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the low R square results which have been reported. The following reasons may have 
contributed to the presence of heteroscedastity in this research: 
1. The unit of analysis is the individual and data have been obtained from a survey. 
It is likely that some respondents have answered more accurately than others, leading 
to measurement error in the dependent variable. Heteroscedastity arises when this 
error varies with the value of the independent variable. 
2. Interaction between an independent variable in the model and another variable 
which has been left out of the model. For example, other important influences on 
purchase intention include cost of the brand, brand availability and choice of rival 
brands. It is likely that there is interaction between these excluded variables and 
independent variables included in the analysis- brand image, brand usage experience, 
brand name familiarity and attitudes towards the advertising (Ehrenberg, 1974, 1991; 
Ehrenberg and Bamard, 1997b; Gordon, 1994). 
Barry and Feldman (1985) maintained that there is likely to be heteroscedastity when 
the sample size is small. Hair et al (1998) argued that small sample sizes consist of 
less than 20 observations. When this is the case, residuals will be larger near the 
mean of the distribution than at the extremes. In addition, heteroscedastity often 
occurs when the distribution is non-normal, which appears to be the case with the 
non-involved models. Partial residual plots of the independent variables illustrate 
that heteroscedastity is most obviously present for all advertisement related variables 
(involved and non-involved models), particularly advertising involvement where a 
significant positive relationship exists. 
The histograms of standardised residuals and the normal probability plots reveal 
normality violation for all non-involved models. However, this is not critical for the 
results of this research because all sample sizes are greater than 20 and regression 
analysis is quite robust against violations of normality. 
The questionnaire was designed after studying the relevant literature, and is not based 
on the ideas of any one writer. Analysis in phase 3, part 2, is based upon combining 
particular items using factor analysis in an attempt to reduce the data. It might be 
argued that this is not the best method for analysis and that tests could have been 
carried out using items individually. However, the researcher felt that the application 
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of factor analysis. was suitable for selected sections of the data in order to simplify the 
regression process and increase the interpretability of the results. 
It may have been more appropriate to carry out the research in the form of an 
experimental study, subjecting different groups of individuals to different advertising 
approaches for the same product. For example, a product could be advertised using a 
conventional approach in one part of the UK and a disruptive approach in a different 
part of the UK. Levels of trial purchase for the product by individuals with similar 
characteristics could then be compared for each area. This technique may be more 
suitable at determining whether a disruptive advertising approach can be more 
effective at stimulating trial purchase than a conventional advertising approach. 
12.6 DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
This project has revealed a number of areas where further research could improve the 
state of knowledge. Phase I results have produced little guidance regarding the 
suitability of an advertising approach for different brands and should be considered 
as a guide only. Additional research is needed to confirm whether the patterns and 
relationships identified can be generalised to other brands and product markets. 
Further research should attempt to analyse a wider variety of case materials including 
equal numbers of cases representing high and low purchase involvement markets. In 
addition, there is a need to compare successful cases with failed cases to determine 
the appropriateness of advertising strategy in different brand situations. 
Phase l has only considered a very limited definition of 'brand situation', based on 
previous advertising heritage and the level of product purchase involvement. As 
numerous other factors are also involved in determining the brand situation in a 
market (for example brand share, market growth, degree of innovation, consumer 
power, company culture), there is a need for further research to investigate how 
differing levels of these factors affect advertising and brand success. The IPA awards 
should be used to provide a better understanding of the multifunctional nature of 
advertising. By looking at a variety of situational factors, cases may be able to be 
classified into similar categories, according to the situation in which they find 
themselves. 
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Future research should take account of the fact that the IPA and the London Business 
School have been in collaboration since 1996 in an attempt to extend the IPA 
advertising effectiveness database and more successfully test theories of how 
advertising works. The framework being developed attempts to provide theoretical 
justification, based on academic and practitioner literature for classifying 
advertisements in different ways, and is likely to include a number of categories, such 
as: 
1. Product/brand factors, e.g. size relative to the market, price relative to the market, 
stage of the product life cycle, strength of involvement in the category, extent of 
affect/cognition on choice. 
2. What the advertising is supposed to do, e.g. familiarity, awareness, differentiation, 
prestige, liking, get action. 
3. Inputs, e.g. share of voice/share of market, other marketing activity. 
4. In-person effects, e.g. advertising awareness, brand/product awareness, advertising 
positive attitudes, brand/product positive attitudes, brand/product change in 
purchase intention. 
5. Behaviour effects, e.g. sales gain, profit gain, market share gain. 
Using this new framework, the IPA will be able to code all advertising case histories 
to date. This will enable more reliable and useful comparisons to be made between 
case histories demonstrating particular brand situations, advertising strategies and 
brand successes. It should also help determine for which brand situations a 
disruptive approach is most appropriate, although the framework does not include 
specific reference to discontinuity as such. Fletcher (1997) argued that future IPA 
awards should include more substantial evidence of profitability. Analysis by 
Fletcher revealed that as few as 6% of all IPA case histories dated up to mid 1997 
mention profitability. 
Phase 3 results are biased by age, gender and degree course and cannot be generalised 
to the undergraduate student population at the University of Plymouth with any high 
degree of confidence. Further research is required on a more representative sample 
of students to validate the relationships found and to increase the reliability of the 
results. Additional research should also attempt to validate the relationships found 
using non-student populations. It would be of particular interest to record non-
student responses to questions surrounding insurance advertising in phase 3. 
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Insurance is a complicated market where involvement and product experience are 
gained over many years. This was reflected to some degree by the focus group 
interviews. Consequently, attitudes can significantly change as product experience is 
gained and involvement increases. 
The validity and reliability of selected responses are affected to some degree by the 
sequence of advertisements shown. Further studies need to more specifically explore 
the effect of advert sequence on attitudes towards disruptive and conventional 
advertisements. 
This project demonstrates that there is evidently a limited time period in which an 
advertisement is perceived as disruptive. These findings need to be validated by 
supplementary research utilising advertisements actually perceived to be more 
disruptive and comparable advertisements actually perceived to be more 
conventional. There is also a need to investigate the influence of the advertising 
approach adopted using a wider variety of both high and low involvement product 
markets and brands with similar offers. 
This study has utilised only television advertisements to examine reactions to the 
different advertising approaches. Further investigation should consider the impact of 
a disruptive advertising approach for different brands using other forms of media. 
Additional evidence linking the effect of advertising approach on actual 
purchase/frequency of purchase is also needed to determine more fully the influence 
of advertising approach in a trial purchase context. Further research could perhaps 
attempt to use more of an experimental design, as previously discussed. A product 
could be advertised using a conventional approach in one part of the UK and a 
disruptive approach in another part of the UK - where the approach is actually 
perceived to be unconventional. Levels of product trial over a specified time period 
could then be compared (taking other influencing factors into account) to determine 
the effectiveness of the two approaches. 
The externally constrained factors such as price, availability and competitors have 
been included in the revised model of 'The Influence of Advertising Approach in a 
Trial Purchase Context' (Figure 12.1) although they have not been directly measured 
with regard to trial purchase in this research. However, it is recognised that they are 
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important influences on purchase and future investigation surrounding the influence 
of advertising approach on trial should attempt to include these factors in addition to 
the other factors present in the model. As previously discussed, the influences on 
trial purchase are multidimensional in nature, whereas this thesis only provides a 
platform for future research into the relationship between advertising approach and 
trial. 
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